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Preface

Interface A surface lying between two portions of matter or space,
and forming their common boundary;
A means or place of interaction between two systems,
organisations, etc.

This book reports on a legal informatics research project which dealt with the interface of
legal computer systems, as a means to provide legal practitioners with access to the legal
information that is stored and processed in these systems. The term 'interface' however also
applies to the field of research itself and the people working in it. In between Computer
science and Law, researchers find they have to interface between two different research
traditions with different types of reasoning I found this 'interfacing' an intriguing and
challenging experience.

Legal informatics is a field of research that is flocked by birds of all feather. I flew in
from the Economics department of Tilburg University. When 1was looking for a subject for
my graduation project in business informatics, I got involved with the LEDA project, on the
development of an automated system for legislative drafting support.

The LEDA team, consisting of Martin Fridael, Egon Verharen, and Wim Voermans was
an inspired and enthusiastic research group. 1enjoyed the collaborative working style in
which we developed ideas for the LEDA system and raided meetings and conferences to
promote and discuss them. The research this book reports on is much inspired by work with
the LEDA project and by the LEDA team members. With them, I found that doing research
is a team effort. There are also many people who have helped and supported me in writing
this book.

This book is the result of a Ph.D. research project that was established on the initiative
of Wim Voermans. During the project, he has been an inspiring supervisor and a great
companion. From his contagious enthusiasm I also learned that doing research isfun. I am
gratefulfor his guidance and for the introduction he gave me into the field of lavv and into
working at the Law faculty. The colleagues at the constitutional- and administrative law
department provided a very pleasant working atmosphere and helped me greatly with their
expertise. They helpfully answered the many questions I had on legal issues at any time that
I asked them.

This project was financed by the Co-operation Centre of Tilburg and Eindhoven
Universities. 1am grateful to them for giving me the opportunity and the means to do this
project. Special thanks to the staff, Karen Leurs, Els van Loon, and Marianne Wagemans.

My promotors Corien Prins and Paul De Bra provided guidance and motivating
support. I thank them for their support and their comments on my writings, which helped
me greatly to write this book. I also appreciate them for leaving me all the room I needed
to develop my own ideas and find my own directions.

With JURIX, the Netherlands foundation for legal knowledge-based systems, Ifound the
ideal forum for legal informatics research. The regular meetings and the annual JURIX
conferences have been very important for the development of my ideas in this research area.
Because of the critical discussions and the open debating atmosphere, the JURIX meetings
are always highlights in my agenda.
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1 also like to thank the members of the Ph.D. research group on Multimedia and User
Interfaces, MMUIS, for our chaotic meetings and discussions. These irregular meetings
were a perfect testing ground for immature ideas.

To my colleagues the Centre for Law, Public administration and Informatization of
Tilburg University 1am grateful for the enjoyable collaborative working environment they
provided. 1 am much obliged to Corien Prins and Robert van Kralingen who kept a
workload of my back in the final part of my research, so 1got the time [ needed to complete
this book. My colleagues of the Information systems section of Eindhoven University 1 thank
for welcoming me in their midst during the irregular times [worked there.

Marianne Sanders and lneke Sijtsma helped me to write in English. [ am very grateful
to Marianne Sanders for proof reading and correcting this book. During my research I have
also had much helpful support from the secretarial staff Especially to Ineke Sijtsma and
Vivian Carter I am grateful for their support.

Machteld Boot, with her recent entry into my life, enlightened the final stages of my
research project. 1 thank all the friends who kept asking about my book, without being put
all by hearing that it is "almost finished" for the zillion" time. The most persistent in this
respect surely were my parents. 1 am grateful to them for their love and their support. I
thank my brother Rob for his support and his friendship.

Luuk Matthijssen
February 1999



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 An example information retrieval session

1.1.1 information retrieval and the cost a/housing
The house I rent has the charm of days gone by, if only because of its poor state. The
landlord economizes on structural maintenance and only applies a provisional patch if things
break down. That is why I was unpleasantly surprised when I received a letter announcing
a 5% increase in rent. Although I was aware of the government policy allowing for an annual
increase, this 5% increase seemed out of proportion with the deteriorating state of the house.
In my office at the university I decided to consult the statute law database for possible ways
and grounds to respond to the announced increase. The database I used is a typical text
database; it allows for Boolean query searches on the full text of the stored documents. I

I first consulted the statute database just using the term "rent" which produced 1900
provisions in 400 statutes. The combination of "rent" and "housing" delivered 368
provisions in 133 statutes. On the search with "rent", "increase", and "housing" I got 37
provisions in 22 statutes. This seemed a workable set but it proved to be a huge effort to
browse through it and most documents were not relevant to my problem. While browsing,
I got the idea to specify that the terms "rent" and "increase" had to appear close together.
This query, which had already crossed the bounds of the visible part of the input field,
resulted in a set of 19 provisions in II statutes. By following cross reference between
provisions, I came across highly relevant documents I had not found initially. It appeared
that the term used in those texts to indicate the increase in rent is "rent adaptation". After a
search of more than one hour I, found the exact provisions that helped me to take successful
action against the announced rent increase.

I. I.2 Summary 0/ the problems encountered
This example shows that searching for information in legal databases is a time-consuming
job with many obstacles demanding considerable perseverance. Not only is it difficu It to
select the right terms to express your information need, it is also hard to combine them into
a database query. Even if you feel that the terms you selected express your information need
well, they are not necessarily the same terms used in the document you are looking for.
Furthermore, the query language you need to use with its logical operators is quite complex.
And ultimately you need to gain insight into the systematic organisation of statutes, for the
rules governing a particular subject are often dispersed across different statutes.

The query I should have used, reconstructed from the retrieved document set that
matched my information need, would have looked something like:

[Structural element Text, Title: hous* + ((rent* , leas* , cost* , pric*) NEAR5 (rais* ,
increas* , adapt") + (object" , disput* , oppos" , protest*) ]

The statute law database I used contains all regulations of the Dutch central government totalling over 8.000
documents. The query examples were executed in Dutch and for this example translated into English.
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1.1.3 The subject of this book
In the case of this example, I took the rent increase as a challenge and I set out to find the
solution myself. It would have been much easier though to consult a specialist in the field
of house rental issues from a law clinic, the housing board of the city, or a colleague at the
faculty of law. He would have given me advice on the procedure to follow, the issues to
consider and the information sources to consult. This would probably have been an even
better piece of advice because the law governing a particular societal issue can most often
not be found in statute law alone.

That is why the operation of databases is often performed by human mediators. These
mediators are able to relate a description of a problem in a specific domain to the storage
structures of a database so that the documents with the information relevant to the problem
are retrieved. These human experts act as intelligent intermediaries between someone with
a problem and the information available on that particular subject. Intelligent in this sense
means: able to give useful tips and directions. To be able to do this, the expert uses his
knowledge of the operation of the database retrieval mechanism, the domain of application,
the structure of the available information sources, and the mapping between domain
concepts and database entities.

In this research, we look into the possibility of building an automated intelligent
intermediary. An interesting concept in this respect that has recently been developed in
informatics is the concept of the intelligent interface? An intelligent interface, in short, is
an automated intermediary between the user and the internal operation of an automated
information system that uses knowledge of the domain of the user to help him operate the
system. This is a new approach in the design of information systems. Until now, it had been
especially the design of knowledge-based systems that had emphasised the direct
representation of knowledge in the system. By using an intelligent interface the knowledge
of the operation of the system and the knowledge of the domain of the user are represented
separately.

The central problem addressed in this book, is the difficulty of retrieving documents from
legal databases. With the technology that is currently used for information retrieval from
legal databases, people are often not able to retrieve the documents they need although these
documents are included in the database. The research goal is to relieve the user of the
problems that come with the formulation of database queries and to try to establish the
relation between a legal problem and the relevant documents automatically. The possible
solution considered in this book, is the institution of an intelligent interface that operates as
an intermediary between the user and the legal database. To this end, it will be investigated
what an intelligent interface is and how it can be used to resolve the problems of legal
information retrieval. In the next section, first an introduction is given into the field of legal
databases and in section 1.3 the research goals will be defined in detail.

2 See, for example [Roth, 1987], [McKay, 1990], [Ham felt, 1990} and [Wagenaar, 1992}.
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1.2 Legal databases
To demarcate the subject of this book, this section first gives an overview of the fields of
study that are involved with access to legal databases. The relevance of this subject is
established by a discussion of the critical role of information in legal practice. The
subsequent discussion on the applications of information technology in law point out the
important function of legal databases to the support of legal practitioners. Finally, an
overview is presented of the historical and current developments in legal databases. This
background serves to establish the goals and the contribution of this research.

The discussion of the way legal databases are used is meant to cover the use of legal
databases in Europe. As far as the legal system is discussed, we describe the Dutch legal
system, albeit from a continental European perspective. For the discussion on database
technology, the scope is global and special attention is paid to the legal databases that have
been developed in the United States.

1.2.1 Legal information and legal communication
Legal databases are meant to help legal practitioners store, manage, and retrieve the
information they need in their work. To determine how legal databases can support and
facilitate the work of legal practitioners, we need to look at the nature of legal work and at
the role information plays in this.

ln this section, some important sources of legal information are discussed and it is
indicated what role they play in legal work. For now, this role is considered from a
simplified communication perspective. An extensive and detailed model of legal tasks in
relation to legal information is presented in Chapter 4 of this book. The communication
perspective helps to distinguish between the sources oflegal information and the information
itself and it helps to point out the role of information in legal work. By no means do we want
to involve all aspects of complete communication theories such as Searle's and Habermas'
although they certainly have bearing on legal communication: Communication in a
simplified view consists of the transport of information from one party to another.
Communication as such can be characterised, amongst other things, by the communicating
parties, the means of communication and the type of information communicated. ln the
following, three main sources of legal information are considered: (I) legislation, (2) judicial
decisions and (3) the literature."

3 Habennas' Theorie des komrnunikativen Handlens which deals with linguistic coordination mechanisms in
social systems offers a good perspective on the legal system as a mechanism for coordination in society. And
some ofHabennas' communication concepts such as nonnative content, mutual agreement, and authority
directly apply to important legal concepts.

4 These legal information sources generally correspond to the sources of law distinguished in legal textbooks.
Statute law,judicial decisions, and customs. Customs form a source oflaw that is too large and too complex
to be documented. Considered as a source oflegal information, customs are a residual category. The legal
literature provides comments and explanations to these sources of law.
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(I) Legislation
Legislation can be considered as a source of legal information that serves the communication
between the government and society. As such, it functions as a means to effectuate
government policy. By focussing on this function of legislation, just the one way
communication from government to society is considered. In a democracy, however,
communication between government and society is, of course, a two-way process, and there
are mechanisms for citizens to intluence government policy. The information communicated
by legislation consists of norms. For the purpose of this discussion, the term "norm" is
considered to refer to "a directive which corresponds to certain social facts in such a way
that the pattern of behaviour expressed in the norm is (1) in general followed by members
of society; and (2) is felt by them as binding". [Ross, 1968 (p.93)] Norms defined this way
can act as instruments to enact policy by government, that legislation is not the only possible
container for norms, and that government has no monopoly on issuing norms. As far as the
norms originate from the central government and they are generally binding, they are
represented in text and published in the official state journals. Legislation on a particular
issue usually consists of a complex of interrelated norms organised in statutes and
regulations. The purpose of publishing legislation in state journals is to make the new
regulations known to everyone affected by them. People have to know what norms they have
to observe and what rights they can appeal to. The central government also delegates the
authority to issue regulations to decentralised administrations. Regulations by regional and
local authorities also have to be published and are communicated through other channels.
The text of legislation is free of copyright so anyone can copy and publish legal texts. There
are several legal publishers that put together and publish collections of regulations. Legal
practitioners who have to consult legislation commonly refer to these publications.

(2) Judicial decisions
Judicial decisions make up a source of legal information that serves the communication
between the legal system and society and between actors in the legal system itself. One of
the tasks the courts have in the legal system is to enforce and maintain the norms expressed
in legislation by the government. They decide in cases of contlict and in cases of violation
of the law. In judicial decisions, we distinguish three mechanisms of communication. Firstly,
the judicial decisions serve the communication between the court and the parties involved
in the case. In this sense, the information communicated consists of the decision and the
reasons for the decision on the case. The second purpose of judicial decisions is to
communicate between the court and society. Judgements in this sense set an example of the
way the law is upheld. They explain how the law is interpreted and applied in a particular
case. The information communicated consists of norms comparable to those in legislation.
Thirdly, judicial decisions serve the communication between actors in the legal system itself.
Because similar cases have to be decided similarly, the explanations and interpretations in
the judgements will have to be observed in future rulings. The communication of judicial
decisions plays an important role in the continuous development of the law as a complex of
norms that applies in society.

The ruling of a court is represented in text for communication to the parties involved in
the case. In the second and the third communication scheme, judicial decisions are
published. The publication of judicial decisions is a joint responsibility of the courts in
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cooperation with publishing houses and legal scientists. Not all judicial decisions are
published for that would include a flood of routine cases and similar rulings. The court
decisions are screened by an editorial board of judges and legal scientists that select only
those cases that are important or of special interest for the development of the legal system.
Before publication, these selected cases are supplemented with editorial information such
as a summary, references to the applied laws, and an annotation. In the annotation legal
scientists comment on the court ruling and indicate its importance for the development of
the legal system.

(3) The legal literature
The legal literature is a source of legal information that facilitates communication among
jurists in a broad sense including judges, scientists, lawyers, etc. As was said in the
discussion of judicial decisions, the application of law leaves room for interpretation and
discussion. The complex of norms governing society is shaped in debate among jurists. This
debate is facilitated by the legal literature. Amongst other things, the information
communicated in the legal literature comprises legal issues surrounding new societal
developments, discussions of legislation, reports on experiences in solving legal cases, and
discussions of court decisions. The main means of communication are books reporting on
the results of legal research, a number of legal journals for the discussion of current legal
issues and new developments, and annotations regarding court decisions.

As can be seen in the discussion of these three major sources of legal information, legal
work consists for a good part of handling and communicating legal information. Good
access to these information sources is therefore vital for legal practitioners to do their work.'
From the large volume of information sources, they need to be able to find the information
relevant to the particular case they are working on. An important development in this respect
is the rapid expansion of the volume of legal information sources.

In the Netherlands, the number of regulations currently in force and issued by the central
government exceeds 80006 Despite efforts to deregulate, the number of statutes is still
growing rapidly. Apparently the need for the government to keep up with the rapid
technological and social developments spur them on ever more frequently to reach for the
instrument oflegislation. With regard to the member states of the European Community, it
must be noted that the implementation of EC directives often requires new legislation.

In the last few decades we have seen a steady growth in the number of cases presented
to the courts. The number of published cases follows the same line.

The body of legal literature is also expanding. Over the last few decades, the universities,
and specifically the legal departments, have grown because of the increased importance that
is given to legal research. As a result, there is more scientific legal research than ever before,

5 Other quality dimensions of legal information apart from accessibility are objectivity, representativeness,
and update frequency. These dimensions are not subject of this research although they are just as important
for legal practitioners to be able to rely on legal information.

6 Apart from all statutes and the treaties the Netherlands have ratified this number includes other regulations
by the central government containing generally binding norms such as ministerial decisions.
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and, as a consequence, the reported results make up more publications. The increase in
legislation and reported judicial decisions has also led to more legal literature commenting
on these sources.

In the following section, we will see how information technology can be used to manage
the expanding volume of legal information sources.

1.2.2 Information technology and law
There are several Information technology (IT) applications that are used by legal
practitioners to help them manage the expanding volume of legal information. This section
gives an overview of these legal IT applications. To this end, first a classification perspective
must be defined.' The purpose in this section is to characterise legal databases relative to
other IT applications. The distinguishing characteristic of IT applications in this respect is
the nature of the information-handling task they support.' Along the lines of the information
life cycle, we distinguish five information handling stages. Information can be created,
modified, stored, transported, and applied. The corresponding IT applications supporting
these information-handling stages are: (I) authoring systems, (2) transaction processing
systems, (3) database systems, (4) communication systems, and (5) knowledge-based
systems." In the following paragraphs these IT functions are described in general and for
legal applications in particular.

(I) Creating legal information in authoring systems
Creating new information is an intellectual activity that rarely consists solely of creating
information from scratch. More often it consists of recombining existing information. The
IT applications supporting these activities are called authoring systems. 10 The authoring
systems used for legal information are mainly wordprocessors. They are by many standards
the most successful IT applications we know. It is also the one type of IT applications that
legal practitioners themselves have warm-heartedly embraced. Legal communications often
depend on written text for legal validity. Consider, for example, legislation, contracts,
warrants, subpoenas, and in written court handlings, the plea notes and legal briefs.
Therefore, legal practioners' tasks consist to a large extent of reading and writing.

7 As Voerrnans has shown, there are several ways to classify and describe legal IT applications depending on
the classification perspective used. [Voermans, 1995a (p.14)] (in Dutch)

8 Used by Lundeberg in his systems development method to decide on the support functions for different types
of activities. [Lundeberg, 1981]

9 This classification scheme assumes that IT applications only cover one phase of the information handling
process. Systems in which the support functions for several information handling phases are integrated
cannot be fitted into one category. On the level of individual support functions, however, the correspondence
to the infonnation-handling phases still applies. The classification scheme can best be considered on the level
of IT functions rather than on the level of whole IT systems.

10 Because the nature of the authoring system strongly depends on the communication medium, there are
different types of authoring systems for textual information and for visual and audio information. Legal
information, however, is typically of a textual nature. so here we only consider text authoring systems.
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Word processing is not just automation of a former manual activity. Writing and reasoning
are concurrent and intertwined processes that influence and support each other. [Hayes,
1980] The change from typewriters to word processors for text production involves a change
in writing strategies and reporting procedures which has proved to be very beneficial to
creativity, group work and productivity in general. These effects result from the natural
facilities of wordprocessors for the planning of documents [Kellogg, 1985], document
assembly, and the storage and management of documents.

(2) Modifying legal information in transaction-processing systems
The best examples of transaction-processing systems can be found in office automation and
in applications involving calculations. As legal information generally is of a textual nature,
there are only few examples of legal applications involving calculations.

As far as office automation is concerned, the situation in the legal practice is not much
different than in any other type of business. Automated administration and accounting
systems are widely used for the administration of, e.g., personnel, finance, and business
relations. Administrative agencies, involved in the execution of regulations that bring about
large registration efforts such as social security and tax regulations, rely heavily upon such
administrative information systems. These systems also facilitate the automatic issuing of
decrees. Sceptics of automation in the legal domain should realise that this is a type of legal
decision that has already been fully automated. In the Netherlands, for example, decisions
on study grants, tax assessments and speeding tickets are already to a large extent made by
automated systems.

An example of legal information handling involving calculations can be found in
Jurimetrics. This field of study concerns the application of statistical techniques for the
analysis oflegal information. In common law countries,jurimetrics is applied to analyse case
law. Through statistical analysis of a body of case law, it is possible to compute the weight
offactors that determine legal decisions. These weights are subsequently used to compute
the chances of winning a particular case [Hafner, 1987]. Another application of jurimetrics
is the analysis of word frequencies in legal texts [Noortwijk, 1995]. If the legal meaning
behind the results of these computations can be found, they can be used in the design of
retrieval mechanisms for legal databases.

(3) Storing legal information in databases
Legal information consists of increasingly large volumes of text documents. Information
technology can help store and manage this textual information by benefiting from the
capacity of computers to store and quickly process large amounts of data. In this discussion
we have to clear up a matter of terminology, namely, the distinction between 'database
systems' and 'information retrieval systems'. This distinction comes down to the difference
between structured information and textual information, and it has consequences for the type
of requests that can be answered and the type of retrieval mechanisms that are used. I I

liOn the distinction between database systems and information retrieval systems, see [Rijsbergen, 1979 (p.l-
3)] and [Salton, 1989 (p. 229-230)].
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The systems handling structured information are called database systems. As an example of
structured information in database systems consider, for example, a personnel database.
Records in a personnel database may be structured distinguishing: employee name, address,
job characterisation, age, monthly salary, and each of these fields has a restricted possible
value. Employee name is a 20-character string. Age is a whole number between 16 and 100.
Database systems are typically made to handle requests for Iistings of records that comply
with a particular condition. This request, the database query, must include a subset of field
values that also characterises the database records. The retrieval of records proceeds by
looking for exact matches between values of record fields and the query specification of a
field value.

In information retrieval systems, the records are documents with textual (or maybe even
graphical, audio or multimedia) information. A document-record consists of text except for
maybe a few structured fields such as the name of the author and the title. Information
retrieval systems typically handle requests for documents about a particular subject. In the
query, this subject must be indicated by one or more identifying terms. In the retrieval of
documents, these terms can be matched with additional structured fields containing terms
that characterise the subject of the document in which case the search proceeds in the same
way as in database systems. Besides matching on additional structured fields, information
retrieval systems also provide for another retrieval method in which the query terms are
matched with the words contained in the text of the documents. In this case, the user in his
query has to specify those terms that distinguish the text of the document of interest from
other documents in the database.

Considering the type of request and the type of retrieval mechanisms that are used, we
can also characterise databases systems as fact retrieval systems and information retrieval
systems as document retrieval systems. Lancaster characterises information retrieval systems
as follows:

"Information retrieval is a process of searching some collection of documents ... in
order to identify those documents which deal with a particular subject. Any system that
is designed tofacilitate this literature searching may legitimately called an information
retrieval system. " [Lancaster, 1978 (p.II-12)]

In this definition, documents are said to contain information if they deal with a particular
subject of interest. It implicitly defines' information' as 'dealing with a particular subject'.
In the further discussion of information retrieval systems, the term 'information' has a
central role. In section 2.1, a more precise definition of information is presented in relation
to the term data.

Legal information is typically contained in text documents. The systems considered in this
research are information retrieval systems and we will be looking at the specific retrieval
techniques for these systems. Database systems are not subject of this research. In the
following sections, the terminological distinction between information retrieval systems and
database systems is dropped. Both terms are used to refer to systems storing text documents,
unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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(4) Transporting legal information in communication systems
Despite the advances in information technology, the communication oflegal information still
relies to a large extent on sending paper documents. This is because the law demands that
documents are put on paper for legal validity. For example, the publication of regulations
in paper based media is required for enactment of the regulations. For the same reason, in
judicial and administrative procedures, information is exchanged by means of written
conclusions and legal briefs. In other domains most legal interactions also still depend on
written text for legal validity (eg., contracts, legal warrants, plea notes, court handlings,
etc.).

The requirement for paper documents is certainly a barrier to the adoption of automated
communication systems for legal applications. Still, there are more and more examples of
automated communication systems which are being used by public administration and the
judiciary both internally and for the communication with external relations. A clear example
is the cooperation between the public prosecutor and the police which relies heavily on fast
and efficient communication for prosecution of criminal offences. 12 Still, automated legal
communication systems are often a parallel to paper-based communication.

Another example of communication systems that have at least some legal aspects is ED!
(Electronic Data Interchange). ED! systems typically support the communication oflegally
binding transactions between business partners. The need for a parallel paper communication
can be lifted by a contractual agreement of both parties in which they accept electronic
messages as having the same status as paper documents. Thus, the electronically submitted
offers and orders also become legally binding. Only in this way can parties reap the full
benefits from electronic communication systems and achieve real gains in efficiency.

(5) Application of legal information by knowledge-based systems
To consider the automated application of information, we need to consider the theory of
artificial intelligence (AI). In the Al notion of reasoning, the application of information is
considered as: the process in which information is related to other information, To be able
to relate information to other information, it takes what in AI is defined as knowledge.

"Knowledge is more than the static encoding offacts, it also includes the ability to use
those facts in interacting with the world. A basic premise of Al is that knowledge of
something is the ability to form a mental model that accurately represents the thing as
well as the actions that can be performed by and on it. " [Sowa, 1983 (p. 2)]

Systems that automatically apply information are called knowledge-based systems or expert
systems. As was said in section 1.2.1, legal information has a nonnative nature. As legal
information usually is expressed in text its nonnative content has to be translated into a
formal representation for an automated system to be able to reason with it. In knowledge-
based systems this knowledge representation can generally be divided into a case model, a

12 An example in the Netherlands is the COMPAS communication and registration system for the public
prosecution and the bar.
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knowledge base and a reasoning mechanism." The case model is a formal representation of
the information of a specific legal case. The knowledge base is filled with formally
represented norms. The reasoning mechanism specifies a procedure relating the norms in the
knowledge base to the case model. Thus, legal knowledge-based systems can apply norms
to a particular legal case. These systems are generally used to give advice on possible ways
to relate legal rules in the knowledge base to a particular case. Popular representation
schemes in knowledge-based systems are logics but frames- and conceptual graph
representations can also be used. Legal applications of knowledge-based systems require
special representation schemes that can grasp the normative nature of legal knowledge." Due
to the limitations of available modelling techniques, on the one hand, and the volume,
complexity, and variety of knowledge required to solve legal problems, on the other hand,
the application oflegal knowledge-based systems must necessarily be confined to small and
well-structured domains.

The classification of [T applications into information processing functions is becoming
somewhat artificial because of the integration of functions and the integration of
technologies. An example of information systems that integrate support for both creating and
transporting information are groupware systems for the support of cooperative work.
Groupware systems offer support for the authoring and communication activities of a group
of people jointly working on one document. In legal [T applications, there are also more and
more systems covering more than one information handling function. Several authors have
already pointed out the prospects for integrated legal information systems.
[Vandenberghe, 1985], [Koers, 1987], and [Wahlgren, 1992]

An example of a legal information system integrating jurimetrics and knowledge-based
techniques is ExpertiSZe. [Svensson, 1993] ExpertiSZe facilitates micro-simulations of the
effects of alternative social security regulations. To this end, knowledge representation
techniques are used to model social security regulations and statistical techniques are
employed to enter demographical information and to compute the effects of regulations.

Another example of an integrated legal information system is LEDA. [Voermans, I995a]
and [Voermans, 1997] LEDA is an authoring system that supports legislative drafting. In
addition to standard document drafting support functions, it uses knowledge-based
techniques and database techniques to give advice and information support during the
planning and drafting of legislation. The knowledge in the system consists of a procedural
model of the task of drafting legislation and of a model of the structural building blocks of
legislation. These models are used to link information from a database to the particular
drafting decisions for which it is relevant.

13 This rough classification of types of knowledge serves the global functional description of knowledge-based
systems in this section. In Chapter 4, is referred to the KADS methodology for the design of knowledge-
based systems, which employs a more refined scheme for the classification of types of knowledge. See also
[Schreiber, 1993].

14 Examples of formal representation methods that are specifically designed to model legal norms are deontic
logic [Royakkers, 1998) and norm frames [Kralingen, 1995].
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The most interesting integrated applications for this research obviously concern the
integration of storage and retrieval of legal information with other functions and
technologies. Knowledge-based techniques have been predicted by Salton to be a promising
approach for addressing the accessibility problems in information retrieval [Salton, 1988
(p. 36 I-366)].

Legal work consists to a large extent of handling information. Legal information is of a
textual nature. That is why storage and retrieval of legal documents constitute very important
legal IT functions. Good access to legal information is vital for legal practitioners to be able
to do their work.

1.2.3 Briefhistory of legal databases
Legal databases have been around for about 35 years now. In this short period, several
parties have been involved in the development of legal databases, the most important of
which are: universities, courts, public administrations, associations of members of the legal
profession, publishers, and software businesses. These parties have of course had different
goals and expectations. Some have been experimenting new technologies while others
wanted to obtain a new tool to facilitate daily work, to make money, or to realise the
objective oflegal policy." This section presents an overview of the developments in legal
databases and the results achieved in (J) the United States and (2) in Europe.

(1) United States
Our historical overview must begin with the first legal database, the LITE database which
was started in 1961. LITE (Legal Information Thru Electronics) was developed for the
Office of the Staff Judge Advocate at the Air Force Accounting and Finance Center. The
database consisted of statutes and regu lations supplemented with some case law. These
sources were stored in their authentic format and the system allowed for keyword searches
on the full text of the documents. The goal with this first legal database was of course a
research object and further internal use in the Defence Department. Later adopted for use
by the federal government, the system was renamed FLiTE (Federal Legal Information Thru
Electronics)

The main achievement of LlTE/FLITE was that it was the first and, until about 1970, the
largest collection of electronically available legal materials. [Tapper, 1970 (p. 26)] As a
research project, it was very successful: As it was the first, it has often been evaluated and
published on. Bing gives an overview. [Bing, 1984 (p. 473)] Evaluations have reported
spectacular advances in retrieval performance over manual searches."

Following the first legal database in the US, many other legal databases have been built, the
most successful of which to date are the commercial systems, LEX1S and Westlaw. LEXIS

15 See J. Fabry in [CE, 1983].

16 Improvements of 92,5% to 93,5% in retrieval effectiveness were reported. Effectiveness was measured as
a percentage of cases in which the system produced more relevant documents than manual search. A critique
on these measurements is that precision was not evaluated [Bing, 1984 (p. 474)].
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was the first commercial full text legal information service, established in 1973. The goal
of both LEXIS and Westlaw is to provide a complete information service for every US
lawyer." They provide online access to hundreds of physically separate legal databases
covering all possible legal sources from statute law to news articles. The main part of the
collections, however, consists of case law. Westlaw and LEXIS give access to the
judgements of almost every court under US jurisdiction, both in state and federal courts. In
1997, more than 9.5 million documents were added each week to the total of more than one
billion documents in LEXIS.

These large US databases are very successful to the extent that they are an indispensable
tool for every US lawyer. This success can at least partly be explained by the healthy
competition for the favour of the customer in this duopolistic market. Both Westlawand
LEXIS are being spurred on to develop new information services and search facilities.
However, the basic retrieval principles they employ are the same as the ones used in
L1TE/FLITE.

The systems mainly compete with each other with regard to the size of the document
collection and additional functions to access the databases. In addition to the system of
keyword search on the full text of documents, they provide a uniform classification and
referencing system. One very good aspect of these access functions with respect to usability
is that they are uniform across different types of sources and across physically distributed
databases. Another usability aspect is the physical availability of the LEXIS and the Westlaw
services. The online services are backed up by computers and networks with gigantic
capacities to make sure that no request ever fails due to availability problems.

(2) Europe
The credit for having the first legal database in Europe must be given to Belgium. The
Belgian CREDOC system was initiated by the union of Belgian lawyers and has been
operational since 1969. CREDOC is an information service for all Belgian lawyers and
covers all fields of law. [Houtart, 1982] Since 1969 legal databases have also been
developed in other European countries. We will not discuss all these systems separately but
confine ourselves to general comments on their applications and the techniques employed. 18

By now almost every European country has several legal databases. They are generally
decentralised specialised databases, dedicated to one jurisdiction. The techniques they
employ are basically the same full text retrieval techniques used in the first legal databases.
The development of legal databases in Europe has been documented in two inventory reports

17 For a comparison of LEXIS and Westlaw, see [MacLeod, 1996]

18 For the purpose of example and reference, we mention some European databases. CELEX (Communitatis
Europaeae Lex) is the database of the European Community containing Community law and European
parliament files. It is interesting because it deals with multilingual documents. [Hanson, 1990] italgiure, the
database of the Italian Supreme Court is special because of the large volume of the database. [Ciampi, 1982)
JURJS is the German judiciary database. [Gall, 1990] In the Netherlands, Kluwer publishes its "Juridische
Bibliotheek" with selected judicial decisions and literature. This database is used in the case study of this
research. France is remarkable for its large number of different legal databases. LEXIS now has a branch in
France and they have also expanded into the UK, which is a more natural fit to the common law tradition.
[Eisenschitz, 1994)
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for the Commission of the European Communities: a technical study in legal information
retrieval dating from 1977 [Svoboda, 1981] and a study of access to legal databases from
1985 [Lloyd, 1986]. We will summarise the results of these studies and because some time
has passed since these studies were completed, we will see if the expectations they expressed
have come true. In the next section we will look at the current and the expected
developments in legal databases.

The 1985 CE report found a low level of use of legal databases among legal practitioners
in Europe. In the conclusions, the main reasons for this low usage level are ascribed to: the
limited need for legal databases to disclose legal information sources, the poor physical
availability of existing legal databases, and most importantly, the difficulty of use. With
respect to the physical availability, it must be said that by that time, in most cases, legal
databases could only be consulted on stand-alone installations via CD-ROM or a modem
connection to an on-line service. Lawyers generally could not access the databases from their
own workplace. The difficulty of use in the report is ascribed to internal inconsistencies in
the databases and the difficult query languages. The storage structures of documents are
inconsistent across different databases and in the same database across different document
types. The study further showed that the use of legal databases was largely left to
documentalists and mediators. The availability and usability problems proved too much of
a barrier for lawyers to use these databases themselves. In the prospects for legal databases
sketched in the EC report, search intermediaries remained important and as legal
professionals saw little gain in legal databases, no dramatic increase in usage was expected
in the near future.

Preceding this report, a technical study into legal databases was conducted in 1977. The
results of this study are largely consistent with the 1985 report. The perceived complexity
of databases was found to be a barrier to the users and, for this reason, only a few useful
applications were found. On these usability issues and user attitudes, the 1985 report
detected no real change since the previous report.

The conclusion of these two reports is that the problems of poor availability and the
difficulty of using legal databases prevented lawyers from seeing the advantages of these
systems. Databases would have to become much more widely available and easier to use
(without human intermediaries) before lawyers would start to see and exploit the benefits.
Surely the need for legal databases will only increase because of the expansion of the
volume of legal information sources.

The lacking usability of legal databases in Europe is a barrier to more widespread use. It is
tempting to look at the success of legal databases in the US to see how they have overcome
these usability problems. In this line of reasoning, however, we must be very cautious.
Explanations that emphasise the ease of use and the superiority of the US technology miss
the point. It is not true that LEXIS and Westlaw are so easy to use. In US law schools,
students take courses of more than six months to learn to operate these systems and the
instructions for use fill voluminous manuals. The main reason must be found in the nature
of the US legal system. US lawyers use these databases not because they are so easy to use
but because of necessity. In common-law systems, judges are bound by previous rulings in
similar cases. Lawyers cannot afford to miss a case that is available to the other party in the
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dispute. The use of legal databases fits into the competitive race to have access to as much
case material as possible.

Law, litigation, and the role of the lawyer are very different in the US and in Europe. In
civil law systems, the sources of legal information are smaller. This is mainly due to the
mechanism that important developments in judicial decisions are in time codified, bringing
back the volume of information sources from a large load of judicial decisions to a statutory
provision. In common law cultures it is important to have access to as much case law as
possible, whereas in civil law, for most purposes, the access to applicable legislation and
selected landmark cases is sufficient. So to address the usability problems of legal databases
in Europe, we can only learn from the techniques employed in legal databases in the US to
a very small extent.

Things than can be learned from the US databases concern good physical availability and
uniform interfaces. The idea to provide access to all sorts of legal sources from one single
search program will not be easy to carry over to the European situation because legal
information sources are distributed across a lot of different databases which are maintained
by different parties.

1.2.4 Current issues in legal databases
Currently legal databases employ basically the same principal for information retrieval used
in the first legal databases with keyword search on the full text of stored documents. Because
as yet no good alternative for this principle has been presented, we expect it to keep its
position, at least in the near future. There are, however, some developments in facilitating
technologies that contain improvements to the accessibility and usability of legal databases.
In the following sections we discuss: (I) developments in IT in general, relevant to the use
of legal databases, (2) new techniques directly applied in legal databases and (3)
developments in the handling of legal information.

(J) Developments in IT
The realization of a global information infrastructure offers opportunities for a better
physical availability oflegal databases. The adoption ofInternet and intranets as a means to
communicate and publish legal information widens the scope of communication over the
bounds of the media that have traditionally been used for this purpose. Before electronic
media were used, legal information was communicated through books and journals. The
reach of media like journals is as wide as a limited number of subscribers. The introduction
of electronic media like CDs did not widen this reach as much as it increased the volume of
information that could be communicated. The use of modems to give online access to legal
databases also did not really increase this reach. A legal office typically has one CD
installation or one modem installation so the legal information is not available at every
lawyer's desk. It is the construction of Internet and the further adoption of office networks
that now give us a perspective on universal access to legal information. Through these
computer networks, everyone (not just lawyers) can access legal information sources from
his own computer, whether from the office or at home. As far as the limited physical
availability of legal databases has obstructed the use of these systems, the publication of
legal information sources through computer networks can give a boost to the use of legal
databases.
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Together with the construction of world-wide computer networks, the need for
communication standards arose. Good examples of standardisation are the Internet
communication protocols. These protocols are integrated in browsing software that is
available for every computer system, so information can be communicated across different
platforms. The standards for document formats and communication protocols that have now
been adopted also facilitate the communication of legal information. The use of different
types of computers and different operating systems no longer obstruct communication.

A long with the development of computer networks and the adoption of standards, the
costs of computers and software have decreased. This has simultaneously attracted new
users and new providers of information services. IT has generally become more popular and
more accepted. In this environment many new information and communication services are
being both for business and entertainment. Ultimately, these developments will also benefit
the application of IT in the legal profession.

The last IT development discussed here concerns the integration of technologies (already
mentioned in section 1.2.2). Accessibility of legal databases is first and foremost improved
by the integration of information and communication technology. Online services have
dramatically increased the physical availability of legal databases. Besides that, also the
integration of IR and knowledge-based systems can improve accessibility. In section 1.2.2,
knowledge-based techniques were characterised in relation to information as techniques for
modelling the domain in which information is used and applied. Such techniques can help
to apply knowledge as in decision support systems but they can also help to retrieve
information by relating information in the database to the domain in which the information
is used.

(2) New IT applications in legal databases
Although the currently employed IR principles are the same ones used in the first legal
databases, some lessons have been learned from experiences with these first legal databases.
Through standardisation and the widespread introduction of computer networks, some major
barriers that obstruct access to legal databases have been removed. Additionally, the new
techniques for storing and structuring information that have been developed have found
good applications in legal databases.

One of the conclusions of the 1985 study on access to legal databases done for of the
Commission of the European Communities [Lloyd, 1986] was that the usability of legal
databases has suffered from internal inconsistencies. The difference in document structures
across different databases and across different legal sources within the same database are
confusing to users. They prevent users once they have mastered some search skills, from
applying them in subsequent searches. These opacities have been removed from the latest
legal databases by adopting standards in the structuring of documents.

The quest for uniformity, for the same reasons, was also undertaken for the organisation
of the interfaces of legal databases. Across different operating systems, software designers
have now adopted the windows-type interface as a standard. New computer programs
therefore all use similar windows-type methods for operating the controls and presenting
information. Furthermore, as legal databases are made available through the Internet, they
can be accessed through uniform Internet browsing programs. An aspect of interface design
typical to IR applications is the query language. Although the principle of specifying queries
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using terms and Boolean operators is a common one, different database systems used their
own codes and abbreviations in their query languages. For example the Boolean OR operator
in some systems is denoted with a comma, others use a forward slash or the word 'OR'.
There are also systems in which the same slash is used to denote proximity operators. We
can now see some standardisation in query languages as they evolve convergently towards
natural language.

In the latest legal databases, also new methods for structuring information are applied.
A technique for organising information that also naturally fits the structuring of legal
information is hypertext. In hypertext systems related pieces of information are connected
through references (links) that can be followed automatically. [Conklin, 1987] In section
1.2. I, legal information was characterised as a complex of interrelated norms. As norm
complexes do not fit the linear and hierarchical structures that constrain normal textual
information, legal texts already contain textual cross-references to express relations between
norms. The browsing normally required to find the applicable norms for a certain case can
ideally be facilitated by hypertext techniques." In the development of legal databases, we
have seen a stepwise introduction of hypertext techniques. At first, only references within
the same document were supported by hypertext. Now we can also see applications of
hypertext linking between different documents and different legal sources. However, to reap
the full benefit of the integration potential of hypertext techniques, they should also be used
to link documents stored in different databases."

(3) The handling of legal information
In addition to technical developments, there are developments in the way legal information
is handled which influence the use of legal databases. These developments concern the
expanding volume of legal information sources and the further automation in the
administrative and legal sectors. We will sketch some of these developments with respect
to their influence on the use of legal databases.

Automation in the judiciary and in public administration is growing towards maturity.
It is being organised in a more planned and systematic manner. Judicial and administrative
organisations are becoming accustomed to handling and managing their information
electronically. Legal databases have an important role in this. Legal databases can be used
to manage important information sources for these organisations, and the information to be
stored in legal databases is delivered by administrations and by the judiciary. Organised
selection and delivery of documents is important for the quality of information sources in
legal databases in terms of objectivity, representativeness, and update frequency. On the
other hand, these organisations depend on accessibility of legal databases so as to be able
to deliver the documents where and when they are required.

19 For some examples of hypertext applications for legal information, see [Agosti, 1992J, and [Voermans,
1997J.

20 A legal publisher that uses this technique to integrate its various legal publications is the German Beck
Verlag with the Beck connectivity scheme.
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Another sign of maturity in the use if IT for legal applications is the integration of adjacent
information systems. In the communication of legal information, automated systems arise
that cover more than one phase of the document life cycle. If the information-handling
processes linking up to the storage of legal information in legal databases (the production,
the manipulation, the distribution, and the application of legal information) are well
integrated with these databases, delays and mutilations adversely affecting the quality of the
information can be avoided.

There is a market-directed shift in the contents of legal databases. Traditionally, the
contents of legal databases were centred around legal information sources. Such databases
covered, for example, the statutes originating from a particular government or the cases
originating from particular courts. We now see a shift towards integrated databases offering
all the information sources that meet the demands of identifiable markets. These markets
typically cover one jurisdiction or one particular field of law. These types of databases
cover, for example, collections of sources tailored to the needs of Dutch local
administrations or to the needs of French fiscal advisors.

As the access to information becomes less obvious due to the increase in the volume of
legal information, legal practitioners become more dependent on their information systems.
Legal databases can give lawyers a competitive edge by giving them easier access to better
information. In a lawsuit, the party with the best legal database will have an advantage and
a better chance of winning the case.

Because of the importance of legal information and because of the better physical
availability of legal information, a proliferation in the use of legal databases can be expected.
Searching legal databases is getting to be so important that it is becoming a task that lawyers
do not want to leave to documentalists or mediators. With the introduction of online
databases, we have long passed the point that legal databases were used only by legal
academics. These databases are now available to all legal practitioners as well as citizens.
To accommodate all these users, legal databases will have to become easier to use.

t.3 Research goals
In the previous section we made an inventory of the role of legal information, the way legal
information can be handled using legal databases, and the techniques currently employed in
legal databases. This inventory provides the background for this section to establish and
define the goals of this research, the research questions, and the research method.

l.3.1 Research motivation
Information plays a very important role in legal work. However, due to the expanding
volume oflegal information sources, this role is becoming critical. Legal practitioners today
cannot do without legal databases to help them store manage and retrieve legal information.
The techniques employed in legal databases do, however, suffer from accessibility problems
as was demonstrated by the informal example in the beginning of this chapter. These
problems do not just stem from self-made observations. The existence of these problems is
confirmed by several IR performance studies (which will be discussed in section 2.2.6).
These usability problems together with the growing importance of good access to legal
information form the motivation for this research. This research is aimed at finding a
solution to relate an information need of a legal practitioner to the information contents of
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the documents in legal databases. An interesting idea, holding the promise of facilitating
communication between people and computer systems, is the concept of the intelligent
interface. Intelligent interfaces require an integration of legal databases and knowledge-
based techniques.

1.3.2 Research questions
Having established the research goals, the main research question can thus be formulated:

How can an automated intelligent interface facilitate access to legal databases?
In this research, the hypothesis is that the interface of legal databases needs to be equipped
with a model of the task domain of the legal practitioner in order to be able to effectively
relate the information needs that occur in the execution of a task to the information content
of documents in the database. This main research question can be subdivided into a number
of operational questions that need to be answered first.
a. What are the accessibility problems of legal databases?
b. Can knowledge-based techniques be applied in legal databases?
c. What is an intelligent interface?
d. What knowledge should the interface be supplied with to be able to facilitate information

retrieval from legal databases? How can this knowledge be modelled?
e. How can knowledge-based techniques be integrated in the design of a legal information

retrieval system's architecture?
j How can a knowledge-based interface be used in a practical information retrieval

application?

1.3.3 Research method
The research method proceeded in a stepwise manner by addressing the operational
subquestions. To make an inventory of the accessibility problems in the application of legal
databases, existing reports could be used. There is a great deal of material available on the
evaluation of information retrieval systems in general. We interpreted this material regarding
the application of these techniques in legal databases. To this end, special attention was
given to the special characteristics and requirements of legal information processing.

The information retrieval problems that were found this way, were used to develop a
functional design for a knowledge-based system that addresses these problems.

Subsequently, an inventory was made of knowledge-based techniques that have a
potential for realising these functions. The knowledge-based techniques were screened for
their fitness for adoption in IR systems and for their fitness to handle legal information. Both
IR theory and legal theory were considered for finding the knowledge representation
techniques that fit this purpose best.

To find out how these knowledge-based techniques could be applied in IR systems, an
engineering approach was adopted. In this approach, an architecture for a knowledge-based
interface for legal databases was designed for the example domain of objection procedures
in administrative law. This domain was chosen to be representative for a class of legal
problems so the findings could be generalised over other applications that have sufficient
characteristics with the example domain in common. To demonstrate what a knowledge-
based IR system looks like for a practical application, a prototype of such a system was
developed for the example domain. This prototype was evaluated in an experimental setting
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to determine whether the theoretical qualities of the design were realised. The results of the
experiment together with the results of the theoretical analysis are used to discuss a range
of possible applications of the proposed design architecture.

1.4 Contribution of this book
The subject of this book touches different fields of study: legal theory, legal informatics,
information retrieval, and knowledge-based systems. We therefore use and build upon the
theories developed in these disciplines. Consequently, the results of this research will be of
interest to these fields of study as well.

1.4.1 Legal informatics
Legal informatics studies the ways in which the work of legal practitioners can be supported
through information technology. The intelligent interface approach is a promising approach
to help facilitate communication between the internal operation of automated systems and
the people using them. In this study, the focus is on the usability of legal databases, but the
same approach may be beneficial to other types of IT applications as well.

As far as the solutions developed are based on analysis of legal work, the results are
meant to hold for European legal IT applications. The results based on the analysis of the
example domain only hold for that domain.

1.4.2 Information retrieval
The techniques currently employed in information retrieval are of a generic nature; they are
used independently of the type of documents that are stored. In the knowledge-based
approach adopted, the solution developed is, by its nature, domain specific and cannot be
transported directly to other domains. The idea to use knowledge-based techniques in IR,
however, can be ported to other domains. This holds for the analysis as well as for the type
of knowledge that should be applied in IR systems.

1.4.3 Knowledge-based systems
Studies in knowledge-based systems address the representation and the operation of
knowledge in automated systems. The techniques developed in this research provide new
representation methods and a new kind of application of knowledge-based techniques. The
representational methods are specific to legal applications and are meant to be of value for
the application of knowledge-based systems in legal domains in general. The application of
knowledge-based techniques in IR systems also ranges over IR systems in other domains,
although the representation techniques for these domains may have to be adapted.

I.4. 4 Legal theory
To be able to represent legal knowledge in automated systems and to develop useful
strategies to support legal work, we have to analyse the structure of legal information, the
structure of legal tasks and role of legal information in legal problem solving. The results
of this analysis are therefore of interest to legal theory.
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1.5 Outline of th is book
In this chapter we have given an introduction to the problems of legal information retrieval
that are addressed by the research this book reports on. In the second chapter, an analysis
is made of the principle of information retrieval. By clarifying the underlying assumptions
of the [R principle, a theoretical backing is given for the problems of information retrieval
and the conditions are identified that a solution must conform to. Chapter 3 presents an
architecture for a knowledge-based system that addresses the IR problems found in
Chapter 2. It proposes a task-based hyperindex that operates as an intelligent interface
between the user and legal databases. This theoretical design is applied in Chapter 4 to build
a task-based [R system for the example domain of objection procedures in administrative
law. In Chapter 5, the development of a prototype for this example domain is described to
demonstrate what a task-based [R system for a practical application looks like. Chapter 6
discusses the possible applications of the task-based [R architecture. The first application
discussed is the evaluation of the prototype that was developed but also other possible
applications of the task-based [R architecture are discussed. In the final chapter, Chapter 7,
the findings of this research are summarised and the conclusions are reported.



Chapter 2

Legal Information Retrieval

In this chapter, an overview is presented of possible techniques for retrieving information
from legal text databases. People looking for legal information nowadays are confronted
with large collections of electronically stored documents in which they have to find the
information they need for a particular case. The field of study that addresses the problem of
accessing large collections of electronically stored documents is called information Retrieval
(JR). From the work of several authors [Salton, [989], [Rijsbergen, 1979], [Blair, 1990] we
can distill a common theoretical framework for studying the principle of information
retrieval and its underlying theoretical assumptions. This framework describes the principle
used in IR systems to match the information content of electronically stored documents with
the information need of the user. It is a principle that has been agreed upon over several
decades and it is still the same principle that all existing information retrieval systems
comply with.

The agreement on the principles of information retrieval is not inspired by contentment
with the performance of existing information retrieval systems. On the contrary, several
empirical studies 1 have shown defective performance of these systems with the effect that
users are not able to retrieve the information they need.

This book proposes an architecture for the interface of legal databases which helps overcome
some of the problems users experience in retrieving information from these databases.
Before presenting this architecture, it is necessary to first explain what information retrieval
is about (the IR principle) and give a structured analysis of the problems. Several solutions
have been proposed, some of which have found their way into practical applications. These
theories and systems are discussed in this chapter and they are assessed for their merits with
respect to the observed problems. Through this analysis it will be shown how the
architecture proposed in this book fits into the theoretical framework, what JR problems it
addresses, and how it relates to existing information retrieval systems.

2.1 Information retrieval

2.1.1 Data and Information
As a precondition for the discussion of information retrieval it is crucial to have a clear and
accepted definition of the term information. The term information is very popular and this
popularity does not help to clarify its meaning as it seems to be used to refer to almost
anything new.' What is more, information is often used alternately with the term data. What
is the difference and what is their relation?

Further on in this chapter, IR performance evaluation studies by Blair and Maron [Blair, 1985], the Cranfield
tests [Cleverdon, 1991] and the TREC experiments [Hannan 1993, 1994, 1995] will be discussed.

2 Consider, for example: information technology, information system, information society, information age,
information super-highway, informatization, misinformation, and dis information.
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Little can be found in the philosophical literature about data and even less about information.
Philosophers have critically studied the possibilities and the nature of reason but they treat
data and information only as something instrumental to reasoning.'

The meaning of data and information has become an issue only since the widespread
introduction of computer technology. Clearly, data and information also existed before that
time in communication by means such as written texts, sound recordings, and photographic
images. Their representation in electronic format as such does not change this. However, it
has been the emergence of information technology and the large quantities of electronically
represented data that raised the issue. The terms data and information are especially
important in situations where there is more data than people can handle.

Some contemporary fields of science that study data and information are semiotics,
information theory, business informatics, and artificial intelligence.

Sem iotics is the study of signs. One of the founders [Morris, 1938] characterised the
object of semiotics as "mediated-taking-account-of'. In semiotics, the use of media is
important for they are the vehicle of the signs. The "taking-account-of' is the interpretation
of the signs. The agents of this interpretation process are the interpreters; 4 what is taken
account of is the designation of the sign. A sign is a stimulus for the perception of the
interpreter to change his mental state. This effect of interpretation apart from the sign
depends on the interpreter, the current mental state ofthe interpreter, and on the context the
sign is perceived in.

For example, text is an ordered combination of signs. Signs, according to conventions
of language, have a well-defined designation. If we consider a printed text, the paper and the
ink form the medium of the signs. The interpretation, the reading of the text, causes the
reader to change his mental state. The rules and conventions of the designation of language
and the use of a medium thus allow a message to be conveyed between the author and the
reader of the text.

Semiotics does not use the terms data and information but, as will be show below,
semiotics is at the root of our current understanding of those terms. In the definitions we will
adopt, data corresponds to the signs in semiotics and information corresponds to the
interpretation.

A field of study that, judging by its name, must shed light on the issue is information theory.
Information theory, founded by Shannon, is a quantitative theory of information. [Shannon,
\963] Information theory quantifies information by means of probability calculations.
Consider a communication channel that can be used to transmit data in the form of binary
digits from a sender to a receiver. Information is a value that is calculated by the average

3 Nielen found that only Plato and Wittgenstein have given some attention to data, but only as a side issue to
reasoning. Plato considered data to be something intermediate between reality and ideas. [Nielen, 1988 (pp.
15, 17)]

4 We will only consider human interpreters, but semiotics also applies to other organisms.
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number of binary digits necessary to identify a given message from the set of all possible
messages. In this computation, very probable messages have a low information value and
more improbable messages have a higher information value. Although information theory
basically is a signal theory meant to establish the efficiency of encoding schemes and
communication channels, it makes explicit some intuitive notions about data and
information. Data only contain information if it tells something the receiver did not already
know or could not predict with certainty.

The basic assumption is that information to the receiver reduces uncertainty. It reduces
the number of possible answers to a question. Information must have an element of surprise:
the more unlikely the higher the information value.

Business informatics studies the design of computer systems to support business processes.
In textbooks and dictionaries for this field of study, we can find definitions of the terms data
and information.' Presented below are the definitions of the ISO data processing vocabulary
[IS02382-1,1993]:
• Data A representation of facts, concepts or instructions in a formalised manner

suitable for communication, interpretation of processing by human beings or
by automatic means .

• Information The meaning a human assigns to data by means of the conventions applied to
that data.

In other literature, information is sometimes defined in a wider or narrower sense and often
the distinction between data and information is not made. The ISO definitions are clearly
inspired by semiotics and information theory. To clarify the picture oftheir meaning, it helps
to reconstruct these definitions from the theories they originate from.

In terms of semiotics, data corresponds to the signs structured according to conventions,
and information corresponds to the interpretation, the change of the mental state of the
person perceiving the data. It is important to note that data, as opposed to information, is an
objective notion. There is a direct mapping from data (signs) to facts, concepts or
instructions according to conventions that apply to the data. This mapping always produces
the same result (provided the conventions do not change). In the definition of information,
'meaning' corresponds to the change in the mental state of the person receiving the data.
This change in mental state, according to the theory of semiotics, not only depends on data
and the conventions applied to the data but also on the person receiving the data, his mental
state, and the context in which he receives the data. Information, therefore, is a relative as
well as a subjective notion. In terms of information, it makes a difference if you tell me
something now or if you postpone telling me until tomorrow. It also depends on what I
already know. This predisposition of the receiver can be further explored by looking at
information theory. According to that theory, the more unexpected the data is to the
recipient, the more information it contains. Information only exists in the presence of
uncertainty and information diminishes that uncertainty.

5 These definitions can be found in business informatics textbooks [Lundeberg, 1981 (p. 108)]. [Langefors.
1976 (p. 94»).
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As in this research, information is considered from the perspective of the requirements for
the work oflegal practitioners, the focus will be on professional settings where people use
data and information to perform tasks. This context provides the background for
operationalisation of the two terms.

Tasks people perform in their work often concern the perusal and processing of
information." Information, in this context, diminishes uncertainty as to the possible courses
of action to take in performing a task. The meaning of language, according to Wittgenstein,
consists of its use.' We will also adopt the definition of information in terms of usage. Data
only contain information if they are useful in choosing a course of action in performing a
task, reducing the number of possible actions.

To get a sense of the operationalisation of these definitions in this book, consider some of
their operational consequences.

A message with data you already know contains no information.
The claim of providing information must be used with care. When sending out a
message, you can only be sure to be providing information if you are aware of the mental
state of the recipient, you have to know what he already knows. Ultimately, only the
recipient can determine whether the data he receives contains information.
As a consequence of the previous statement, most information systems as such are
misnamed, for they have no sense of the effect the data they produce have on the person
receiving them. Information systems in our definition must have an understanding of the
user and the task he is working on.
As information must be useful, there is no such thing as information overload. There can
only be data overload if the volume of data becomes so large the data that do not contain
information obfuscate the data that do contain information.
The definition of information in terms of usefulness makes it possible to calculate the
value of information. This value can be stated in terms of the effect it has on the recipient
relative to the situation in which he would not have had the information.

The field of artificial intelligence (A[) is concerned with artificial reasoning and the
possibility of capturing knowledge. In A[ theory, the focus is on the definition of knowledge
and no clear distinction is made between data and information. In AI, information and data
have a role in the realization of knowledge by putting it in a wider context and relating it to
existing knowledge. Knowledge is viewed as the product of (human) information processing
for it allows us to reason and make decisions. [Sowa, [983 (p. 2)]

6 According to Langefors, people functioning in organisations rely on information for the execution and the
coordination of their tasks. [Langefors, 1976] Nielen characterises people as mainly information processing
beings, for they rely on the perceptions by their senses to function and to build an understanding of the world
around them, both in their work and for recreation. [Nielen, 1988 (p. 7,8)]

7 In the Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein found that the dynamics of language rely so much on
convention that he abandoned the quest for an underlying logical form altogether. Meaning becomes
identified with use.
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Viewing knowledge in this sense gives us another operational effect which helps to
distinguish data from information. Data only contains information if these data increase the
knowledge of the recipient.

When these definitions are applied to the field of law, the notion of legal information can
be operationalised. A legal system defines people's rights and duties and it defines
procedures to uphold these rights and duties in cases of contlict. Legal information can be
considered to reduce uncertainty about someone's rights and duties or about legal
procedures. Legal tasks are aimed at determining the best course of action to substantiate
someone's rights and duties. The value oflegal information can be calculated by comparing
the results of the different possible courses of action.

2.1.2 The IR principle
Data are communicated in time and between people by means of documents." The
introduction of computer technology has facilitated the storage of documents in electronic
format. Together with the fast processing capacities of computers, this technology can help
to store and manage large quantities of documents. The systems used to retrieve and present
people with the documents that contain the information they need are called information
retrieval systems. Information retrieval systems require mechanisms to compare and match
the information need which people experience in their work with the information content of
the stored documents.

As an information need exists only in the mind of the user, he needs to express this
information need in a query which can be processed by the system. However, a direct
comparison between a query and a large quantity of stored documents, even in fast
computers, is inconvenient if not impossible. After all, because of its relative and subjective
nature, the information content of documents cannot be derived automatically from
documents alone. Information retrieval systems use a formal characterisation language to
build an index in which the presumed information content of the documents is represented.
These two surrogate expressions, the query and the document characterisations, are
compared by the fR system to determine the document set that is presented in response to
a request for information. They are surrogate expressions because they are used to
approximate a matching of the information need against the information content of the
documents.

Several prominent authors in information retrieval theory have used a conceptual model to
describe and study the principles of information retrieval. [Salton, 1989], [Rijsbergen, 1979],
[Blair, 1990] In Figure 2.1, this conceptual model is illustrated graphically. In the process
of building and using IR systems they distinguish three information processing functions:
indexing, query formulation, and matching.

8 A 'document" is a medium-independent indication for a structured amount of information intended for
human perception, that can be interchanged as a unit between users and/or systems. [IS08613] On the basis
of the distinctions made, the word information in this definition is better replaced by the word data.
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In the model, S is the document
set and N is the user's
information need. The indexing
function takes document set S
together with index language K to
produce the index I. The user
formulates his information need
N using query language L to
produce a query q. The matching
function matches query q with
the index I to produce the
document set R that is presented
to the user in response to his
information request.

( )
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~ ~ Information retrieval system

Figure 2.1. The information retrieval principle

In the following sections, first the most basic formats of the three information processing
functions are discussed. Along the lines of these functions, in section 2.2, the theoretical
limitations of the information retrieval principle are analysed. Over the last decades, several
extensions and more sophisticated versions of these functions have been proposed, some of
which have also found their way into practical applications. These extensions to the basic
IR principle will be discussed in section 2.3.

2.1.3 Indexing
The indexing function takes the documents in the database and the indexing language to
produce an index. Ideally, the index represents the information content of the documents in
the database, that is, the meaning the document may have for the user. In practice, however,
the index is solely based on the documents without consideration of the user. Most
optimistically, it can be said that the index is implicitly based on the intended meaning of the
author of the document.

In its basic form, the index consists of
a set of terms (words or word
combinations) which are linked to
documents. This two dimensional mapping
of terms into documents is called an
inverted file. In an inverted file, as in the
Figure 2.2 example, each row of the
inverted file represents the list of
documents that correspond to a particular
term. I signifies that the term corresponds
to the document of that column and 0
means that it does not. For example, using
only the depicted part of the index, the
query: T\ AND T3 would result in the Figure 2.2. Example invertedfilefragment
retrieval of document 03'

1 o o
1 o o

1 1o 1

1 1 1
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If, as in a simple inverted file, words are isolated from the context in which they occur, some
of their intended meaning may be obscured, e,g., the word 'game' in relation with the word
'ball' probably means something else than in relation with the word 'preserve'. A simple
inverted file can be extended to allow for more semantics in the document characterisations,
Some of these extensions simultaneously demand a more expressive query language. Index
terms may be assigned weights to reflect their relative importance, Index terms may be
stored together with their position in the text to allow for distance constraints to be specified
in the query, e.g., terms must occur within the same sentence. Term truncation may be
applied to accommodate matching on word stems, e,g., the words 'renting', 'rented', and
'rental' are all reduced to the stem 'rent'. Consequently, truncated terms represent broader
notions than the original non-truncated terms, As a last example: If documents are divided
into structural components (e.g., Title, Author, Summary, Body, etc.), index terms can be
specified together with the document part in which they occur."

The terms can be extracted from the documents automatically or assigned by a human
indexer". The simplest and most often used form of automatic indexing is full text indexing,
A document is represented in the index by all the words that occur in it with the exception
of high-frequency words such as the articles which occur in every document.

In human indexing, documents are judged by human information experts and assigned
terms which they think characterise the content best. There are some obvious differences
between human indexing and automatic indexing. Automatic indexing is fast and requires
no human intervention whereas manual indexing is labourious and specialistic work. Human
experts, on the other hand can best be trusted to extract the intended meaning of a text and
describe it with terms that characterise it best. Humans, however, as opposed to automated
procedures, are not consistent in the selection of the index terms they assign. [Zunde, 1969],
[Cleverdon, 1984]

2,1.4 Query formulation
The formulation function in the model of Figure 2.1 is external to the IR system because it
is performed by the user. The IR system can only provide support functions to assist the user
with query formulation, According to the conceptual model, the user has to express his
information need N in a query language L. In the matching function, this query is compared
with the index to determine which documents are retrieved. So, practically, rather than
expressing his information need, the user has to specify the terms the documents he needs
are indexed with,

There are generally two ways to access text databases through the index: querying and
browsing. To help users to select query terms, some IR systems provide a list of available

9 Macleod [Macleod, I990J describes documents as having two parts: a set of attributes and the content. This
'flat' model is simple but insufficient for advanced retrieval activities, An extension of the flat model is the
hierarchical model which incorporates complex components to allow for a multiple layered document model.
More advanced document models, such as ODA or SGML, that use a hierarchical model, can describe the
structural properties of documents much more closely [Brown, 1989].

10 For a discussion of extracted vs. assigned indexing, see [Foskett, 1969J,
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index terms. Users can use this list to select terms by browsing through the index. The first
focus in this analysis is on the query method of addressing the database. An extended
version of index browsing, called query by navigation, will be discussed in section 2.3.

The syntax of L used to address a simple
inverted file generally consists of terms
and Boolean operators. The terms
through the inverted file directly map
into corresponding document sets. The
Boolean operators are interpreted as set
operations so document sets specified by
the terms can be combined conjunctively, Table 2.1. Example query language grammar
disjunctively, and by negation to specify
a particular subset.

In addition to plain terms and Boolean operators, query languages often allow for the
specification of terms with variables and the relative position of terms in the text of the
documents. To facilitate variables, the query language is equipped with wildcard operators.
For example, the query house* apart from the term "house" includes a search for the terms
"houses", "houseboat" and "household". Proximity operators are used to specify the relative
position of terms. For example, the query TI NEAR3 T 2 signifies that the two specified
terms have to appear no more than three word-positions apart in the document. If documents
are structured into their component fields," the query may be limited to one or more of these
fields. E.g. the query: [Level Title: Til limits the search for term T! to the titles of the
documents. These extended query facilities are used in combination with the extended index
representations discussed in the previous section on indexing.

Example grammar of query language L:

sentence ~ sentence AND sentence.
sentence ~ sentence OR sentence.
sentence ~ NOT sentence.
sentence ~ term.

For several reasons (which will be discussed in section 2.2), it is hard to get a satisfying
retrieval result from a one-time query. Therefore, the common way to formulate queries
consists of an iterative strategy, adapting the query on the basis of the retrieval result. The
user can adapt and refine his query step by step until he is satisfied with the retrieval result.
A common strategy is to start with a simple query which yields a large set of documents and
to proceed by adding terms and conditions to the query to filter out the unwanted documents.

2.1.5 Alatching
The matching function is performed by the IR system automatically. It determines what
documents from the database are retrieved and presented to the user in response to his query.
To this end, the query is matched with document representations in the index. Using a
Boolean retrieval function, only documents that form a perfect match with the query are
retrieved. The query is interpreted as a specification of the terms that must or must not occur
in a document's index representation. The matching function determines for each document
in the database whether it matches this specification or not.

I I See also footnote 9.
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In section 2.3, alternative matching functions are presented which use a measure to
determ ine to what extent document representations match the query using statistical
measures. These functions also retrieve documents that match the query only partially.
Partial matching functions allow for the ranking of documents according to the measure of
similarity to the query. This helps users to direct their attention to the highest ranked
documents first.

2.2 IR problems
In this section, the limitations of the information retrieval principle are discussed along the
lines of the three information processing functions. To each of these functions, some
objections can be made that obstruct the ideal of matching a user's information need with
the information content of the documents. The assumptions and approximations underlying
the information retrieval principle are not just theoretical defects for they have severe
practical implications. There are several performance studies which show a poor
performance of information retrieval systems in practice. The IR problems are almost
universally recognised and well described in literature. [Salton, 1989J Some new information
retrieval systems use advanced versions of the information processing functions to try and
cope with these problems. These systems will be discussed in section 2.3. Section 2.4 deals
with advanced methods of index organisation. The interface architecture for legal databases
proposed in this book elaborates on those methods.

2.2.1 Theoreticallimitations
The attraction of the IR principle is its simplicity. At the same time, this quality is the main
objection. The methods used cannot establish a semantical relationship between an
information need and the information content of documents. They are surrogate methods
which necessarily operate on some assumptions. These are explicit assumptions and it is
recognised that, in practice, they are not met. For each information retrieval function some
theoretical limitations can be pointed out.

Theoretical limitations of
Indexing The index describes the information contents of documents only

partially
A query is an imperfect description of an information need
The matching function operates rough heuristics and a tight closed
world assumption

Query formulation
Matching

To these three sets of limitations, we can add a fourth category which spans the information
retrieval functions and which we refer to as the conceptual gap. [Matthijssen, 1995J The
conceptual gap is the discrepancy between the user's view of the subject matter of the stored
documents in the context of his professional setting and the reduced formal view on these
subjects as presented by information retrieval systems. Because of the limitations of the IR
principle, users have to be aware of the way the documents are stored and indexed and of
the operation of the matching algorithm in order to effectively retrieve the required
documents from the database. In a legal setting: legal practitioners have to translate their
information need, which they have in mind in the form oflegal concepts, into a query which
must be put in technical database concepts.
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Current research efforts and extensions of the basic IR paradigm are aimed at reducing the
effect of these theoretical limitations. The subject of this research can also be put in this
perspective. The aim is to bridge the conceptual gap for users ofJegal databases. To this end,
in section 2.4, a method for index organisation is proposed which complies with the way
legal problems are solved. The following sections, first address the limitations of the IR
principle. In section 2.2.6, some IR performance studies are discussed which show the
practical implications on IR effectiveness of these limitations and, in section 2.3, the current
research efforts in the field of IR will be discussed.

2.2.2 Indexing
The indexing function must characterise the information content of stored documents
through terms in the index. In section 2.1.2, a distinction was made between automatic and
human indexing. For both of these categories there are some problems as to the correct
characterisation of the documents in the index.

Ideally, the index represents the information content of the stored documents. There are,
however, two problems which make the index describe the information content of
documents only partially:

the relative and SUbjective nature of information, and
the lim ited semantics of the characterisation language.

As was mentioned in section 2.1.1, the information content of a document is relative and
subjective and can only be established by the user for his particular information need. The
index in information retrieval systems, instead of representing the information content, can
only aim to represent the subject content of the documents, although even that has a
subjective character. The description of a subject (both formal and informal) expresses a
view on the subject matter. In human indexing, the indexer can try to adopt a commonly
accepted view on the subjects of the stored documents. For example, in the theory of law,
there is to a large extent agreement on the systematic classification of legal areas and legal
problems. The indexing problems arise on the borders and the overlaps of those classes
where such an agreement is sometimes missing. It is in those cases that the interesting issues
occur and where, in case of a problem, you want to have information about. Furthermore,
due to new insights and the development of the legal system, these common views are likely
to change over time. In these cases, the indexer has to choose which perspective to use and
hope the user makes the same choices.

Just as important for effective information retrieval as the correct representation of the
subject in relation to the documents is the correct representation in relation to the user. In
a human indexing system, the indexer must predict the words that will be used by those for
whom a document is of interest. 12 To this end, Soergel proposes a request-oriented indexing
approach. [Soergel, 1985] An example of request-oriented indexing is checklist indexing in
which each document to be indexed is checked against a list of anticipated user requests.

In automatic indexing systems, these representational perspective issues are ignored.
Because the index terms are extracted from the original document, the only perspective

12 For an overview of user-centred indexing, see [Fidel, 1994].
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present in the document characterisations may be a residual perspective of the author of the
document.

The second problem which makes the index describe the information contents of documents
only partially is due to the limited semantics of the characterisation language. Even if we
assume that there is agreement on the meaning of a document, a limited set of terms does not
suffice to fully describe it. That is why some advanced information retrieval systems use
more complex index languages which allow for the specification of relations between terms
and for the extension of document characterisations with added domain knowledge. These
will be discussed in section 2.3.2.

2.2.3 Query formulation
When the user perspective on the subjects covered by the stored documents is not taken into
account in the index, as is the case in most IR systems, the user must adapt to the perspective
of the indexer. In systems using automatic indexing, the user must predict the words that
differentiate the documents he wants to see from the documents he does not want to see. So
the user is required to have a notion of the available documents and the way they are
indexed.

"It is not a simple matter for users to foresee the exact words and phrases that will be
used in the documents they willfind useful, and only in those documents." [Blair, 1990]

Apart from the problem of selecting the right terms for a query, users often have trouble with
the difficult query language. Boolean query languages are generally recognised to be
"formulation unfriendly" and not accessible to uninitiated users. [Salton, 1989 (p. 236)]
Extensions to the inverted file index require more expressive query languages to specify, for
example, term truncations, field specifications, and distance constraints (discussed in section
2.1.3).13 Systems which offer these advanced retrieval functions necessarily have a more
complex query language which may be even harder to learn. This problem is worsened
because the syntax of query languages differs between systems, so experience with one
system is not directly applicable to another.

2.2.4 Matching
The matching function compares a user request with the document characterisations in the
index and decides which documents are retrieved from the database. In the conceptualisation
of the information retrieval principle, the matching function operationalises the notion of
relevance. The matching function has to retrieve the documents of which the information
content as expressed in the index, is relevant to the information need as expressed in the

13 An example of such a complex query is the query presented in section 1.1.
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query." It is important to note that relevance is an artificial standard that is used to qualify
the relation between the query and the document characterisations in the index. Ideally, you
would like the information retrieval system to deliver the documents of which the
information contents is useful in relation to the information need the user experiences in his
work. The appropriate standard for a matching function in such an ideal system would
determine the usefulness of documents. Usefulness measures, however, depend on the user
and the task he is working on and cannot be determined objectively so they are unfit to be
used as a standard. In the evaluation of IR systems, relevance judgements are made by a
panel of information specialists. These relevance judgements are compared with the
documents which an information retrieval system actually retrieves in response to the
specified query. The retrieval results together with relevance judgements make it possible
to indicate to what extent information retrieval systems retrieve all documents that are
relevant to a particular query and to what extent they retrieve only relevant documents. These
measurements are expressed in the performance ratio's recall and precision respectively.

recall(q,N) Irelevant(N,S) n retrieved(q,S) I
I relevant(N, S) I

precision(q,N) I relevant(N,S) n retrieved(q,S) I
I retrieved(q,S) I

Ideally both these fractions equate 100%. In practice, there is an inverse relationship
between the two metrics. Optimizing on recall reduces precision and vice versa. [Buckland,
1994] Section 2.2.6 presents a discussion of some IR performance studies using these
metrics. Since in this book it is not the aim to compare the performance of information
retrieval systems, these relevance-based metrics are not adopted. This book proposes an
architecture for an interface ofIR systems which corresponds with the task domain of the
user. The extent of this compliance, because it supersedes the matching between the query
and the index, is not reflected in relevance measures. Because this is not a comparative
study, in the experimental setup of Chapter 6, alternative measures will be adopted which
are based on the notion of usefulness.

The second problem concerning the matching function is the inherent closed world
assumption. Ifthe terrns used in the query are not present in the document characterisation,
the corresponding documents are assumed not to be relevant. To illustrate the defects of this
assumption we only have to point to the existence of synonyms. In the retrieval example of
section 1.1, on the query for "rent increase", some important documents were not retrieved
because they spoke of "rent adaptation". The closed world assumption is inherent to the use

14 The notion of relevance is interpreted differently by different authors. See, for example, [Maron, 1977],
[Cooper, 1971], and [Rijsbergen, 1992]. A comparison between different relevance interpretations is given
by [Mizzaro, 1998].
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of automated information systems because the formal models they use are always a limited
representation of only a few aspects of reality. This does not mean that the negative effects
of this assumption cannot be handled. The effects of the closed world assumption in the case
of information retrieval systems is so deleterious because of the poor representational power
of term indices. If the index language is extended (as discussed in 2.2.2 and 2.3.2) to
include, for example, synonyms, the negative effects of the assumption can be strongly
reduced.

2.2.5 Conceptual gap
The information retrieval problem called the conceptual gap is a result of the combined
effects of the groups of problems centred around the three information processing functions
as discussed in the previous sections. As such, it is not as commonly recognised as the other
problems.

To be able to cope with the limitations of the IR principle, users have to be aware of the
organisation of the index and the documents in the database and of the operation of the
matching function. The required knowledge is of a technical nature which is alien to users
who are experts in their own profession. Apart from the technical operation and organisation
of information retrieval systems, the user is also confronted with a modelling perspective
adopted in the organisation of the information in both the stored documents and the index,
which most likely does not fully agree with his own perspective. Depending on the indexing
method used, the organ isation of the information reflects the perspective of the indexer or
the author of the documents (see 2.2.2). As was discussed in section 2.2.3, on the problems
of query formulation, users need to have an insight into the modelling perspective to be able
to choose the right terms to formulate a query. When we consider the user's perception of
his own information need and we see the drastically different look of information retrieval
systems which is of a technical nature and which is featured by an opaque modelling
perspective, we can rightly speak of a conceptual gap.

The conceptual gap can be considered a separate problem because it is not automatically
resolved by improved IR functions. The presence of a modelling perspective transcending
just the indexing function is inherent to the design of the IR principle. To achieve a match
between this modelling perspective and the user perspective, distinct remedies have to be
found apart from improved IR functions. In section 2.4, a modelling perspective is proposed
which is based on the task domain of the user. With this approach, the conceptual gap can
successfully be bridged.

2.2.6 fR performance studies
The IR problems discussed so far stem from the theoretical limitations of the information
retrieval principle. These theoretical limitations have practical implications which can be
recognised by anyone who uses information retrieval systems. To determine the extent of
these practical implications and to compare and test information retrieval systems, several
testing methods have been proposed according to which evaluation studies are carried out.
These tests generally assess IR effectiveness by computing precision and recall ratios.
Despite the limitations of these metrics, they are widely accepted and they are the only
objective standards available. To demonstrate the extent of the practical consequences of the
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theoretical limitations of the information retrieval principle, this section discusses three IR
evaluation studies: the Cranfield experiments, the TREC conference, and the STAIRS
evaluation by Blair and Maron.

To be able to compute recall and precision ratios, a test setup requires a database with
documents, a set of test queries, and relevance judgements which tell for each query which
documents should be retrieved.

A typical example of the methodologies adopted in experimental testing are the Canfield
tests. The database in the Canfield test was filled with a large collection of scientific papers
(18,000). A panel of specialists designed the test queries and determined the relevant
documents to those queries. The test was set up to evaluate the relative performance of
different indexing methods and matching algorithms. For all systems tested, the recall values
reached average levels between 70 and 80%. For an overview of the Canfield tests, see
Cleverdon's article [Cleverdon, 1991].

Large scale IR tests of a more recent date are the TREC conference tests. [Harman, 1993,
1994, 1995] These tests involved a very large database (3 gigabytes). Their main result was
the demonstration of the impressive amount of data current IR systems can handle. The
performance of the systems in terms of relevance metrics showed only a slight improvement
over earlier tests.

Critics of these testing methods mainly objected to the design of the test queries by
experts who were familiar with the database. In that way, the query formulation problem is
ignored and only the indexing and matching algorithms are evaluated. In operational settings
with actual users formulating the queries, the performance of the systems would be much
worse.

An important IR test that was performed in an operational setting is the STAIRS evaluation
by Blair and Maron [Blair, 1985]. The operational setting was a large law firm which used
the STAIRS retrieval system for litigation support. STAIRS is an IR system by IBM which
is typical for the characteristics described in section 2.1. It uses an extended inverted file
facilitating distance constraints, term weights, synonym specification and term truncation.
The queries and relevance judgements were made by the lawyers who actually used the
system in their work. In the test, the performance was found to be surprisingly poor. In the
operational setting of a law firm using information retrieval for litigation support, recall is
more important than precision. The lawyers stated that they needed to have seen at least 75%
of the relevant documents to be well prepared for a case. Test results, however, showed they
had been able to retrieve only 20% of the relevant cases whereas they believed they had
found at least 75%.15Blair and Maron attributed the poor performance to query formulation
problems. It appeared to be impossible for users to predict the exact terms that distinguish
relevant documents from non-relevant ones.

The STAIRS evaluation by Blair and Maron is often cited. It stands out as a unique
large-scale experiment of which the methodology has remained relatively undisputed. The
critique on IR performance applied not only to STAIRS but to information retrieval systems

15 Because the experimental setup allowed for reformulation of queries, precision at 80% was quite good.
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in general. STAIRS is a typical implementation of the IR paradigm on which almost all IR
systems are based. For an overview of reactions to the STAIRS evaluation, see [Paijmans,
1993] and [Blair, 1996].

2.3 Advanced IR systems
In section 2.2, four categories of information retrieval problems were distinguished and
discussed. The first three sets of problems, the ones corresponding to the IR functions,
indexing, query formulation, and matching, are recognised problems in IR research. Current
activities in IR research mainly consist of developing extensions and improvements to these
three IR functions. The following sections deal with these extensions and give examples of
systems that implement them. We call these systems "advanced" TRsystems (as opposed to
"simple" IR systems) because they improve upon the basic IR principle as discussed in
section 2.1.

By assessing the merits and shortcomings of advanced IR techniques, discussed in
section 2.3.5, requirements can be formulated for an IR system that addresses the fourth
problem, that of the conceptual gap. In section 2.4, a combination of these techniques is
adopted, specifically, advanced index organisation and query by navigation, to develop an
architecture for IR that can meet those requirements.

2.3.1 Advanced indexing
Simple indexing methods, such as inverted file indexing, suffer from two problems
concerning the representational perspective of the index and the limited semantics of the
index language, as was discussed in section 2.2.2. These problems account for both human
indexing and automatic indexing systems. To the distinction between human and automatic
indexing, De Mulder adds a second distinction: reductionist vs. interpretative indexing."
[Mulder, 1993] Reductionist indexing methods represent documents by terms selected from
the words making up the original text. Interpretive methods represent documents by
grouping or classifying them according to additional (legal) knowledge.

The problem in reductionist indexing approaches is to select those words from a document
that best distinguish that document from the other documents in the database. Similar
documents, in the sense that they are likely to be relevant to the same user requests, may be
indexed with the same terms. Dissimilar documents, on the other hand, must be indexed with
different terms. These indexing methods therefore require measures to compute the
similarity between documents. Some methods have been proposed to select index terms and
to compute document similarities using statistical techniques. Van Noortwijk has shown how
statistical analysis can be used to index and classify legal texts. [Noortwijk, 1995]

An example of a system that improves upon simple automatic reductionist indexing is
CLARIT, developed at the Laboratory for Computational Linguistics at Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh. The system uses statistical techniques and limited natural language
processing to build an index for a particular text database. Chute et al. [Chute, 1991] have

16 De Mulder also discusses examples of some advanced systems on the basis of his classification. [Mulder,
1993)
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demonstrated the CLARIT system for a medical text database. CLARIT addresses the
indexing problem by employing statistical techniques to select the terms from a document
that best distinguish that document from the other documents in the database. In addition,
CLARIT uses limited linguistic knowledge for the selection of candidate terms. This
linguistic knowledge consists of basic grammatical rules which help to determine the
relationship between words in the text so as to disambiguate their meaning. The resulting
index consists of an ordered list of terms. Retrieval involves matching and partial matching
of noun phrases contained in queries to those used to index the documents.

Reductionist indexing methods use simple index languages and do not attempt to tailor the
representational perspective of the index to the users of the system. Interpretative indexing
methods, on the other hand, explicitly consider indexing to be a modelling task. There are
some examples of interpretative indexing systems which also use extended index languages.
In the first two systems discussed, SCISOR and Bruza's stratified indexing approach, the
index represents subjects covered by the documents in the database. The third system,
TOPIC, is an example of a thesaural system. By using a thesaurus, as will be explained later
in this section, domain knowledge can be added so the representational perspective of the
index can be directed towards the users.

The stratified (= layered) indexing mechanism proposed by Bruza [Bruza, 1993]
automatically analyses the titles of documents and dissects them into noun phrases and
connectors between noun phrases. These are subsequently used to build a network model
in which the noun phrases are represented by nodes and the connectors are represented by
Iinks connecting these nodes. The index representations of all the documents in the database
are merged into one common network in which duplicates are eliminated. Thus, a layered
network is constructed which represents subjects covered by documents in the database. To
address the database, users can browse through the index layer of the network and once they
have found a term that describes their information need, they can beam down to the
corresponding documents in the document layer. The benefit of this approach is the query
by navigation method of addressing the database." An obvious limitation is the sole use of
document titles as an indication ofthe subject of the document. Bruza has demonstrated th is
approach for a small selection of documents from the Canfield collection. IS

Another example of an advanced interpretative indexing system is the SCISOR (System
for Conceptual Information Summarization, Organization, and Retrieval) prototype. [Jacobs,
1990] This system uses combined linguistic knowledge and an advanced indexing language.
SCISOR is more like a real information retrieval system than the document retrieval systems
discussed here because it produces actual answers to user requests instead of documents.
SCISOR can analyse texts and extract subjects from it to produce a knowledge
representation. Using this knowledge representation, it can give automatic answers to natural
language queries. SCISOR operates on financial news, selecting and analysing stories about

17 This method will be discussed more elaborately in 2.3.3.

18 For a discussion of the Cranfield experiment, see 2.2.6.
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corporate mergers and acquisitions from an online financial service (Dow Jones). It has also
been ported to extract information from other types of messages in various subject areas.
Although it works fast and gives surprising results to the best ofNLP currently possible, it
suffers from the current limitations ofNLpI9 and none of the techniques it employs have
found their way into commercially available IR systems yet.

The systems in the two previous examples offered advanced knowledge representation
techniques to represent the subjects covered by documents in a database. In section 2.2,
some objections were put forward to directing the representational focus of an index solely
to the stored documents. In that way, the resulting index most likely does not fully comply
with the user's perception of the subject domain. There are, however, methods to supplement
an index with knowledge of the user and the domain of application.

Such a method is the construction of a thesaurus. A thesaurus is a collection of possible
search terms in which those terms that are in some way related, can be connected through
links. A first order thesaurus is one which contains a collection of morphologically
normalised terms of noun phrases which is organised on the basis of lexical relations of
broader than and narrower than. A second order thesaurus also includes semantic term
relationships (e.g. an engine is a part ofa car). A thesaurus facilitates browsing through the
available terms before the related documents are retrieved. This way also synonyms and
alternative search terms can be identified and used for the query. Thesauri are usually built
by information analysts. By building a thesaurus, they can add semantical domain knowledge
to the system, which helps users from that particular domain by employing terms they are
familiar with.

TOPIC is the commercial follow-up of the experimental RUBRIC system. [McCune, 1985]
TOPIC supplements automatic full-text indexing with manual interpretative indexing by
providing for a user-maintained thesaurus. [Hahn, 1988] The TOPIC thesaurus is a
knowledge module on top of a basic STAIRS-like full-text retrieval system, so the system
is also enabled for basic Boolean retrieval on strings in full-text documents. On top of the
Boolean retrieval module, TOPIC has a knowledge representation module that may be
thought of as essentially a weighted thesaurus. A topic is a network of interrelated terms
which express a concept which may represent any subject of interest from the domain of
application. These concepts are arranged in networks, or rather acyclic graphs, in which the
terms that are ultimately matched with the inverted file index are the leaves. The occurrence
of such terms in a query is taken as a weighted proof for the relevance of the concept as a
whole. In a TOPIC application these concepts (topics) will usually be built in advance by
an information specialist but the user can also build and add his own topics.

A thesaurus with meaningful concepts can help bridge the gap between a user's
information need and the information contents of documents in the database. TOPIC's
browsing facilities, however, are rather limited. The thesaurus is intended for automatically
extending queries with related concepts. The TOPIC thesaurus can be used to build profiles
of a user's interests to notify the user of each new document that matches his profile.

19 AI- and linguistic approaches are hampered by the fact that creating and maintaining the involved knowledge
representations only works for very small domains.
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2.3.2 Advanced query formulation
The problems of query formulation concern the selection of terms and the difficult query
language, as was discussed in section 2.2.3. To help users overcome these problems, most
IR systems provide simple query formulation aids such as the presentation of a list of
available index terms and help functions that explain the syntax of the query language. Users
themselves can try to cope with these problems by using an adaptive query formulation
strategy, reformulating queries to improve the retrieval result step by step. There are also
some more advanced systems which accept natural language queries. As an example of such
a system, this section discusses the STATUS/IQ retrieval system. Following that, a query
method is discussed which truly relieves the user of the query formulation task, called query
by navigation.

One of the difficulties in query formulation is the complex syntax and the awkward
notational conventions in the query languages. That is why natural language processing
(NLP) has received much attention in the IR research community. If a system can be made
to effectively handle natural language questions, the query problem would at least be
partially resolved.

There are several commercially avai lable systems that allow for natural language
querying and one of them is STATUS/IQ. STATUS/IQ is a natural language interface and
a relevance ranking system for the STA TUS information retrieval system. [Pearsall, 1989]
The techniques ofNLP it employs are based on pattern matching, capitalised phrases, phrase
recognition, and link recognition. In this way, queries may be posed as simple English
statements which are subsequently expanded to include a maximum of documents that might
in some way be relevant. All documents are then retrieved and sorted into a relevance order
with 'best fit' documents at the head of the list. The technique of relevance ranking is based
on the frequency of occurrence of search terms in the document and the degree of contiguity
of search terms. A graphical presentation of the ranked list enables the most relevant
documents to be identified and examined on screen.

The one method, however, that truly relieves the user of the query formulation task is query
by navigation. [Bruza, 1993] This query method requires advanced indexing methods using
network representations. The previous section discussed two such systems, Bruza's stratified
hypermedia architecture and the TOPIC system by Verity Inc. In such networked indices,
terms that are used to characterise the stored documents constitute the nodes of the network.
As such, these nodes represent the subjects that are covered by the documents in the
database. The links in the network connecting the nodes represent relationships between
those subjects. This network index, considered as a knowledge representation that is solely
based on the documents in the database, only represents the subjects and the relations
between the subjects as they occur in the stored documents. However, it can be extended
with domain knowledge to model the domain of application in which the documents are used
(as in the TOPIC thesaurus). This approach makes it possible to tailor the index to the
perspective of the user, so it can help to bridge the conceptual gap.

Users can address the database by browsing through subjects represented in the network.
In this sense, the network index functions as a hypertext so users can easily consult the
available subjects by following the links connecting them. [Conklin, 1987] Network indices
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that allow browsing are also called hyperindices. The ease of navigation in a hyperindex
depends on the extent to which the links represent meaningful relationships that correspond
to the user's perspective on the domain and, secondly, on the size of the network." Most
hyperindex systems only use weak link typing as in a first order thesaurus. For a hyperindex
to bridge the conceptual gap and to resolve navigational problems, the links need to have
clear semantics that comply with relations in the domain of application.

2.3.3 Advanced matching
In Boolean retrieval, relevance is I or 0, meaning that a document is found to be either
relevant or not relevant. Models that allow for relevance measures to be lying between
I and ° are the vector space and the probabilistic retrieval models. [Rijsbergen, 1979],
[Salton, 1989] In the vector space model, both the query and the document representation
are represented as vectors. The vector is a linear combination of the terms available for a
document representation or query representation. The similarity between queries and
documents can be established by computing the spatial similarity between vectors using
geometrical measures. Documents can be arranged in decreasing order of corresponding
similarity with the query. The vector of a useful document can be used to find similar
documents. Clusters of similar documents in the database can also be identified by
comparing their vector representations.

Probabilistic retrieval is an extension of the vector space model which takes the
correlation between terms into account (specification of two terms which always occur
together does not make the document likely to be more relevant). The frequency distributions
of terms in documents relative to the frequency of terms in the database as a whole, points
out the probability that a document is relevant to a query. In this way also relevance ranking
is facilitated. Probabilistic retrieval requires information about the distribution of terms in
the relevant and non-relevant sets of the database. These figures are hard to obtain as they
involve relevance decisions. These systems allow for relevance ranking, the retrieval of
similar documents, and document clustering. They do not address the indexing and query
formulation problems.

An example of an implementation of the vector-space model is the SMART system. [Salton,
1971] The primary purpose of SMART is to provide a framework in wh ich to conduct
information retrieval research. It provides for standard versions of indexing, retrieval, and
evaluation. With SMART, most variations on frequency-based term weighting can be
implemented. It incorporates the vector space model for document-document and
query-document comparisons. It has an interactive search mode and facilities for field
control, stemming, and stop words. SMART is also the most publicized IR system by far.
AlIlR scientists of the last twenty years have used SMART in one form or another and are
still using it for weighting and comparing words and vectors.

20 A hyperindex suffers from the same navigational problems known from hypertext systems. [Nielsen, 1990]
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2.3.4 Conceptual gap
In the previous sections, some "advanced" IR systems were discussed. These systems
provide extensions and refinements to the three basic information processing functions of
the IR principle. As such, they can offer some improvements with respect to the problems
that we distinguished in relation to these functions." The problem of the conceptual gap in
IR research is not recognised as a separate problem. In the techniques proposed in these
advanced systems, the problem of the conceptual gap is not explicitly addressed. Some of
these techniques, however, implicitly have the potential to help bridge the conceptual gap.
We can deploy a combination of these techn iques to model the domain of application as the
user perceives it so the user can address the database in his own (legal) terms. This will, by
its very nature, be a domain-specific solution which is not directly portable to other domains.
In the case of legal databases for a specific legal domain, we also have to think of the
representation of legal knowledge. These issues will be dealt with in Chapter 3.

The technique of user-centred indexing uses anticipated user requests to select the index
terms for the characterisation of documents. This method offers a way to analyse the domain
of application and to adapt the index to the perspective of the user.

The hyperindex technique offers a network representation language which can be used
as a knowledge representation technique. Ifthis technique is used for interpretative indexing,
a domain model can be built which is tailored to the perspective of the user. To use this
technique effectively for modelling legal domains, we will have to think of strong typing for
links and nodes to express legal concepts.

The query by navigation method effectively solves the query formulation problem. It can
only be used in combination with the hyperindex technique. Navigational problems will be
resolved if the nodes and links of the hyperindex are made to correspond to subjects and
relationships in the domain of application as the user perceives them. The design of a
hyperindex representing a legal domain will therefore have to be accompanied by strong
typing of nodes and links with legal semantics and a conceptualisation which helps to
analyse and model legal domains.

To summarise the discussion of this section, we can list the techniques that address the
problem of the conceptual gap. They are:
• user-centred indexing,
• a hyperindex using strong typing (links and nodes with legal semantics),
• an interpretative indexing approach and,
• query by navigation.
The combination of these techniques in the following, we will refer to as a knowledge-based
hyperindex. In the next section, is discussed how a knowledge-based hyperindex for a legal
domain can be built.

21 Advanced IR systems do not necessarily perform better (on relevance metrics) than simple IR systems as was
shown in the Canfield test. [Salton, 1992)
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2.4 Knowledge-based index organisation
This book proposes an IR system for legal databases to be supplied with domain knowledge
to bridge the conceptual gap towards the user. Before we can discuss the design of such a
system, we have to address the following questions:
• What domain knowledge should the JR system be supplied with?
• What knowledge representation techniques should be used?
• How should this knowledge be integrated into the IR system?

The combination of techniques chosen in the previous section, jointly nominated as a
knowledge-based hyperindex, already point out the direction we choose with respect to the
last two questions: the domain knowledge is represented in a hyperindex which can be
addressed through query by navigation. However, this approach is not the only possible one
for applying knowledge-based techniques in JR. In this section, some other approaches of
knowledge-based techniques that are used in legal information retrieval will be discussed
and compared. It will also be discussed how these techniques address the first question
concerning the aspects of the domain of application that should be modelled.

2.4.1 Knowledge representation in IR
The combination of JR and knowledge representation techniques is an obvious issue if it is
considered that even the simplest JR system uses knowledge representations to some extent.
An inverted file index can be considered as a knowledge representation in which, however
poor, the information contents of the stored documents is represented. Single terms separated
from their context do not give a user enough leads to assess whether a document is useful
to his problem. Considered as a model, a simplified reflection of aspects of reality, an
inverted file only represents a subjective opinion on the contents of the documents. Users
can only guess for the terms that are used to index the documents they are interested in. For
an index to be an effective help in lR, there has to be a common understanding between user
and indexer of how terms relate to common concepts in the subject domain of the
documents. The quality of the index as a knowledge representation indicating the subject of
a document can be enhanced if these common classifications and concepts and their relation
with documents is explicitly modelled. This is what advanced indexing methods using an
interpretive strategy do. They add domain knowledge to the index. As a consequence, to be
able to represent this additional knowledge correctly, they require more extensive index
languages. A domain knowledge representation helps users to assess the meaning of the
index terms in relation to the domain they are working in. As the application of domain
knowledge in lR involves the modelling of concepts from the domain of application, this
field of research is commonly referred to as conceptual information retrieval.



As a first step to improving upon an inverted
file, terms referring to similar subjects may be
grouped. This facilitates retrieval by automatic
query extension and index browsing. To further
improve the representational qualities of the
index, the relations between terms referring to
similar subjects can be modelled explicitly as is
done in a thesaurus. A thesaurus may also be
used for automatic query extension and index
browsing. The terms represented in a thesaurus
are all possible query terms. The next step in
index enhancement is to add descriptions solely
for browsing purposes, which creates a
hyperindex. The query standard for hyperindex
systems is query by navigation. The domain
knowledge is modelled in a network representation which has substantially more expressive
power than an index solely consisting of unrelated terms. Because of the generic type
definitions of nodes and links, its expressive power, however, is still weaker than that of
'typed' network representation methods such as semantic nets. [Sowa, 1984] In a
hyperindex, nodes represent nothing more specific than a 'concept', and the most specific
meaning of a link is 'has to do with'. This is one reason why hyperindices suffer from
navigational problems. Users can easily lose track while following links in a network if it
is unclear what these links mean. The next step to enhance the knowledge representation
qualities of the index is therefore to make a type definition for a network representation with
domain semantics. In our case, the nodes and links of the hyperindex are explicitly assigned
a meaning which corresponds to subjects and relations in the legal domain. This will resolve
navigational problems and help to relate the domain of the user to the documents that are
useful in that domain.
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- Subject classification
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- Hyperindex

Figure 2.3. IR knowledge
representations in order of increasing
expressive power

2.4.2 Legal knowledge representations in IR systems
There have been several researchers who have used knowledge representations to improve
information retrieval in the legal domain. They have made their own choices as to what
knowledge to model, what representations to use, and how to implement these
representations in an IR system.

Hafner has proposed a method for indexing documents and representing domain knowledge
for a case law database inspired by "the methods that legal experts use in remembering and
classifying cases". [Hafner, 1987] Cases, in this method, are described by factors. Factors
are descriptors of legal materials which correspond to elements in the text. Possible factors
to characterise case law are: Legal basis, Background, Issues, Procedural context, Holdings,
and Legal theory." The additional domain knowledge she uses consists of a model of

22 These are examples of general factors which can be found in every legal case. IR systems employing factor
representations in addition to these general factors often use more specific, domain dependant factors.
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important issues in a particular legal domain and the nonnative relationships between them.
These "issues" are legal questions that must be answered one way or the other for deciding
a case. For both indexing and retrieval, Hafner uses an issue/case discrimination tree. This
tree representation of important issues and relations in the domain of application is used to
classify and index cases on the one hand and to facilitate retrieval on the other. To retrieve
cases, the system guides the user through the tree of issues that have to be answered in a
case. To answer these issues, the user can consult the corresponding cases.

Dick [Dick, 1991] rejects the idea ofa pre-built domain model to which documents are
related in the indexing process (such as Hamer's issue/case discrimination tree). Instead, the
knowledge representation that describes concepts in the stored documents is solely derived
from the text itself. The only external knowledge used is a vocabulary of legal concepts to
describe the documents. The goal of information seeking in Dick's approach is to build an
argument to answer the legal problem at hand. To this end, each case is first analysed and
characterised by a domain expert as to make its argument readily available to the user. The
principle argument of each case is analysed according to Toulmin's argumentation model
[Toulmin, 1958], so that each argument is separated and analysed individually. For the
notation of the representation, Dick used Sowa's conceptual graphs to build case frames.
[Sowa, 1984] Database queries are put in the same notation and documents are retrieved by
matching frames and parts of frames.

In the design of their BankXX system, Rissland, et al. also regard the legal domain in terms
of arguments. [Rissland, 1996] In their view, legal IR concerns the task of finding
documents that contain information to support an argument. The database with legal
materials they used consisted of documents with legal cases and legal theories. These
documents were characterised in an index in terms of argument factors and semantic legal
relations. The index language used to represent these notions consists of a network of frames
in which documents are represented in frames of argument factors and the links between
frames represent argumentation relations such as references, citations of cases, etc. These
characterisations are derived from the documents in an interpretive manner by domain
experts. Information retrieval (or rather argument retrieval) in BankXX starts with the
description of a problem situation in terms of factors, typically, a legal argument that needs
to be supported. The process of gathering information supporting this argument is modelled
as a classic heuristic best-first search. The index network is searched using an evaluation
function to compare and match frames. In a best-first search strategy, when a good match
is found, the related documents are investigated first whereas neighbouring documents of
poor matches are initially skipped (and may be investigated later). The heuristics employ an
evaluation function which estimates the utility of legal materials from the factor
representation for the requirements of the argument.

In these three methods, by Hafner, Dick, and Rissland et al. respectively, both the
representation of the documents and the additional domain knowledge must be constructed
manually by information specialists. This is expensive, labourious specialist work, which
makes these methods only applicable to small domains.
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An entirely different approach to using knowledge-based techniques in legallR is the one
proposed by Agosti, et al. [Agosti, 1992] For indexing the stored documents, they use a
simple full text indexing method. This index is extended with a highly interconnected
thesaurus which organises the index terms into concepts. These concepts are defined by
information specialists and represent general subjects covered by the stored documents. For
a legal database these are legal subjects. In addition to the derived index terms, the concept
representations are extended with other concept descriptors to better define their meaning
to the user, thus effectively turning the thesaurus into a hyperindex. What distinguishes this
approach from a normal thesaurus is the addition of concept descriptors and the provision
of an extensive set of association functions, back and forth between concepts and documents
and mutually between concepts, which facilitates browsing. Users can address the database
by entering search terms and by navigating between concepts and documents using the
association functions.

2.4.3 Knowledge-based hyperindex
The methods discussed in the previous section differ as to their conceptualisation of the
domain, the knowledge representation methods used, and their IR strategy. Hafner, Dick and
Rissland use expensive interpretive indexing methods. They aim to resolve the IR problems
involved with indexing and matching by using more extensive, specifically legal, document
characterisations. Their greatest merit is that they explicitly consider and model the legal
domains in which the documents are used. The modelling perspective of the index is directed
towards the domain of the user. Dick and Rissland consider the legal domain as consisting
of argumentation tasks. They represent this domain knowledge using a network of frames.
This domain representation, however, does not fully bridge the conceptual gap because the
operation of factor description requires the user to have insight into the factor
representations of documents and the operation of the matching function.

Agosti's approach (and also that of Bruza, discussed in section 2.3.2) has the great merit
of facilitating query by navigation and thus effectively shielding the user from the storage
structures of the documents and the internal operation of the retrieval mechanism. The
representation of knowledge in the index, however, is restricted to modelling the contents
of the database.

Knowledge-based IR techniques, in our view, offer the best perspective to address the
usability problems oflegal databases, for these problems are mainly due to the generic nature
of the IR model. From the definition of information in terms of usefulness it follows that
only those documents that are useful to the task the user has to perform contain information.
Information retrieval, in the true sense of the word, therefore requires an explicit
consideration ofthe domain in which the documents are used. With respect to the IR strategy
we favour the hyperindex method, for beside its knowledge representation capacities, it
facilitates query by navigation.

In the following, the possibility is considered to deploy a hyperindex for legal databases
with a domain-oriented modelling perspective. In Chapter 3, it is described what such a
knowledge-based hyperindex for legal databases looks like.
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2.5 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter, the principle of information retrieval was discussed as consisting of three
information processing functions: Indexing, Query formulation, and Matching. Along the
lines of these three functions, the problems that are inherent to the information retrieval
principle were analysed as well as the solutions that have been proposed to solve these
problems. A separate section was devoted to knowledge-based techniques in legal
information retrieval. The conclusion of this chapter is that existing IR systems do not
effectively address the problem we have referred to as the conceptual gap. These systems
do not shield the user of the storage structures of the documents in the database and the
operation of the retrieval mechanisms. There are some knowledge-based techniques that,
when applied conjunctively, do address this problem. This combination of methods, the
representation of domain knowledge in a hyperindex, will be considered for the legal
domain, in Chapter 3.





Chapter 3

A Task-based Hyperindex

The information retrieval principle operated by current legal databases was found in the
previous chapter to have some serious usability problems. In this chapter, these problems are
addressed with a proposal to equip legal databases with an intelligent interface. An
intelligent interface can resolve the usability problems by acting as an intermediary between
an automated information system and the user. The architecture that is proposed for building
an intelligent interface for legal databases is a task-based hyperindex. This interface
architecture uses information retrieval techniques and interface techniques in a combination
with knowledge-based technology.

In section 3.1, first the concept of intelligent interfaces is analysed. Conclusions from
this analysis are used to argue for the necessity of adopting knowledge-based techn iques. In
section 3.2 is discussed how knowledge can be applied in the interface of legal databases
and what types of knowledge can be applied. Section 3.2 analyses the structure and the
nature of the legal knowledge to be modelled and determines what representational methods
are to be used. In section 3.3, based on the purpose of legal databases and the analysis of
legal knowledge, the task-based hyperindex is introduced as an intelligent interface for legal
databases. Finally, section 3.4 describes how a task-based hyperindex can be used in an
information retrieval system.

3.1 Intelligent interfaces

3.1. J The concept of intelligent interfaces
In the previous chapter, knowledge-based index organisation was introduced as a method
for addressing the usability problems that were recognised as the conceptual gap. Such an
index shields the user from the internal storage structures and the operation of the retrieval
mechanism of the database. A knowledge-based index is an instance of an intelligent
interface. In intelligent interface systems, the interface is provided with intelligent functions
to make it operate as an intermediary facilitating the communication between automated
information systems and their users. Until now, the literature on intelligent interfaces mainly
consists of functional definitions of what an intelligent interface should be able to do.
[Wagenaar, 1992] Without using the term intelligent interface, Salton, in a discussion on
developments in information retrieval, foresaw an important role for knowledge-based
interface techniques to improve upon the classic IR model. [Salton, 1989 (p. 366)] There has
even been a report on a system implementing an intelligent interface to legal databases.
[Hamfelt, 1990] This system provides an expert system with an explanation facility that uses
hypertext links to legal documents. As such, it does not fulfill the function we require of an
intelligent interface as an intermediary between the user and a legal database. This only
shows that there is no common understanding of what makes an intelligent interface. In the
following, both the terms (I) user interface and (2) intelligence are briefly exam ined to
arrive at a clear definition of intelligent interfaces.
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(/) User interface
User interface is commonly used although rarely consistently. The command line interfaces
of the first automated systems seem only remotely akin to today's graphical user interfaces
in the sense that they both facilitate the interaction between computers and the people that
use them. Nowadays, the word interface seems to be connected specifically to information
technology. However, its original meaning is:
a. A surface lying between two portions of matter or space, and forming their common

boundary.
The sciences that use system theory, such as economics, sociology, and the natural sciences,
have added a meaning to the word:
b. A means or place of interaction between two systems, organisations etc.
Computer scientists use the word interface almost exclusively for:
c. A device connecting two instruments or apparatuses as to make them operate

together/conjunctively.
Computers are full of these kinds of interfaces, but the interface of the computer with the
people that use them is clearly of a distinct order. One can also distinguish the user's
interface to the computer (which consists of field support, manuals, training, colleagues,
etc.) from the computer's interface to the user' (consisting of the keyboard, mouse, visual
display, etc.). Ironically, the term 'user interface' refers to the latter. There is a steady
development of assimilating elements from the user interface to the computer into the
computer interface to the user (e.g. on-line manuals, on-line training). The second definition
b. offers the best point of departure for the definition of the user interface. In the following,
the word interface is used exclusively for:
d. The whole of hardware and software aids that facilitate the interaction between

computers and the people who use them.

(2) Intelligence
In 1950, Turing devised a test that says a machine is intelligent if a machine can answer
questions like a human being for half an hour without being exposed as a machine. [Turing,
1950] The definition of intelligence that follows from this test is:

extensional, (intelligence is defined by what it is used for, and not intensional, in terms
of its essential nature and meaning) and
relative to human behaviour. So, by nature, intelligence is something human, something
machines will never have. This raises the question what human qualities give evidence
of intelligence.

In 1980, Searle formulated an example analogous to the Turing test, which is known as the
Chinese room argument. Searle describes how someone answers questions in Chinese using
translation tables without understanding the Chinese language. With this analogy, he argued

Computer users generally do not feel addressed by the tern] 'user'. It affirms the engineering perspective on
automated information systems and it is most indefinite. Users oflegal databases can better be indicated
more specifically as lawyers, judges, librarians etc. Although in this book the user perspective on automated
information systems is of primary concern, we will apply the terms 'user' and 'user interface' because of
their easy and commonly adopted use (and we will do so respectfully). Where possible we will name the
specific type of user.
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that machines can imitate human behaviour without understanding. So, because of the way
they operate, the possibility of intelligence is excluded for computers.

These two positions have dominated the discussion of machine intelligence to this day.
In this discussion it is useful to distinguish human intelligence from machine intelligence or
artificial intelligence. Computers can be imputed with artificial intelligence if they display
aspects of human behaviour such as memory, reasoning, and communication. Hereby, only
aspects of human behaviour are considered. For the tasks that computers are charged with,
there is no use for all human behaviour, including anger, boredom, sympathy, etc. The
intelligence of interest in this research is the quality of human mediators, which comprises
the ability to respond to high-level problem descriptions by retrieving information rather than
documents. When intelligence is discussed in the following, it is meant to refer to an
artificial intelligence that displays these intelligent functions.

What is the relation between intelligence and knowledge? The terms artificial
intelligence and knowledge-based systems are often used interchangeably.' The relation
between the terms is rather that of a functional and an instrumental denomination,
respectively, as an indication of the same technology. Put differently, knowledge is
instrumental to the function of intelligence. As such, knowledge is a precondition for
intelligence. This terminological explanation can also be backed by a substantive
explanation. Computers are basically data manipulation machines. The only way to make
computers perform any function at all, is to provide them with data and procedures to
manipulate this data. In Sowa's definition, what distinguishes knowledge from data is the
ability to use the data in an interacting world. To this end, the computer requires a model of
the domain in which the data are used. Computer data processing functions are only
considered intelligent if they produce a result that is put in relation to the domain in which
it is to be used. Additionally, the result is required to be useful to the user; the result must
contain information.

Now, the interface of legal databases is demarcated and a functional definition of
intelligence is given. With these definitions the question is addressed: What intelligent
functions is the interface required to perform to bridge the conceptual gap? Subsequently,
in section 3.2, the types of knowledge are determined that are required to perform these
functions.

The ASI workgroup on interface issues! has defined a functional architecture specifically
for intelligent interfaces. [Wagenaar, 1992] The architecture is a functional reference model
to describe and classify intelligent interface functions rather than a specification of
knowledge models. It is specifically focussed on intelligent functions of the interfaces of

2 Knowledge-based systems is the newer term that is used to refer to the same technology that used to be called
artificial intelligence. This renaming is partly meant to shake off the realm of un realised promises of early
Al optimism.

3 ASI is an association of the Dutch Computer Society (NGl) and the Dutch Royal Institute for engineers
(Klvl)
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relational database systems." If it was for the corresponding subject interest, this report
would have been a primary source of reference for this book. However, the ASI reference
model mixes the knowledge required when building the system with the knowledge
explicitly modelled within the system. As such, it does not fit the purpose of specifying the
types of knowledge required by the intelligent interface to perform its designated functions.'
The model does, however, give a good record of possible types of intelligent interface
functions and the usability problems they address. The ASI reference model is therefore
used to check the functions required from the intelligent interface against and to point out
which of the possible functions we need and which ones we do not need.

In the remainder of this section, these intelligent interface functions are discussed with
respect to the interface problems they address. Although, in the ASI report, they are called
models they should be interpreted as categories of interface functions. Also note that the
functions considered specifically concern intelligent functions of the interfaces of relational
database systems. The AS! reference model distinguishes four types of intelligent interface
functions: the domain model, the data model, the communication model, and the user model.
These models do not specify strictly distinct functions. Intelligent interface functions result
most prominently from a combination of the different models.

The domain model contains knowledge of both the domain of application and the subject
specification of the data stored in the database. Within a database environment, this means
that this interface function can relate the terms used in a query to the terms that are used to
characterise the data stored in the database. The domain model can facilitate users to address
the database in their own terms, for such an information request can be transformed into the
terminology of the database.

The data model contains a description of the data stored in the database. This description
also comprises the 'data dictionary' which, amongst other things, specifies the structure and
the integrity constraints of the database. The data model generally provides the user with a
view of the stored data. This view ideally transcends the storage structures and corresponds
to typical user requests.

The communication model concerns the support of formulating user requests and the
presentation of the results. Unless advanced natural language techniques are employed,
communication functions as such do not manifest any particular interface intelligence. The
choice of communication modalities and the organisation of the communication, however,
does. In an intelligent interface, the communication mechanisms are attuned to the
experience level and the perspective of the user.

The user model comprises the organisation of the interface according to specific user
requirements. The user model addresses issues concerning different user perspectives, levels
of experience, but also access authorisation. With these considerations, the interface can be
tailored to individual user preferences or to those of a group of users.

4 Relational databases are systems handling structured information (operating the relational data model). They
do not include the information retrieval systems that we call legal databases. On the distinction between
database systems and information retrieval systems, see section 1.2.2 (3).

5 This is not a serious critique on the ASI report because it does not discount the main purpose of its reference
model, which is. to describe and classify systems. The ASI report is specifically useful as an analysis of
intelligent interface functions.
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With respect to the purpose of bridging the conceptual gap that results from limitations of
the classic IR paradigm, the functions of the domain model are particularly important," Legal
databases are found difficult to use because they require the user to have technical
knowledge of the organisation of the documents in the database and of the operation of the
information retrieval mechanism. The communication between the user and the database is
also distorted because the perspective of the user generally does not fully comply with the
modelling perspective adopted in the organisation of the information in both the stored
documents and the index. These problems are inherent to the generic nature of IR
technology. The approach of this research to overcome these problems is to use the interface
to tailor the information retrieval from legal databases to the specific working methods and
the information requirements of the legal domain.

The connection between the modelling perspective in the organisation of the database
and the domain of the user can be realised in the domain model. The domain model can
allow users of legal databases to address the system in their own terms. To this end, the
interface requires knowledge of the way information is communicated in the legal domain.
This knowledge comprises both concepts that are expressed in legal communications and the
way they are referred to. To be able to translate these legal concepts to database concepts,
the interface also requires knowledge of the stored data and of the operation of the retrieval
mechanism. This knowledge is contained in the data model.

The data model contains the modelling perspective of the organisation of the database
is contained. Before, two methods were distinguished for adapting the view on the stored
data to the perspective of the user: database organisation and intelligent interfaces. In the
database organisation approach, the information contained in the stored documents is
explicitly modelled and adapted to the perspective of the user. Section 2.4.3 referred to three
examples of this method for legal databases by Hafner, Dick, and Rissland.? In the intelligent
interface approach adopted in this research, the storage structures of the database are kept
unchanged. The data model, in this case, only describes the storage structures of the database
and we rely on the functions of the domain model to provide for the user's perspective. In
this sense, the domain model and the data model are alternatives for resolving the same
usability problems.

The functions of the communication model in information retrieval environments can be
used to address the query formulation problems. In an intelligent interface, the
communication model should offer alternatives for the Boolean query mechanism. The
ultimate ambition of artificial intelligence with respect to the communication functions is a
natural language interface. An example of attempts in this direction has been discussed in
section 2.3.2 on advanced query functions for IR systems. This research is not aimed at
developing such advanced communication functions. Standard communication functions are
adopted that are selected to fit the communication mechanisms that the designated users are
familiar with and that suit the communication of information in the legal domain.

6 The IR problem called the conceptual gap was discussed in section 2.2.5.

7 See [Hafner, 1987], [Dick. 1991], and [Rissland, 1996].
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In the user model, the interface is tailored to the characteristics of individual users or to
groups of users. In this book, the analysis focusses on the common working methods and
information needs of legal practitioners in general. No distinction is made between
characteristics of individual users.

This section is concluded with a functional definition of intelligent interfaces for the
application in legal databases by enumerating the (mainly functional) characteristics that an
intelligent interface requires to address the usability problems with legal databases.

The use of knowledge-based techniques is restricted to the user interface of the system;
the automated system for the purpose of flexibility (alternative applicability) is left
unaltered.
The user is shielded from the internal storage structures and the operation of the retrieval
mechanism of the database.
The interface facilitates the user to address the database in his own terms rather than by
means of database queries.
The user is presented with information rather than with documents.
The interface provides guidance and advice on the application of information.

3.1.2 Knowledge models
Intelligent behaviour, as defined in section 3.1.1, requires knowledge. Out of the large
quantity and variety of knowledge humans apply to solve problems, selections must be made.
In this section, a typology of knowledge models is presented. From this typology the types
of knowledge are selected that are necessary to make the intelligent interface perform the
required functions. The subsequent step, is to determine appropriate representation methods
for the selected knowledge models; this is the subject of section 3.2.

This section proceeds by analysing the functions of an intelligent interface with respect
to the knowledge a human mediator applies to perform these functions. By analogy the types
of knowledge are specified that an intelligent interface requires to perform these functions.
These knowledge requirements are related to the knowledge classification scheme used in
the development of knowledge-based systems.

An intelligent interface, whether it is a human mediator or an automated system module,
supports the interaction between the user and the database. For this analogy, one may
consider the intelligent interface as a librarian who is an expert on the information sources
of the subject domain. The interaction is initiated by a person being confronted with a
problem. The typical user is not an expert in the subject matter of this problem. He needs
advice on how to solve the problem and he needs to be provided with the information
required to solve the problem. To be able to give this support, the intelligent interface needs
to have knowledge of the class of problems and the accompanying problem-solving methods
that make up the domain. The user should be able to communicate the subject of the problem
to the intelligent interface in a familiar, high-level problem description. With this
description, the intelligent interface must be able to recognise, from the class of problems
it has knowledge of, the particular problem instance (or case) that is meant by the user. The
intelligent interface provides the requested information to the case and gives guidance and
advice on how to apply this information to solve the problem. The following table states the
types of knowledge the intelligent interface requires to be able to perform these functions.
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Intelligent interface Knowledge requirements
functions

To give advice on how to - Knowledge ofa particular class of problems (domain)
solve the problem - Knowledge of a particular instance of a class of

problems (case)
- Knowledge of problem-solving methods for the
instances of a class of problems

----------------------- -----------------------------------------------
To derive what - Know ledge of a particu lar instance of a class of
information is required to problems
solve the problem: the - Knowledge of what particular data contain the
information need information required to solve the instances of a class of

problems = the information need to the instances of a
class of problems
- Knowledge of the available data
- Knowledge of methods to retrieve specific data from
the set of available data----------------------- -----------------------------------------------

To accept a problem - Knowledge of a class of problems
definition in user-familiar - Knowledge of the way user refers to a particular
terms instance of a class of problems----------------------- -----------------------------------------------
To present the required - Knowledge of the way information is used to solve the
information instances of a class of problems

Table 3.1. Knowledge requirements of intelligent interfaces

The knowledge requirements in the table show that some knowledge requirements occur
repeatedly, and some are defined in terms of (relations to) other knowledge requirements.
In the following, the knowledge requirements are specified and put into knowledge
categories as they are employed in the design of knowledge-based systems.

KADS (KBS Analysis and Design Support) is a system development methodology for
knowledge-based systems' that emphasizes the analysis of knowledge prior to the design and
the implementation of a knowledge-based system. This analysis consists of knowledge
acquisition, knowledge analysis, and knowledge representation. These activities result in a
number of knowledge models which describe different types of knowledge and which
describe knowledge at different levels of abstraction. The reasons for distinguishing several
knowledge models rather than one, concern the handling of different types of knowledge
according to their specific role and nature, the explicit analysis of the interrelations between
knowledge models, and a modular approach to software design. Modular software offers

8 For the KADS theory on knowledge-based system development, refer to [Schreiber, 1993J. For a practical
guide on the application ofKADS, see [Tansley, 1993].
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flexibility for its application and maintenance because the modules can be reused or adapted
without changing the whole system.

In the sequence of models delivered in KADS, each one offers a different perspective
(describing different aspects) on the system and the environment in which it is used. The
KADS model that fits the purpose of specifying the types of knowledge required by the
intelligent interface to perform its designated functions, is the expertise model." Within the
expertise model, knowledge is subdivided into four categories: domain knowledge, inference
knowledge, task knowledge, and strategic knowledge. 10

Domain knowledge is the conceptualisation of a domain; it describes the structure and
the content of the domain. It is represented with a distinction of static and dynamic
knowledge into domain models and case models, respectively. A case model typically
describes the particular constellation of the case that is to be resolved.

Beside domain knowledge describing the domain, there is control knowledge describing
the operations on the domain concepts. Inference knowledge, task knowledge, and strategic
knowledge all specify control knowledge at different levels of abstraction. Inference
knowledge is at the bottom-level abstraction of control knowledge; it specifies primitive
operations on domain concepts. Task knowledge describes how elementary inferences can
be combined to achieve a goal. Strategic knowledge specifies what goals are required to
solve a particular problem.

The KADS knowledge classification scheme can be used to distinguish the types of
knowledge required by an intelligent interface to be able to perform its designated functions.
In the following table, the knowledge requirements of the intelligent interface (from the
librarian analogy) are related to the KADS knowledge classification scheme.

The main function of the intelligent interface is to relate a high-level case description to
the documents that contain the information required to solve the case. Domain knowledge
is instrumental to this function, for it describes the context of both the problem domain and
the information available in the database. This domain knowledge comprises the input for
the procedure specified in the task knowledge by means of which the information is actually
retrieved. In an intelligent interface as applied in IR systems, task knowledge, therefore,
plays a central role.

9 The other models in the KADS model set describe amongst other things the organisation in which the KBS
will be used, the tasks the KBS will have to support, the functions the KBS should perform, and the
computational and representational techniques that are used to realise these functions in a KBS. [Schreiber,
1993)

10 Beware of the inconsistency with the terminology of the functional AS! architecture. The AS! classification
scheme uses some of the same terms as KADS to refer to different concepts, specifically, intelligent interface
functions instead of knowledge models.
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KADS Expertise model Knowledge requirements

Domain Domain - Knowledge of a particular class of problems
knowledge model - Knowledge of the way the user refers to a

particular instance of a problem from a class of
problems
- Knowledge of the available data

Case model - Know ledge of a particu lar instance of a class
of problems

Inference knowledge (- task elements of problem-solving methods)

Task knowledge - Knowledge of problem-solving methods for
the instances of a class of problems
- The information need to the instances of a
class of problems
- Data retrieval methods
- Knowledge of the way information is used to
solve the instances of a class of problems

Strategic knowledge (- goals of problem-solving methods)
Table 3.2. Classification of knowledge requirements

The control knowledge in this table is all specified at the task level. This does not mean that
no inference knowledge or strategic knowledge is required. These knowledge models are
really detail specifications and abstractions respectively, of the task level control knowledge.
(That is why they are put between brackets in the table.)

The application of knowledge-based techniques in an intelligent interface differs from
that in other knowledge-based systems. KBS generally use knowledge to reason
automatically and present the user with a solution. An IR system that is equipped with an
intelligent interface does not automatically solve cases as its purpose is to give advice- and
information support. The user is supported by the system but has to do the reasoning and
find the solution himself. One task that is performed automatically is the determination of
the information need and the retrieval of information from the database. This function
requires a particular type of task knowledge that is of a static nature and which is labelled
in the table as: The knowledge of problem-solving methods for the instances of a class of
problems. This type of task knowledge can be considered as an extension to the case model.
It gives guidance to the user in solving the problem and it provides additional context to
determine his information need.

As the purpose of this study is the design of an architecture for intelligent interfaces for legal
databases, the adoption of the KADS methodology only goes as fas as this framework for
the classification of knowledge models. The conclusion from this classification is that the
knowledge models that were distinguished are best treated separately in the analysis of the
domain and in the design of knowledge representation methods. This way, the different
nature of the knowledge categories can be respected.
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3.1.3 Task-based fR
Intelligent support functions to access legal databases are centred around the knowledge
model of legal tasks. Although the subjects of the stored documents on the one hand and
those of the problems in the domain of the user on the other are truly domain knowledge, it
is task knowledge that defines the relation between the two. Before the analysis of legal
tasks is taken up, it will be pointed out how task knowledge can be deployed in the interface
of an information retrieval system. In section 2.4, the hyperindex technique was discussed
as a knowledge-based method for information retrieval. This method has an advantage over
the application of knowledge representation for document modelling. I I Restricting the
knowledge representation to the interface reduces the modelling effort and leaves room for
alternative applications of the database. Beside its knowledge representation capacities, the
hyperindex technique effectively solves the query formulation problem because it facilitates
query by navigation. It further shields the user from the way the documents are stored and
the way the retrieval mechanism operates. In existing applications, the hyperindex usually
represents the information contents of the documents in the database. [Bruza, 1993],
[Agosti, 1992] In the approach proposed in this book, aimed at bridging the gap between the
database contents and the domain of the user, the modelling perspective of the hyper index
is reversed. Instead of representing the subjects of the documents in the database, the
hyperindex represents the task domain of the user. To this end, the nodes and links that make
up the hyperindex are given a strong type definition that corresponds to the elements oflegal
tasks. We call this a task-based hyperindex. Such a hyperindex makes it possible to relate
legal activities to the information required to perform them, or, in other words, to retrieve
and present users with documents that are useful to the task they are working on.

The choice for the hyperindex method for information retrieval strongly reduces the options
for selecting knowledge representation methods. A hyperindex, by its very nature, always
has the form of a network representation. In the following sections, an analysis oflegal tasks
is given and it is shown how they can be represented in the network model of a hyperindex.

3.2 Legal knowledge models

3.2.1 Analysis of legal tasks
Before demonstrating how a task model can be constructed for a specific legal domain, first
some attention is paid to the nature of legal tasks and legal reasoning. In KADS terminology,
this analysis concerns control knowledge at the strategic level.'?

Research in legal informatics has long been dominated by the subsumption model, which
pictures legal knowledge as a set of normative propositions and legal reasoning as the

II Compare Hafner, Dick and Rissland in section 2.4.3. Specifically, Dick and Rissland apply task knowledge
for document modelling.

12 When there is a mention of legal tasks (task level control knowledge), in this analysis it is only considered
how they combine into a strategy to solve legal problems.
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application of rules to facts. Law as a discipline seemed so attractive to expert systems and
AI researchers because it has traditionally appeared as an almost perfect form of
propositional knowledge. [Rissland, 1990 (pp. 1965-1968)] Propositional knowledge can
be directly translated into production rules which expert systems use for automatic derivation
of conclusions.

Legal information retrieval systems more implicitly assume the same model. Even though
the reasoning is left to the legal practitioner, it is assumed that it is known what information
is needed as input for this process. This information need has to be expressed to the system
by formulating a database query. In response, the database system presents the set of legal
documents containing the facts and rules the legal practitioner needs to solve the problem.

To find a justification for the subsumption model in legal theory, we have to go back as
far as the Historical school of 19th century Germany. [Zweigert, 1992 (p. 146)J All the
same, the subsumption thesis is only a model or "paradigm", as Susskind puts it [Susskind,
1987 (p. 173)] and it has little relevance for the way legal practitioners actually reason.

Nowadays, according to postmodern legal theory, legal knowledge is formed in an
interaction between legislation, legal doctrine (the writings of legal scientists), and judge-
made law. [Samuel, 1994 (p. 59)] Statutes often contain abstract concepts which cannot be
applied without consideration of the circumstances apart from the rules. Different parties in
a legal confl ict often have different claims about the facts of a case. Someone may claim that
someone else owes him money whereas the alleged debtor denies this. In solving legal
disputes, the facts of the case are subject to discussion, as is the selection of the applicable
rules and the conclusions to be drawn.

These discussions do not complicate legal work; they are part of the legal system. In the
design of legal information systems, these indeterminacies are not something to be dealt with
by means of additional functionalities: systems should be based on them.

For the purpose of this study, law is considered as a social phenomenon concerning the
organisation of societies. In this restricted, practical view, a society is a social system of
interacting individuals and parties. The legal system, in this view, consists of rules and
procedures intended as a reference framework providing conflict resolution mechanisms and
legal security for the interaction of individuals and parties in such an organised society.

The task of legal practitioners in this system is to advise on legal aspects of interactions
and to help provide systematic decisions to resolve conflicts in individual cases. Only in
clear cases can these decisions be made by straightforward application of rules to the facts
of the case. More often, this subsumption model does not apply. In these hard cases, the
facts and applicability of rules are subject to disputes and often moral issues have to be
resolved." In those cases, legal practitioners have to investigate the facts of the case and
collect additional information to provide arguments to support a certain solution. Alternative
solutions are weighed on the basis of their arguments. The source material for authoritative
arguments can be found in legal databases which contain documents with precedents,
legislation, and literature. A judge who takes a decision must motivate th is decision with

13 For a study on the distinction between clear cases and hard cases, see [Leenes, 1999].
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arguments; he even has a legal motivational duty. Also legislators must motivate their
proposals for new legislation. Legal scientists have to defend their opinions before the forum
of their peers. Everyone putting forward a legal position and seeking support for this
position must give arguments to support it. In a legal dispute, this also includes countering
the arguments of the other party.

(1) Argumentation
The field of science that investigates the dialogical nature of decision-making and which
tries to establish principles for valid or convincing decision-making procedures is the theory
of argumentation. As far as the structural analysis of legal reasoning is concerned, the theory
of argumentation is akin to logic theories." There are, however, distinct differences. Logic
solely focuses on the structure of reasoning. If the premises are valid and the reasoning
pattern is syntactically sound then the conclusion is valid. These reasoning patterns,
however, do not comply with the reality of human reasoning especially in moral issues. At
best, they can give an artificial and idealised model of reasoning. According to MacCormick,
logic only approaches reality for reasoning in clear and simple cases [MacCormick, 1992].
Argumentation theory, on the other hand addresses the reality of human problem solving in
moral issues. Decisions are not qualified as true or valid but as convincing or relatively
appropriate. [Voermans, 1995b]

In argumentation, a distinction is made between the process of legal decision-making and
the result of this process, a motivated legal decision. Because argumentation theory
considers the decision-making process, it is better suited for the modelling of legal tasks than
logic. IS

The two most influential contributors to the theory of argumentation are Perelman
[Perelman, 1969] and Toulmin [Toulmin, 1958, 1979]. The starting-point for Perelman's
theory is that argumentation is sound if it is acceptable to the audience to which the message
is directed. The audience can be envisaged as a specific existing group of people but it is not
necessarily meant this way. It can also be thought of as a theoretical construction of the
person stating the argument, about what reasonable people would find acceptable. Perelman
subsequently develops a typology of reasoning patterns which can be used to achieve this
goal of convincing the audience. His approach makes it difficult to assess the soundness of
the argumentation from an external perspective. This assessment is up to the (abstract)
audience.

Toulmin describes the justification for a legal decision as a procedure consisting of a
fixed order of steps. These reasoning steps also constitute the elements that are put forward

14 Toulmin in his initial publications and Perelman have seriously questioned the use of logic for the analysis
of legal reasoning. In his recent publications, Toulmin puts more emphasis on the close relation between
argumentation and logic [Toulmin, 1992].

15 This does not mean that we disqualify logic for applications in the legal domain altogether. There are certain
principles regarding the structure of legal decisions which can well be described by logic (especially with
extended logic representations such as proposed by Prakken [Prakken, 1993], Hage, Leenes and Lodder
[Hage, 1994], and [Royakkers, 1998]).
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in the motivation of the decision. Argumentation in this model is acceptable if it is
constructed according to the prescribed procedure and made up of the corresponding
necessary elements. These formal requirements are domain-independent and therefore
applicable to legal reasoning as well as scientific, managerial and ethical reasoning. Toulmin
admits that ultimately formal criteria alone are not enough to make argumentations
acceptable. That is why he also distinguishes criteria regarding the contents of arguments.
Content criteria are, by their very nature, domain-specific. Notably in the legal domain, there
are specific customs and more or less accepted norms regarding the contents of arguments.

We will use Toulmin's argumentation model as a starting-point because it offers facilities
to describe both the activities and the result of legal reasoning and it differentiates between
general and domain-specific requirements. The distinction of different elements that make
up an argumentation also makes it possible to analyse how different arguments are weighed
to arrive at a conclusion. The weights themselves, however, are not part of the argument
model as they also concern the contents of the arguments.

(2) Document drafting
To build a model of legal tasks that can help to determine a legal practitioner's information
need, in the previous paragraph, the process of legal argumentation was considered." The
exchange of arguments in legal decision-making relies heavily on written conclusions and
legal briefs. Some examples of legal tasks which rely on documents for legal validity are
pleadings, warrants, contracts, judicial decisions, legislation and administrative decisions.
The documents corresponding to these tasks are the best leads available to determine the
information need as they give the most concrete evidence of the argumentation process.
What is more, legal argumentation and document drafting are concurrent and interdependent
processes.

To solve complex problems, people use notational aids, such as memos and reports, to
structure and explore the problems, to design and compare solutions and to discuss them
with colleagues. Additionally, in the legal domain, there is a legal duty for almost every legal
interaction to motivate the position and to submit this motivation presented in a document.
Explicitly representing argumentation constructs and document planning helps in writing
better documents." The document planning and drafting process can be thought of in terms
of the steps and necessary elements of the Toulmin model. The argumentation model is the
structure for planning the contents of legal documents. To characterise legal problem-
solving, for the purpose of this research, the following definition is adopted.

Legal problem-solving in this book is viewed as the gathering and weighing of
arguments to defend aposition and the concurrent drafting of a documenllo explore and
express the argumentation.

16 For a theory that allows for the analysis of argumentation incorporating the dialogical perspective, see van
Eemeren & Grootendorst. [Eemeren, 1992]

17 For research into the cognitive theory of writing and the planning of documents, see [Hayes, 1980] and
[Collins, 1980].
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An important motivation for this view on legal problem-solving, which as yet has remained
unmentioned, has to do with the purpose of the task model. The task model is meant to
automatically relate legal activities to the relevant information they require. The aim is to
retrieve and present relevant information from the database automatically, at the moment it
is required for the legal task. This can, of course, only be done if these tasks are performed
with computers. Fortunately, the computer is an indispensable piece of equipment for word-
processing purposes in every legal office. Document drafting using word processors makes
an ideal starting point for getting a grip on the task performed, to determine the information
need, and to retrieve the relevant information.

3.2.2 Task modelling
In the previous section, it was argued that, at the strategic level, legal control knowledge can
be described in terms of the exchange of arguments by means of documents. Subsequently,
legal knowledge must be described at the task level. The task model is a more detailed
description of control knowledge. System development methodologies usually include
techniques to make models at different levels of abstraction for stepwise refinement of the
design information. Thus, an initial high level description of an object system" can be
extended in a stepwise manner to create a detailed design specification. The ISAC
methodology, for example, includes activity graphs which allow for hierarchical
decomposition to divide and subdivide an object system into subsystems. [Lundeberg, 1981]
In this book, the technique of hierarchical decomposition is used as an analysis method. The
purpose here is to define which aspects of argumentation and document drafting must be
distinguished in the task model. In this section, some more attention is paid to the technique
of hierarchical decomposition. In the next section, the technique will be applied to
distinguish what aspects of argumentation and document drafting we need to describe at the
task level.

An important observation regarding the description of control knowledge is the distinction
between what someone is ordered to do and what someone thinks he should do. This is
particularly important if the task model must comply with the working methods as the users
perceive them. In this sense, the notion of 'task' can be defined in two different ways:

The objective task can be considered as an order; what someone ought to do. In this case,
there is a prescribed starting point and a prescribed result and the transformation process is
often prescribed as well.

The subjective task can be considered as an assignment. This is what someone thinks he
should do. In other words, it is a personal interpretation of the order. [Hacker, 1978]
The notion of "subjective task" is important because it determines the actual task
performance which most often does not fully comply with the prescribed objective task.

18 In system development the object system is the domain of the organisation for which an automated
information system is developed.
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Control knowledge can be described on a general level and on more specific levels. In the
KADS methodology, control knowledge is described at three levels of abstraction: strategic-,
task-, and inference knowledge. To show that, in a hierarchical decomposition, also other
abstraction levels can be distinguished, another common subdivision of description levels
is depicted in Figure 3.1.
In the following, the word 'task' is used
for the level, moving from the bottom-
level up, where there is a first
consciousness of a goal. This means that
the objective notion of task is
subjectively recognised. Consider, for
example, a notary who is drafting a
contract. The upper level of description
is the function of notary. At the second
level we find his activities one of which
is drafting contracts. The third level is
characterised by the tasks of selecting Figure 3.1. Task description levels
model clauses, writing the document and
arranging the layout. The fourth level comprises subtasks such as typing the document and
at the bottom level of description we distinguish task elements or operations such as striking
the keyboard keys. Moving up from the bottom-level, it is only at the task level of writing
the document that there is a first conscious awareness of a goal.

Task
element

Hierarchical decomposition is not only
meant to describe the composing
elements of a task but also to describe
the relations between those elements,
and the task structure. Depending on
the domain, the level of abstraction and
the modelling perspective, different
types of relations can be distinguished.
Examples of such relations are
temporal relations, logical relations, or
the flow of information between tasks
in terms of input-/output relations. Figure 3.2. Task structure
Figure 3.2 depicts an abstract
representation of a task structure. The arrows indicate temporal relations, while the logical
structure is indicated by the hierarchy. For the task model of the task-based hyperindex it
must be decided which elements and which relations are to be distinguished.

Function

Activity

Task

Subtask

A

A1
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The objective task structure is one of the most important determiners of the subjective acting
structure. The acting structure can, however, deviate from the task structure because it is a
subjective translation of the assignment of a personal task. People will rarely perform the
same task in an identical manner. [Arnold, 1991] Therefore, task design should offer some
degree of freedom in the way tasks are performed. 19

Task analysis and design are not only used to develop criteria for individual tasks. They are
also used for the design of whole business processes. A structural analysis of tasks can be
used to analyse existing business processes but also to redesign existing processes and to
design completely new situations."

The general function of tools is to make the execution of tasks more effective and more
efficient through facilitation or substitution; measured both by organisational and personal
standards. In this research, task analysis and task design are used to develop automated tools
for the support of legal tasks. Here, the same distinction between analysis and design
applies. Information technology can greatly influence the way tasks are performed, so apart
from task analysis of the existing task structure, the development of automated tools will
also involve the design of the task in the new (automated) situation.

In Chapter 4, this theoretical framework will be applied to a specific legal task. First, an
analysis will be made of the task and the context in which this task is performed. For the
development of an automated information retrieval tool, only the task context can be
considered to be a given entity. The task itself will have to be redesigned to fit the newly
automated situation. In this design process, also insights of labour psychology will have to
be considered.

3.2.3 Argumentation modelling
Toulmin's procedural argumentation theory offers a framework to describe argumentation
tasks. One aspect of the objection procedure which the Toulmin model does not cover is the
dialogical nature of argumentation. Toulmin's model for building and analysing autonomous
argumentations therefore needs some extensions to relate arguments to those of an opposing
party.

19 These and other criteria for tasks and task structures are subjects for the domain of labour psychology. See,
for example, [Hackman, 1976) and [Iwanowa, 1984).

20 For a discussion of the theory of business process redesign (BPR). see [Davenport, 1993, 1995) and
[Hammer, 1993).
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The steps of the Toulmin model
correspond with the different kinds of
critical questions that can be asked for
any motivated position statement. The
six critical questions are:
(C) What exactly is the main claim in
this position?
(G) What grounds are put forward to
defend this claim?
(W) How can the step from these
grounds to the claim be warranted]
(B) Is there sufficient backing for this
step?
(Q) How strong is the claim?
(characterise the step with a modal
qualifier)
(R) What possible rebuttals apply to this
argument?

~ -- -------------

Supporting
arguments

63

For a practical example of the Toulmin
argument component structure, consider
the following scenario that is taken from
the administrative practice of the city of
Tilburg.

Magic Play gaming machines is a
company that runs gaming houses. This
company requests the Mayor for a
licence to run a gaming house in the city
of Tilburg on the basis of the Betting
and Gaming Act (BGA).21

In BGA section 30c, paragraph 1, sub c, it is stated that the Mayor can grant permission
to run a gaming house if he is given the authority to do so by municipal bye-law (B). The
bye-law of the Tilburg city council on this subject states that the Mayor can issue one licence
for a gaming house (G). Magic Play argues that since the Mayor has the authority to issue
a licence to run a gaming house (W) it is possible (Q) that the request for a licence is granted
(C). However, (R) the Mayor has to tum down the request because the one licence he is
allowed to grant has already been issued to another company. Figure 3.4 depicts the
diagrammatic representation of the argument.

Figure 3.3. Simple Toulmin argument structure
and an example of a composite argumentation
structure

21 Wet op de kansspe1en, December l O" 1964, Stb. 483. Last modified May 14th 1998, Stb. 298.
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- --- -- ------------ - -

~ BOA section 30c, paragraph I, sub col

nf'The Mayor can grant permission for
running a gaming house if he is given the
authority to do so by municipal bye-Iaw_

I

IG A municipal bye-law by the I-------",-"",...@ltis possible --~The Mayor can grant a licence to
city council gives the Mayor the - Magic Play to run a gaming house
authority to issue one licence fo in the City of Tilburg.
a gaming house.

~

_ 'Unless the one licence the
Mayor is allowed to grant has
already been issued.

Figure 3.4. A practical case example of the Toulmin argument component structure

Most often, the analysis of a position statement requires more than the linear, one-time
application of these steps. In legal practice, there is often no agreement as to the legal
qualification of grounds and the applicability of rules as warrants." These steps can be
analysed as claims in their own right that require a separate motivation. The critical analysis
thus results in a layered argumentation network of which the structure can be analysed to
assess the argumentation. Figure 3.3 shows an example of such an argumentation network.
For simplicity, the optional qualifiers and rebuttals are left out.

The Toulmin argumentation framework is meant to model and to analyse arguments. By
describing argumentations in terms of their component elements and the relations between
them it can be analysed how different arguments are weighed to arrive at a conclusion.
Argumentation models are also particularly important for the planning and design of legal
documents. Legal documents considered as a means for the communication of motivated
position statements have to meet the requirements of complete and well structured
arguments. In good argumentative texts the argumentation elements and argumentation
relations of the Toulmin argument model should be expressed explicitly. Although the
Toulmin model is expressed as a network representation, the same elements can also be

22 For a discussion of the qualification and interpretation problems in the Toulmin model, see Braet [Braet,
1984] (in Dutch).
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expressed in text by means of the lineair and hierarchical organisation of the text and by
means of textual references. Just as with task models, through the correspondence between
structure and contents, the argumentation models and document models give a lead as to the
substance of the decisions and the deliberations that have to be made at a particular moment
to solve a problem. In designing a task-based hyperindex for legal databases, this quality of
task models and argument models, the correspondence between structure and content, is
used to determine the information need and to retrieve legal information.

The idea to use Toulmin's argumentation theory to formalise legal reasoning for the
application in legal knowledge-based systems is not new. Several other authors have
discovered its powerful analytical framework." They have proved that Toulmin's theory
provides good handles for the formalisation of legal reasoning in discretionary domains.

In this research, Toulmin's argument structures are used as building blocks for the
modelling of legal tasks in a hyperindex. In the following chapter, a hyperindex is presented
for a specific legal task: the objection procedure in administrative law. It will be shown how
the argumentation model applies in this domain and how it can be used to relate the statutes
and case law documents that are stored in legal databases, to this specific legal task.

3.2.4 The index function
The solution proposed in this book to address the usability problems of legal databases
concerns the organisation of the index, as was discussed in section 2.4.4. If the index terms
and the organisational links connecting them are made to correspond to the subjective acting
structure of legal practitioners performing legal tasks, they can address the database in their
own terms. This way, the representational focus of the index is reversed: instead of
modelling the contents of the database the index represents the task domain of the legal
practitioner. As a consequence the retrieval system is dedicated to one specific (type of)
legal task and for each different type of task another index will have to be built. The
database, however, remains generic and can be used without alterations for any type of legal
task.

By supplying the index with a task model of the domain of the legal practitioner, it can
be made to operate as an intelligent intermediary between the legal practitioner and the
database, delivering relevant documents at the right moment and giving guidance and advice
for the legal task. While performing a legal task, the legal practitioner follows a path through
the network guided by the framework of the task-based index. This path through the network
can thus be taken as a case model, a representation of a specific legal problem, from which
the co-occurring information need can be derived. The domain model provides the
contextual information necessary to make a specific expression of the information need.
With this extended expression of the information need, the relevant documents can be
retrieved from the database at the moment they are required. Apart from the problem of
expressing an information need, the navigation problem is also resolved. The task-based
index has well-defined term and link semantics which comply with the methodical steps of

23 For applications of Toulrnin's argumentation theory, see [Dick, 1991], [Bench-Capon, 1995], [Voermans.
1995a] and [Zeleznikow, 1995).
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legal tasks as legal practitioners perceive them. A location in the index can always be related
to the problem or the task at hand preventing the disorientation that can occur while
browsing in generic hyper-indices.

The conceptual gap between the legal practitioner and the organisation of the database
can thus be bridged. However, at the same time, another gap between the index and the
documents in the database, is widened. Index terms are no longer statically linked to
documents. This means that we have to find another way to link the expression of the
information need to relevant documents in the database. To do this, in section 3.3.5, a
retrieval strategy is proposed using dynamic linking.

3.3 A task-based hyperindex

3.3. / Hyperindex representation
To design an intelligent interface for legal databases, this book proposes to use the
hyperindex technique, as was discussed in section 2.4.4. The network representation of the
hyperindex is used to model the task domain of the user. Since the hyperindex facilitates
query by navigation, the user can address the database by filling out a path through this
network model. Since this model depicts the task domain of the user, he can address the
database in his own terms. The nodes and links that make up the network model are made
to represent concepts and reasoning steps from the legal domain that the user is familiar
with. To this end, the legal semantics have to be defined of the elements that make up the
network representation of the hyperindex. Next, a notation is introduced to describe the
building blocks of the hyperindex. This notation is used in Chapter 4 to build a hyperindex
for a specific legal domain. The hyperindex network as a whole represents the domain
model. A path through the network represents the case model. The full specification of the
hyperindex representation language is give in Appendix A.

Definition 3.1 : Domain knowledge

Domain knowledge
Set of nodes
Set of links

D = {N, L}
N = {n., n2, ... nk}

L = {II, 12, .•• 1m}

Domain knowledge is represented by a tuple of sets of nodes and links.

Definition 3.2 : Node representation

Node
Node type
Task node types
Argument node types
Node name
Node expression
Node characterisation
Set of terms

np : (type, name, expression, characterisation)
np.type EO NT, NA
Nttype
NAtype
np.name : text
np.expression : text
np.characterisation c T
T = {tl, ~, ... t.}
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Nodes consists of a type, a name, an optional textual expression and an optional node
characterisation. In this notation, optional elements are put between quotes. Nodes that make
up task structures are distinguished from argument nodes. The types of task nodes are
introduced in section 4.2.5. The set of argument node types is introduced in section 4.3.4.
The expression field is a container for a textual expression that has to be filled out by the
user. In these fields, the user can express the subject of the case he is working on and at the
same time provide the content of the arguments that ultimately make up the text of the
resulting document.

A node is optionally characterised by a characterisation expression which consists of one
or more elements of a set of terms T. These terms that characterise the subject and the
content of the task- or argument element are used as indications of the information need in
order to retrieve documents from the database.

Definition 3.3 : Link representation

Link l, : (type, name, source, destination, contents)
Link type Iq.type E LT, LA
Task link types Lt,ype
Argument link types LA,ype
Link name Lname : text
Link source Iq.source E A
Link destination Iq.destination E A
Link contents Iq.contents : text

A link consists of a type definition, a source, a destination, and an optional information set.
Like the node type definition, links that make up task structures are distinguished from those
making up argumentations. The types of task links are introduced in section 4.2.5. The set
of argument link types is introduced in section 4.3.4. The links in the hyperindex are binary
and directed so they are identified by one source node and one destination node. The
contents element of the link is optional. Through links that express input-/output relations
between task nodes the content information can be transported in the contents field.

3.3.2 Domain model
The domain model is represented in the hyperindex representation language by the nodes
and the links that make up the network as a whole. As such, the domain model can be
viewed to represent all possible paths that a user follow in the hyperindex network. The full
domain model specification in relation to the case model specification is given in
Appendix B.

Definition 3.4 : Domain model

Domain model
Task model
Task nodes
Task links

D = {Td, Ad}
'P = {NTd

, L'P}
NTd = {nt., nlz, ... ntk}

L'P= {Itl' It2, ••. Itm}
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Argument model
Argument nodes
Argument links

Ad = {NAd, LAd}
NAd = {natype.narne, n~.type.name, ... na".type.name}
LAd = {la., I~, ... lap}

Task nodes in the domain model include the full specification of type, name, subject, and
characterisation: ntx: (type, name, subject, characterisation). Task links in the domain model
include the full specification of type, name, source, destination and contents: It.: (type, name,
source, destination, contents). The subject element of task nodes and the contents element
of task links are filled out with argument nodes. Argument nodes and argument links are not
fully specified in the domain model. In the domain model, only the type and the name of
argument nodes are specified: na.: (type, name). The other argument node elements are part
of the case model (see section 3.3.3). The domain model comes with a set of predefined fully
specified argument links: la.: (type, name, source, destination).

3.3.3 Case model
By browsing through the network and filling out textual expressions of task- en argument
nodes, the user can build a case model that expresses the problem he is working on. Where
the network as a whole represents static domain knowledge, this path through the network
represents dynamic domain knowledge. The full case model specification in relation to the
domain model specification is given in Appendix B.

Definition 3.5 : Case model

Case model C = {TC,AC}
Task model T" = {LT"}
Task path LT" = {lt., It2' ... Itq}, LT" c Lr-
Argument model A" = {NA", LAC}
Argument nodes NA C= {nacexpression.characterisation,

naj.expression.cbaracterisation, ... na,.expression.characterisation}
Argument links LA" = {la., I~, ... las}, LA" cLAd

The case model is represented by a sequence of steps forming a path through the domain
model network. In the proces of building the case model, the user can fill out the textual
expressions of the argument nodes that are used.

The case model is made up of a subset of the task nodes and task links of the domain
model. There is also a subset of the argument nodes and the argument links that are used in
the domain model to fill out the subject element of task nodes and the contents element of
task links. However, in addition to the arguments of the domain model, the user can specify
his own arguments. New argument nodes are linked to predefined argument nodes with new
argument links. User-defined argument nodes must be of an existing type but the other
argument node elements, name, expression, and characterisation, are freely specified by the
user. User-defined argument links must be of an existing type and they must link an existing
source node to an existing destination node, but the name can again be specified by the user.
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3.3.4 Node characterisations
Node characterisations serve to express the subject of a case. The set of node
characterisations in a case model is taken as an expression of the information need that arises
when solving that particular case. To retrieve the documents from the database that are
relevant to this information need, the node characterisations in the case model are used to
construct database queries. In section 4.6.3, the mechanism for building database queries
from node characterisations will be described. This section explains the selection of the
terms that are used for node characterisations. The selection of the right terms is crucial for
the quality of information retrieval for it is through these terms that the task model is related
to the documents in the database that hold the information required for the task.

Task node characterisations are specified in the domain model so they are appointed at
modelling time. In a case model, a subset of the task nodes is selected and the corresponding
node characterisations are adopted. As the domain model specifies the procedural aspects
of the task rather than the subject of the case, these node characterisations can only be used
in the retrieval mechanism to identify documents that hold information about the task in
general. For legal tasks, these are typically general statutes that specify procedural law and
general norms. The terms adopted in the node characterisations will have to be selected by
analysing the words that are used in the documents in the database and selecting those terms
that differentiate the documents on the subject of a particular task (or subtask) from the other
documents in the database. This is a non-trivial effort that poses the same problems as the
query formulation effort in traditional full-text IR systems described in section 2.2.3. The
difference in this approach is that the effort to select the right search terms is shifted from
the user of the system to the designer of the system. Terms can be selected by information
retrieval specialists in a thorough one-time analysis that subsequently benefits all the users
of the system that can address the database through the task-based hyperindex. This book
does not provide a method for system designers to select characterising terms. This work is
similar to the construction of a thesaurus with only this difference, namely that the
characterising terms are linked to a task framework. A method that can be used to aid this
process is the statistical analysis of frequency distributions of word-use in legal texts."

The case model, apart from a subset of the task nodes of the domain model, consists of
argument nodes which express the subject of the case rather than the procedural aspects of
the task. Since the characterisation fields of the argument nodes are part of the case model,
they are established dynamically when the case model is constructed at run time. Argument
node characterisations are determined on the basis of user input in the expression field of
the argument nodes and on a domain vocabulary. In the expression field of argument nodes,
users can fill out the text of the arguments they want to use in a case. These textual
expressions typically have the format of arguments as they are put forward in a legal
document to support a position such as, for example, the considerations listed in a judicial
decision.

24 For a study of word-use in legal texts refer to Van Noortwijk. [Noortwijk, 1995]
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A domain vocabulary is a part of the domain model listing a set of words that, when they are
used in the text of an argument, may indicate an information need. To determine node
characterisations, argument texts as they are filled out by the user, are scanned for the
occurrence of terms listed in the domain vocabulary. These words themselves are not always
the best characterising terms to identify the documents in the database that hold information
about the subject of the argument. Legal practitioners, in their arguments, may use terms that
do not occur in documents holding information on the subject. That is why the words in the
domain vocabulary refer to database terms that are better suited to be used for the
characterisation of arguments. These database terms are the ones that are adopted for
characterisation of the argument nodes. A domain vocabulary provides a direct translation
of terms as they are used by legal practitioners while performing a particular legal task, into
terms that identify documents in the database that holds information relevant to the task.

The construction of a domain vocabulary, like appointing task node characterisations, must
be done by the designer of the system. The behaviour of the IR system in terms of what
documents it retrieves for a case depends to a large extent on the characterising terms that
are adopted in the domain model. This strong dependency also makes it possible to tune the
retrieval mechanism to different types of legal databases. The frequency distributions of
word use may differ a great deal between different types of legal texts. Van Noortwijk has
shown for the Dutch language that statutes and judicial decisions have different
characteristics with respect to word-use [Noortwijk, \995]. In section 4.6.5 will be discussed
how the retrieval mechanism can be tuned to the characteristics of the databases used.

3.3.5 Retrieval strategies
The terms that characterise the subject of a case are used as indications of the information
need to retrieve documents from the database. Retrieving the documents that hold
information on the case, proceeds in the standard full-text IR fashion by matching these
terms with the terms that characterise the documents in the database. As indications of the
information need, besides these isolated terms, it is also possible to take the context of the
domain model in which they occur by using the links that connect the nodes. To this end, the
links that make up the case model have to be interpreted in terms of IR operations, as will
be shown further on in this section.

There are two possible ways to appoint terms to nodes. In the first method, terms are
appointed to a node statically when the domain model is made. In this case, the node
characterisations are part of the domain model. Consequently the information need is derived
from the domain model without consideration of the particular case. This is clearly only
useful for certain subjects whose corresponding documents are always relevant to the same
task- or argument elements.

Terms can also be assigned to a node dynamically, using the case model. The procedural
taskmodel can only indicate the need for general information. To be able also to provide
specific and substantive information on the subject of the case it is necessary to consider the
contents of the case model. While following a path through the network model, the user
makes selections and writes the texts of the arguments which constitute an argumentative
legal document. These texts can be scanned for words and word combinations which
indicate the subject of the argument. To this end, a context-specific domain vocabulary
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should be used for each type of activity node. Because of their specific context and their
specific meaning, the terms in these vocabularies can be good indicators of the subject of
the text and also of the co-occurring information need.

Definition 3.6 : Information need

Information need 1(0, C) = Expr

Together, the domain model and the case model are interpreted as an indication of the
information need represented in a query language expression. The following definition
specifies the query language.

Definition 3.7: Query Language

Expr - Lunit I Nexpr
Nexpr - Op I Lunit
Lunit - Unit
Lunit - NOT I Unit
Unit - (Weight, Term)
Op - AND
Op - OR

Query expression
Operator unit
Logical unit

Weighed term
Operators

In this query language, terms may be combined with logical operators. In addition, term
weights can be specified. To understand how such a query expression can be derived from
the domain model and the case model specified in the hyperindex, consider the following
example.

Figure 3.5 shows a network fragment
in which a case model is filled out. In
this example, the node- and link types
are left out for simplicity. The
example domain model De consists
of:

N, = {n., nb, n., nd}

Le = {(n.,nb), (nb,nc), (nb,nd)}

n e- characterisation = T. = {tj, ~,

t3}

nb·characterisation = T, = {t2, t.}
nc·characterisation = T, = {ts, t6}

nd·characterisation = T, = {t., t7,

ts}

c

a b

Figure 3.5. Example of a domain model with a
filled out case model

The path through the network representing the case model consists of:
C, = {(n.,nb),(nb,nd)}
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To retrieve the documents on the subject of the case model, the terms that characterise the
nodes are used to generate database queries. The way the terms are combined into a query
is determined by interpreting the link types connecting them in the task network. A
distinction is made between general network operation interpretations and semantic network
operation interpretations which will be discussed subsequently. General network operations
ignore the type definition oflinks. In filling out the task network, three basic operations can
be distinguished: focus shift, reject, and ignore. Consider the case of a node in a network
that has multiple other nodes directly linked to it. By following a link, the user can shift the
focus from the current node to one of the linked nodes. The focus shift to the node of
interest leaves the other optional nodes unvisited. These are explicitly rejected by the user
or they are considered of interest for further exploration later on. The path through the
network that is constructed by these network operations can be interpreted as an expression
of an information need."

To derive a database query from a case
model that is made up of general network
operations there are three different
interpretations, shown in Figure 3.6. If the
path P specifying the case model is
interpreted as (I) a chain of assertions only
the terms of the nodes making up the path
are used. They are considered as equally
important assertions of the subject and they
are combined disjunctively. P can also be
interpreted as (2) a chain of exclusions. In 1. Chain of assertions
this case, the options that where rejected are
included in the query by negation. In the
third interpretation method, (3) a cooling- 2. Chain of exclusions
down trail, weights are introduced to reflect
the relative importance of current assertions
over previous assertions.

These alternative interpretation methods, 3. A cool ing-down trail
although they are not mutually exclusive,
result in different IR characteristics. It is not
possible to tell in general what method is
preferable over the others because different
domains may require different IR methods. Figure 3.6. IR interpretations of methodical
By adapting the mix of path interpretations, steps
the IR behaviour of the system can be tuned
to the demands of the domain. The relation
of IR characteristics to domain qualities is discussed in section 4.6.4. This section, suffices
to state that domains differ in requirements as to the balance between precision and recall.

[f1
c

a

P=(a,b,d) Id

25 Refer to literature on query by navigation (Nielsen, 1990], [Godin, 1993], [Arents, 1993], and [Berger, \995].
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The type of legal source that is searched for documents, also influences the choice of IR
characteristics. Searching a statute law database requires different IR mechanisms than
searching a case law database.

For the interpretation of semantic network operations, other methods are required than for
the interpretation of general network operations. Semantic network operations, as opposed
to general network operations, occur in a network representation of typed links. In the
interpretation of the case model, the meaning of the links must be taken into account. For
the interpretation of argumentation links, other methods apply than for the interpretation of
task links.

Figure 3.7 shows some examples of argumentation relations with their corresponding IR
interpretations. The argument elements in boxes are the argument elements being drafted i.e.
the active nodes. The other related elements are already part of the case model and are used
to determine the information need for drafting the active element.

In the first example (1), the user, for the
Argumenteuon relation

drafting of Argument 1.1 in support of Claim
I, is helped by documents on the subject of fA=: 1

that claim. These documents are retrieved I~gument I~ -- Claim I Tel

with the terms derived from Claim I. In
example (2), a claim is drafted in conclusion
to two independent arguments. To assist this
task, two sets of documents are presented
dealing with these arguments exclusively.
The following example (3) again shows the
drafting of a claim, but this time the two
supporting arguments are interdependent and
rely on each other in supporting the claim. In
this case, only documents dealing with the 4.!Claim 21
subjects of both the arguments are retrieved.
Example (4) shows a Claim 2 to be drafted
opposing another Claim I. In this case,
documents on both Claim I and its
supporting Argument 1.1 are considered to 5. Grounds 1.1T Claim I

be relevant. Thus far, claims and arguments j
have been considered as elementary. 1 1

Warrant J!
Example (5) shows we can also look into the L- -'--_~~

structure of an Argument 1.1 to its
constituent elements: Grounds 1.1 and
Warrant 1.1. To construct the Warrant 1.1
connecting the Grounds 1.1 to the Claim 1.1, only documents covering the subject of both
elements are considered to be relevant.

Just as is the case with the interpretation of general network operations, the examples
presented here are not the only possible interpretations of argumentation relations. Different
interpretations may be adopted to tune the IR characteristics of the system to the

o~Claiml

l~upports

Argument 1.1

2. Argument 1.1 - 1 I
..::=: Claim I

Argument 1.2 ~ ~

3. Argument 1.1 =t-I 1
Claim I

Argument 1.2

Figure 3.7. JR interpretations of
argumentation relations
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requirements of the domain. The possibilities for tuning the retrieval mechanism by the
interpretation of network operations is discussed in section 4.6.5.

3.4 Systems architecture

3.4.1 Support philosophy
Considering the techniques that are used, a legal database that is provided with a task-based
hyperindex integrates the traditionally separated fields of information retrieval and
knowledge-based systems. This much can also be said for the functions such a system
performs. Compared to information retrieval systems, it offers a different way to search for
information. By browsing through a task network, the user can address the database in his
own terms. In addition, besides returning information, the task network also lays out a
structure with possible paths, representing optional ways to solve a problem. Thus, the
system also gives advice and guidance on how to proceed in solving problems. In that
respect the support functions resemble those of typical knowledge-based systems.
Knowledge-based systems use knowledge to reason independently and present the user with
automatically derived conclusions rather than information and advice. Because of the
discretionary and open-textured nature of legal decision-making we want to leave the
reasoning to the user and just support him with information and advice functions.

To realise this function, a modelling perspective is chosen that captures the information
handling aspects of legal tasks. Legal problem-solving, as was discussed in section 3.2.1, is
considered as the gathering an weighing of arguments to defend a position and the drafting
of a document to express this argumentation. The system that incorporates this perspective
give the user tools for argumentation and for document drafting and it presents the user with
documents from the database that provide the necessary arguments.

3.4.2 System modules
The modular architecture of the
system proposed to realise these
support functions is presented
graphically in Figure 3.8.

The system's domain
knowledge is represented in the
Task model which has the form of
a hyperindex. As mentioned
before, the case representation has
the form of a path through the
hyperindex network. This
sequence of textual expressions is
stored in the Project database.
There are several Legal databases
containing the full text of statutes
and case law. A Retrieval manager
provides for the communication
with these databases through the

Figure 3.B. Component modules of the task-based
retrieval system
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execution of internally generated queries and the propulsion of retrieved documents.
The information support functions described in the previous section are performed by

four different system modules. Although these are distinctly different functions, they are
presented in a single Windows interface. Users are presented with two views on the Project
database through which the project database contents can be manipulated. The Task graph
navigator presents a graphical display of the case representation and allows direct
manipulation of the structure of the task elements and their interrelations. The Argument
editor is used to edit the textual expressions making up the contents of the case
representation. These activities are supported by methodical guidance through the Task
guide and information support from the Document browser which presents documents
retrieved from the legal databases.

This modular system architecture is a conceptual description meant to distinguish techniques
and modelling efforts required for the development of a task-based IR system rather than a
specification of the functions presented to the user. 26 The user is presented with the functions
of an integrated task-support system as described in the previous section. The hyperindex
technique can serve both as a knowledge representation language for modelling legal tasks
and as an interface method for the user to interact with the modules of the system by
browsing through the hyperindex network. Thus, the different task-support functions are
presented to the user in a single hypertext interface.

3.4.3 System development methodology
The task-based information retrieval architecture that proposed in this book consists of a
support philosophy of integrated task support, a specification of the knowledge models that
are required to realise this integrated task support function, a knowledge representation
language, and conceptual description of the modular architecture of a task-based lR system.
To go on developing a practical task-based IR system, however, also a system development
methodology is required. A system development methodology is a comprehensive theory on
the application of tools and techniques to support the system development process and to
manage the system development project. This book is not intended to present a new system
development methodology. There are general system development methodologies available
that can also be used to develop a task-based IR system. However, to handle the specific
development problems that are raised by the new system architecture and the new
representation techniques proposed, some additional guidelines may be required that are not
catered for by existing methodologies. In the next chapter, is demonstrated how a task-based
IR system can be developed for an example domain. The experiences gained with that
development process will be used in section 6.4 to give the necessary guidelines for a system
development methodology.

26 The proposed architecture bears some similarity with the MMVP architecture for hypermedia proposed by
Arents and Bogaerts. It takes a similar approach to the conceptual separation between components of the
system responsible for the representation and those responsible for the manipulation of the system's
information contents. [Arents, 1991] and [Arents. 1993]
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3.5 Summary and conclusions
Existing legal databases that allow for full-text searching with Boolean queries were found
in Chapter 2 to have some serious usability problems. Users are required to be aware of the
organisation of the documents in the database and the operation of the retrieval mechanism
to be able to find the documents they need. In this chapter, an intelligent interface was
proposed to operate as an intermediary between the technical operation of the legal database
and the user. To be able to perform this function, the intelligent interface requires the user
to have knowledge of both the technical organisation of the database and the task domain
of the user. To this end, an architecture was proposed in which the index of the database is
organised according to the task a user performs. This way, the user can address the database
by browsing the index, using the terms of the task he is working on. The path the user
chooses in the index is taken by the system as an expression of the particular case he is
working on. This case model, together with the representation of the task domain, is taken
by the system to derive the information need and to retrieve the corresponding documents
from the database. The modelling perspective of the interface is reversed: rather than
modelling the information contents of the documents in the database, it represents the task
domain of the user. For the representation of this domain knowledge, a task-based
hyperindex was proposed that has the required representational qualities and that can be
operated by browsing rather than by formulating queries. In the next chapter, an example
domain is chosen to discuss how the hyperindex representation language can be used to
model a specific legal task and to develop a task-based information retrieval system.



Chapter 4

An Argumentation Model for Legal Tasks

In this chapter an architecture is presented for modelling legal tasks in a knowledge-based
IR system. As a means to present this architecture, is shown how it can be applied to build
a task-based IR system for the domain of objection procedures in administrative law. The
architecture that is presented in this chapter, was used to build a prototype of a knowledge-
based IR system which will be discussed in Chapter 5.

The architecture consists of a collection of modelling techniques partly assembled from
existing techniques and partly newly designed. The methods and techniques of the
architecture are based on a theoretical study of legal tasks and are meant to be applicable to
the design of task-based interfaces for legal databases in general.

The account for the general systems architecture does not solely rely upon the study of
a single example domain. It is motivated first and foremost by theoretical study of
information handling in the legal domain. The resulting architecture is, furthermore, not the
only possible solution for resolving information retrieval problems. It is the solution arrived
at by means of a theoretical analysis to design an intelligent interface. It is further motivated
by demonstrating what an intelligent interface looks like for a specific legal task. We now
proceed with an introduction of the example domain of objection procedures in
administrative law.

4.1 Objection procedures in administrative law

4.1.1 Administrative law
The discussion and the analysis of the example domain of objection procedures in
administrative law, first requires a brief introduction to Dutch administrative law. As this
domain is considered for the purpose of an information analysis we will avoid legal
questions and discuss administrative law from an information analyst's point of view,
focussing on the sources of information and on the way information is handled and
processed in this domain.

Administrative law primarily governs the relations between the public administration and
its citizens. In legal textbooks administrative law is sometimes negatively defined as the law
concerning all government activities not including legislation and the administration of
justice. Alternatively, administrative law is defined more substantively as the law that
provides government with specific legal instruments to execute its public task and that gives
protection to the members of society against governmental action. [WijklKonijnenbelt, 1997
(p. 35)] It is a field of law that has been gaining importance over the last decades. The
growth of administrative law is due to an increase in governmental control over society and
to changing views on what constitutes the public task of government. Although the idea of
the all providing welfare state has been abandoned in the Netherlands and more is left to the
market mechanism, government is considered to have an active role in establishing
preconditions and setting standards and constraints for issues such as common
infrastructures, protection of the environment, labour conditions and social security.
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In their public task, administrations issue acts and decisions that affect citizens. Citizens can
sometimes participate in the decision process and they can react to the resulting decisions.
They can, for example, request a decision, put forward their opinions and file objections.
Administrative law can thus be seen as a formalised means of communication between
administrative authorities and citizens (the government and the governed). For the purpose
of this research, this communication is considered as an information handling process so it
can be established what information input is required by the parties in the tasks they perform
in administrative law.

4.1. 2 Sources of administrative law
Administrative law in the Netherlands is governed by the General Administrative Law Act
(GALA). I This is a relatively new act which aims to codify the general part of administrative
law. It comprises a uniform code of procedure and it provides general norms and constraints
for the acts of administrations in their relation towards citizens.

Because of the growing importance of administrative law, also before the promulgation of
the GALA, an important role in the development of administrative law is being played by
case law and legal literature. Over the last decades, a number of general principles and
concepts of administrative law were developed, both by scholars and by the courts. These
general principles of proper administration can be considered unwritten legal standards that
limit the discretionary powers of government agencies and decentralised authorities. [Moor,
1999] As the administration has to observe these standards, they provide security for citizens
to call upon for defence against governmental action. The GALA codifies some of the
general principles of proper administration. Among these are the duty to state reasons for
a decision (GALA, articles 4:46 and 4:47), the duty for administrative authorities to gather
sufficient information and to prepare decisions with care (GALA, article 3:2) and the
principle of non-arbitrariness (GALA, article 3:4).

Even though some principles of proper administration have now been codified, case law
and the unwritten principles of proper administration remain important sources for
administrative law because not all the principles have been assimilated in the GALA.
Moreover, the principles are formulated as general and abstract norms so case law remains
important for the interpretation of these norms in specific cases.

In addition to the general rules of the GALA there are other more specific administrative
regulations. These regulations comprise legislation by central government but also
regulations by decentralised government authorities. These specific administrative
regulations provide norms and procedures for specific administrative relations.
Administration takes place on different levels, from central government to provincial and
municipal authorities. It also covers a wide range of issues from e.g. environmental issues

The General Administrative Law Act is produced in stages: the first two stages entered force on Januari I
1994. The third stage is currently being implemented and a fourth stage is being prepared. The full text of
the act is available in English at the website of the Ministry of Justice:
http://www.minjus!.nl/a_beleidlthemalawb/teksten/awbenglindex.htm
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to tax issues. For all these different types of administrative relations different specific
regulations may exist.

Specific administrative regulations relate to the GALA as legi specialis to a lex
generalis, but, as an exception to this normative scheme, the GALA has some mandatory
provisions that specific regulations have to conform to.? The GALA further holds regulatory
and directory provisions that make up a general framework for administrative relations. The
possibility that specific regulations deviate from general rules is regulated in the act itself.
The GALA framework for administrative relations is mainly of a procedural nature. Specific
regulations, as a complement, are mainly of a substantive nature.

The parties involved in administrative relations have to refer to the sources of administrative
law to establish their legal position. The sources that were discussed in the overview are: the
GALA, specific administrative regulations, the general principles of proper administration
and case law. In this research, the access mechanisms to legal databases are studied in
relation to the legal tasks for which the information from the databases is required. We are
therefore mainly interested in the sources of legal information that are available
electronically. This requirement is met by most of the sources in the domain of
adm inistrative law but not by all of them. Several publishers sell legal databases with
collections of regulations by the central government, the most comprehensive of which is
the Kluwer ADW database. Databases with regulations of decentralised administrative
authorities are generally not available on the market. These regulations are being made
available electronically in a different way. Amongst themselves, administrations use
Gem Net, which is a closed network of the Association of Netherlands Municipalities
(Vereniging Nederlandse Gemeenten, VNG), for the electronic communication of
administrative information. As a means of communication with citizens, provinces and
municipalities have discovered the Internet. All provinces and many of the municipalities
are creating websites to provide information about the organisation of their administration
but also to publish their policy plans, budgets and other regulations. As a result, regulations
of decentralised administrative authorities are gradually becoming available electronically.

As for case law, there are many databases with selections of court decisions in specific
fields of law including administrative law. The Kluwer 'Juridische Bibliotheek' (Law
Library) includes several databases with selected judicial decisions on administrative law
cases. Judicial decisions are also the source to refer to for the general principles of proper
administration, especially for information on the application of the principles in specific
cases.

Now an overview has been given of the sources of information in administrative law, we will
focus on the activities and the decisions of the parties in administrative legal relations. In the
design of the domain model, these activities and decisions must be related to the information
sources they require.

2 Usuallyin casesof conflictbetweenregulationsof the samerank, specific rules take precedenceover general
rules. In this case, conflicts are avoided by bringing existing and new specific regulations in line with the
general rules of the GALA.
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4.1.3 Administrative acts
Administrative law gives the administration the legal instruments and guidelines to perform
its public task. In this section, some of these instruments are discussed and some examples
are given of the ways in which public authorities can intervene in the rights and duties of
citizens.
The norms for governmental action and the legal protection in the GALA are linked to a
form ofgovemmental action defined as 'orders' (in Dutch: 'beschikkingen').

GALA Article 1:3
I Order means a written ruling of an administrative authority constituting a juristic act under public law.

An important notion in this definition is 'administrative authority'. What makes an
administrative authority is also defined in the GALA.

GALA Article 1:1
I. Administrative authority means:
(a) an authority of a legal person which has been established under public law, or
(b) another person or body corporate which is invested with any public authority.

In the subsequent provisions in this section of the GALA, some government institutions are
excepted from the definition of administrative authorities, the most important of which are
the legislature and the judiciary.

An Act of Parliament, for example, is not an 'order' because the legislature is excluded
in the definition of 'administrative authority'. Most regulations by the central government,
however, do not pass the parliamentary legislative procedure. These regulations produced
by delegated legislation do qualify as 'orders'. The definition further comprises regulations
by decentralised public authorities such as provincial and municipal bye-laws and rulings
of other bodies invested with public authority such as the Central Office for Motor Vehicle
Driver Testing (CBR) when it issues a driving licence.

Another important notion in the GALA-definition of an 'order' is that of a 'juristic act under
public law'. Administrative authorities, however, do sometimes use private law acts to
perform their public tasks. An example is the purchase of buildings to pursue a housing
policy.' General norms of administrative law apply to private law acts by administrative
authorities in so far as they are not incompatible with the nature of the acts. (GALA Article
3: I) The GALA offers no provisions to object to private law acts. For legal protection
against these acts, citizens will have to resort to the civil courts.

Public law acts are generally divided into general acts (containing general rules
addressing an open group of people) and individual acts (directed towards individuals and
pertaining to a specific SUbject). Individual acts in the GALA are defined as 'decisions' (in
Dutch: 'besluiten').

3 The use of civil law instruments as an alternative for public law is only allowed if legal protection for
citizens is kept up and if it doesn't interfere with public law. [WijklKonijnenbelt, 1997 (p. 442)]
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GALA Article 1:3
2. Decision means an order which is not of a general nature. including refusal of an application for such
an order.

Some examples of 'decisions' are permits, grants, tax assessments, and social security
benefits. 'Decisions' clearly have a direct impact on the rights and obligations of individuals.
The GALA is important for legal protection against these administrative acts.

General acts regulate the rights and obligations of citizens in general. Acts of Parliament
are general acts. Most general acts, however, are issued by delegated administrative
authorities like the government and ministers and by decentralised administrative authorities
such as provinces and municipalities. Because general public law acts by administrative
authorities qualify as 'orders' they are subject to the norms of the GALA. Some important
categories are excepted from the appeal procedures of the GALA. (See section 4.1.4)

The different types of administrative acts have in common that they need to have a legal
basis and that they are subject to administrative norms. The requirement of a legal basis
stems from the legality principle which requires every administrative act that affects the
rights and duties of individuals to be founded on a legal basis.

4.1.4 Objection procedures
This section zooms in on one specific task in administrative law: the objection procedure,
which is part of the GALA provisions on the protection against government action. This will
be the example domain for which to build a task-based interface. In the following sections,
this task is subjected to an information analysis and to the construction of a domain model.

Administrative legal relations are characterised by a slanted balance of power. In the
legal relation with administrative authorities citizens are the weaker party. The GALA
provides citizens with guarantees and procedures to defend themselves against government
action. Interested parties are given ways to appeal against administrative acts if they do not
agree with them.

GALA Article 8: I
I. An interested party may appeal to the COLIrtagainst an order.

What makes an 'order' is defined in GALA Article I :3. The GALA also defines what is
considered an interested party.

GALA Article 1:2
I Interested party means the person whose interest is directly affected by an order.
2. As regards administrative authorities. the interests entrusted to them are deemed to be their interests.
3. As regards legal persons, their interests are deemed to include the general and collective interests which
they specially represent in accordance with their objects and as evidenced by their actual activities.

Action against administrative acts can be aimed at quashing the order or at changing it.
Administrative disputes can be handled by the administrative law sections of the district
courts or by specialized administrative courts. In this discussion the court procedures are left
for what they are. There is a special procedural provision in the GALA system of legal
protection that we want to focus on: before an appeal can be taken to court the interested
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party first has to file a notice of objection with the administration. Sometimes specific
administrative regulations prescribe appeal to a higher administrative body. In the legal
protection scheme of the GALA, such provisions in specific administrative regulations are
treated as exceptions. The general mechanism of the GALA prescribes that a written notice
of objection must be filed with the administrative body that gave the order. The objection
procedure is a compulsory administrative pre-procedure that has to be followed before the
case can be taken to court.

GALA Article 7:1
I A person who has the right to appeal against an order to an administrative court shall make an objection
against the order before appealing, unless the order:
(a) has been made in respect of an objection or an administrative appeal;
(b) is subject to approval;
(c) contains the approval of an order or refusal of that approval. or
(d) was prepared in accordance with one of the procedures regulated in part 3.5.
2. An appeal may be lodged against the ruling on the objection in accordance with the regulations which
govern the lodging of an appeal against the order against which the objection was made.

GALA Article 1:5
I. Making an objection means making use of a power conferred by statutory regulation to seek redress
against an order by from the administrative authority which made the order.

The objection procedure is included in the GALA for several reasons. The GALA is a
relatively new act which is inspired by current insights into the organisation of procedural
law. According to these insights, discussion is considered a worthy alternative to exclusive
court procedures." An important motivation for the adoption of the objection procedure is
given by the argument of process-economy. In the objection procedure, administrative
authorities are given the opportunity to reconsider their acts and to correct mistakes. A good
part of the disputes about administrative acts can be resolved this way so ultimately fewer
cases reach the administrative courts. As for the cases that do reach the courts: they are
better prepared because the arguments in the dispute have already been brought to bear once.
An obvious legal objection to this method of conflict resolution is the possible violation of
the principle right to an impartial judgement. Citizens have to file their objections with the
same party with which the disputed act originates. In the considerations that were made in
the design of the GALA, this objection was outweighed by the argument of process-
economy. The GALA is designed to offer sufficient legal protection for it explicitly
prescribes how notices of objection must be handled. Furthermore, there is always the
backing facility of a court procedure to correct for wrongful administrative acts.

4 The directives for legislative policy in the Netherlands are set down in the Recommendations for regulations.
Recommendations 152 to 155, in the original text of the Recommendations [18-11-1992, Stcrt. 230.
(promulgation on 01-01-1993)] lay out the design of the administrative pre-procedure. In adaptations to the
Recommendations [20 December 1995, Stcrt. 251 and 5 September 1996, Stcrt. 177], after the promulgation
of the GALA, these recommendations have been dropped for their statutory implementation made them no
longer necessary.
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Some types of administrative orders are excluded from the appeal provisions of the GALA.
The articles 8:2 to 8:6 enumerate these exceptions. Article 8:2, for example, excludes
'orders' that contain generally binding regulations and policy rules.' So, at the moment, only
'decisions' and some types of general acts (not containing generally binding regulations or
policy rules) are amenable under the objection procedure of the GALA. For legal protection
in the remaining cases citizens can resort to the civil courts that operate as a general backing
facility for cases in which the administrative procedures do not provide." In the following,
only those administrative orders will be considered that are subject to the legal protection
provisions of the GALA.

4.2 The task model

4.2.1 Analysis method
The domain of objection procedures in administrative law is used for the purpose of
demonstrating the architecture of a task-based hyperindex as proposed in Chapter 3. The
hyperindex technique that was proposed in that chapter for representing legal tasks in a
knowledge-based retrieval system was left incomplete with respect to the typification of the
node- and link primitives. In this chapter, the representation technique is completed by
establishing the types of prim itives and pointing out their legal semantics. The domain of
administrative procedural law is used as an example.

For the analysis method, some techniques are adopted that are used in system
development methodologies. System development methodologies, in the analysis- and design
phase before an automated information system is built and implemented, prescribe that
several models are drawn up of the environment in which the automated system is meant to
serve.' These models serve, among other things, to allow for the redesign of procedures and
working methods and to map out the knowledge that is to be represented in the automated
information system. We picked tools from these techniques to help establish the structural
elements of a legal domain that can be used to describe and represent legal tasks.

The analysis starts by establishing the general structure ofthe domain and identifying and
defining the object system." The object system is the legal task for which a task-based

5 The reason for the exclusion of these orders is that general public law acts have their own democratic
legitimation. However, due to changing opinions, general public law acts not produced in the formal
legislative process (Parliamentary Acts) the legitimation by democratic institutions now considered
insufficient. The following stages of the promulgation of the GALA will enable citizens to appeal against
these types of regulations. (The fourth stage projected for 1999.)

6 In accordance with Article 112, first paragraph, of the Constitution.

7 For a more elaborate discussion of system development methodologies, refer to section 6.4.1.

8 The term informationsystem is not always used with the same meaning. An information system, in a broad
sense, is a whole of people, tools, information carriers, and procedures, including automated tools such as
computers programs. For the design of computer programs or automated information systems, it is useful
to distinguish between the information system in this broad sense, the part of the information system to
develop an automated tool for, and the automated tool itself. The 'object system' is the part of the
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information retrieval system is to be built. The main source for the analysis of the domain
of administrative procedural law is the GALA. The analysis of the general domain structure
from the GALA serves to determine what elements are distinguished in the task model. For
the purpose of designing a task model that helps to establish the information legal
practitioners need in their work, the analysis of the GALA is focussed on distinguishing
tasks and on information required to perform those tasks. The question as to how to describe
tasks is addressed in the following sections of this chapter. With the building blocks ofthe
domain established, the object system can be defined by selecting which elements of the
domain are part of the object system and which are not.

Linking back to the discussion on knowledge modelling in section 3.1.2, in KADS
terminology the domain model describes 'domain knowledge' which is knowledge of the
structure and contents of the domain. The complement of domain knowledge in the KADS
expertise model is control knowledge which is the dynamic knowledge describing operations
on domain concepts. In the following sections of this chapter, the control knowledge wil not
be modelled for the domain as a whole but only for the object system.

Activity graphs
To analyse a domain with the purpose of distinguishing tasks and information required to
perform those tasks, a suitable technique is the activity analysis technique of the ISAC
methodology. [Lundeberg, 1981] This technique uses graphs (A-graphs) to describe a
domain in terms of activities, information items and information transfer relations. The
distinction of these concepts subsequently makes it possible to characterise them. Activities,
for example, can be characterised by the actors perform ing them and by types of information
handling methods.

The relation between our notion of 'task' and the ISAC 'activity' concept, is explained
by referring to the KADS definition of control knowledge, discussed in section 3.1.2. KADS
distinguishes control knowledge at different levels of abstraction, namely strategic-, task-
and inference knowledge. A-graphs allow for the specification of aspects of both domain-
and control knowledge, at different levels of abstraction. The ISAC notion of 'activity' thus
spans the different levels of control knowledge just as the definition of 'task' used in this
book does.

The meaning of 'information items' in the A-graphs can be understood by referring to
the distinction between information and data, discussed in section 2.1.1. There, data was
considered to be a means to convey information. The activity analysis in ISAC is meant to
describe a domain abstracting from implementation issues. The means or the data, whether
they are processed in manual procedures or in automated systems, are subject of the system
development steps following the activity analysis. So, the' information items' in A-graphs
signify the information content of messages.

The 'information transfer relations' in A-graphs describe the exchange of information
items between activities. They only represent input- and output relations. The information
processing which takes place within activities is abstracted from. Also, temporal aspects

information system in a broad sense which is object of the analysis and for which an automated tool is to be
built. In the following, the term information system is used in a narrow sense to refer to the automated tool.
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such as the frequency of information exchanges are not represented, although the fact that
the output of some activity is required by another activity for input signifies some sort of
precedence. A-graphs are not suited for describing information processing procedures. As
the research focus is on the information requirements of activities rather than on their
mechanisms of information processing, the graphing technique is just used to distinguish
information processing activities. This subsequently enables a closer analysis of those
activities to characterise their information processing characteristics and their information
requirements.

Hierarchical decomposition
A technique used in system development methodologies to deal with complexity is
hierarchical decomposition which allows for models to describe a domain at different levels
of abstraction. (ref. section 3.2.2.) Also in the A-graph technique, activities that are
distinguished in their relation to other activities on one description level can be analysed
separately in more detail specifying their component activities. This way a whole hierarchy
of A-graphs is constructed describing a domain at different levels of abstraction. In the
analysis, the top level A-graph describes administrative procedural law in general terms. By
detailing the components of that description in separate graphs we can zoom in on elements
of the domain to demarcate and define the task of objecting to an administrative order.

--- - --- ------------------------
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Figure 4.1. A-graph hierarchical decomposition

The purpose of hierarchical decomposition, apart from describing a domain at different
levels of abstraction, is to identify subsystems. A subsystem is a group of activities that
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together make up a meaningful entity. The activities of a subsystem may be performed by
the same actor; they may be performed at the same time; they may be directed towards the
same goal or they may be otherwise substantively related. Hierarchical decomposition is a
means to differentiate decisions on automation and process redesign between subsystems
of a different character within a complex domain as a whole. This way, also the object
system of a particular automated information system can be defined. With resrect to the
grouping and the subdivision of the activities in a domain one must try to stick as much as
possible to entities that are recognised by the actors in the domain themselves. With
hierarchical decomposition it is possible to make up groupings into imaginary entities solely
for analysis purposes. For this reason, a critique on the use of hierarchical decomposition
says that different people will make different decompositions. By sticking to the groupings
that are recognised by the actors in the domain, this pitfall can be avoided.

As for the distinction between task analysis and task design discussed in section 3.2.2,
we firstly aim to analyse administrative procedural law as it is prescribed by the GALA.
Only when it comes to designing automated support facilities for specific tasks in
administrative law, aspects of task design can come into play.

From the GALA to a domain model
The source of the analysis of objection procedures in administrative law is the procedural
law defined by the General administrative law act. The organisation of the GALA is
'layered' in the sense that the act has different sections for general rules and for more
specific rules. Chapter I and 2 hold introductory provisions with definitions of terminology
and general regulations on the dealings between citizens and administrative authorities.
Chapter 3 and 4 regulate 'orders' by administrative authorities. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the
enforcement of administrative acts. Chapters 6 to 8 provide legal protection against
government acts with provisions on the different objection and appeal procedures. The
analysis with respect to the procedural law focusses on these chapters in which the objection
procedure is regulated.

In the domain analysis, the domain of administrative procedural law was analysed from the
GALA using the A-graph technique. In the analysis, the provisions of the GALA were
scanned with special attention for activities, information items and information transfer
relations. For the analysis of the general organisation of administrative procedural law in the
top-level A-graphs, it was generally possible to rely on the GALA chapters I and 2, holding
general rules. The bottom-level (read: detailed) A-graphs describing the objection procedure
were generally based on the 'specific' chapters 6 to 8.

In the analysis was found that not all activities, information items, and information
transfer relations were named explicitly. An instrument adopted to analyse the GALA for
these elements is van Kralingen's theory on the structure of norms in statutes. [Kralingen,
1995] He distinguishes different types of norms and points out the structural elements of
these norms. In this structural model of norms, the activities, information items, and
information transfer relations occur in different norm elements. This allowed for analysing
statutes to fmd these elements also if they are not named explicitly. An example of a norm
which explicitly refers to an activity is GALA article 3:2.
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GALAArticle3:2
When preparing an order an administrative authority shall gather the necessary information concerning
the relevant facts and the interests to be weighed.

This is a norm which prescribes that someone (an administrative authority) should do
something (gather information). In this case the administrative authority is the norm subject
and the act of gathering information is the norm object. Other structural elements, apart from
the norm subject and the norm object, are the legal modality (e.g. obligation, permission and
competence) and the conditions for the application of the norm. By scanning the GALA for
these norm elements also elements could be found that are not referred to explicitly. An
example of a norm which assumes an activity without mentioning it is GALA article 6:5.

GALAArticle6:5
I. The notice of objection or appeal shall be signed and shall contain at least:
(a) the name and the address of the person lodging it;
(b) the date;
(c) a description of the order against which the objection or appeal is brought;
(d) the grounds of the objection or appeal.

This article sets out norms which are formulated as conditions that an information item (a
notice of objection or appeal) should comply with. This information item, however, can only
be produced by an activity: the activity of writing a notice of objection or appeal. In the
analysis of the norm with the structural model, the actual norm object could be found to be
the activity of writing a notice of objection or appeal and the norm subject to be the person
writing the notice of objection. Neither of these two was explicitly mentioned in the acticle.

4.2.2 Domain analysis
1n the domain analysis, the domain of administrative procedural law is described in terms
of activities, information items and information transfer relations using the A-graph
technique. In this book, only some results of the analysis are presented. To this end, just
some of the graphs made are presented as examples. The full analysis is presented in
Appendix C.

---------------------------------------------------- --- -

o 0

Information item InformaUon flow Elementary acUvity Complex activity

Figure 4.2. Elements of the A-graph technique

The graphs each describe one complex information processing task. Small circles depict
component activities of these tasks. Parallelograms represent information items. The graphs
are to be read from top to bottom. Above the top line the full information input is presented.
Output information is presented below the bottom line. Note that the activities need not
necessarily be performed in the order in which they are presented. The only order-constraints
are information precedence relations: some activities require the output of other activities
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for input. Open circles represent elementary activities that are not analysed further. Closed
circles represent complex activities that are analysed in more detail in another graph.

The first graph presented is the AO-graph which describes the administrative procedural
law at the most general level." On the basis of this graph is explained what aspects of the
domain are described and what sections of the GALA the model is based on.

Graph A-graph Version
Author
Page
Edited

LM
1
29-08-1995

Name Administrative procedural law

Project Intelligent interfaces
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\ /
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\
\
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/

/
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.}. 20

r:mlnislra~L~dfJr'
Objection and appeal

Figure 4.3. Activity graph: Administrative procedural law

The GALA starts with prescriptions for administrative acts. In the graph, these acts are
represented by (2) Issue administrative 'order'. In administrative practice, however, there
is a preceding phase. There must be something that triggers the administration to act. In this
analysis, these triggers are modelled as inputs to the administrative procedure.
Administrative authority (28) is a necessary input because the legality principle demands
that all government acts be founded on a statutory basis. The law can explicitly prescribe
administrative authorities to act. In the State Taxes Act (A WR), for example, AWR
article 11 orders the tax inspector to establish tax assessments. Another trigger for

9 Analysis is made using SDW (Systems Development Workbench), a CASE-tool by Cap Gemini, Pandata.
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administrative acts are policy plans (2A). In their policy, administrative authorities plan how
they will use their administrative competence and carry out their public task. This policy can
thus include concrete plans to issue 'orders'. Article 10, for example, of the Town and
Country Planning Act (WRO) dictates that municipal town and country planning policy be
put down in a zoning plan. This zoning plan can prescribe building permits to be issued.
Then there are societal problems (I A) which trigger government action. An example of
'orders' triggered by societal problems is found in the Water Authorities Act which, in
article I, attributes water control authorities the task and the competence to care for water
management in a specific area. If a problem arises in that area, such as a low groundwater
level, these authorities can issue orders to limit the water extraction from the ground. The
remaining input information item comprises the entire system of norms ofadministrative law
(I B), for all the activities in this domain are subject to these norms. This information item
is input to all the activities but to keep the graph orderly these input relations are left out. In
the following, one by one the component activities presented in the graph are discussed.
I. Request for 'order'. The most direct trigger for administrative 'orders' is a request from
citizens 10 (I B). Citizens, when they are confronted with a problem, can request the
administration for an 'order'. For example, if someone wants to build a garage in his garden
he has to request the municipal authorities for a building permit. The procedure for
requesting 'orders' is described in the GALA articles 4: I to 4:6.
2. Issue administrative 'order'. To perform their public task, administrative authorities can
issue 'orders'. We only considered the administrative acts that comply with the GALA
definition of an 'order' (GALA article 3:1). The procedures and norms for issuing 'orders'
are described in GALA chapters 3 and 4.
3. Objection and appeal. Interested parties, if they are confronted with an administrative
'order' they do not agree with, are given the opportunity to appeal. An order that is accepted
does not enter the objection and appeal procedure (2E). The procedures and norms for
appeal procedures are described in GALA chapters 6 to 8. There are different objection and
appeal procedures which can have different results. The information items that are presented
in the graph as output of the objection and appeal activity can best be explained with the
detail-graph of this activity which is presented in the next section. One possible result that
can be discussed here is the command for a new 'order' (3A). If, in an appeal procedure, the
appeal is upheld, the court can command the administrative authority to give a new 'order'
(GALA article 8:72, paragraph 4).

4.2.3 System definition
The domain of administrative procedural law was analysed with a complex of graphs such
as the one presented in the previous section. In this section is shown how the domain model
was used to define the object system. The object system is the part of the domain we want
to build an automated information system for, in this case, the task of objecting to an
administrative order. The object system is defined by demarcating the bounds and specifying
the relations with the surrounding domain. With the A-graphs, the bounds of the object
system were defined by pointing out which activities are part of the object system and which

lOin this study, 'citizens' are considered in so far as they are addressed by administrative law.
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are not. The specification of the information relations allowed for the relations with the
surrounding domain to be pointed out and characterised. This section presents the results of
the system definition using the two A-graphs that were constructed in the process to describe
the immediate environment of the object system. In the following these graphs are presented
and explained.

The first graph presented here is the detail-specification of the objection and appeal activity,
which is activity 3 of the top-level graph of administrative procedural law in the previous
section.

Objection and appeal

Graph A·graph Version
Author
Page
Edited

Name

Project

------3. Administrative
_-!pp!al
-38

court

LM
14

29·08-1995

~--------~-------------------~---------+------

Figure 4.4. Activity graph: Objection and appeal procedures

The cause for objection and appeal procedures is always an administrative 'order' (3.lA and
3.4A). The standard procedure prescribed by GALA article 7: 1, is that interested parties who
are granted permission to appeal against an 'order' must first enter an administrative pre-
procedure and file a notice of objection with the administration. Note that this standard
procedure only pertains to administrative orders which do not come from a special
preparatory procedure (3.IA). A different procedure is prescribed for 'orders' which are
prepared in an extensive preparatory procedure (3.4A). The extensive preparatory procedure
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is described in GALA paragraph 3.5. GALA article 7:1 states that orders which are prepared
with the extensive preparatory procedure of GALA paragraph 3.5 are excepted from the
administrative pre-procedure. In the extensive preparatory procedure, the views of interested
parties have already been considered, making the administrative pre-procedure superfluous.
Against these 'orders', an appeal can only be made directly to the administrative court.

The information item of administrative norms, is again input to all activities. To keep the
graph orderly, the accompanying information relations have been left out. The graph further
includes the following component activities.
I. Qualify the 'order'. In this activity the interested party that wants to appeal has to decide
which appeal or objection procedure is applicable. This is an example of an 'assumed'
activity. The GALA only gives conditions for access to appeal procedures. The activity of
evaluating these conditions is not mentioned but can be assumed. The applicable conditions
can be found in GALA articles 6: 1,6:2, 7: 1 and 8: 1 to 8:6.
2. Objection procedure. Interested parties that have a right to appeal against an 'order'
(GALA article 8: I) first have to file an objection with the administrative authority from
which the order originated (GALA article 7: I). The administrative authority then reconsiders
the order and decides on the objection (-2B and 3.2C). In this decision the order can be
changed or sustained. If the interested party does not agree with the decision on the
objection, it can appeal to the administrative court (GALA paragraph 7.2).
3. Administrative appeal. As an exception to this general rule specific administrative
regulations can appoint a different administrative authority for the objection to be sent to
(GALA paragraph 7.3).
4. Appeal to administrative court. Depending on the procedural provisions of applicable
specific administrative regulations, interested parties can appeal against an order to the
administrative court directly, following an objection procedure or an administrative appeal.
Administrative courts are also to be directly addressed in case of appeal against orders that
have passed an extensive preparatory procedure (GALA chapter 8).
5. Appeal against court decision. Both the interested party and the administrative authority
can appeal against the decision of the administrative court to the Administrative Law
Judicial Division of the Council of State in accordance with the Council of State Act, article
37, or with the Central Appeals Court in accordance with the Appeals Act, article 18.11

6. Civil court procedure. Some types of administrative orders are excluded from the appeal
provisions of the GALA. 12 For legal protection in the remaining cases, citizens can resort to
the civil courts that operate as a general backing facility for cases in which the administrative
procedures do not provide.

The task selected to demonstrate the design of a task-based interface is the objection
procedure. To be able to define the object system in the second graph of this section, we

II In Dutch terms: appeal can be made to de Ajde/ing Bestuursrechtspraak van de Raad van Slate according
to de WeI op de Raad van Slate, art. 37 or with de Centrale Raad van Beroep according to de Beroepswet.
art.l S.

I2 GALAarticles 8:2 to 8:6 enumerate these exceptions.
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zoom in on activity 2 of the previous graph, the objection procedure. This activity is
described in more detail in the following graph.
Graph A-graph Version

Objection procedure
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Figure 4.5. Activity graph: Objection procedure

The most important input information item for the objection procedure is again the
administrative order (3.2.1B). In this case, the order is 'qualified' in the sense that the
interested party has chosen to go through with the objection procedure (see graph 3,
activity 1). In the objection procedure the interested party can put forward its viewpoint
(3.2.IA). The norms of administrative law, as before, are applicable to all component
activities in this graph, and the information input relations from this information item are left
out.
1. Give notice of objection. The only component activity in this graph that has a component
description of itself (closed circle) represents an interested party that writes and sends a
notice of objection to the administrative authority that gave the order. (GALA articles 6:4
and 6:5)
2. Request provisional remedy. In case there are urgent interests at stake (once a forest has
been cut down an objection procedure cannot save it anymore) the party that filed the
objection can request a provisional remedy (-2A) (suspend the deforesting permit) with the
president of the court (GALA article 8:81). The connection requirement (-1 C) indicates that
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the condition for the request, starting an objection procedure, has been fulfilled.
3. Decide on admissibility. The administrative authority receiving the notice of objection
decides on the admissibility of the objection on the grounds of the conditions that apply to
the objection procedure such as the prescribed period for lodging a notice of objection.
These conditions are to be found in GALA articles 6:4, 6:5 and 6:7.
4. Deposit notice of objection for inspection. The administrative authority must deposit the
notice of objection and all other documents relating to the case for inspection by interested
parties prior to the hearing of interested parties (GALA article 7:4).
5. Hearing interested parties. Before an administrative authority rules on an objection, it
must give the interested parties the opportunity to be heard. The report of this hearing is to
be considered in the ruling on the objection. GALA articles 7:2 to 7:9.
6. Reconsider administrative 'order'. The refusal of an administrative authority to rule on
an objection is considered to be an objection for the purpose of access to the appeal
procedure. If the objection is ruled to be valid, the disputed order has to be revoked or
altered and a new order may have to be made. If the objection is ruled to be invalid, the
disputed order can be sustained (GALA article 7: II).

Now that the component activities and the information relations surrounding the objection
procedure have been described, the object system can be defined. The object system is used
in the following to demonstrate the design of a task-based interface for legal databases
comprises the following activities:
• Giving notice of objection, graph 3.2, activity 1, displayed in Figure 4.5 .
• Qualifying the 'order', grapb 3, activity I, displayed in Figure 4.4.
The information items exchanged between these activities are also part of the object system.
The two activities, although they are described in the graphs at different levels of
abstraction, are performed by the same actor, the interested party which disagrees with the
adm inistrative order.

Qualifying the order also belongs with the activity of giving notice of objection because
it evaluates the entry conditions for the objection procedure and establishes whether the
procedure may be started at all. The information items exchanged with other activities make
up the bounds of the object system.

4.2.4 System analysis
The object system that was established is now analysed in further detail so as to distinguish
and characterise its component activities and information items. The characterisation of the
components of the object system forms a first step towards the design of the task-based
hyperindex. On this detailed level of description the activities are not specified by
administrative law. So, from the phase of task analysis we enter the area of task design,
which was discussed in section 3.2.2. We can analyse existing methods of objecting to an
administrative order but we can also redesign this task to be performed with the aid of an
automated information retrieval tool. For the analysis of existing methods, could be relied
upon guidelines for case resolution in legal textbooks and on the knowledge of experts in
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the domain of administrative procedural law." Part of this analysis is shown in the A-graph
in this section. Following the analysis, the component activities that were distinguished are
characterised on the basis of their information-handling characteristics. This characterisation
is used to redesign the task and to develop the automated information support functions. For
the characterisation of information-handling activities, a generic task taxonomy is adopted.
The analysis of the object system serves to demonstrate how this taxonomy can be used to
characterise activities and to show how these activity types can be adopted to typify of
primitives in a hyperindex representation.

The following A-graph is a detail-specification of the activity of 'giving notice of
objection' which was described as activity I of A-graph 3.2 in the previous section.

Graph A-graph Version
Author LM

Name Notice of objection
Page 21

Project Intelligent interfaces Edited 29-08-1995

3.2.1

3~~C 3~~D

Figure 4.6. Activity graph: Notice of objection

The notice of objection and all the component activities are performed by the interested party
which wants to appeal against an administrative order. (3 .2.1.1A) Input to this activity is the

13 The main textbook used is [WijkIKonijnenbelt, 1997] (in Dutch). Several of the administrative law
specialists in the Law Faculty ofTilburg University were consulted as domain experts.
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administrative order which is qualified for appeal in an objection procedure. The activity of
'qualifying the order', activity I of A-graph 3.2, is also part of the object system. The views
of interested parties (3 .2.1.2A) include opinions about the order but also arguments to object
to the order and information to support objection arguments. The norms of administrative
law (3.2.1.1 C) are input to all the component activities. As they comprise norms for
administrative orders, they provide arguments to object to this order if the norms have been
violated. Note that the component activities presented in this graph are not derived from
administrative procedural law but from legal textbooks on case resolution and expert
knowledge.
I. Analyse the disputed 'order'. Analysis of the disputed order consists of identifying the
argument structure and of assessing the preparatory procedure. The methods for analysing
the content of administrative orders into argument structures is subject of section 4.3 of this
chapter. The result of the analysis is a model of the component items of the order as an
argument (-I D). In this model, the interested party can point out what elements of the order
it does not agree with. In the assessment of the preparation of the order, the preparatory
procedure is checked against the norms for preparing administrative orders. If these norms
are violated, the assessment delivers the first arguments to object to the order (-I C).
2. Design notice of objection. Objections to the preparation of the order (-IC) and the
argument model of the order (-I A) are input to the activity of designing the notice of
objection. In this design, again, an argument model (-20) is constructed. In this model the
disputed elements of both the content and the preparation of the order are opposed and these
objections are supported with arguments. Arguments to support the objections can be found
in the norms of administrative law (3.2.1.1 B) but also in the views of the interested parties
(3.2.I.2A) which may include information on the facts of the case.
3. Formulate objections. The argument model of objections (-2B) sets out the framework for
the notice of object (-3A) which is a written document. The activity of formulating
objections is therefore merely a writing task. To write the notice of objection, the interested
party can use model clauses and references to norms and other information items that
support the arguments.
4. File notice of objection. Ultimately, the notice of objection has to be sent to the
administrative authority from which the disputed order originates. With the submission of
the notice of objection, the connection requirement for a possible request of a provisional
remedy is also fulfilled (3.2.I.4A).

Task taxonomy
The type of information need for a particular task depends to a large extent on the type of
information-handling. 14 For example, administrative authorities, in order to draft an order,
need the information input of directives for drafting orders. Citizens that want to check if
an order complies with administrative policy, require the policy orders for information input.
Consequently, in the design of information support functions for legal tasks we must
consider the information-handling characteristics of those tasks. To this end, a taxonomy of
tasks is required based on their information-handling characteristics. Several authors have

14 The activities in the A-graph analysis are from now on referred to as tasks.
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developed taxonomies for classifying and characterising tasks for different purposes.
[Lundeberg, 1981; Schreiber, 1993; Visser, 1995] The purpose of a taxonomy of tasks
greatly influences the way it is organised. So the organisation of the taxonomy greatly
depends on the selection of task dimensions used to make distinctions. Possible dimensions
for distinguishing tasks are: methods, problem types, solutions and goals. [Visser, 1995
(p. 65)] A taxonomy based on information-handling characteristics will look different than
one based on other classification dimensions. It also matters on what level of abstraction
tasks are considered, as will be illustrated by an example presented later on in this section.
One taxonomy that has been devised with the purpose of guiding automation decisions has
been adopted in the ISAC methodology [Lundeberg, 1981]. This taxonomy also relies on
information-handling characteristics. Unfortunately, it distinguishes tasks on too high a level
of abstraction for our purpose, and, what is more, it is based on old technology (1981). It
only considers information support by automation of computing tasks which leads to a
classification basically distinguishing tasks that can be automated and those that can not.

These different taxonomies were considered only for inspiration to devise a taxonomy
which suits the purpose of pinpointing tasks according to their information-handling
characteristics.

The following table presents the taxonomy of tasks based on their information-handling
characteristics. It is to be read from top to bottom and subdivides all possible tasks into
categories and subcategories. A brief explanation is given of each category of the task
taxonomy.

A. All tasks

B I. Information-based B2. Not
information

C 1. Information processing C2. Other information handling -based

D I. Knowledge-based D2. C2.1 C2.2 C2.3
Compu- Transport Storage Formatting

Dl.l. D1.2. D1.3. tation
Analysis Synthesis Modification

Table 4.1. Taxonomy a/tasks

(A.) All tasks
Thus presented, the taxonomy is suggested to be complete. Yet, there is no evidence to
support the claim of completeness other than the observation that all the tasks considered in
this research could be classified with this scheme. It can only be argued that the taxonomy
fits its purpose.

(B.) Information-based vs. Dot information-based
The term 'not information-based' refers to tasks in which neither the material that is operated
on, nor the instruments used, consist of information. In other words, the task has no
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information input and no information output. To make a cup of coffee only requires physical
things such as hot water and ground coffee beans for input, and a coffee filter, a kettle, and
a cup for instruments. One can argue that this task requires information too, like how many
servings are wanted and in what proportion ground coffee and water need to be mixed. But
then the task is considered at a more detailed level of abstraction. On a detailed level of
abstraction, every human task may be information based. We consider tasks, that, described
on the applicable level of abstraction, have no information input or output, to be 'not
information-based'. To perform these tasks, there is no information need and there are no
automated information support functions for this type of tasks.

(C.) Information processing vs. other information handling
Information-based tasks can be divided into those that process information and those that
handle information without operating on it. In tasks that process information, new
information is created and the information input is different from the information output. A
secretary who types out a letter from a dictaphone recording does not process information.
Ifhe were to make a management summary from a meeting, he would process information.
Summarising is an information processing task in which the information output is different
from the information input.
(C2.1.) Transport
Transport of information is a task that does not change the information it handles but only
moves it geographically or between people. Typical information transport tasks are
telecommunication tasks such as message sending and broadcasting. The characterisation
of information transport as a task that does not change information also complies with the
relative value of information, an information characteristic discussed in section 2.1.1. This
characteristic makes, for example, that a test report on motorbikes holds information for
someone who considers buying a motorbike whereas it is devoid of information for another
who does not care about motorbikes. As such, an information item that is transported may
hold different information for the sender and the recipient. This does not imply that the
information value of the information item changes with its transport. The information value
of an information item that is transported, for the sender and the recipient individually, is the
same before and after transport. (For computation of the information value it does not matter
if you have an information item at your disposal or not.) Typical automated support
functions for information transport tasks are telecommunication tools such as the telephone,
fax and e-mail.
(C2.2.) Storage
Storage can be considered to be transport of information in time. To this end, information
is laid down in a durable form which allows the information to be retrieved at a later
moment. Again. Like transport, storage does not operate on the information itself even
though the value of information is relative to time. Today's stock market prices and
newspaper articles have a higher information value now than they will have tomorrow. Like
in information transport tasks, the information value is determined by the person using it,
in storage tasks the factor that determines the information value is time. Analogous to the
case of information transport, storage itself does not change this determining factor.
Database systems form an example of automated support functions for this type of tasks.
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(C2.3.) Formatting
information-handling tasks in which information is not processed other than through storage
and transport, are grouped in the category 'formatting'. This category comprises tasks such
as copying, layout editing and printing. These tasks operate on the format and the appearance
of the representation of the information but not on the information itself. Examples of
automated support functions for formatting textual information are file management systems
and word-processing functions for layout editing such as style sheets.

(D.) Knowledge-based vs. computation
Computation is defined as the transformation of information according to previously defined
rules. One can argue that all computers do is compute. So, what about knowledge handling
by computers? We also touched upon this issue in section 1.2.2 in the discussion of legal
knowledge-based systems. There, it was found" that knowledge, in addition to the static
encoding of facts, comprises the ability to use those facts in an interactive world.
Knowledge-based information handling therefore requires an internal representation of the
domain in which the information is used. In knowledge-based tasks, information is related
to this domain model. Tasks in which information is transformed without it being related to
a domain model, are computation tasks. Examples of computation tasks are accounting and
tax calculation. Typical automated support systems for this type of task are bookkeeping
systems and spreadsheets.

Knowledge-based information processing tasks can be subdivided further into analysis-,
synthesis- and modification tasks."
(01.1.) Analysis
In analysis tasks, a description of a particular case is analysed to find an unknown property.
The unknown property may be found by comparing the case to other cases or by comparing
it to a pre-defined reference framework. The information required for this task consists of
the case description and the reference framework. An example of this type of task is the
diagnosis of the cause ofa malfunction in a machine. The performance of the machine is
checked against the specified proper behaviour or against a list of possible causes. For a
legal example, consider the types of legal problems in which one must establish if a certain
behaviour is unlawful or not. Typical automated support systems for this type of task are
expert systems.
(01.2) Synthesis
Synthesis tasks imply the description of a case using a number of components that are
prescribed by a domain specification. The information this task requires consists of a case
description and the component specification of a domain. In the legal domain, drafting
legislation is an example of a synthesis task. in drafting legislation, regulations must be
drawn up using prescribed structural elements, normative constructs and model clauses. This
type of task can be supported by authoring systems. Authoring systems for drafting

15 With reference to [Sowa, 1983).

16 This part of the taxonomy is based on [Visser, 1995]. The descriptions of the categories are adapted to the
purpose of distinguishing information-handling characteristics and typical information support functions.
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legislation may vary from wordprocessors and legal forms with model clauses to advanced
legislative drafting support systems such as the LEDA system. [Voermans, 1997]
(01.3) Modification
Modification tasks consist of modifying the description of a case to make it fit for a specific
purpose. These tasks require information about the case and the purpose. Extending the
example of the defective machine in the discussion on diagnostic tasks, the repair of the
machine, after a diagnosis of the defect has been established, is an example of a modification
task. An example in the legal domain is the modification of provisions in a contract to satisfy
the wishes of the contracting parties. Automated systems providing manuals and tools for
repair are, again, authoring systems.

In the taxonomy, a number of task types are distinguished according to their information-
handling characteristics. These task types all have different information requirements and
require different information support functions. Below the results are presented of analysing
the subtasks in the object system to establish the information and the information support
functions they require.

Characterisation a/the object system
The subtasks in the object system are characterised according to the information-handling
taxonomy.
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Subtask Characterisation Information Classification

(3.1) Qualify the Order is checked In: order, entry Analysis
'order' against the entry conditions

conditions for the Out: procedure advice
objection procedure.

(3.2.1.1) Analyse the Identify argument In: order, argument Analysis
'order' constructs and point out templates

disputed elements. Out: 'order' argument
model

(3.2.1.2) Design Define objection In: 'order' argument Synthesis
notice of objection positions and find model, views interested

supporting arguments. parties, norms of
administrative law
Out: objection
argument model

(3.2.1.3) Formulate Write the text of the In: objection argument Synthesis
objections notice of objection. model

Out: written notice of
objection

(3.2.IA) File notice Send notice of In: notice of objection Transport,
of objection objection to Out: notice of objection Formatting

adm inistrative authority
Table 4.2. Characterisation of the object system

These subtasks, although they are of a different information-handling character, are
considered to make up one object system because they are performed by one actor (an
interested party objecting to an administrative order) and together they are directed towards
a common goal (objecting to an administrative order). To be able to start an objection
procedure it must first be ascertained whether the procedure can indeed be started and the
administrative order must be analysed. Although the subtasks are very different, the
characterisation shows that the object system breaks down into two subsystems (groups of
subtasks) according to the two main types of subtasks: Analysis and synthesis. One subtask
with a transport and formatting character does not process the information itself. It is not
critically dependent on information, so, for the design of information support functions, it
can be ignored. The first subsystem, consisting of the analysis tasks: (3.1) Qualify the
'order' and (3.2.1.1) Analyse the 'order', is called the subsystem of "Analysing
administrative orders". The second subsystem, consisting of the subtasks: (3.2.1.2) Design
notice of objection, (3.2.1.3) Formulate objections and (3.2.IA) File notice of objection, will
from now on be referred to as the subsystem of "Drafting a notice of objection". Because
of their different information-handling characteristics, these two subsystems require
different types of information support.
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In the following, the design of information support functions is aimed at these two
subsystems. The domain model for subsystem I: Analysing administrative orders, is given
in section 4.4 and the domain model for subsystem 2: Drafting a notice of objection, is
described in section 4.5. In Chapter 5, this results in an information retrieval system with
two different modules. But first, in the following sections, the modelling language that was
used for the domain model will be further specified.

4.2.5 Task modelling
The effort to analyse legal tasks was taken to map out the task knowledge that needs to be
modelled in the interface of an information retrieval system that automatically establishes
the co-occurring information need. The characterisation of tasks provides the primitives for
the hyperindex modelling language that was used to model this knowledge. The types of
activity nodes that can be distinguished in a hyperindex representation of the task model are:
analysis, synthesis, modification, computation, transport, storage and formatting. The links
between these nodes represent the information relations between these activities. Types of
information relations that can be specified on the basis of the analysis of legal tasks are all
inputJoutput relations. More specifically, some of these relations are compulsory and some
are optional, some of them specify a necessary order and some even include a logical
consequence. The semantics attached to the links in the hyperindex modelling language
therefore includes the types: general inputJoutput, optional i/o, obligatory i/o, consecutive
i/o and logical consequence i/o.

Thus, the definitions of the hyperindex representation language given in section 3.3.1 are
complemented:

Definition 4.1 : Task primitives
Task node types NTtype = {analysis, synthesis, modification, computation, transport,

storage, formatting}
Task link types LTtype = {generic, optional, compulsory, consecutive, logical

consequence}

To show how this hyperindex modelling language can be used to represent a specific legal
task, a fragment of the hyperindex representation is presented for the example domain. This
example shows how navigational steps in the hyperindex correspond to task elements and
how these steps can indicate the information need for performing of the task.

The hyperindex fragment represents a subtask of the task of "qualifying an order",
activity I in A-graph 3. In qualifying an administrative order the entry conditions for the
objection procedure are checked. One of these conditions is that the person objecting to the
order is an "interested party". The subtask of "Checking the interest" is defined by Tq.

Subtask Tq = {NTq, LTq}
Task nodes nt., nt, f NTq

nt, : (analysis, "Establish type of legal person", subject., "legal person")
nt, : (analysis, "Establish interested party", subject; interest)

Task links ItI f LTq
ItI : (compulsory, "Legal person", nt., nt2, contents I)
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The case fragment in this example consists of just two task nodes connected by one task link.
The first node represents the analysis task of establishing the type of legal person, the
second, the analysis task of establishing if the person is an interested party. Because the
conditions for qualifying as an interested party depend upon the type of legal person, the link
connecting these activity nodes is of the "compulsory" type. The characterisation element
of the activity nodes, n,..characterisation, contains terms characterising the subject of the
activities. These terms can be interpreted as expressions of the information need for each of
the activities." In section 4.6 of this chapter it will be discussed how these terms are
identified and how they can be used for the purpose of information retrieval.

,------------------------------------------------------------------- --

Domain model
fragment

nl,(analy.t.., •• t.bU,h k,(compullory, nt., nt, eontent'l) n)(analysi&. e,t.blilh -inler •• ted
type or legal perlon) party'

GrapMcal
repre.entaUon

nt, ftl(nlpntl) nt,o ~
In'ormatlon need

. OeserlpUon of the per.on
- Taxonomy of legal persons

- Description of the person
- Type of 'ega' person
- Conditions for quallf5caHon

M'nleruted party-

Figure 4.7. Representation of a domain model fragment

In Figure 4.7 the domain model fragment is depicted graphically together with the types of
information items that are needed to perform the tasks. As these are both analysis tasks, they
require a case description and a reference framework to check the case against as input. For
task node nt, the reference framework is a taxonomy of legal persons and for task node nt,
the reference framework comprises the conditions for the qualification as an interested party.
With the node characterisations, ntx.characterisation, these information items can be
retrieved from the database. The retrieval mechanism is described in section 4.6.3 of this
chapter.

The task primitives presented in this section are meant as generic primitives for modelling
legal tasks. The hyperindex modelling language together with the analysis method presented
in this chapter allows for the construction of a task-based interface for an information
retrieval system that can be used in any legal domain. The task nodes and task links,
however, only describe the structural relations in the task domain. Describing the contents
of legal tasks requires that part of the hyperindex modelling language is defined with
argument semantics. Argument modelling is the subject of the next section. It is again
demonstrated for the example domain of objection procedures in administrative law.

17 The terms of the node characterisations presented here are to be considered as examples. The actual model
of the object system and the information retrieval mechanism operate the Dutch language. In the example,
"legal person" is a literal expression specifying that the two words must appear together as stated in the text.
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4.3 The argumentation model

4.3.1 The argumentative discourse
To analyse the objection procedure in administrative law in terms of activities, information
items and information relations is only sufficient to point out the structure of the domain.
The task of objecting to an administrative order is broken down into subtasks and the
information relations between the subtasks are described. This structural model of legal tasks
made it possible to identify the types of information items required to perform these tasks.
However, to analyse the domain with the purpose of designing automated information
retrieval functions for legal tasks, a much more specific determination of the information
need is required. To analyse the contents of legal reasoning and the specific information this
requires, in section 3.2.1 argumentation theory was found to be a suitable analysis
framework. In this section, the domain of objection procedures in administrative law is
analysed from the argumentation perspective to identify the specific information need for
each subtask.

With the analysis of the objection procedure with respect to the parties involved, it helps to
consider Perelman's view on argumentation. [Perelman, 1969] To choose and design an
argumentation, it is important to consider the audience that is addressed. In objection
procedures, there are two parties directly involved: the administrative authority and the party
objecting to an administrative order. The party filing the objection must not only come up
with an argumentation to convince the administrative authority, it must also counter the
arguments of the administration's order. Furthermore, the two parties, in their dialogue, must
at all times consider the silent presence of a much wider audience. They must play by the
rules of the GALA and provide generally convincing arguments because there is always the
possibility that the case will eventually be presented in court.

Toulmin's procedural argumentation theory helps to distinguish the methodical steps to
be followed firstly to analyse the administrative order and secondly to draft the letter of
objection. One aspect of the objection procedure which the Toulmin model does not cover
is the dialogical nature of these argumentations. Toulmin's model for building and analysing
autonomous argumentations therefore needs some extensions to relate the arguments of the
objection to those of the administrative order.

The objection procedure comprises only one argument move in the argumentative
discourse of administrative law. This argumentative discourse can be considered as a
dialogue between the administration and citizens. The first step in the dialogue is the
preparation of an administrative order. The initiative can lie with the administration if they
think they need to issue an administrative order to carry out their public task. Also, citizens
can initiate the dialogue by requesting an order from the administration. Lnthe preparation
of an order, the administration can present the order for inspection and ask citizens to give
their views on it. In the second step, the order is issued and citizens are notified of it. The
objection procedure is only the third step in the dialogue in which citizens can object to the
order if they do not agree with it. In subsequent steps, the administrative authority responds
to the objection and possibly more steps follow when citizens want to appeal against the
decision on the objection and the case is presented in court.
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4.3.2 Argument structures
We have referred to Toulrnin's argumentation theory as a procedural and a structural theory
of argumentation. It describes the structural elements of the arguments that are exchanged
in an argumentative discourse. Furthermore, it gives a procedure for the construction and the
analysis of arguments (critical questions). This theory is used in addition to the task analysis
(in which the domain is described in terms of activities) because it provides a framework for
a closer analysis of the contents of the information exchanged in an argumentative discourse
of legal communications. Although Toulmin has proposed his argument model as a generic
structure, the elements of his argument model are closely related to the contents of the
arguments. What is required in addition to the structure of legal tasks, is a model of the
substance of particular cases. The correspondence between the argument structure and the
contents of the arguments allows to determine the information that is needed for the
arguments and to retrieve the documents that contain this information.

In the example domain of the objection procedure, an administrative order can be
objected to by an interested party. Both the administrative order and the objection can be
analysed as arguments by means of the Toulmin model. These arguments are usually
expressed in text. In the analysis (a part of) the argument structure is reconstructed from
these texts in an argument model. The components of the argument can be identified and the
argument relations between these components can be established. The structural model is
generic. The requirements for the contents are domain-specific. This allows for specific
arguments to be checked for completeness and validity. The requirements also include
information requirements so the type of information that is required for each argument
element can be specified.

To demonstrate the correspondence between the structure and the contents of arguments a
case example is introduced. Note that the information of the case makes up a case model and
it is not part of the domain model. The case model that is used as an example will be
exended and referred to throughout the rest of this chapter.

Mrs. Jansen lives in a villa-park in aforested area. She has an artistic talent for making
sculptures. After making a series of small sculptures she is ready for a new challenge.
She wants to make larger sculptures and to this end she wants to build an art studio in
her garden. In the zoning plan for the area, the villa-park is designated as woodland
area in which no new buildings and no entrepreneurial activities are allowed The Mayor
and Aldermen of the city however pursue the policy that exemptions to the zoning plan
are granted to the residents for building small constructions such as a toolshed, a gazebo
or a small greenhouse. Mrs. Jansen appeals to this policy and asks for an exemption to
build an art studio in her garden.
As usual, the building permit request is announced in the local newspaper to inform
interested parties. Alarmed by the announcement the next-door neighbour starts to worry
about the art studio blocking his open view of the forest. He writes a letter to the Mayor
and Aldermen of the city appealing to the zoning plan and pointing out that Mrs. Jansen
is not allowed to run a business making sculptures on her premises. Promptly, the Mayor
and Aldermen refuse the building permit.
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In the following figure an argument model is presented for the example order 'refusing the
building permit'.

Figure 4.8. Argument model of example order

The claim that the building permit is refused is supported by two argument constructs.
Thefirst one is based on the grounds that the administrative order was requested (Gi)
which connects to the claim with the warrant that citizens can request for an order with
administrative authorities (WI). The warrant (WI) is backed by GALA article 4:i (81).
The second argument is based on the grounds that the villa-park is a designated
woodland area (G2.1) and that Mrs. Jansen plans to run a business from her art studio
(G2.2). These connect to the claim with the warrant that no entrepreneurial activities are
allowed in the villa-park (W2). This warrant is backed by the Town and Country
Planning Act (82).

In this example, the Toulmin argument model is used to analyse the contents of a particular
administrative order. There are, however, reasons to doubt if this analysis framework is also
suited for designing the primitives of the hyperindex task modelling language. The
hyperindex is meant as a task-based interface to legal databases. It should represent the task
domain of the user in terms that the user understands. For many users the argument elements
that are distinguished in the Toulmin model may be too complex. This opinion is supported
by the findings concerning the testing of a prototype task-based IR system, which is reported
on in chapters 5 and 6. There are other authors that have found the Toulmin model in its full
form to be unsuited for interface purposes. [Loui, 1997], [Smolensky, 1988], and
[Hair, 1991]

This realisation motivated the distinction between argument modelling for analysis
purposes and argument modelling for interface purposes. The full Toulmin model can well
be used to analyse a legal domain and to develop automated procedures for retrieving
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documents on the basis of case representations. [Dick, 1991] However, when it comes to
interfacing with the user and presenting the user with a framework for performing a legal
task and to express a particular case in, a simpler argument model must be used. This
simplified argument model was derived from the Toulmin model by abstracting from some
of the component elements of an argument. In this simplified argument model just claims
and arguments are considered. In the argument model the elements: grounds, warrant and
backing, of the full Toulmin model are aggregated. The following graph shows how the
example order of this section is represented in this simplified argument model. The
hyperindex representation of this model is presented in section 4.3.4 of this chapter.

,---------------------- ~----.---------

["IIBuilding
~.1)ermit refused

1 2 Running a business l
. is not allowed in 1
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Figure 4.9. Simplified argument model of example order

In the simplified argument model of the example order, only one type of argument and one
type of argument relation are distinguished. Arguments can be supported by other
arguments, creating a tree-shaped argument structure. In section 4.3.4 a number of other
elements are added to this simplified argument model to express the dialogic nature of
arguments. Thus, it can be expressed that objection arguments are directed against the
arguments of an administrative order.

4.3.3 Argument information
In the example argument of the previous section some argument elements are information
items of the type that can be found in legal databases. The backings to the arguments in the
example are statutory provisions. Other information items, specifically the grounds, contain
the factual information of the case that has to be specified by the user. The argument model
thus is used to identify the relation between the subject of a legal task and the information
required to perform this task.

The legal databases considered contain statute law and case law, as was discussed in
section 4.1.2. These sources of legal information provide the norms of administrative law
that need to be referred to to make a legal argument. Legal norms in the Toulmin argument
model are the warrants that link the facts of the case to a claim. Warrants are decision rules
for a specific case. The general and abstract norms in the sources of administrative law
provide the backings for these warrants. To derive a warrant for a specific case from a
general and abstract norm requires a legal qualification move. In the example of the refused
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building permit, the general rule that land must be used according to its destination, defined
in the Town and Country Planning Act, forms the decision rule that states that the area
designated as woodland cannot be used to run a business. This qualification move is a legal
task that has to be performed by the person making the argument. The aim in this research
is to support this task by presenting the person performing the task with the appropriate legal
information sources from the database. The argument structure helps to establish the subject
of the case and makes it possible to automatically derive the information required to support
the arguments that are made.

4.3.4 Argument modelling
In the previous section was shown how the Toulmin argument structure allows to relate
arguments to the information sources required to support them. The argument nodes
distinguished in the hyper index modelling language are given by the elements of the
Toulmin model. These elements in the full Toulmin model are only necessary for analysis
purposes. For the interface, the user will have to be presented with a simplified view of the
argument model as represented in the hyperindex in which the component elements of an
argument are abstracted from, as was discussed in section 4.3.2.

Administrative procedural law, like many other legal domains, is, as was argued in
section 4.3.1, a domain of argumentative dialogue. In addition to the "support" relation
between arguments, therefore, also relation types are needed to argue against the arguments
of other parties in the dialogue. For this reason, besides the support relation, the "reject"
relation is distinguished for arguments against a certain claim, and the "oppose" relation
which expresses the claims of two parties in a dialogue opposing each other.

The following definition completes the definitions of the hyperindex representation
language of sections 3.3. I and 4.2.5.

Definition 4.2 : Argument primitives
Argument node types NA,ype = {claim, argument}
Argument link types L~pe = {support, reject, oppose}

These argument primitives can be used to model the contents of arguments in a legal domain.
In the remainder of this chapter, the development of a task-based hyperindex is demonstrated
for the object system of objecting to an administrative order. The task structure of the
domain is modelled with the task-part of the modelling language (presented in section 4.2)
and the argumentative content is modelled with the argument part (presented in section 4.3).

4.4 Subsystem 1: Analysing administrative orders
The hyperindex modelling language that is introduced in this chapter can be used to model
a legal task domain in the interface of an information retrieval system. In this section and the
following section (4.5), the design of a task-based hyperindex is demonstrated for the object
system of objection procedures in administrative law. In the analysis ofthis object system
two subsystems (groups of subtasks) were identified, one that was characterised as
consisting of analysis tasks and one that was characterised as consisting of synthesis tasks.
Because of their different information-handling characteristics these two subsystems require
different types of information support. In this section, the hyperindex model for the
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subsystem of analysis tasks is given. The model for the subsystem of synthesis tasks is
presented in section 4.5.

4.4. J Task analysis and design
In the first subsystem that was identified in section 4.2.4, an order of an administrative
authority is qualified to establish the proper procedure that is open for legal protection.
Subsequently, the administrative order is analysed to identify the disputed elements of the
order. The existence of these subtasks could be derived from procedural law as it is
prescribed in the GALA. If, however, we look into these subtasks to find out how they must
be performed we arrive at a detailed level of task description that is not specified by the
GALA. If someone wants to seek protection against an administrative order he can freely
choose how look at an administrative order. However, for our purpose, to be able to offer
information support for these tasks, we would like them to be carried out in a structured
manner so we can present exactly the information that is required, when it is required. Thus,
we enter the field of task design. If there is no prescribed method to perform these subtasks,
we must design a method for them. In section 3.2.2 some considerations and guidelines for
task design were discussed. There was found that it is important to leave sufficient freedom
in the way a task is performed and to design task elements such that their objective
description complies with the way they are subjectively recognised. The subsystem discussed
in this section is, again, divided into two different subtasks: qualifying the administrative
order and analysing it. For the subtask of qualifying the administrative order, the design of
task elements is based on the conditions that must be checked to establish the proper
procedure that is open for legal protection. These conditions are prescribed by the GALA
so they must be recognised subjectively. The design of the subtask of analysing the
administrative order we base on the necessary elements of an administrative order as they
are prescribed by the GALA and as they follow from the necessary elements of a good
argument prescribed by the Toulmin argument model.

4.4.2 Task model
The subtask of qualifying an administrative order to establish the proper procedure that is
open for legal protection, is described in the following A-graph. It is a detail-specification
of activity 1 in graph 3, presented in Figure 4.4. The task model is designed as a method for
checking the conditions to establish the proper procedure that can be followed to seek legal
protection against administrative acts.
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The information input to the subtask of qualifying an administrative act is of course an
administrative act. In addition, the norms of administrative law are input to the activities of
this subtask. The component activities all consist of checking the necessary conditions
needed to establish the proper procedure. The output information items of this subtask are
administrative acts that are qualified according to the different procedures that can be
followed to seek protection against those acts. IS

l. Check administrative authority. The first check means to establish if the administrative
act has been issued by an 'administrative authority' as they are defmed in article I:1 of the
GALA. If not, there is no procedure for legal protection under administrative law. In that
case, one can only seek legal protection with the civil court.
2. Check' order'. This check for acts that are issued by administrative authorities is meant
to establish if the administrative act can be qualified as an 'order' as it is defined by article

18 In higher level A-graphs (e.g., graph 3 presented in Figure 4.4), these differently qualified administrative acts
are aggregated into the information item 'Qualified order'.
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1:3 of the GALA. For administrative acts that do not qualify as 'orders', again, the only
possible procedure is to appeal to the civil court.
3. Determine interest. Another condition for administrative objection and appeal procedures
states that the procedures are only open to 'interested parties' as is prescribed in GALA
article I :2. The conditions for qualifying as an interested party have been developed in case
law. For explanations and examples to support this check, the user must be presented with
cases on this qualification issue. If a person is not an interested party under administrative
law he can only resort to the civil court for legal protection, although in civil cases there
must be a civil interest in the administrative act.
4. Check specific procedure. Interested parties can follow administrative objection and
appeal procedures. The general GALA procedure is that before an appeal can be made to the
administrative court the interested party first has to file an objection notice with the
administrative authority from which the order originated. Specific administrative regulations,
however, can prescribe an alternative procedure with another administrative agency or with
a specific administrative court. Therefore, to establish the proper procedure, these specific
regulations have to be checked for such provisions.
5. Check excepted 'orders'. Ultimately, there are some types of orders that are excepted from
the objection- and appeal procedures. These types of order are defined in GALA articles 8:2
to 8:6. To seek legal protection against the excepted orders, again, one has to resort to the
civil court.

The second subtask discussed in this section is: analysing the disputed' order'. This subtask
is an analysis task, as was already pointed out in section 4.2.4, in which an administrative
order is analysed to establish its composite elements. This is a necessary task for an
interested party in the objection procedure who wants to check the order against the formal
requirements and to be able to point out which elements of the order are disputed. The result
of this task is a model of the administrative order in which these aspects are made explicit,
forming the basis for putting in a notice of objection.
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Figure 4.11. Activity graph: Analysis of the disputed order

For the task of analysing a disputed order, the input is an administrative order for which has
been found it can be acted against in an objection procedure. As always, this task is also
subject to the norms of administrative law. In the component activities the administrative
order is checked for the necessary elements prescribed by the GALA and by the Toulmin
model".
1. Identify main position. The main position or the claim of an administrative order is the
response to the first critical question in the Toulmin argument scheme. In this activity, the
main position stated in the order is distinguished from the arguments that are put forward
supporting it.
2. Assess preparation. The GALA prescribes demands for the preparation of administrative
orders, most of which can be checked from the order itself. For example, GALA article 3:2
prescribes that, when preparing an order, an administrative authority must gather the

19 The Toulmin model describes the necessary elements of an argument in response to possible critical
questions. (See, section 3.2.3.)
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necessary information concerning the relevant facts and the interests to be weighed. This
information must appear as grounds in the arguments that support the main position of the
order. In the Toulmin argument scheme, the grounds make up the response to the second
critical question, as discussed in section 3.2.3.
3. Establish administrative competence. Administrative authorities are defined as such by
their administrative competence. Administrative competence, when it is granted, is always
more or less constrained and administrative authorities must act within their constrained
competence, as is prescribed in GALA article 3:3. The administrative competence thus
makes an important point to check disputed administrative orders against.
4. Find statutory basis. The legality principle demands administrative orders to be founded
on a statutory basis. This activity concerns finding the statutory basis; firstly, to check if
there is such a basis and secondly, to establish the nonnative framework for the order.

The subtasks in this section are described in the hyperindex modelling language to design
the task part of the hyperindex interface of the legal database. In the following section the
argument part of the hyperindex is presented to deal with the contents of the information
handled in these tasks. Next, the information requirements for the tasks are described (in
section 4.4.4). Below, a fragment of the hyperindex representation for the subtask of
'analysing a disputed order' is presented."

Domain model 'Objecting to an administrative order'
Dr = {T" A,}

Task model T, = {NT" LTr}

Task nodes nt6, nt7, nts, nt, E NTr

nt6: (analysis, "Identify main position", {na.; nan}, argument or
motivation)

nt7: (analysis, "Assess preparation", {na.; na}, preparation)
nt, : (analysis, "Establish administrative competence", {naI2, nal)' nals},

competence or autbority or can)
ntq: (analysis, "Find statutory basis", {nail> nal5, naI6}, order and (give or

issue»

Task links
lt, :
It, :

ltg, It9E LT,
(generic, "Main position of the order" n6, ns, nan)
(generic, "Competence for order", ng, n9, {nan, nad)

The task node subjects and the task link contents consist of information items that are
specified in tbe argument model for this domain (section 4.4.3).

20 This example is meant to demonstrate how tasks are modelled in the hyperindex representation language.
It describes just one subtask and it is only a fragment of the full domain model. Refer to Appendix A and
B for the definition of the hyperindex representation language and to Appendix C for the full specification
of the domain model. The subscript numberings in the predicates do not express any ordering; they are just
used for reference purposes and they correspond to the predicate numbers used in the full model specification
in the appendix.
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Task node
subjects {nt6.subject, ... nt9.subject} = {naI2, nau, nal4, nals, nal6} E NAr

Task link
contents {Its.contents, It9.contents} = {nail, nals} E NAr

The task model presented in the A-graph is mapped onto the hyperindex representation in
a reasonably straightforward manner because the node- and link instances can be copied
directly. However, unlike in the A-graph, the elements of the hyperindex representation are
typified and they are provided with a subject characterisation. The required type
classifications are obtained by considering the information-handling characteristics of the
tasks and the information relations between them according to the task taxonomy presented
in section 4.2.4. The subject characterisations are established by considering the type of
information items, NAp in which the data of a particular case has to be filled out. In section
4.6 of this chapter the selection of characterising terms is discussed in more detail.

4.4.3 Argumentation model
Like the elements of the task model relate to the activities in the A-graphs describing the
domain, the elements of the argument model relate to the information items in those graphs.
The argument model thus represents the content of the information-handling activities in the
domain. In this section, the construction of an argument model in the hyperindex modelling
language is demonstrated for the subtask of 'analysing a disputed order'. The task part of
the hyperindex representation of this subtask was presented in the previous section. For the
representation in the hyperindex modelling language the entities and the relations of the
arguments that are distinguished have to be supplied with a type specification and with a
characterisation of the subject. For the type specification of argument elements the
information items in the domain are analysed using the Toulmin model. The subject
characterisation is again established by considering the contents of the information items and
the way these information items are referred to in the texts that are stored in the legal
databases, a design feature which is discussed in section 4.6.

In the example subtask, an administrative order is analysed with regard to its necessary
argument components. As the hyperindex model presented below shows, the administrative
order must have a claim and it must have three types of arguments to support the claim:
careful preparation, administrative competence and a statutory basis."

Argument model Ar = {NAr, LAr}

Argument nodes nail' na\3' nal4, nalS, na., E NAr
nal2: (claim, "Administrative order", expression.y, characterisation 12)
na13: (argument, "Main position of the order", expression IJ'

characterisation IJ)
na[4: (argument, "Careful preparation", expression.j, characterisation 14)

21 Refer to Appendix A and B for the definition of the hyperindex representation language and to Appendix
C for the full specification of the domain model in the hyperindex specification language.
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nal6 :

Argument links
la., :
lall:

la., :
la., :

(argument, "Administrative competence", expression.j,
characterisation IS)
(argument, "Statutory basis", expression 16, characterisation.g)
la,o, la

"
, la,2, la., E LA,

(support, "Main position identification", na13, nal2)

(support, "Preparation of the order", nal4, na12)

(support, "Competence for order", nal5, na13)

(support, "Statutory basis for order", nal6, na13)

The argument node expressions and characterisations are variables in the domain model. The
values of these variables describe particular argument instances which are defined in a case
model.

Argument node
expressions {na.j.expression, ... na.g.expression} = {expression 12' ...

expression 16} E NA C

Argument node
characterisations {na.j.characrerisation, ... naI6·characterisation} =

{characterisation 12, ... characterisation.g} E NA C

The knowledge presented in this argument model, although it concerns the content of
information-handling tasks, comprises generic domain knowledge rather than knowledge of
a particular case. The argument model describes the kinds of arguments that need to be
distinguished in an administrative order, not the arguments themselves. To analyse a specific
order according to the prescribed (designed) method, the argument model has to be
instantiated with a case model, which includes information concerning that particular order.
Once such a case model has been constructed, within the framework of the task model and
the argument model the more specific characterising terms of the argument model can also
be derived and a more specific description of the information need can be given. This
retrieval principle is demonstrated in section 4.6.

4.4.4 Identify in/ormation need
The task model and the argument model represented in the hyperindex together give a close
specification of the subject of the tasks in the domain that is being considered. This subject
specification is completed by the case model which consists of a path trough the task
network and a content specification of the arguments used. This compound domain and case
specification can be interpreted to derive the information need for these tasks. How the
information need can be derived, will be demonstrated for the subtask of 'analysing an
administrative order'. This is the subtask for which the domain model specification was
given in sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 of this chapter.

The first indication of the information need is given by the task qualification which points
out the information-handling characteristics of the task. This first lead is complemented by
the task characterisations and the information relations specified in the domain model and
by the case model. The subtask of analysing an administrative order was qualified in section
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4.2.4 as an analysis task. Analysis tasks, for information input, require a case description
and a reference framework to check the case against. The case description (or case model)
is not part of the domain model and needs to be specified by the person making the
objection. The reference framework is part of the domain model and we can point out the
reference framework that is required as information input for the subtask of analysing an
administrative order.

The subtask of analysing an administrative order comprises a determination of the
composing elements of an administrative order. To this end, a particular case must be
checked and qualified by subsequently identifying the main position, assessing the
preparation, establishing the administrative authority and finding the statutory basis. The
reference framework that is required for information input to this analysis task is given by
the procedural provisions of the GALA, by specific administrative regulations and by case
law. In as far as the GALA provisions are concerned, they can be pointed out by referring
from the administrative procedures specified in the domain model. The information retrieval
strategy that fits this purpose is the static linking strategy introduced in section 3.3.4. This
strategy will be demonstrated by retrieval examples in section 4.6. To analyse an
administrative order one must give legal qualifications to a case (a specific disputed order).
Because it is not a straightforward task to give legal qualifications to a case, additional
information is required next to the procedural provisions of the GALA. This additional
information consists of explanations on legal qualifications and examples of qualifications
in similar cases. These can be found in specific regulations and case law. This information
need depends on the specific case at hand for which the case model must be considered and
the dynamic linking strategy must be adopted, as was discussed in section 3.3.4. In the
following example, the domain model fragment for the subtask of analysing the
administrative order is complemented with a case model. For this case, the example
introduced in section 4.3.2 of this chapter is used, an administrative decision of the Mayor
and Aldermen refusing a building permit."

Case model 'Building permit'
C;= {T;, A;'}

Task model T~= {LT,'}
Task path L~= {It~,I~, ... I~I}

Argument model A;= {NA~,L~~
Argument nodes na~2'na~J' ... na~9EO NA;

na~2: ("The Mayor and Aldermen have decided on the request for the building
permit", "Mayor and Aldermen" and permit)

na~J: ("The building permit is refused", refuse and permit)
na~4: ("In the preparation the relevant facts and interests have been considered",

preparation and interest)
na~s: ("Town and Country Planning Act", "Town and Country Planning Act")
na~6: ("Town and Country Planning Act", "Town and Country Planning Act")

22 The full specification of the case model used in this example is given in Appendix D.
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na~7: ("The decision is motivated with an appeal to the zoning plan", (decision
and motivation) or (appeal and "zoning plan"»

na~8: ("The facts considered are the intended business activities of Mrs. Jansen
and the zoning plan for the villa-park", "zoning plan")

na~9: ("The interests weighed are those of the interested party and of the
neighbourhood", interest or "interested party")

Argument links lalo, lall, ... la., E LA;'
la~o: (support, "Main position identification", naIJ' nal2)
la~l: (support, "Preparation ofthe order", nal4, nal2)
la~2: (support, "Competence for order", nal5, nan)
la~3: (support, "Statutory basis for order", na 16,na13)

la~4: (support, "Motivation for main position", na17, na13)

la~5: (support, "Factual motivation", nal8, na17)

la~6: (support, "Weighing of interests", nal9, na17)

The argument node characterisations of the case model are established with the node
characterisation algorithms described in section 3.3.3. In section 4.6 of this chapter it will
be shown how the information need that is determined with this case model is translated into
queries for the database.

4.5 Subsystem 2: Drafting a notice of objection
In this section, the domain model is presented for the second subsystem that was identified
in section 4.2.4, the subsystem of "Drafting a notice of objection". The domain model for
this subsystem is constructed according to the analysis- and modelling methods which have
been discussed extensively in the previous section on the domain model for the first
subsystem: "Analysing an administrative order". Therefore, in this section, the methods used
to make the model are skipped and just the resulting domain model is presented.

4.5.1 Task analysis and design
The subsystem for drafting a notice of objection builds on the results of the first subsystem
in which an administrative order is analysed and the proper procedure to object to this order
is determined. The objections for drafting a notice of objection are found by pointing out the
elements in the administrative order which are disputed. Subsequently, arguments have to
be found to support these objections. The objections, together with their supporting
arguments, are put in writing in a notice of objection and submitted with the administrative
agency.

The GALA gives very few pointers as to how a notice of objection should be drafted.
The act in article 6:4 just states that to object to an administrative order a notice of objection
must be filed with the administrative agency that has issued the order. Article 6:5 further
prescribes a number of compulsory elements for a notice of objection such as the name and
address of the person lodging it, a description of the order against which the objection is
brought and the grounds for the objection.
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GALA Article 6:4
I. An objection shall be made by the lodging of a notice of objection with the administrative authority
which made the order.

GALA Article 6:5
I. The notice of objection or appeal shall be signed and shall contain at least:
(a) the name and the address ofthe person lodging it;
(b) the date;
(c) a description of the order against which the objection or appeal is brought;
(d) the grounds of the objection or appeal.

The 'grounds' mentioned here are of course the most important elements. To support an
objection sufficient and convincing arguments must be put forward. However, to determine
the information need to the task of objecting to an administrative order a much more detailed
description of this task is required. Our method of determining an information need relies
upon a detailed description oftask elements and the relations between them. Thus, if there
is no prescribed method for writing a notice of objection, such a method must be designed.
In this task design, however, we are not lost for directions. There are good guidelines for
drafting legal argumentative texts to be found in the argumentation theories that have already
been discussed extensively in sections 3.2.3 and 4.3. Through the application of the
necessary elements and the important considerations for good argumentation as they follow
from these theories, to the domain of the objection procedure, a general method for drafting
a notice of objection could be designed. In the design of this method, also the notions of task
design, described in section 3.2.2, were considered.

From the general domain model, it follows that the subtask of objecting to an
administrative order is preceded by the subtask of analysing this order. In this first analysis,
an assessment is also made of the preparation of the order by the administrative agency. In
the analysis of the order, the main position of the order and the supporting arguments are
identified, thus offering the first causes for the notice objection. The main positions for the
notice of objection can be found by pointing out the disputed elements ofthe order. In order
to convince the administrative agency, these positions must be supported by arguments.
What arguments provide sufficient and convincing backing for an objection to an
administrative order can be found in administrative law. Administrative law prescribes
conditions that administrative orders must comply with, as was discussed in section 4.1.2.
These conditions can conversely by defined as grounds for objection if an administrative
order violates these conditions. It depends on the type of ground for objection what
arguments are required to support the objection. In section 4.5.3, a classification scheme is
presented for differentiating grounds for objection with regard to the type of arguments
required to support them. This scheme is used to pinpoint the information that is required
for drafting arguments in an objection notice.

Another lead for task design in this subsystem is offered by working methods in
document drafting. Drafting a notice of objection, like any document drafting task, is usually
performed by using a wordprocessor. In section 3.2.1, it was noted that the proposed
automated information support functions rely on users making the execution of their task
known to the system. That is why these automated support functions ideally should be
integrated with existing working methods. As the drafting of texts is usually performed with
wordprocessors this offers an ideal opportunity for integration. Within the environment of
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the wordprocessor the information support functions can be linked up to tasks that can be
distinguished in word processing." The resulting task model is presented in the following
section.

4.5.2 Task model
In the A-graph 3.2.1 presented in Figure 4.6, the tasks are described that make up the
subsystem of designing a notice of objection: (3.2.1.2) Design notice of objection, (3.2.1.3)
Formulate objections and (3.2.1.4) File notice of objection. For the first of these tasks,
(3.2.1.2) Design notice of objection, the detail-specification is presented in the following A-
graph.

Name Design notice of objection

Version
Author
Page
Edited

LM
25
29-08-1995

Graph A-graph

Project

3.2.1.10

5. Draw up objection
argumentation

6. Draw up alter-
nativa demand.

3.2.1.26

Figure 4. J 2. Activity graph: Design notice of objection

The information items which make up the information input to this subsystem are presented
above the top line in the graph. These input information items result from the first subsystem
in which administrative orders are analysed. The additional input information item

23 For a theory on tasks that can be distinguished in writing processes, refer to [Hayes, 1980].
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comprising the norms of administrative law is input to all the subtasks in this graph.
Designing a notice of objection results in an argument model of objections which is depicted
in the graph by the information item below the bottom line. To draw up the argument model
of objections the person objecting to an administrative order must perform the following
activities.
I. Analyse argument structure. The argument model as it results from the analysis of the
administrative order in subsystem I must be analysed for structural flaws. This amounts to
checking if the motivational requirements for administrative orders, following from the
GALA articles 4:46 and 4:47, have been met. It must be checked whether the arguments put
forward in the order indeed support the order and if the necessary argument components,
according to the Toulmin model (e.g. backings, grounds, and warrants), are present.
2. Design main positions objection. The main positions for the objection are obtained by
pointing out the disputed elements in the argument model of the administrative order and
formulating opposing positions.
3. Criticise argumentation of the 'order'. Additional arguments for objecting to an
administrative order can be derived from the structural flaws in its argumentation. In this
activity, the defects in the argumentation of the order as they were identified in activity I are
criticised.
4. Draw up independent arguments. Independent arguments are arguments supporting the
objection positions that are not derived from the disputed order. Such arguments may be
drawn from the facts ofthe case and from the norms of administrative law.
5. Draw up objection argumentation. In this activity, the arguments that are found to criticise
the administrative order and the arguments supporting the objection positions are linked to
draw up the objection argumentation.
6. Draw up alternative demands. If the objection fails, it is possible to appeal the decision
on objection. To have a stronger position, however, it is advised to consider the possibility
that the objection positions are not accepted. For example, to provide for the occasion that
a notice of objection demanding the withdrawal of an administrative order fails, an
alternative demand can be included asking for measures that minimise the adverse effects
of the order.

The hyper index representation of the task model for the subsystem of drafting a notice of
objection is presented in Appendix C. This representation has been constructed from the A-
graph in the same manner described in section 4.4.2 for the subdomain of analysing
administrative orders.

4.5.3 Argumentation model
In the previous section, the task model for subsystem 2: Drafting a notice of objection, was
given. This task model describes how, once an administrative order is analysed, a notice of
objection can be drafted. The elements in the task model specify the reasoning steps and the
activities required for drafting a notice of objection. This task part of the domain model,
however, only helps to establish general information requirements about the procedural
aspects of objecting to administrative decisions. The task model typically links to
information on the objection procedure itself and to information on objections to procedural
defects of administrative orders. It does not specify the subject matter of the notice of
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objection and the information requirements needed to object to substantive defects in an
administrative order. The substantive aspects of the domain can be specified in the
argumentation model.

Administrative orders and objections to administrative orders can deal with a variety of
subjects ranging from social security to the common infrastructure, as is discussed in section
4.1.1. The substantive aspect of administrative orders and objections that is common to all
these different subjects of government interference is that they are subject to the norms of
administrative law. Administrative law prescribes norms that government action must
comply with. Conversely, it provides grounds for objections if administrative orders do not
comply with these norms. In this section, the possible grounds for objection as they follow
from administrative law, are specified in an argumentation model.

Grounds for objection follow from norms in administrative regulations, and from the general
principles of proper administration." Textbooks on administrative law give different
overviews and classifications of grounds for objection. 25 These classifications were used for
inspiration to construct a classification scheme that fits the specific purpose of information
retrieval. This 'taxonomy' is arranged to differentiate the grounds for objection as to the
information that is required to support an appeal on those grounds. So, once the disputed
elements of an adm inistrative order are identified, the necessary information can be retrieved
from the database by selecting the appropriate category of grounds for objection.

24 See section 4.1.2 on the sources of administrative law.

25 The books referred to are [Wijk/Konijnenbelt, 1997], [Goorden, 1997] (both in Dutch), and [Moor. 1999].
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Taxonomy of grounds for objection

Administrative orderCAcceptance

ObbjectiOFnactual

LCorrect/Incorrect

Legal

t
The proper behaviour of administrative agencies

Proper/Improper can be examined by the National ombudsman.
Everyone can request for an investigation into the
conduct of administrative authorities towards
others.

l.eqitimate/llleqitimate

The complement of objection is acceptance. Also in a disputed
order there can be elements which are accepted.

If the factual arguments of an order are disputed one
has to provide factual information proving otherwise.

Formal requirements

Completion and preparation
- Careful preparation
- Fair play
- Prohibition of abuse of procedures

Motivation and construction
- Bearing motivation
- Clear formulation

Substantive requirements

Competence categories
- Statutory basis
- Accordance with the law
- Prohibition of arbitrariness
- Prohibition of abuse of competence

Violation of principles of proper administration
- Substantive carefulness
- Substantive legal security
- Rightful trust
- Equality

------- -- - -- --
Table 4.5. Taxonomy of grounds for objection

In the taxonomy, a distinction is first made between elements of an administrative order that
are disputed and elements that are accepted. In a disputed order there can also be elements
that are accepted. To the disputed elements, objections of a factual nature and objections of
a legal nature can be made. Tfthe factual grounds put forward in an administrative order are
disputed, the objection should contain factual information that proves the facts to be
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otherwise. Legal objections can be made if an administrative order is found to be improper
or illegitimate. Even if an administrative agency acts according to the law, its behaviour
towards citizens can still be improper. The proper behaviour of administrative agencies can
be put to the test with the National ombudsman." Impropriety grounds are not considered
because they are beyond the scope of the objection procedure. Legitimacy grounds break up
into formal requirements and substantive requirements for government action. Formal
requirements can concern the completion and preparation of administrative orders or the
motivation and construction of these orders. An example of a norm for the preparation of
administrative orders is the norm of careful preparation which is prescribed by GALA
Article 3:2 presented in section 4.2.1 of this chapter. If, in the preparation of an order, an
administrative authority has not been sufficiently careful in gathering the necessary
information concerning the relevant facts and the interests to be weighed, this makes a
ground for objecting to that order. An example of a norm for the motivation of
administrative orders is the norm of a bearing motivation which is prescribed by GALA
articles 4:46 and 4:47. If the administrative agency has failed to state the reasons for an
administrative order, this provides another ground to object to that order. An example of a
substantive requirement for government action based on the principles of proper
administration is the principle of rightful trust. If an administrative agency with an
administrative order violates the trust it has evoked with interested parties, this again
provides grounds for objection.

The hyperindex representation of the argument model for the subsystem of drafting a notice
of objection is presented in Appendix C. This representation is constructed from the A-graph
in the same manner described in section 4.4.3 for the subdomain of analysing administrative
orders.

In the following section, the running example in this chapter is continued to demonstrate
how this taxonomy of grounds for objection can help to identify the information need in a
specific case.

4.5.4 Identify information need
The domain model for the subsystem of drafting a notice of objection which, together with
a case model, gives a close description of the subject of the tasks in this subsystem can be
interpreted to derive the information need to the tasks. In section 4.4.4 of this chapter, it was
demonstrated how the information need was determined for the subsystem of analysing
administrative orders. In this section, the same method is used to determine the information
need for the subsystem of drafting a notice of objection. The tasks in this subsystem were
characterised in section 4.2.4 as synthesis tasks. Synthesis tasks for information input require
a case description and a domain specification which describes the components in which the
case must be expressed. The components in the domain specification for this subsystem are
the grounds for objection presented in the previous section. These grounds for objection
make up the set of arguments that can be used to construct a notice of objection.
Furthermore, they can be used to retrieve information from legal databases to support these

26 National ombudsman Act. Wet Nationale ombudsman, 4 februari 1981, Stb. 35.
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arguments. What information is required depends on the case model and on the type of
grounds for objection.

Someone objecting to an administrative order successively has to point out an element
of the administrative order that is disputed, select the appropriate type of ground for
objection and find the information required to support that argument. This information at
least includes the norm that is violated by the order. In addition, it must be explained how
this norm should be applied to support the main position of the objection. In the Toulmin
model, this explanation can be considered the warrant, as was discussed in section 3.2.3. The
backing for the warrant can be found in administrative law which prescribes which norms
apply to administrative orders, or in case law that which examples of the application of these
norms in similar cases. How this information need is determined from the domain model and
from a case model, is demonstrated using the running example that was introduced in section
4.3.2.

T~; building permit Mrs. Jansen requested for building an art studio in her garden wasl
refused by the Mayor and Aldermen of the city after a complaint from her nextdoor
neighbour who claimed that she was about to run a business from that studio. This
decision was motivated by the argument that the zoning plan for the area does not permit
entrepreneurial activities. Mrs. Jansen is of opinion that her selling afew sculptures does
not make a business and she wants to object to the decision of Mayor and Aldermen.
Furthermore, she cannot believe that her request can be denied just like that and she
wants to check if the administrative order meets the proper standards.

In the discussion of subsystem 1 in section 4.4, this administrative order was analysed. The
analysis resulted in a case model that made it possible to retrieve information about the
conditions that the order must comply with. Section 4.6 shows some of the database queries
and the retrieval results from this subsystem. This information makes it possible to point out
the disputed elements of the administrative order and to check these grievances against the
list of possible grounds for objection.
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r ;e~e ~re fou; categories of grounds for objection that apply to the administrative order
refusing the building permit:
J. Violation o(the law
The reasons for the refusal were provided by the neighbour and Mrs. Jansen could be
expected to have reservations about the building permit being refused. The decision is

I further based upon information about Mrs. Jansen which was supplied by her neighbour.
According to GALA article 4:7 the Mayor and Aldermen should have given Mrs. Jansen
the opportunity to put forward her views on the matter.
2. No careful preparation
As the administrative order is solely based upon information provided by the neighbour
the requirements for the preparation of the order have not been met. GALA Article 3:2
prescribes that for an administrative order the administrative authority must gather the
necessary information concerning the relevant facts and the interests to be weighed. In
this case the Mayor and Aldermen should have sent for someone to objectively survey the
situation.
3. Factual dispute
Mrs. Jansen holds the position that she is not about to run a business from her studio.
4. No bearinr: motivation
GALA Article 4046 states that administrative decisions must be based on proper reasons.
As the decision in the present case is based upon incorrect data this motivation
requirement has been violated.
-- -~ ~- -------~--- ----------------

These objections can be selected and filled out by navigating through the part of the
hyperindex representation of the domain model that holds the grounds for objection. The
case model thus constructed can be represented in the hyperindex representation language
in a similar way shown in section 4.4.4 for the first subdornain. For the hyperindex
representation of the objection arguments in this example, refer to the full specification of
the case model in appendix D under 3.2.1.2. The case model is used to establish the relevant
information to support the objection arguments. With the selected grounds for objection, the
applicable norms for the administrative order can be determined. From the case law
database, similar cases can be retrieved in which the same grounds for objection are called
upon. These cases can serve as examples for objecting to the administrative decision. In
section 4.6, it will be shown how the case model for the running example is used to retrieve
information from the database supporting the task ofthis case.

4.6 Information retrieval for objection procedures

4.6. J Task handles for the information need
The hyperindex representation that is presented in this chapter for the domain of objection
procedures in administrative law is meant to serve as an intelligent interface for legal
practitioners to legal databases. This intelligent interface maps out a network representation
of a specific legal task that is used in a database system to automatically retrieve information
relevant to that task. In the notion of relevance that was pointed out in section 2.2.4, the
information need of the user is considered to be dependent of the task he performs. In th is
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section, it is described how a task performed by navigating through the hyper index is taken
to determine the information need of the user and how the documents that are relevant to this
information need are retrieved from the database.

When a user navigates through the hyperindex, a case model is constructed. This case model
consists of a sequence of task nodes and task links that make up a path through the network
representation of the domain model (section 3.3.3). The subtasks that are represented by task
nodes comprise reasoning steps in building a legal argument. In the case model, these
arguments are represented by argument nodes and links as defined in section 3.3.3. A user
can select predefined arguments or make new arguments of his own and he can fill out the
text for these arguments. The texts of the arguments are used in the case model to fill out the
expression elements and the characterisation elements of the argument nodes.

The case model, as far as it consists of a path of task nodes and task links, represents a
sequence of steps in the performance of a task. To some extent, can determined in advance
what information is required at what point in the performance of the task. As far as the
topology of the task network is based upon procedural law, the documents that can be linked
are mainly those holding procedural information (such as the provisions of the GALA). In
the analysis, a typology of legal tasks was used, as discussed in section 4.2.4, to point out
the type of information that is required with different types of tasks.

For example, to be able to determine the procedure that is open for action against a
disputed administrative order, one must determine the type of administrative act concerned,
as is shown in graph 3.1, activity 2 (Figure 4.10). This task is an analysis task which
comprises that, given a description of a particular case, some unknown property must be
found. In this case, the property to be found is the type of administrative order. For
information input, analysis tasks require a case description and a reference framework to
check the case against. The reference framework for this particular task consists of the list
of possible types of administrative acts. So, the information that needs to be retrieved from
the database to support this task are the statutory provisions in which the different types of
administrative orders are defined. This method of information retrieval in which documents
that are required for a task are selected in advance (at modelling time) has already been
discussed in section 3.3.5 and is referred to as the static linking strategy.

The part of the case model that is made up of arguments can be used to determ ine a different
type of information need. In the case model argument nodes are filled out as the subject
elements of task nodes. Rather than the procedure or the structure of a case, arguments
represent the subject matter of the case. This makes it possible to establish what substantive
information is needed to solve the case. In the analysis, the Toulmin argumentation
framework was used to determine types of arguments that can be used to object to an
administrative decision and to determine what information is required to support those
arguments. This is demonstrated using the running example introduced in section 4.3.2.
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With the task of 'Criticising the argumentation of a disputed administrative order' (graph
3.2.1.2, activity 3 in Figure 4.12), appropriate arguments must be found to support the
main position of the objection. The main position of the objection in this example is the
reconsideration of the administrative order refusing a building permit. In the analysis
of this administrative order, Mrs. Jansen has found the order to be based on incorrect
data. She does not intend to run a business from her art studio. With the domain model,
we can present Mrs. Jansen a list of possible grounds for objection which she can glance
through andfrom which she can pick an appropriate category. In this case, she may find
the argument of 'Uncareful preparation' to be applicable. The information required to
support this argument can be pointed out with the Toulmin argumentation scheme in
which the claim is the reconsideration of the administrative order. The information that
must be retrievedfrom the database to support this claim must include as grounds the
norm that administrative orders should be prepared with proper care. Furthermore, it
must include a warrant explaining how this norm should be applied to support the claim.
The backing for this warrant can befound in norms of administrative law on preparation
requirements for administrative orders and case law examples of the application of
preparation requirements in similar cases.L _

The type of information need that appears from the arguments used, concerns the subject
matter of the case. This information need cannot be determined by just looking at the task
structure in the domain model. In objection procedures, the whole range of issues about
government interference with society can be the subject of a dispute. In the case model, the
subject of the case is expressed in the characterisation elements of the argument nodes.
These subject characterisations are taken as an expression of the information need and they
are used to retrieve documents from the legal databases with the dynamic linking mechanism
described in section 3.3.3. In the dynamic linking mechanism, a database query is generated
automatically from the node characterisations in the hyperindex. The quality of the
information retrieval in this mechanism crucially depends on the quality of these node
characterisations.

4.6.2 Concept characterisation
As was shown in the previous sections, a model of a legal task can offer startingpoints to
identify the information that is required by a person to perform that task. In this section, is
pointed out how this information need can be characterised in such a way that it can be used
by an IR system to retrieve the corresponding documents from a database.

The methodical structure of a legal task and the substantive issues that come up while
performing that task are explicitly modelled by the typed nodes and links that make up the
hyperindex representation of the task. For interface purposes, the semantics of this model
are pointed out to the user through labels and instructions that define the meaning of the
model in terms of the legal task as it is known to the user. To the database and its retrieval
mechanism, the semantics ofthe model is pointed out by the search terms specified in the
characterisation element of the nodes and by the interpretation of the links in terms of IR
operations.
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The hyperindex thus contains both knowledge of the task domain of the user and knowledge
of the database and its retrieval mechanism. This database knowledge includes knowledge
of the terms that have to be used in database queries to identify and retrieve documents on
a particular subject from the database. Selection of the right terms to differentiate those
documents from the other documents present in the database is not a straightforward task,
as was argued in the discussion of query formulation problems in section 2.2.3. In the task-
based IR architecture, the terms that are used to search the database are specified as node
characterisations in the domain model, thus shifting the effort from the users to the designers
of the system.

The documents in the databases considered are stored and indexed with the full-text method.
(see section 2.1.3) In the selection of terms for node characterisations that are used to build
database queries, it must be considered what way subjects are indicated in the text of legal
documents. Legal texts are put in natural language and even though legal texts are
characterised by relatively formal definitions, standard formulations and precise wording,
subjects may still be indicated in many different ways. The subject characterisations in the
hyperindex as they are matched with the subject indications in legal texts should reckon with
variations in wording such as synonyms, spelling variations, and morphological variations.
This can be provided for by using disjunctions of multiple terms and by using stemmed
words and wildcards. Conversely, it is possible that different subjects are indicated in legal
documents using the same words. In this case, individual words do not have enough
discriminatory power to differentiate between documents on different subjects. To cope with
this problem, the subject characterisations in the hyperindex must specify more specific
conditions for the occurrence of words in legal documents. These conditions can be put in
conjunctions of multiple terms and in scope operators that specify conditions for the relative
position of the words in a document.

Term matching in information retrieval relies upon the notion that word-use is a distinctive
feature of text documents. Just as word-use is a property of individual documents it also
characterises collections of documents. Different documents of the same type often have
similar word-use characteristics. For the Dutch language, van Noortwijk has shown that the
frequency distribution of words is a distinctive document property that can be used to
differentiate statutes from judicial decisions [Noortwijk, 1995]. For the retrieval of
documents by means of full text search, this means that for statute law and case law
databases different search terms have to be used. In the architecture proposed, the subject
characterisations in the hyperindex and the way these are combined into database queries
have to be attuned to the characteristics of the databases that are used. This way, the retrieval
characteristics, such as the balance between precision and recall and the size of the search
result, can also be fitted to the particular information need of a legal task.

The information retrieval performance of a system that uses the task-based retrieval model
depends crucially on the extensiveness and the quality of the domain knowledge that is put
in the hyperindex. On the one hand, the ease of use depends on the correspondence between
the task knowledge in the hyperindex and the task domain of the user. On the other hand,
the correspondence between the subject characterisations in the hyperindex and the
characteristics of the database determines which documents are retrieved for a particular
case.
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We do not provide a general method to construct subject characterisations for the nodes in
the hyperindex. There are methods to develop thesauri, both manually and automatically, that
can help to fill the subject characterisations in the hyperindex. [Salton, 1989 (p. 299)] For
example, a concordance table can be produced that lists term occurrences in a collection
together with the documents in which the terms occur. Such methods can provide some help
in selecting the most differentiating terms to be adopted in the hyperindex but they do not
automatically produce the domain knowledge required for the task-based hyperindex to
relate documents to the context of a particu lar task.

To construct the hyperindex representation of the example domain, an ad hoc method was
adopted of incremental extension and refinement, driven by frequent testing and input of
domain experts. This development method is described more extensively in Chapter 5 which
describes the design of a prototype system for the example domain.

4.6.3 Query generation
To retrieve documents from the database, the terms adopted in the hyperindex to characterise
the subject of a particular task and a particular case are used to generate database queries.
In definition 3.6, the determination of the information need from the domain model and the
case model is defined by the function 1(0, C) = Expr. The resulting expression is a database
query that can be used to retrieve documents from a legal database. This section
demonstrates for the hyperindex representation of the example domain, how subjects are
characterised by terms and how these terms are used in database queries to retrieve
documents.

In the following retrieval examples, a particular task node is presented from the domain
model that was introduced in this chapter for the domain of objection procedures in
administrative law. This task node, representing one step in the objection procedure, is filled
out with the arguments of the case example that was also introduced in this chapter. In this
example case, an objection is made to the refusal of a building permit. Both the task nodes
and the argument nodes in the following retrieval example have characterisation elements
that together indicate the information need. The terms in these characterisation elements are
combined into database queries used to retrieve the documents that correspond to the
information need. For simplicity in this retrieval example, the focus is on one task node at
a time and path interpretations are abstracted from.

In these examples, database queries are constructed for two activities that are part of the case
model that was presented as an example in the previous section. This part of the case model
concerns the analysis of a disputed order (graph 3.2.1.1) after an administrative act has been
qualified (graph 3.1). A disputed administrative order must be analysed in order to find the
disputed elements of the order before objections can be made. In the analysis of an
administrative order, the preparation of the order must be assessed in task node nt; The
arguments filled out in the task node of this activity are na\2, the administrative order stating
that the Mayor and Aldermen have decided to refuse the building permit, and nal4, the
argument of a careful preparation, put in the order to support this claim.
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nt, : (analysis, "Assess preparation", {na 12' nal4}, preparation)
nal2: (claim, "Administrative order", "The Mayor and Aldermen have decided on

the request for the building permit", "Mayor and Aldermen" and permit)
nal4: (argument, "Careful preparation", "In the preparation the relevant facts and

interests have been considered", preparation and interest)

The last element in the predicate notation of both the task node and the argument nodes
contain the node characterisations that together describe the information need for this
activity. Assessing the preparation of an administrative order is an analysis task. In analysis
tasks, a case description must be checked against a reference framework to find an unknown
property of the case. The activity of assessing the preparation of an administrative order is
meant to find out if the preparation of the order meets the applicable standards. To perform
this task, the information required consists of the administrative order itself and the
applicable standards for the preparation of such an order. To find the standards for the
preparation of the administrative order of this case, the node characterisations of the case
fragment are combined into this query for the statute law database."

Statute law database query:
[Level Statute: 'General Administrative Law Act' or 'Municipalities Act' or 'Town
and Country Planning Act'] and [Field Text: preparation and «"Mayor and
Aldermen" and permit) or (preparation and interest))]

This query can be rewritten without loss to eliminate double terms as follows."

Statute law database query:
[Level Statute: 'General Administrative Law Act' or 'Municipalities Act' or 'Town
and Country Planning Act'] and [Field Text: preparation and «"Mayor and
Aldermen" and permit) or interest)]

The 'Level' and 'Field' commands in the query define the scope of the search. In the first
part of the query, between the first pair of square brackets, the scope is restricted to three
categories of regulations. This part of the query comes from another part of the case model
in which the subject domain of the case is established. In the second part of the query, the
search is restricted to the text of the articles in the database. In this part, the terms of the
node characterisations are concatenated. The argument node characterisations are
concatenated disjunctively (for they are independent arguments) and the result is
concatenated with the task node characterisation conjunctively. The resulting query returns

27 The task model and the databases used in this research operate the Dutch language. The example query in
English is constructed by hand. The original database query database query in Dutch is:
[Niveau Citeertitel: 'algemene wet bestuursrecht' I 'gemeentewet' I 'wet op de ruimtelijke
ordening')&[Veld Tekst: voorbereid* & ("burgemeester en wethouders" & (vergunn* I beschikk* I
besluit") I belang+j]

28 If the same tenn appears disjunctively on both sides of an and-operator, one of them can be discarded: A and
(A or B) = A or B.
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17 articles in 4 regulations from the database containing a collection of 219 regulations
holding 18454 articles. The returned documents all hold provisions on the preparation of a
permit by Mayor and Aldermen or on the weighing of interests in the preparation of an
administrative order.

From the same part of the case model, also a query for a case law database can be
derived. The case law database may also hold information that is useful to the activity of
assessing the preparation of an administrative order. Judicial decisions in which the
assessment of the preparation of an administrative order is disputed may serve as an example
for this activity.

To generate a query for the case law database, the same terms from the node
characterisations in the case model can be used. Only, because of the difference in word-use
characteristics between statutes and judicial decisions, these terms must be combined
differently."

Case law database query:
[Level Database/Administrative law cases] and [Level Case: [Field Regulation:
'General Administrative Law Act' or 'Municipalities Act' or 'Town and Country
Planning Act'] and [Field Summary: preparation and "Mayor and Aldermen" and
permit and interest]]

The query is again rewritten to eliminate double terms. In the first part of the query the scope
of the search is restricted to administrative law cases. The second part of the query specifies
conditions for two structural elements of the case documents. The' Statute' field of a case
lists the regulations which are applied in the judicial decision. In the condition for this field,
the three categories of regulations are from the subject domain of the case example are
specified. In the conditions for the 'Summary' field, the terms from the node
characterisations of the case example are adopted. Because of the larger number of
documents in this database and the larger distribution of word-use over documents compared
to the statute law database, the terms of the node characterisations are all concatenated
conjunctively. This poses stricter conditions on the documents to be retrieved in which all
the subjects that are identified with the terms from the case model must be present. The
query that was generated returned 12 documents from the 10140 documents in the case law
database. In all of the returned documents, the preparation of an administrative order by the
Mayor and Aldermen concerning a permit was indeed an issue. This does not imply that the
outcomes of the cases in the retrieved documents should have any consequence for the
outcome of the example case. In each case, there are lots of other factors that determined the
outcomes of the cases. The retrieved documents are meant to serve as examples of how the
issue of assessing the preparation of an administrative order is handled in similar cases and
how applicable regulations are used in practice.

29 The original query for the case law database in Dutch is:
[Niveau Databankladministratiefrechtelijke beslissingen]&[Niveau Uitspraak: [Veld Regeling:
"algemene wet bestuursrecht" I awb I gemeentewet I gem.w I gem. wet I "wet op de ruimtelijke ordening" I
wro]&[Veld Essentie: voorbereid* & «"burgemeester en wethouders" I "b en w") & (vergunn* I
beschikk* I besluit*) & belang+jj]
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The second retrieval example concerns the activity of task node ntg: establish administrative
competence. In the analysis of an administrative order this activity serves to establish the
bounds of competence of the administrative authority from which the order originates.
Further on in the procedure it can be checked if the authority has acted within the bounds
of its competence to establish possible objections to the order.

The task node is again filled out with argument nodes that represent the subject of the
arguments in the case example. Argument nodes na., and nalJ represent the administrative
order and the main position of this order which are the input to this activity. The argument
node na., makes up the output of this activity representing the administrative competence
for the order.

nt, : (analysis, "Establish administrative competence", {naI2, nalJ, na},
competence or authority or can)

nal2: (claim, "Administrative order", "The Mayor and Aldermen have decided on
the request for the building permit", "Mayor and Aldermen" and permit)

nail: (argument, "Main position of the order", "The building permit is refused",
refuse and permit)

nal5: (argument, "Administrative competence", "Town and Country Planning Act",
"Town and Country Planning Act")

Establishing the administrative competence is an analysis task in which the competence of
an administrative authority on the issue of the disputed administrative order must be
determined. Apart from the administrative order itself, the information required for this task
comprises the competence provisions in regulations on the subject of the order. To retrieve
these documents from the statute database, a query can be generated using the node
characterisations of the case model. With the application of the same method used to
generate the statute database query in the previous example, the following query is
constructed.

Statute law database query:
[Level Statute: 'General Administrative Law Act' or 'Municipalities Act' or 'Town
and Country Planning Act'] and [Field Text: (competence or authority or can) and
«"Mayor and Aldermen" and permit) or (refuse and permit)) or "Town and Country
Planning Act")]
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The terms from the argument nodes are combined disjunctively and the result is joined with
the terms from task node conjunctively." This query can be rewritten without loss to
eliminate double terms."

Statute law database query:
[Level Statute: 'General Administrative Law Act' or 'Municipalities Act' or 'Town
and Country Planning Act'] and [Field Text: (competence or authority or can) and
permit and ("Mayor and Aldermen" or refuse)]

In the first part of the query, the scope of the search is again confmed to the three categories
of regulations that were determined in another part of the case model. The second part of the
search condition holds different indications of the competence issue combined conjunctively
with indications of the characteristics of the administrative order concerning a permit that
has been refused by the Mayor and Aldermen. This query retrieves 45 articles in 3
regulations from the statute law database. The documents all include provisions on the
competence of administrative authorities to refuse a permit or on the competence of the
Mayor and Aldermen concerning permits.

From the same case model fragment, also a query for the case law database can be
generated using the same method that was applied to construct the case law database query
in the previous example. After double terms are again eliminated, the following query
results."

Case law database query:
[Level Database/Administrative law cases] and [Level Case: [Field Regulation:
'General Administrative Law Act' or 'Municipalities Act' or 'Town and Country
Planning AcC] and [Field Text: (competence or authority or can) and permit and
"Mayor and Aldermen" and refuse]

In the first part of the query, the scope of the search is again restricted to administrative law
cases. The second part of the query specifies the search conditions for the structural
elements of the case documents. The 'Statute' field of a case lists the regulations which are
applied in the judicial decision. In the conditions for the' Statute' field, the three categories

30 The original query for this example in Dutch is:
[Veld Wetsfamilie: 'algemene wet bestuursrecht' I 'gemeentewet' I 'wet op de ruimtelijke
ordening'J&[Veld Tekst: (bevoegd* I kunn* I kan) & (vergunn* I beschikk* I besluit*) & ("burgemeester
en wethouders" I weiger+j]

3 I If the same term appears in conjunctions on both sides of an or-operator, it can be put once conjunctively
with the disjunction: (A and C) or (8 and C) = C and (A or B).

32 Original query in Dutch:
[Niveau DatabankJadministratiefrechtelijke beslissingen)&[Niveau Uitspraak: [Veld Regeling:
"algemene wet bestuursrecht" I awb I gemeentewet I gem.w I gem. wet I "wet op de ruimtelijke ordening" I
wro )&[Veld Essentie: (bevoegd* I kunn* I kan) & vergunn* & "burgemeester en wethouders" &
weiger*))
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of regulations from the subject domain are listed and in the conditions for the 'Summary'
field the terms from the node characterisations of the case example are adopted. This query
returns 16 documents from the case law database. In all these cases the competence of the
Mayor and Aldermen in refusing a penn it was an issue. They can serve as examples for the
activity of establishing the administrative competence by showing how competence
regulations are applied in similar cases.

4.6.4 IR strategies
In the task-based information retrieval architecture, the information need as it appears from
an expression of a specific legal task and a specific case is linked to the information contents
of the documents in a legal database. As far as the information need is generic for each
instance ofa task, documents can be linked to elements of the task model statically. If, on
the other hand, the information need depends on the specifics of a case, as was the case in
the examples in the previous section, documents are retrieved by interpreting the case data
to generate database queries dynamically.

In the retrieval examples in the previous section, only one fragment of a case model was
considered each time. However, in the queries that were generated not only the terms from
the node characterisations of the case fragment were used but the search was also confined
to three categories of statutes holding provisions on the specific subject of the case. These
categories were taken from another part of the case model not specified in the case
fragments. Thus, we recognise that the information need for one subtask also depends on the
context of the task domain and the case model. The knowledge of this context is included
in the information retrieval mechanism by using the full case model rather than just a
fragment. All the nodes of the case model that make up a path through the hyperindex are
considered in the generation of a database query.

Section 3.3.5 already presented some strategies for interpreting a path through a
hyperindex to retrieve documents. Such a path can be interpreted as a chain of assertions,
a chain of exclusions or as a cooling-down trail. These dynamic information retrieval
strategies present different ways to include context information from the task domain and
the case model into a database query. Each different strategy has different consequences for
the IR performance. They can broaden the search to retrieve more documents but they can
also narrow it down to find fewer and more specific documents. There is no way to tell
which strategy is generally preferred. It depends on the requirements of the domain as to
which one of the strategies is relatively best suited. By selecting an information retrieval
strategy, the IR characteristics of a system can be tailored to the specific requirements of the
domain and of the databases used. In this section, the IR characteristics of the different
information retrieval strategies are discussed. The following section discusses the selection
of an information retrieval strategy for a specific application.

Chain of assertions
In this information retrieval strategy, the characterising terms that are connected to the nodes
that make up a case model are combined into a database query, as was discussed in section
3.3.5. The terms belonging to different nodes are combined disjunctively. Different task
nodes, although they are part of the same case model, may represent very different activities
within a single task. Were they to be combined conjunctively, the corresponding document
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set is likely to be empty because there are no documents that cover all these different
subjects at the same time. A query in the form of a disjunction of node characterisations
retrieves a larger, more differentiated set of documents. This document set will contain
documents about all the different subjects in the different parts of the case. In the example
domain, for the subtask of constructing and formulating objection arguments, this
information retrieval strategy will also retrieve information that was to used for the first
analysis of the disputed order. The strategy is useful to collect a comprehensive
documentation set for all the issues in a particular case.

Chain of exclusions
This information retrieval strategy is an extension to the chain of assertions. The chain of
exclusions, in addition to the nodes of the case model, also considers the options that were
rejected in the construction of that case model. This way, the strategy considers more context
information from the task domain. The node characterisations to these rejected nodes are
adopted in the query by negation. The direct effect of this extension is that the size of the
search result is reduced. In the example domain, consider the case that an objection is made
to the completion and preparation of an administrative order and the requirement of careful
preparation is selected as a ground for objection. This selection can be interpreted as a
rejection of the other grounds for objection concern ing the completion and preparation of
administrative orders, the fair play requirement and the prohibition of abuse of procedures.
[f the case model is interpreted as a chain of exclusions, the node characterisations of the
rejected options are adopted in the database query by negation. This strategy can be used if
a large sized search result is a problem or if the search result is otherwise too unspecific.
Including negations, shifts the balance in the retrieval result from recall towards precision.

Cooling-down trail
The interpretation of a case model as a cooling-down trail extends the chain of assertions by
introducing weights. With this strategy, node characterisations at the beginning of a path in
the hyperindex are given lower weights than characterisations of recently visited nodes. It
is a means to express the relative value of node characterisations for the part of the task that
is represented by the active node." In the example domain, an administrative order must first
be analysed before objections to that order can be made. The interpretation of a cooling-
down trail in this case would express that, for the construction of objections, the documents
concerning the analysis of the order are of less importance. Weights are used to sort the
documents in the search result according to their relative importance or, if a cutoff value is
used, to drop the less important documents from the search result. If they are used to reduce
the size of the search result, one must be cautious to expect that indeed the less important
documents are dropped. In the architecture proposed, where the hyperindex represents a
legal task domain, the distance between nodes does not necessarily express the strength of

33 The weights considered here are something else than the weights associated with arguments, as discussed
in section 3.2.1 and 3.2.3. In the context of the Toulrnin argument model, different arguments are weighed
for their relative strenght to arrive at a conclusion. In this section, however, the weights that are considered
indicate the relative importance oftenns as subject characterisations for the identification of documents that
are to be retrieved from a database.
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the relationship between the subjects of nodes. For example, documents on the analysis of
the preparation of an administrative order are highly relevant to the construction of
objections on the preparation although their task nodes are wide apart in the hyperindex. The
cooling-down trail strategy must be applied by carefully considering the characteristics of
the domain in which it is used. It can be useful to sort out otherwise large and unordered
search resu Its.

4.6.5 Tuning the retrieval mechanism
The retrieval mechanism discussed in section 4.6 completes the task-based information
retrieval architecture presented in this chapter. The better part of this chapter was devoted
to the construction of a hyperindex representation of a legal task domain that pinpoints the
information need for a legal task. The retrieval mechanism provides the link between this
information need and the information content of the documents in the database. It determines
which documents are retrieved and presented to the user to help him perform the task.

The discussion of the retrieval mechanism, touched upon two design issues that
determine the IR characteristics of the system. One is the selection of the terms that are used
to characterise the nodes in the hyperindex, discussed in section 4.6.2. The other design
issue is the strategy that is adopted to take the characterising terms in the hyper index to
generate database queries, which was discussed in section 4.6.4. The particular settings for
these parameters determine which documents are ultimately retrieved. By analysis of the
consequences of the available options, the IR characteristics such as the size of the search
result, the composition of the search result, and the balance between the precision and recall
ratios can be controlled.

In this section it is shown, with respect to the example domain, how these design
parameters can be used to attune the IR characteristics of the system to the requirements that
are posed by the application domain and by the databases used. Since the tuning of the IR
characteristics is adapted to the requirements of the domain, the particular settings of the IR
parameters are considered to be part of the domain model.

As was discussed in section 4.1.2, the task of objecting to an administrative decision is
subject to the norms of administrative law. To establish which IR characteristics are required
to perform this task, the sources of administrative law available in the legal databases have
to be considered. In this study, a statute law database was used that contains, amongst other
regulations, the GALA and a selection of specific administrative regulations" and a case law
database including a selection of judicial decisions from administrative courts."

The GALA prescribes the general procedural framework for administrative law, as is
discussed in section 4.1.2. In the domain model of the objection procedure, the distinction

34 The VNW database by Vermande publishers contains 18454 articles in 219 regulations. [YNW-CD, 1996]
This collection, apart from statutes, also contains regulations by delegated autorities, such as ministerial
regulations.

35 Special database constructed for the purpose of this research. Filled with 10140 judicial decisions from the
journal' Administratiefrechtel ijke Besl issingen', vol urnes 1980-1996. [AB, 1985] Used with permission of
Kluwer publishers.
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of subtasks and the relations between them is to a large extent derived from these procedural
provisions. For the retrieval of procedural provisions from the GALA, a high recall ratio is
important because, in order to object to an administrative order successfully, it is mandatory
to follow the proper procedure.

The GALA codifies some (but not all) of the general principles of proper administration
which, apart from procedural warrants, also establish substantive norms for government
action. Besides the general rules of the GALA there is a large number of specific
administrative regulations that provide specific norms for specific administrative authorities
on specific subjects of government action.

These are the norms that administrative orders must comply with and against which they
can be tested in an objection procedure. For the retrieval of these norms, again, a high recall
ratio is important. When objecting to an administrative decision, it is important not to miss
any possible grounds for objection. In the domain model, this is achieved by the part of the
argument model that contains a typology with a comprehensive list of all the categories of
possible grounds for objection (see section 4.5.3).

Even though some principles of proper administration are codified in the GALA, case
law and the unwritten principles of proper administration remain important sources for
administrative law. Not all the principles are assimilated in the GALA and, what is more, the
principles are formulated as general and abstract norms so case law remains important for
the interpretation of these norms in specific cases. To the task of objecting to an
administrative decision, judicial decisions serve as examples demonstrating how general
administrative norms are applied in practice. For this purpose in the retrieval of judicial
decisions from the case law database, precision is important and recall is less important. The
retrieved documents should just give a limited number of good examples of the application
of norms in similar cases.

The different types of information requests that were distinguished require different IR
characteristics. To be able to provide these IR characteristics, the nature of the information
requests and the characteristics of the databases available must be considered. The IR
characteristics can be tuned to the requirements posed by the domain by choosing the
appropriate node characterisations and information retrieval strategies. These design
parameters define the way the expression of an information need in the hyperindex is linked
to the corresponding documents in the database. Node characterisations and retrieval
strategies have to be chosen such that the documents corresponding to a particular
information need can be distinguished from the other documents in the database. A crucial
property of a database that must be considered to be able to tune these parameters is the
characteristical word-use in the document collection. This property can be measured by the
frequency distribution of words in legal texts.

Low frequency words are well suited to be used in node characterisations because they
distinguish a document that contains such a word from the other documents in the collection.
High frequency words, on the other hand, are equally suited because they distinguish
documents from which such words are absent. To this end, the high frequency terms are
adopted in a database query by negation.

Word frequency measurements allow for quantitative analysis of word use in legal texts.
Van Noortwijk has shown in his study of word use in Dutch legal texts that the frequency
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distributions of the word types used in Dutch legal texts differ from those in general Dutch
texts. [Noortwijk, 1995] One prominent aspect he found was that in legal texts more of the
total number of words in a document are high frequency word types." He also found that
the distribution of word types over documents is lower in legal documents than in general
documents." These general characteristics of legal texts were found by using representative
and equally sized samples from document collections. However, to the characteristical word
use in a legal database the biased composition and the size of the document collection are
much more determinative. It is therefore mainly these aspects that are taken into account
when looking at the two legal databases used in this research.

The statute law database that was used is relatively small and it contains regulations, not just
on administrative law but on all different fields of law. The document collection consists of
219 regulations divided over 18454 articles with an average of 110 words per article.
Altogether, the database contains a large number of short documents on a large variety of
subjects.

For the retrieval of statute law in the example domain a high recall ratio was found to be
required. With respect to the retrieval of GALA provisions, in our IR architecture a high
recall as well as a high precision is achieved because the static linking strategy can be
adopted. Because the domain model is based on the procedural provisions from the GALA,
it can be pointed out for almost each subtask which provisions from the GALA should be
considered.

To retrieve provisions from specific administrative regulations, however, it is generally
not possible to apply the static linking strategy. Due to the wide variety in the subjects of
government action, the regulations required as grounds to support objections to these actions
are equally diverse. The appropriate regulatory provisions have to be identified with the
dynamic linking strategy using the node characterisations of the argument nodes in the case
model.

For the selection of terms to be used for node characterisation, we can rely upon the
relatively precise wording that is typical of statute law. In statutes, the indications of the
subjects of regulation are defined in definition provisions which are subsequently used
throughout the text. What is more, these definitions are generally consistent over statutes that
deal with the same subject of regulation. Since, for the retrieval of statutory provisions in
the example domain, the sets of provisions in regulations must be identified that deal with
such subjects of regulation, the words used in these definitions can well be used for node
characterisations.

The case law database that was used, is larger in size relative to the statute law database, due
to the length of the documents it contains. It contains 10140 judicial decisions with an
average length of 2600 words. AIthough all these documents concern judicial decisions in

36 See [Noortwijk, 1996 (p. 169)].

37 See [Noortwijk, 1996 (p. 270)]. Van Noortwijk is reserved in his conclusions on the distribution of word
types over documents because these measurements were influenced by the difference in document sizes.
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administrative law cases, they cover a large variety of subjects. Administrative law ranges
over all the different subjects of government interference, as is discussed in section 4.1.2.
In judicial decisions, the choice of words is relatively imprecise. One subject may be
indicated in different ways across different documents. This contributes to a relatively large
distribution of word types in case law documents. In the example domain, for the retrieval
of judicial decisions, a high precision was found to be required. To be able to retrieve a
limited number of similar cases from the large collection of judicial decisions, a sufficiently
large number of node characterisations from case model must be used. These node
characterisations together must be selected so as to identify the issues in the dispute of the
administrative order. The IR strategy fitting these requirements is the chain of exclusions.
As the most comprehensive description of the issues in a judicial decision is given in the
summary, the scope of the search can also be narrowed down to just that part of the
documents.

4.7 Summary and conclusions
Th is chapter introduced the formal specification of a hyperindex representation language
that can be used to build an interface for legal databases using task knowledge. A
knowledge-based interface is a software module that establishes the relationship between
an information need that occurs in the context of a legal task and the information contents
of the documents stored in a legal database. The knowledge-based interface is meant to
present the user of the system with a means to express a particular case in terms of tasks and
arguments, to establish the co-occurring information need and to translate this information
need into a database query that retrieves documents from the database required to perform
the task. To this end, the primitives of the hyperindex representation language are given
specific legal semantics that correspond to the task domain of the user. The defin ition and
the application of this hyperindex was demonstrated for the domain of objection procedures
in administrative law.

In the hyperindex representation language, the nodes are defined so as to correspond to
task elements and to arguments that are used in the subject domain of a task. The links are
defined to represent methodical steps and relations between arguments in a task. As a whole,
the hyperindex represents the task domain; a path through the network filled out with the text
of arguments represents a specific case. The task elements together with the arguments used
make it possible to determine what information is required to perform a given task.

Just as the hyperindex can be interpreted in terms of the task domain, it can be
interpreted in terms of IR operations that retrieve documents from a legal database. To be
able to address a database, the node primitives in the hyperindex are characterised with terms
that can be used to build database queries. These terms are combined into database queries
by interpreting the links that represent the way they are related, for retrieval operations.

The design of a knowledge-based interface in this chapter was demonstrated for the
example domain of objection procedures in administrative law. Using the hyperindex
representation language a model of the objection procedure was constructed. By means of
an example case about a building permit, it was also demonstrated how a case is expressed
in the hyperindex. For this case, it was demonstrated how the information need is determined
and how documents are retrieved from the legal database. The next chapter describes the
implementation of this model in a practical task-based information retrieval system.



Chapter 5

A Task-based IR System: ARMORed Information Retrieval

This chapter discusses the implementation of a task-based information retrieval system for
the domain of objection procedures in administrative law. In this implementation, the task-
based interface architecture presented in the previous chapter, is applied. This serves to
answer operational research question f. posed in section 1.3.2, demonstrating how a
knowledge-based interface can be used in a practical information retrieval application. In the
resulting system, the knowledge-based interface provides integral information support for
the task of objecting to an administrative order and it automatically retrieves the information
required to perform this task, from the database. The system is called ARMOR, which is an
acronym for ARgument MOdel based Retrieval system.

In the previous chapter, the domain of objection procedures in administrative law was used
as an example to demonstrate the design of a hyperindex representation of legal tasks. The
domain analysis and domain models developed offer the full design specification for the
ARMOR system. In this research, the system was developed as a prototype to try different
design options for the task-based information retrieval architecture. This has resulted in a
complete and operational system that can be used in the practice of objecting to
administrative orders and which demonstrates the task-based JR principle. With this system,
citizens are ARMORed when they are confronted with an administrative order. This chapter
presents the systems modules and information support functions, it describes how the
implementation follows from the design specifications, and it describes how the system can
be applied in practice to object to an administrative order. In Chapter 6, a report is given of
the application of the ARMOR system in an experimental setting.

5. t The purpose of the ARMOR system

5.1.1 Designing as a research method
The design and the implementation of an information system are engineering tasks, usually
aimed at solving one specific problem. The goal of scientific research, in contrast with
engineering, is to deliver more general knowledge that can be used for a class of problems.
The goal of this research is to find out how a knowledge-based interface can be used to help
overcome some of the problems that legal practitioners experience in using legal databases.
The product of this research is not just the design of a system but rather a design
architecture that holds general knowledge about the design of legal database applications.
This design architecture was presented in Chapter 4. In this section is pointed out how the
design of a system for a specific application fits into the research method to deliver and
motivate the design architecture.

In the practice of system development, problems are solved by engineers. The working
methods of these professionals can be described as reflection-in-action. [Schon, 1983] To
find a solution for a given problem situation, professionals, using their creativity and
experience, apply general, scientific knowledge. As they generally deal with specific and
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unique problems, this general knowledge must be translated to the specific situation at hand
in order to be able to apply it and solve the problems. It is up to computer science to deliver
the scientific knowledge that systems engineers can apply.

Computer science is a 'science of design'. [Simon, 1981 (p. 129)] Examples of other
design sciences are the medicine and business sciences. The mission of such sciences is to
develop knowledge for the design of artefacts or for the improvement of existing entities.
[Aken, 1994] Research in computer science always has a theoretical and a practical
component. As for the theoretical aspect, research comprises analysing the problem domain
that is the object of study, developing a theory, and generating alternatives. In the practical
component, it is tested whether the theoretical knowledge, under the conditions indicated,
contributes demonstrably to the intended result. Research methods in computer science
should, therefore, always include some practical test to demonstrate that the scientific
knowledge developed can be used to build a useful system that exhibits the functionality
required.

The research method in which a theory is tested by practical application is a form of case
study research. Design sciences and case study research are sometimes mistrusted by
empirical scientists because of an alleged lack of objectivity. This scepticism may be due to
some notable differences between case study research and empirical research methods.

Observations and conclusions in case study research are often of a qualitative (as
opposed to quantitative) nature.
Case studies, specifically in design sciences, often have a normative (as opposed to
descriptive) component. Design scientists are concerned with how things ought to be
rather than how things are.
Observations in case studies may be obfuscated by implementation effects. The effect
of a design solution depends not just on the qualities of the solution but also on the way
it is implemented. A defective design solution that is well implemented (by a good
change-manager) can have better effects than a good solution that is poorly implemented.
In case study research, typically only a limited number of cases are considered.

These characteristics make it difficult to generalise conclusions from case studies over a
wider range of cases. If, however, these characteristics are respected and dealt with in a
careful manner the case study can still be used as a reliable and objective method.' On the
issue of generalization, we can find some support with Yin. [Yin 1989] He distinguishes
between statistical generalization, which is typical of empirical research methods, and
analytical generalization which can be used in case study research. In statistical
generalization, a representative sample is drawn from a large population. The conclusions
drawn from the research of this sample (typically, one-dimensional quantitative
measurements) are generalised over the whole population. In analytical generalization, a
limited number of cases are selected which display the properties that are the subject of
study. The conclusions on the research of these cases are generalised by reasoning, to a

For methodological support on the qualitative aspect of case studies refer to Miles and Huberman [Miles,
1994) and for the methodology of ease study research see [Kennedy, 1979] and [Yin, 1989).
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population of cases that have the relevant properties in common with the cases studied.'
When using this method, care and restraint are required in making claims about the scope
of the conclusions.

There are, however, advantages to the analytical method that partially compensate for the
limited number of observations. The qualitative findings in the cases studied can be
interpreted in the context of the cases. Unlike empirical methods which typically consider
just one independent dimension, analytical methods make it possible to take all known
context information (such as implementation effects) into account in the interpretation of the
findings. This helps to establish the consequences of the findings for a wider range of cases.

The research this book reports on was conducted along the methodological lines of the
design sciences and contained both a theoretical and a practical component. The design
solution presented in chapters 3 and 4 was based on the theoretical analysis of legal
information retrieval problems of Chapter 2. In this design solution, an architecture was
proposed for a task-based interface to legal databases (as an alternative to query-based
retrieval systems). This architecture is based on a general theory meant to range over a class
of legal information retrieval problems. It was accounted for by theoretical analysis of legal
tasks and the information required to perform those tasks.

As the claim of the architecture is to provide general knowledge that can be used to solve
a class of practical problems it must also be tested in a verifiable manner. Chapter 5,
therefore, reports on the implementation of the architecture in a task-based information
retrieval system for the domain of objection procedures in administrative law. In Chapter 6,
the results and the conclusions on the application of this system are presented. This example
domain was selected for it distinctively demonstrates the properties that are subject of this
research]

By careful organisation of the application for the domain of objection procedures in
administrative law, the results from this example application can be taken to represent a
wider range of information-handling cases in the legal domain and even beyond. By looking
carefully at the distribution of the properties over this wider range of cases, it is possible to
determine to what extent the conclusions concerning the application of the design
architecture of the task-based interface can be generalised.

In section 6.3, the domain of administrative law is considered as well as other legal
domains and other non-legal domains to see to what extent the conclusions on the
application of the design architecture of the task-based interface can be generalised.

5.1.2 Automated information support in objection procedures
The domain that was chosen for demonstrating the implementation of a knowledge-based
information retrieval system is the objection procedure in administrative law. When citizens
are confronted with an administrative order they do not agree with, they can object to this
order by writing a notice of objection explaining and motivating their grievances. The

2 See [Kennedy, 1979] for the methodological foundations of analytical generalization.

3 Refer to section 4.1.4 for a description of these properties.
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information retrieval system is meant to support this task by retrieving the information
required to write a notice of objection from legal databases.

This domain was chosen as it adequately demonstrates the properties that are the subject
of this research. The knowledge-based interface architecture operates on the principle that
there is a relationship between a legal task and the information required to perform that task.
Information handling in the task of objecting to an administrative order is exemplary of a
class of legal domains allowing for generalization of the conclusions drawn from the study
of this domain to other domains that display the same information-handling properties. In
this section, these representative information-handling properties of the example domain are
listed.

The norms of administrative law can be found in text documents distributed across many
different sources, as was discussed in section 4.1.2. The GALA prescribes the general
procedural framework for administrative relations but there are also many different specific
administrative regulations which contain norms for specific domains of government
interference. Furthermore, there are numerous judicial decisions which demonstrate how the
norms of administrative law are interpreted and applied in practice. The distribution of the
norms of administrative law across many different sources makes it hard to find the norms
that apply to a particular case. This information retrieval problem, to retrieve from the norms
that apply to a particular case from a large collection of documents, is inherent to case
resolution in every legal domain.

The task of objecting to an administrative order can be analysed and modelled in terms
of task structures and argument structures. In the GALA, the procedural framework for
relations and communications between administrative agencies and citizens is prescribed.
In this framework, the objection procedure is well defined. This allows for the distinction
and demarcation of tasks and for hierarchical decomposition of tasks into subtasks in which
the relations between these subtasks can also be distinguished. In addition to this structural
analysis, the substantive part of the task domain can be analysed as an argumentative
discourse in which legal disputes between parties are resolved by means of exchanging and
weighing arguments. In this process, the parties require legal information to investigate and
support their arguments. The objection procedure comprises one step in this argumentative
dialogue. The task elements and the arguments used together identify the information need
to the task of objecting to an administrative order. This mechanism of legal problem solving
is exemplary for a whole range of legal tasks such as negotiation in the process of
legislation, contract negotiation and court procedures. The task-based information retrieval
principle demonstrated in this research for the objection procedure can be applied to every
domain that can be analysed and modelled in terms of task elements and argument structures.

To object to an administrative order a citizen must write a notice of objection explaining
his grievances and file it with the administrative agency that has issued the order. This is
basically a document drafting task which is exemplary of a wide range of legal tasks in
which arguments are exchanged by means of documents such as pleadings, warrants,
contracts, judicial decisions, and legislation. Document drafting is a task that people
generally perform with the assistance of computers. Word processing applications used for
this purpose are among the most common computer applications in both personal and
business environments. In the task-based information retrieval architecture, users are
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required to make their actions and reasoning steps known to the system in order to be able
to establish their information need. It is, therefore, convenient to attach the information
retrieval mechanism to a task that is already performed with the support of computers. The
possibility to connect information retrieval to document drafting tasks provides a natural
means of tracking the performance ofa task and to determine the information need without
having to prompt the user for input. In this fashion, an integrated document drafting and
information support system can be built.

In addition to the reasons for choosing the objection procedure for our research purpose,
there are also reasons why this particular domain needs a task-based information retrieval
system. As was stated before, administrative law is becoming more important and this has
resulted in an expanding body of legal information. In particular, the number of specific
administrative regulations by decentralised and delegated administrative authorities and the
volumes of case law are growing. Consequently, the problems of information retrieval, as
they were distinguished in Chapter 2, are becoming more pressing.

A characteristic of administrative law is the imbalanced relation between the parties
involved. Contrary to the spirit of administrative law (expressed in the general principles of
proper administration), which means to protect citizens from wrongful government action,
citizens are less well armed in conflicts with the administration, specifically when it comes
to access to legal information. Although the GALA gives citizens the right to object to
administrative orders they usually do not have the information and the knowledge needed
to defend themselves. Legal databases are aimed at use by professionals and the way these
systems operate make them not very accessible to laymen. For this reason, it is worthwhile
to seek out ways of providing citizens with better access to legal information.

Chapter 6 further explores the possibilities for application of the task-based architecture
to enhance electronic communication between government and citizens.

5.1.3 Mapping of task characteristics to task support/unctions
Systems that implement the task-based retrieval architecture rely upon the availability of a
means to track the performance of a task in order to be able to determine the information
need and to retrieve the corresponding documents from the database. The task-based
retrieval architecture proposed, therefore, requires integrated information systems in which
the information retrieval mechanism is linked up to automated task support functions. For
example, if a task comprises the drafting of a document, the task performance can be tracked
by linking up to the word processor used to draft the document. Additionally, if a type of
document can be divided up in different structural elements, the completion of a part of the
document can be taken as a step in the hyperindex representation of the task. The task
support functions, in addition to indicating the performance of a task, also serve the purpose
of offering means to process and apply the information that is retrieved from the database.
In this section, the task support functions used in the ARMOR system for the task of
objecting to an administrative order are pointed out. The design of the automated task
support functions for the ARMOR system was built on the system analysis of the example
domain from section 4.2.4, and specifically on the task characterisation given in that section.
The task of objecting to an administrative order was divided up into subtasks that were
characterised according to their information-handling characteristics. These information-
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handling characteristics, as was pointed out in Chapter 4, serve to determine the information
need and they make clear how the information that is retrieved is processed and applied.
With the task taxonomy from section 4.2.4, the task characterisations from the systems
analysis were taken to determine the automated task support functions of the ARMOR
system.

The following table is an extension of Table 4.2 in section 4.2.4. It lists the subtasks of the
object system and, in the fourth column, an additional task attribute is presented pointing out
the task support functions for the subtasks. These task support functions are determined by
applying the task taxonomy to the characterisations and the classifications of the subtasks.

Subtask Characterisation Classification Task support
functions

(3.1) Qualify the Order is checked against Analysis Analysis tools,
'order' the entry conditions for the expert system

objection procedure.

(3.2.1.1) Analyse the Identify argument Analysis Analysis tools,
'order' constructs and point out checklist, argument

disputed elements. editor

(3.2.1.2) Design Define objection positions Synthesis Authoring tools,
notice of objection and find supporting checklist, argument

arguments. editor

(3.2.1.3) Formulate Write the text of the notice Synthesis Authoring tools,
objections of objection. word processing

(3.2.1.4) File notice Send notice of objection to Transport, Communication
of objection administrative authority. Formatting and administration

support, formatting
tools

Table 5.1. Determination of task support/unctions

In the following, for each of the subtasks it is discussed how the task support functions are
determined and how these task support functions are used in the ARMOR system to
facilitate the task of objecting to an administrative order.

(3.1) Qualify the 'order'. This is an analysis task in which a disputed order of an
administrative authority is checked against administrative procedural law to find out which
procedure is amenable for seeking legal protection, as discussed in section 4.2.4. Automated
tools for analysis tasks can consist of drawing tools for drawing tables or graphs that help
to map out the relevant aspects of a case in order to make it easier to find the unknown
property. Spreadsheet programs are an example of such tools for analysing quantitative
information. For analysing qualitative information, checklists can be used that list the
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conditions to check a case against. If the analysis procedure can be made sufficiently
explicit, it can be supported by an expert system module. To the task of qualifying an order,
a limited set of procedural rules apply which can be adopted in an expert system module.
These rules make up a small, fully specified decision tree which implements the procedure
of A-graph 3.1, displayed in Figure 4.11 of section 4.4.24 This task support function is
operated by filling out the properties of the disputed order. The expert system module can
apply the rules of procedural law to the properties of the case and give advice as to which
procedure is open for legal protection. The task-based retrieval system interprets the task
elements in the expert system module and the properties filled out by the user as a path
through the hyperindex in order to determine what information is required to help fill out the
questions and to use the procedure advice.
(3.2.1.1) Analyse the 'order'. After the procedure for objecting to an administrative order
is established the order must be analysed to identify the argument constructs of the order and
to point out which elements of the order are disputed. For this analysis task, no
comprehensive analysis method can be specified. Users are relatively free in their choice as
to which components they want to distinguish. The main goal of this subtask is that some
composing parts of the administrative order are distinguished so that, in a subsequent step,
the objections made can be directed to a specific part of the order. The tools for this task
include a checklist that specifies guidelines for distinguishing arguments in an administrative
order. Such guidelines tell, for example, how the main position of the order can be
recognised and how the supporting arguments of an order are commonly indicated. Another
task support tool that can be supplied is a graphical display of the argument structure that
is distinguished. This tool serves to provide insight into the argument structure and to
facilitate easy, graphical manipulation of the order analysis. It further allows for the task-
based retrieval mechanism to be linked up to the arguments that are distinguished. These
arguments express the subject of the administrative order from which the information need
for the objection procedure can be derived.
(3.2.1.2) Design notice of objection. The purpose of synthesis tasks is to construct a
description of a case using some predefined domain components. Designing a notice of
objection comprises defining positions and finding supporting arguments to object to the
administrative order using arguments from a predefined set of possible grounds for
objection. Task support consists of a checklist that lists and explains the possible grounds
for objection and of an authoring tool that allows for the construction and manipulation of
arguments. The choice of arguments from the predefined set signifies to the task-based
retrieval mechanism what information is required to support the objection arguments.
(3.2. \.3) Formulate objections. In this task, the objections that were made to the
administrative order are formulated in text for drafting the notice of objection. This synthesis
task is supported by word processing tools. The part of the notice of objection and the
arguments being formulated indicate the information need to the task-based retrieval
mechanism.

4 The specification of the decision tree is left out because it can be read directly from A-graph 3.1 and the
annotations to this graph in section 4.4.2,
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(3.2.1.4) File notice of objection. Once the notice of objection is written it must be submitted
to the administrative agency from which the disputed order originates. This task concerns
putting the text into the right format for a notice of objection and sending the notice to the
proper agency. The automated tools to support this task are text formatting tools and
communication and administration tools that help in the sending and delivery of the notice
of objection.

With this collection of task support functions, an integrated task support environment can
be built that provides useful tools to object to an administrative order and makes it possible
to track the performance of the task. Linking back to the task-based retrieval architecture of
Chapter 4, the performance of the task corresponds to navigating through a hyper index
network that expresses the task domain. The retrieval mechanism tbat was proposed uses this
case expression to determine the information need and to retrieve the corresponding
documents from the database. The information from these documents can be used to find the
right arguments to object to the administrative order and to write the notice of objection.

This section, a description was given of the design step from information analysis to design
specification by mapping the task characteristics of the objection procedure to task support
functions. In the following section and in section 6.4 of the next chapter, the system
development method for the proposed task-based retrieval systems is discussed.

5.1.4 The ARMOR system as a research prototype
The purpose of building the ARMOR system in this research is to demonstrate the task-
based retrieval architecture and to evaluate its operation in a practical application. The
development of the system also served as a means of conducting research. Unlike in system
development methodologies, where the implementation of an information system is preceded
by design and analysis phases which deliver the specifications for the system, in the research
method, the task-based interface architecture and the prototype of the system implementing
it were developed concurrently.' The development of the system thus played a crucial role
in developing and testing the theory of the task-based information retrieval architecture. This
allowed for the incremental development of the hyperindex representation language, for the
design of the task support functions, and for experimenting with different retrieval strategies.

The development of the ARMOR system, considered as a system development project, was
conducted along the lines of the prototyping method. Prototyping is a method used in system
development to validate the requirement specifications of a system before it is implemented.
[Sommerville, 1996] A prototype is a provisional implementation of a system that is made
quickly, without a full account of analysis and design, in order to display some of the
functionalities of the projected system. By using a prototype, it is possible to check whether

For a discussion of the purpose and the organisation of system development methodologies, see section 6.4.1.
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these functionalities meet the expectations of the intended users of the system." A means of
validating the functional specifications can be useful when there is uncertainty about these
specifications. This is pre-eminently the case with innovative technologies with which the
developers have no experience and for which there is no clear view on possible technical
problems. In system development, prototyping can help to reduce the risks of building
products that do not satisfy the user's needs.

In this research, the prototyping method was not used primarily to build an operational
system but to develop a theoretical systems-design architecture and to answer the research
questions discussed in section 1.3.2. The specific research questions that were dealt with in
the prototyping research method concerned the methods of representing legal knowledge in
the interface of an information retrieval system and the use of these knowledge models for
retrieving legal information.

The prototyping method used most closely resembles operational prototyping.' In this
method of prototyping, a well-designed and tested 'baseline' program is constructed in
which only those parts absolutely required for the prototype to function are implemented.
This baseline can be deployed and it provides a basic functionality to which new features
can be added for testing. The sound base and the possibility of adding new functions make
it possible to extend the prototype incrementally and develop it into a fully operational
system.

In the ARMOR prototype, the baseline holds a knowledge representation module that can
be used to express a task model of a specific domain using the hyperindex representation
language. It further comprises a basic means for the user to address the taskmodel for
entering a case. The baseline also has a fully functioning legal database and a mechanism
for addressing the database from the task model.

Within this baseline, different design aspects that are subject of this research could be
realised and tested. By varying just one system function at a time the effects of different
design options could be tested independently. In this fashion, the prototype could be used
to try different methods of specifying a task model, to develop and test task-support
functions (such as the argument editors and the word processing functions) and to
experiment with different retrieval strategies. These functions of the ARMOR system were
designed and adapted using the prototyping method until a complete theory of task-based
information retrieval was developed. The system was then reviewed and enhanced to
develop it into a fully operational system in order to address the last research question: What

6 There are different kinds of prototyping methods which can be distinguished according to the goal they serve
in system development projects. Bersoff distinguishes between evolutionary prototyping and throw-away
prototyping. [Bersoff, 1991]ln throw-away prototyping, a quick-and-dirty implementation is made, just to
validate presumed requirements and to gain experience necessary to uncover new requirements. After the
prototype has served its purpose, it is thrown away. Evolutionary prototyping is a continuous process in
which the prototype system is developed incrementally into an operational system. Evolutionary prototypes
are repeatedly modified and redeployed whenever new information is learned.

7 Operational protoryping combines characteristics of evolutionary prototyping and throw-away prototyping.
[Davis, 1992]
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does an intelligent interface for a practical application look like? The knowledge module of
the system was loaded with domain knowledge for the example domain of objection
procedures in administrative law.

The task-based retrieval architecture presented as a result of this research is meant to serve
as a design method for the development of information retrieval systems. This method can
be used as a part ofa system-development methodology. In section 6.4 of the next chapter,
a proposal for the use of the design architecture in a system development methodology is
presented for building task-based information retrieval systems.

5.2 ARMOR implementation aspects
Before the functions and the operation of the ARMOR system are discussed in detail, this
section pays some more attention to how the system was built. Some aspects of building the
system were discussed in the previous section with respect to the prototyping method that
was adopted. This section focusses more specifically on the issues regarding the technical
real isation of the prototype. In system development, the implementation of an automated
system is normally guided by a design specification. Such a design specification is a plan
describing how the functional design of a system is to be realised in a computer programme.
In the task-based IR architecture, the formal specification of the knowledge models in the
hyperindex representation language can be considered the design specification for the
knowledge modules of the system. This design specification, however, still leaves open a
large number of choices regarding the technical realisation of the system. In this section,
these implementation aspects are discussed for the development of the ARMOR system.

It is important to note that the technical aspects of the implementation discussed here are
part of this specific implementation and they are not part of the design architecture or even
of the systems design. This is also the reason why they are discussed in this separate section.
We must also note that the implementation discussed here should be considered an example
implementation. In other circumstances, the same design specification could result in a
different system, for example, if it were in the hands of another software engineer. This
section provides an account of the treatment of the implementation aspects that resulted in
the ARMOR system.

5.2. J Implemented knowledge representation
The first implementation issue discussed concerns the knowledge representation in the
ARMOR system. In the ARMOR system, the domain model describes the task of objecting
to an administrative order. Within this domain model, there is task model describing and
typifying the structural elements and the relations of the task, and there is an argument model
which describes the arguments used within the task elements. The case model specifies the
specific constellation ofa case that is to be resolved."

As it was shown in Chapter 4, these knowledge models are at the heart of the task-based
retrieval system. The system's main functions rely on the knowledge represented in the

8 For the definition of the different knowledge models and the relations between them, see section 3.1.2.
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domain model for their operation." The task support functions are based on the task structure
and the typification of the task elements. The information retrieval functions operate by
using both the task model and the arguments filled out in the case model to determine the
information need for a particular case and to retrieve the corresponding documents from the
database.

The conceptual description of the domain model in the design specification of the system
was set down using the hyperindex representation language. 10 Knowledge representations
in the implementation, however, may differ from the conceptual knowledge models because
they serve different purposes. The conceptual description serves to give a clear and
unambiguous design specification. It also serves as a means of communicating about the
projected system between the software engineers building the system and the augmented
users. On the other hand, the knowledge representation in the implementation of the system
needs to be such that the system can interpret it automatically. Although it is set down in
formal notation, the conceptual knowledge specification may be not the most efficient way
for automatic interpretation in an automated system.

An important demand for the implementation of a knowledge-based system, in particu lar
when the prototyping method is adopted, is economical programming. The knowledge
representations should be easily specified and modified. Another demand is that of efficient
programming. This means that the automatic interpretation of the knowledge representations
in an automated system must be performed within an acceptable execution time. These
demands are at all time constrained by the possibilities of the implementation environment.
The format of the knowledge representations will have to be expressed in the programming
language used to implement the system.

There are a number of good programming practices concerning knowledge-based
systems that have to be considered. To facilitate easy maintenance and allow for reuse of
software components, for example, it is advised in the implementation to maintain the same
modular division of knowledge models that was also adopted in the conceptual knowledge
models.'! Another good practice is to avoid redundancy in knowledge representations.
Although there may be good technical or business reasons for maintaining multiple
representations of the same knowledge, for example, to speed up the execution in an
automated system, it also holds the risk of causing inconsistencies when knowledge is
modified."

These and other implementation considerations place different, and sometimes
conflicting demands on the methods used for implementating knowledge representatations.

9 Refer to Figure 3.8 in section 3.4.2 depicting the modular structure of the task-based retrieval system.

10 The full hyperindex representation for the task of objecting to an administrative decision is presented in
Appendix C

II See [Schreiber, 1993 p. 125-126] on "structure preserving design".

12 Many of the general comments on redundancy, which are well described for relational database systems by
Date, also apply to the representation of knowledge in knowledge-based systems. [Date, 1995]
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To be able to decide on the appropriate knowledge representation for the ARMOR system,
The relative significance of these considerations has to be weighed for this particular
implementation. In this section, it is indicated, for the different knowledge models in the
task-based information retrieval architecture, how they are implemented in the ARMOR
system. For another implementation or for a system in another application domain, the
balance of the implementation aspects may even out differently.

Task model implementation
The task model, represented in the hyperindex representation language as a network of
subtasks connected by methodical steps, is mapped out in the ARMOR system by the
organisation of the task support functions. In section 5.1.3, it was shown how the task model
can be mapped to task support functions on the basis of their information handling
characteristics. To object to an administrative decision, depending on the characteristics of
the case, the user will have to perform a sequence of subtasks with the ARMOR system to
come to a notice of objection. This sequence of subtasks is determined by the task model
which is implemented in the ARMOR system by the organisation of the task support
functions. As was pointed out in section 5.1.3 these task support functions comprise,
amongst other things, expert system functions, argument editing functions and word
processing functions. In the implementation the representation of the task model thus
consists of the manner in which these support functions are connected. There is no explicit
formal representation of the task model within the ARMOR system.

Clearly, the implementation considerations concerning maintenance and structured
programming have been dropped for the implementation of this knowledge model. This
implementation makes the system dedicated to one domain; replacing the task model for
another one, describing another domain, would require reimplementation of the whole
system. The implementation considerations that prevailed concern the prototyping method
that was adopted. This implementation allowed for an incremental development of the
system to which task support functions could be added as modules. It offered facilities for
directly studying the functional consequences of changes to the task model. Another
important consideration involved the prototyping software that was used. For the
implementation of the prototype, a graphical programming environment was used in which
a system could be constructed from predefined interface objects. With such a programming
method, in the implementation, the knowledge representation becomes completely integrated
with the graphical interface. The software used is discussed in more detail in section 5.2.3.

Argument model implementation
Unlike the task model, the argument model in the ARMOR system was specified separately
in an explicit formal representation. Although it was constructed with the same prototyping
method and realised within the same graphical programming environment, for this
knowledge model it was possible to make a separate representation. In the task-based
information retrieval architecture, the task model provides the contents to the subtasks
specified in the task model. For the task of objecting to an administrative order, in the
argument model, a collection of possible arguments is given in relation to the subtasks to
which they can apply. The ARMOR system thus presents a list of possible arguments to
choose from; these arguments can be used to piece together a notice of objection for a
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particular case. This list is also implemented as such, in a separate file in which the
arguments are denoted in predicate format.

The implementation of the argument model lives up to the implementation considerations
of structured and modular programming. The argument model can easily be adapted and
extended. It can also be interpreted automatically by the ARMOR system in which the
arguments and the relations between them are presented in the graphical interface as a
browsable hypertext.

Case model implementation
The case model which describes the particular constellation of a case and which was
represented conceptually as a path through the hyperindex network is implemented in the
ARMOR system as a log of the user input in a separate file. In this log file, a case is
represented by the task nodes visited, the arguments used, and the text input by the user.
Both the task nodes visited and the argument nodes selected have terms that characterise the
subject of the case. These characterising terms are adopted in the case model as well. The
important thing about the case model is that it can be interpreted automatically to determine
the information need and to retrieve the corresponding documents from the database. The
texts the user enters are recorded in the case model making up the text for the notice of
objection. Although the case model is represented in the ARMOR system separately,
because it instantiates the domain model, the structure of the case model fully depends on
the task model and the argument model.

5.2.2 Interface modalities
Another implementation aspect concerns the design of interface modalities. 'Interface
modalities' refers to the means with which the functions of the system are presented on the
screen for the user to operate them. Note that the interface discussed here, is not the same
thing as the task-based retrieval architecture that was presented as an interface between the
task domain of the user and the information contents of a legal database. The task-based
retrieval architecture is a knowledge-based software module that provides support functions
for relating a legal task to the information required to perform that task. This section is just
concerned with the appearance of these functions on the screen in the example
implementation of the ARMOR system. These interface modalities are implementation
aspects and they are not part of the task-based retrieval architecture. The selection of the
interface modalities depends on the environment in which the system is to be used and
includes such aspects as the software standards and the preferences of the users.

The ARMOR system was developed for an environment using the MS-Windows
platform while using WordPerfect for word processing. Standard interface modalities for
such an environment concern the organisation of system functions in windows, the
presentation of information on the screen, the design of controls using menus and buttons,
and user input facilities such as pointer selections and text input fields. Now, the interface
modalities will be described that are used in the ARMOR system for presenting and
operating the different task support and information retrieval functions.
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Navigating through the hyperindex
In the task-based retrieval architecture, the performance of a legal task was represented
conceptually as navigating through the task-based hyperindex. The nodes and the
navigational steps in the hyperindex correspond to subtasks and methodical steps. The task
structure that the hyperindex expresses is implemented in the ARMOR system by the
organisation of the task support functions. The user performs subtasks using the system's
task support functions. When a user completes a subtask he is guided to a given subsequent
subtask, depending on his selections and entries. The transition to the subsequent subtask
is visualised by a new screen arrangement with task support functions and information
support functions that apply to the new subtask. Performing a task with the system is like an
interactive dialogue: the arrangement of the task support functions in the interface is adapted
to the choices in previous subtasks. The interface modality which provides for the
performance of a task by navigation through an arrangement of task support functions is
hypertext. Hypertext, in addition to being a knowledge representation method and a database
method, is an interface modality that features interactive and integrating qualities. [Conklin,
1987] In a hypertext interface, the relations between subtasks can be given active support
and the controls to the different task support functions can be given a uniform look and feel.

Task support functions
The task support functions wh ich were stated in section 5.1.3 to be required for the task of
objecting to an administrative order comprised expert system functions, checklists,
argumentation support, and word processing (Table 5.1). These different task support
functions can all be integrated in a single system using a hypertext interface, but they also
have their own specific controls that require a selection of interface modalities.

The expert system functions, required for subtask 3.1, are meant to determine the
procedure that is open for seeking legal protection against an administrative order. In order
for the system to determine the proper procedure, the user has to point out the relevant
characteristics of the administrative order to the system. An appropriate interface modality
for entering the characteristics of the administrative order is a fill-out form. In such a form,
presented on the screen, the user can specify the type of the administrative order by
answering questions and making selections from list boxes. Using this input, the expert
system function can determine the appropriate procedure.

Checklist functions list alternatives against which the particular case at hand can be
checked. In subtask 3.2.1.1, the analysis of an administrative order, a checklist can be used
to list the possible argument elements that can be identified in an administrative order. In
subtask 3.2.1.2, concerning the design of notice of a objection, a checklist can be used to list
the possible grounds for objection to an administrative order. Hypertext facilitates the
presentation of checklists in different formats so they can be browsed and items can be
selected. Once the administrative order is analysed and the disputed elements are identified
one can proceed to construct the objection with the appropriate argument support.

With respect to argument support, specifically in legal reasoning, there are some current
theories available offering formal languages for analysing and modelling arguments. Two
comprehensive theories of legal argumentation are those proposed by Hage [Hage, 1997]
and Prakken [Prakken, 1997]. Although they may be very useful for in-depth analysis of
legal reasoning, these theories are not designed as interface modalities for automated
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argumentation tools. Compared to these theories, the model ofthe objection procedure uses
a relatively simple argument representation. The tools required for argument support in this
model should offer users ways to visualise and manipulate these relatively simple argument
representations with the computer. There are, however, theories of argumentation that do
supply tools for graphically representing simple argument structures. Van Eemeren and
Grootendorst have proposed some graphical notation conventions [Eemeren, 1992] for their
pragma-dialectical theory of argumentation and also Toulmin uses a graphical notation for
his argument structures [Toulmin, 1958]. These graphical aids effectively help users to
identify and represent argument structures. In the ARMOR system, the argument support
functions are based on these graphical argument notations. 13 Arguments are presented on the
screen as a graph or in the form of a table. The argument texts can be manipulated by simple
word processing functions and the argument relations can be manipulated by a set of pointer-
controlled operations. The word processing functions link up to a standard word processing
application also used to complete the notice of objection once all the objection arguments
have been selected and formulated.

Information support functions
Along with all these task support functions, the ARMOR system must retrieve the
information from the legal database that is required to perform the task. As the information
need is determined by the system automatically and the documents are likewise automatically
retrieved from the database there is no interface modality required to operate this function.
The only element of this function that requires some kind of interface modality is the
presentation of the retrieved documents to the user. As was described in section 3.3.5, there
are two information retrieval strategies. With the static linking strategy, a set of hyper links
is presented with each subtask which directly lead to the documents that were found in the
modelling process to be required to perform that subtask. The dynamic linking strategy uses
the domain model and the case model to retrieve documents at run time. These documents
are presented to the user on request (by pressing a button that triggers the search operation).
All retrieved documents are presented in a separate window on the screen as a list that can
be browsed and from which text can be copied.

5.2.3 System development software
Among the implementation aspects which influence the fmal automated information system,
the software environment used for the implementation plays an important role. In this
section, the software environment used to build the ARMOR system is described.

In the implementation, the design specification for the system is taken to be made into
an executable specification that can be run directly on a computer. A software environment
is a given programming language, possibly with additional components such as programming

13 In other research projects, similar argument support tools have also been developed. In the ZENO project,
Gordon has developed an argument theory that serves as the basis for an Internet tool which supports group
discussions. [Gordon, 1997) In the Room 5 project, Loui developed a graphical argumentation tool, which
likewise runs on the Internet and which is meant for students to practice structured legal reasoning. [Loui,
1997) A very extensive and generic tool for graphical argument support is the Euclid system developed by
Smolensky [Smolensky, 1988).
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tools and software component libraries, that is used as the basis for implementation. The
software environment supplies the software engineer with a set of predefined computational
constructs and representations that can be used to construct the executable system
specification. Different types of software environment can be distinguished with respect to
the phase of the software development they support and the level of support they provide the
software engineer. As this section is about implementation aspects of the ARMOR system,
the focus is on the programming languages and programming tools used in the
implementation phase. The analysis and design phases of system development are supported
by CASE tools. 14 Considering software environments for the level of support they provide
the software engineer there is a choice between: low-level languages, high-level languages,
and fourth-generation languages (4GLs). As enhanced support is generally aimed at some
specific purpose, the level of support is often an inverse function ofthe general applicability
of the software environment.

A low-level language is a programming language for a virtual machine that generally comes
with a compiler to translate programs written in the programming language into executable
code for a specific platform. Pascal, Ada, and C are such programming languages. These
programming languages offer general primitive constructs for specifying executable
programs. The 'low-level' support provided by low-level languages generally consists of
facilities for programming (program editing), testing and debugging and for compiling the
program into executable object code.

A more advanced level of support for less general purpose applications is offered by
high-level programming languages. To support program specification high-level
programming languages offer inherent dynamic data structures. Lisp offers list structures,
Prolog is based on logic, and Smalltalk supplies objects for the specification of programs.
These ready-made complex structures incorporate basic functions and they allow for more
compact and powerful expressions. Because these high-level programming structures are
tailored to specific purposes, they are less generally applicable. Software environments of
both high-level and low-level languages often supply link libraries of reusable components.

By going a step further in exploiting commonalities between applications of the same
type, the level of support to the software engineer can be enhanced even more. Fourth-
generation languages are application-oriented high-level software environments which offer
complete ready-made software modules that can be used and adapted for specifying
executable systems. Programming in such an environment is a relatively easy task that comes
down to putting together such ready-made buildingblocks. 4GLs thus allow for rapid system
development and for this reason they are very well suited to prototyping. 4GLs are popular
for relational database applications, offering modules for common functions like report
generation, query specification and user-interface specification. There are also 4GLs for the
construction of graphical user-interfaces that allow for an interface to be specified by
positioning and arranging interface objects, such as windows, buttons, and menus, on the
screen.

14 CASE tools are oriented towards the support of graphical notations such as those used in the various design
methods. The activity graphs used in Chapter 4 to describe administrative procedural law were constructed
using the SDW workbench, a CASE tool developed by Cap Gemini, Pandata.
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To determine the software environment for implementing the ARMOR system, some
requirements were listed as to the IR functions (section 4.6), the prototyping method adopted
(section 5.IA), the knowledge representation (section 5.2.1), and the interface modalities
which are to be used (section 5.2.2). The requirements placed on the software environment
by the prototyping method adopted for the implementation chiefly demand high-level
implementation support. As the ARMOR system was used in this research as a prototype
with a stable baseline function for developing and evaluating different design options, such
as task support functions, knowledge representation mechanisms, and IR strategies, the
specification of these design options should be well-supported.

To implement the systems module of the legal databases, a software environment is required
that allows for the specification of basic generic IR functions. IS The task-based information
retrieval architecture proposed in this book is a software module that mediates between the
user and a standard IR system. In this architecture, there are facilities for the user to perform
a task and express a case on the one hand and generate database queries to address an IR
system with legal texts on the other. The JR module of the system which implements the
legal databases can be a standard JR system that stores legal text documents and processes
Boolean queries to retrieve those documents. There are many commonalities between those
IR applications that can be exploited in a 4GL JR software environment in order to provide
high-level implementation support. In this study, Folio Views" was used for the
implementation of the legal database module of the ARMOR system. This is a generallR
software environment that supplies standard software building blocks such as those needed
for text document storage, full text indexing, document structures, and a query language with
logical operators, wildcards, and proximity operators.

For the implementation of the systems modules that hold the knowledge models and the task
support functions, another software environment was required. The dedicated IR software
environment is not fit for this purpose. Because of the prototyping method that was adopted,
the support ofa 4GL could weli be used to implement these modules. Considering the user-
interface orientation of these modules, the appropriate software environment would as a
matter of course be a 4GL interface programming environment. In addition to the
prototyping requirements, the programming environment required facilities for realising the
knowledge representation in hyperindex format and implementing the task support functions,
as outlined in section 5.1.3; here, the requirements are expert system functionalities,
checklist functions, word processing tools, and argument editing. The implementation of
these functions should be facilitated within the same interface programming environment.

The environment chosen to implement the task support functions and the knowledge
models of the ARMOR system is Asymetrix Toolbook." Toolbook is a 4GL programming

15 For an outline of the system's modules, see section 3.4.2.

16 Information on Folio Views can be found on the website, http://www.folio.com

17 More information about Asymetrix Toolbook can be found on the website, http://www.asymetrix.com
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environment for Windows platform graphical user interfaces. It operates an object-oriented
model of interface objects that comes with an object library containing software modules
that implement objects such as windows, menubars, buttons, listboxes, etc. These interface
objects can be included by graphical programming: interface objects can be selected and put
on the screen by graphical operations. The behaviour of these interface objects can be
adapted and extended to meet specific requirements. An imporant feature for our purpose
is that the interface objects include extensive facilities for hypertext functions. These
features make Toolbook fit for use in the prototyping approach for the implementation of
the graphical user-interface of the ARMOR system. The implementation of the task support
functions and the knowledge representation require additional programming constructs that
interface objects alone do not provide for. In addition to the graphical programming of
interface objects, however, Toolbook comes with an extensive scripting language. This is
a high-level programming language, which is tailored to manipulating interface objects and
which is also equipped with low-level data structures that can be used to define ones own
knowledge representation. The scripting language was used, in addition to the Toolbook
interface objects, to implement the task support functions, the representation of the
hyperindex, and to provide for the navigational functions to make the hyperindex
operational.

Implementation aspects of 4GL use, apart from easy program specification, also include
some adverse effects. The use of predefined software components makes it hard to optimize
the program for specific purposes, resulting in relatively poor performance in terms of
execution time. A specific disadvantage of the way the Toolbook scripting language was
used is that the code specified in addition to predefined software components, is necessarily
tied up with the interface objects. This way, a clear separation of the different knowledge
models of the knowledge representation is thwarted and maintenance problems may be
expected. In normal software development, these drawbacks would be decisive but in
software development for research purposes prototyping considerations prevail.

5.2.4 The legal databases used
The operation of the ARMOR prototype, specifically with respect to the retrieval strategies
used, also depends on the manner in which the legal databases are implemented. The most
important implementation aspects are which sources are used to fill the database, how the
documents are organised in the database, and what query language is available for accessing
the database. As was discussed in the previous section, Folio Views, the software
environment used for the implementation of the databases, supports full text indexing and
document structures. It supplies standard functions for the full text storage and retrieval of
text documents. One of these functions is the organisation of text documents into structural
elements. In the formulation of database queries, this alJows for more specific information
requests which point out the part of the document to which search conditions apply. Folio
Views has two types of structural elements that can be distinguished in text documents:
levels and fields. Levels are meant for the hierarchical subdivision of texts; books, for
example, can be subdivided into chapters which can again be subdivided into paragraphs,
etc. At the bottom level (in Folio Views, the 'Normal level'), the text of the document is
found. Fields are non-hierarchical structural elements of text documents such as headers and
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notes. For the regulations and judicial decisions recorded in the database of the ARMOR
system, typical document structures were specified. In this section, these sources are pointed
out together with their typical document structures.

The regulations recorded in the database were adopted from a ready-made statute law
database that was already available in Folio Views format: the VNW-CD published by
Koninklijke Vermande NV. [VNW-CD 1996] The VNW-CD contains a selection of the
most often referenced regulations. This selection of 219 regulations comprises statutes,
treaties and regulations by delegated authorities, such as ministerial regulations spanning all
fields of law. Twenty-four of these directly relate to the field of administrative law and
administrative procedural law.

Levels of the Statute law database

Dutch English translation Explanation

lntitule Official title Official title of the regulation assigned by the legislator

Citeertitel Short title Short title that is used for official citation of the regulation
--

Alias Common title Title of the regulation as it is commonly referred to

Boek Book Regulations may be subdivided into Books

Titel Title Regulations or Books may be subdivided into Titles

Afdeling Part The Titles of a regulation may be subdivided into Parts

Paragraaf Paragraph The Parts of a regulation may be subdivided into Paragraphs

Artikel Section Smallest structural element of a regulation containing the text of
the regulation

Table 5.2. Level structure of the Statute law database

The organisation of Dutch regulations into structural elements generally follows regulative
policy as it is put down in the directions for regulations. 18 As some regulations stem from
the period prior to the establishment of this policy and also because deviations from this
policy are allowed not all regulations conform to the prescribed organisation scheme.
Nevertheless, all regulations recorded in the statute law database are fitted into the typical
level structure that is presented in the table. In addition to the levels in regulations, some
substantive elements can also be distinguished. These are pointed out in the following table.

18 Aanwijzingen voor de regelgeving (Directionsfor regulations) 1992, Stcrt. 230 1992, modified by ministerial
circulars of December 20th 1995, Stcrt. 251, and September s- 1996, Staatscourant 177.
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Fields of the Statute law database

Dutch English translation Explanation

Aanhef Opening Model clause referencing the members of the government
(&considerans) (&preamble) involved and possibly the reasons for the regulation.

Opschrift Caption The caption of structural elements of the regulation organised
in the database as levels

.-

Bron Source Official source where the regulation was publ ished

Wetsfamilie Statutory group Regulations based on the same statute or the same treaty

Gewijzigd bij Modified by Regulations changing the original regulation

Titels Titles A field spanning the official-, the short- and the common title
levels

Tekst Text The text of the regulation contained at the section level of the
regulation

Ondertekening Signature Closing formula of the regulation containing the names of the
signers, the place and the date of the signature, and the official
publication in which the regulation is published

Table 5.3. Field structure of the Statute law database

As for the judicial decisions that are recorded in the database of the ARMOR system, other
sources were used and different typical document structures were adopted. The judicial
decisions were taken from the "Juridische Bibliotheek", a collection of databases with
judicial decisions from legal journals published by Kluwer. These judicial decisions are
selected for publication by the editorial staff of the journals and are annotated by leading
legal scientists who comment on the interpretation and the meaning of the decision. Note
that this is a limited and subjective selection of all judicial decisions, but that it is
nevertheless the main source of judicial decisions for Dutch lawyers. From the collection as
a whole, the journals were selected that hold judicial decisions in the field of administrative
law. Ofthosejoumals, the volumes from 1980 to 1996 were recorded in the database of the
ARMOR system. Some of the journals that have not existed that long were recorded from
their first volume on." The resulting database held a total of 47728 judicial decisions. As
these sources were not available in Folio Views format, they were tapped from the Kluwer
database and imported into Folio Views. In this process, the structure of the documents was
generally preserved. Judicial decisions in the database are divided up into the following level
structure.

19 The judicial decisions recorded in the database are: Nederlandse Jurisprudentie (NJ) 1980-1996, Dutch case
law; Rechtspraak van de Week (RvdW) 1981-1996, Judicial decisions weekly; Kart Geding (KG) 1981-1996,
Interim injunction proceedings; Administratiejrechtelijke Beslissingen (AB) 1980-1996, Administrative law
cases; Bouwrecht (BR) 1980-1996, Construction law; Jurisprudentie Sociale Voorzieningen (JSV) 1987-
1996, Social security cases; Jurisprudentie Aigemene Bijstandswet (JABW) 1987-1996, Case law National
Assistance Act; and Rechtspraak Sociale Verzekering (RSV) 1985-1996, Judicial decisions on social security
cases.
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Levels of the database with judicial decisions
- --- -

Dutch English Explanation
translation

Databank Database The legal journal/database in which the judicial decisions are published

Jaargang Volume Year ofpublication (sometimes later than the year of the actual decision)
---- -

Uitspraak Decision Structural element comprising one judicial decision

Gegevens Data Smallest structural element containing the data of one judicial decision

Table 5.4. Level structure of the database with judicial decisions

Within the hierarchical document structure, also some types of fields were marked so they
could also be used in database queries to specify the scope of the search.

Fields of the database with judicial decisions
- -

Dutch English translation Explanation

Vindplaats Source Unique reference code forjudicial decisions consisting of the
journal/database in which the decision was published, the
volume and a serial number

Instantie Authority The name of the court, the date and the registration number of
the judicial decision, the parties involved in the case and their
representatives

Regeling Regulation The regulation with the specific sections that the judicial
decision dealt with

Essentie Essence A summary of the most important aspects of the judicial
decision

---

Tekst Text The full text of the judicial decision

Mening Opinion Only in High Court rulings, holds the conclusion of the
advocate general

Noot Note A comment on the meaning and the significance of the
judicial decision by a legal scientist

Table 5.5. Field structure of the database with judicial decisions

Another important implementation aspect of the legal databases used is the query language
available to specify information requests. The Folio Views query language allows for the
specification of search terms and document structures. As for the document structures, both
fields and levels can be specified. For example, the query:

[Level Database/administrative law cases: "notice of objection"]
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searches the database with judicial decisions for the string "notice of objection", limiting the
scope of the search to documents from the journal "administrative law cases" only. An
example of a query using the field structure is:

[Field Essence: "building permit"]

which searches the database with judicial decisons for the string "building permit",
considering only the text in the essence field of the documents. Queries may also be nested,
as in the following example, to search the database with administrative law cases for the
occurence of the string "building permit" in the essence field of the documents.

[Niveau DatabankJadministratiefrechtelijke beslissingen: [Veld Essentie:
bouwvergunning]]

The Folio Views query language is further equipped with Boolean operators, wildcards and
proximity operators. In the ARMOR system, these operators are used in the node
characterisations of the hyperindex and in the query generation algorithm of the dynamic
linking strategy in which node characterisations are combined into database queries.

5.3 Task-based information support functions
To track the performance of a legal task and to determine the corresponding information
need, the knowledge-based IR architecture proposed uses a hyperindex in which this legal
task is represented. Navigational steps in the hyperindex correspond to reasoning steps in
the performance ofa legal task. As in the proposed architecture, the information need of the
user is derived from the task he performs, the information retrieval depends on the user to
make the performance of his task known to the system. To minimise the effort of operating
the system for the user, the hyperindex navigation is linked up to task support functions that
are already being performed with the computer. The interface capacities of hypertext were
used to integrate these functions into the task-based retrieval system. Also, the taxonomy of
legal tasks (of section 4.2.4) could be used to develop new task-support functions. Together,
these functions were adopted in a comprehensive automated task support system, which, in
the proposed information retrieval architecture, makes it possible to track the task
performance and determine the information need. The modular structure of the system was
presented in section 3.4.2.

This section describes the task-support functions of the ARMOR system to support the
different subtasks that were found in the task model of objecting to an administrative order.
These subtasks were found and characterised in the system analysis, the result of which was
reported in sections 4.4 and 4.5. In section 5.1.3, these task characterisations were mapped
into design specifications for the task support functions of the ARMOR system. In this
section, the discussion of the task support functions proceeds along the lines ofthe modular
system architecture of section 3.4.2 and the task characterisations of section 5.1.3.

5.3. J Interface organisation
The task support-functions as well as the IR functions of the ARMOR system, are integrated
into a single Windows user-interface. This section describes the Windows interface module
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of the systems architecture presented in section 3.4.2. As the modular architecture of task-
based retrieval system shows, four other systems components are presented in this interface:
the Task guide, the Task graph navigator, the Argument editor, and the Document browser.
Screen shots of the ARMOR system are used to point out how the task-support functions
work and how they are implemented in the modules of the system.

The different subtasks making up the task of objecting to an administrative order are
presented in the Windows interface of the ARMOR system as different screens. As the user
of the system traverses the hyperindex to write a notice of objection for a specific case, he
is supported by the IR functions and the task-support functions presented in these screens.

Aan de hand van de gege-
Yens die u heeft ingevuld
word! in deze stop ...ostge-
steld welke rechtsbescher-
mingsprocedure voor u
openstaet.

ij d~ procedwe edvies kunt u
.opvraqen hoe het advies un
de gegeven. Is efgeleld.

Als er een vcrm van bezwaer
01 beroep opensteet kunt u
vervolgen me! he! schrijven
van een oezweer - 01 een
beroepschrift .
De conciusie ken echter ook
zijn dat he! bestuursrecht u
gee" mogelijkheden bled!. In
dat gev'" staat veelel nog een If
rechtsgang bij de burger1ijke
rechler open.

Figure 5.1. ARMOR Project Management screen

In every screen, the system's modules are organised in the same way. In the screen presented
in Figure 5.1, the task graph navigator field is presented on the left. This module provides
functions to navigate between the different subtasks. The tab sheets at the top of the screen
are also part ofthis module. The tabs correspond to groups of subtasks that can be accessed
directly by clicking on them. In the field on the right of the screen, the task guide is
presented, providing explanations and instructions on the active task element. The field in
the middle of the screen presents the argument editor in which the case data can be filled
out by the user. Apart from explanations and instructions, the task guide contains hyper links
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that lead to documents in the database that are relevant to the particular subtask that is active.
These are the static links discussed in section 3.3.5 on information retrieval strategies. The
only part of the dynamic linking strategy, discussed in section 3.3.5, that is visible to the user
is the query field at the bottom ofthe screen. This field displays the query that is generated
automatically on the basis of the case data that is entered. The query is executed by pressing
the button at the side of the query field, and retrieves the corresponding documents from the
database and presents them in the document browser.

The first screen that is presented, after the program is started and a (new) case file is
opened, is the project management screen which is depicted in Figure 5.1. In the project
management screen, the task graph navigator gives an overview of the subtasks making up
the task of objecting to an administrative order. The task guide in this screen gives
explanations on the meaning and the purpose of the subtasks and the argument editor just
holds check boxes in which the subtasks that have already been completed are marked. The
project management screen is meant to give an overview of the case that is being handled
and can be used to navigate between the different subtasks.

5.3.2 Analysis support functions
In this and the subsequent sections, the task-support functions of the ARMOR system are
discussed for the different subtasks of objecting to an administrative order. In subtask 3.1,
"to qualify the order", the formal characteristics of an administrative order are qualified."
With these characteristics, the order is checked against the formal requirements for
administrative orders and against the entry conditions for the different procedures that are
available for seeking legal protection as to determine the proper procedure for the case at
hand. Ifformal defects are detected (e.g. defects in the preparation and the realization of the
order), this provides the first grounds to object to the order.

This subtask was classified in section 4.2.4 as an analysis task. For information input,
this task requires the disputed administrative order itself and information on the entry
conditions for the different administrative procedures as they can be found in administrative
regulations. For this task, support by means of checklist and expert system functions was
suggested in section 5.1.3. The ARMOR system provides list boxes that present the options
for qualifying the characteristics of an administrative order. The following figure presents
the screen with the support functions for the qualification of the order.

20 The subtask numbers correspond to the numbers of the activity diagrams used for the analysis of the object
system in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.2. ARMOR qualification of an administrative order

In this screen, the task graph navigator lists the characteristics of an administrative order that
are required to determine the proper administrative procedure. The options for these
characteristics are given in the list boxes that have to be filled out in the argument editor. To
help choose the applicable characterisations from the list boxes, the task guide provides
explanations on the characteristics and on the options available and provides links to
documents in the database. In this case, the documents referred to are mainly regulatory
provisions with definitions of the applicable legal concepts. Much of the order
characteristics can be found directly in the notice of the administrative order itself. Amongst
others, the order qualification comprises the administrative agency from which the order
originates, the regulatory provision the order is based on, the type of the order," and the
interest the person seeking legal protection has with the order. While analysing the
characteristics of the administrative order, the task guide also lists the formal requirements
applying to these characteristics. This way formal defects in the order can be detected,
providing the first grounds for objection.

21 The different types of administrative orders (such as 'general acts' or 'decisions') were discussed in section
4.1.3.
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To determine the procedure that is open for legal protection, the ARMOR system contains
a small expert system function that implements the applicable rules from the GALA as a
decision tree.22 The expert system function takes the entries into the listboxes and applies
the procedural rules of the GALA to give advice as to what procedure is open to legal
protection. In the following figure, the screen with the support functions for determining the
proper procedure is depicted.

22 This decision tree is depicted in A-graph 3.1. of section 4.4.2.
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Figure 5.4. ARMOR procedure advice

The top fields of the argument editor ask for some additional order characteristics. Once
these are filled out, the button in the task graph navigator can be pressed to make the expert
system function display the recommended procedure in the bottom field of the argument
editor. The task guide in this screen explains how the recommended procedure was derived
from the order qualification.

Besides analysing the formal characteristics of an administrative order to make objections,
the contents of the order must also analyse. In subtask 3.2.1.1, the contents of a disputed
administrative order are analysed to identify the argument constructs of the order and to
point out the elements of the order that are disputed. In section 4.2.4, this subtask was found
to be an analysis task. For information input, this subtask requires a case description
consisting of the disputed administrative order itself and a reference framework giving the
composite elements of administrative orders. This reference framework is provided by
administrative regulations in which some of the compulsory elements of administrative
orders are listed and by argumentation theory from which some requirements for the
composition of argumentative texts can be derived (see section 4.4.4). For the support of the
subtask of analysing an administrative order, checklist and argument editing functions were
suggested in section 5.1.3. The following figure shows the ARMOR screen for analysing an
administrative order with the accompanying task support functions.
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Figure 5.5. ARMOR tabular argument editor, analysis of an administrative order

The user has to take the notice of the administrative order and break down the text into its
composite arguments. The arguments that are distinguished can be filled out in the argument
editor of this screen. This screen gives a tabular view on part of the argument structure,
displaying one claim and one supporting argument at a time. In the screen that is displayed
in Figure 5.5, the three top fields hold the main position of an administrative order. Every
argument that is entered consists of three fields: a unique systematic number that is assigned
by the system automatically, a unique name for the argument that is used for reference
purposes, and the text of the argument which is copied by the user from the notice of the
administrative order. In the three bottom fields, one supporting argument for the main
position is displayed.

As an administrative order can (and should) put forward more arguments to support the
main position and the arguments themselves can also be supported by other arguments, a
tree-shaped argument structure emerges. The task graph navigator in this screen presents
controls to add and remove arguments and to navigate between different views of the
argument tree. One can shift the view, for example, to see another argument for the same
claim or to display the current supporting argument as a claim to see if it has supporting
arguments of its own.
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The task guide of this screen provides for the checklist function by giving instructions on
how to recognise the composite arguments of an administrative order and by giving static
links to documents in the legal databases on the composition of administrative orders.

An argument display in table format is particularly useful in applications where the focus
is on the text of the arguments. Another argument support system, using a tabular argument
display, is the Room 5 system. [Loui, 1997] This system was also referred to in section 5.2.2.
The Room 5 system is a research prototype with an HTML interface that can be accessed
through the Internet. Room 5 is meant as a tool for students to practice structured
argumentation in legal reasoning. To display relations between arguments, however, the
table format is not very suitable. For this reason, the ARMOR system also provides for an
argument editor that displays argument structures as a graph. This graphical argument editor
can be invoked from any point in the system to give an alternative view of the same
argument structure. This function will be discussed in more detail in section 5.3.3.

5.3.3 Authoring support functions
The analysis of a disputed administrative order, which is supported by the functions
described in the previous section, provides the basis for objecting to this order. In these
subtasks the administrative order is qualified and broken down into its component parts. This
allows for the analysis of the argument structure and for the development of specific
objections. In subtask 3.2.1.2, to design a notice of objection, the aim is to point out what
elements of the order are disputed, to develop objection positions, and to find the arguments
to support these objections. In section 4.2.4, this subtask was found to be a synthesis task.
The information required to design a notice of objection comprises the argument structure
of the adm inistrative order and information from the facts of the case and from the legal
databases. It is difficult to retrieve documents containing arguments that can be used to
support the objections of the case because administrative orders can deal with a wide variety
of subjects. The subject of an administrative order can concern all kinds of government
interference with society and objections to these orders may deal with an equally wide
variety of subjects. To be able to determine the information need for a particular case, a
taxonomy of possible objections was given. The categories in this taxonomy were derived
from the principles of proper administration in section 4.5.3. Negatively defined, these
principles are possible grounds for objection and they differentiate objections with respect
to the kind of motivation they require. The objection taxonomy, together with the case model
in which the subject of the case is represented, can be used in the dynamic retrieval strategy
to determine the information need and to retrieve documents that can be used for arguments
to support the objections.

In section 5.1.3, the checklist functions and argument editing functions were pointed out
that support the subtask of designing a notice of objection. The checklist function was used
in the ARMOR system to operationalise the objection taxonomy in the screen displayed in
the following figure. As for the argument editing functions, these are combined with the
task-support functions for subtask 3.2.1.3 to formulate the text of the objections.
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Figure 5.6. ARMOR classification of grounds for objection

In the previous screen, in which the administrative order was analysed, the disputed elements
of the order can be pointed out. The user is then led to the screen displayed in Figure 5.6,
where the disputed order element appears in the top field of the argument editor. Below this
field, the taxonomy of possible grounds for objection is presented, visualised as a directory
structure. In this subtask, the user is asked to consider his objection to the disputed order
element and to point out the applicable objection category." For the user, this subtask comes
down to giving an abstract legal qualification to the objection of a particular case. Laymen
in the field of administrative law, who are not familiar with the meaning of these legal
concepts may find this a difficult thing to do. That is why the task guide provides
explanations with each of the objection categories in laymen's terms. These explanations
also point out what the motivational requirements are for the different objection categories.
They further provide static links to regulatory provisions in which the legal concepts are
explained and links to key examples of judicial decision in which that particular ground for
objections was called upon.

23 For the meaning of the different categories, refer to the discussion oflhe taxonomy of possible grounds for
objection in section 4.5.3,
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At this stage in the task of objecting to an administrative order, the dynamic retrieval
mechanism can be expected to perform very well in finding documents in the legal database
that specifically apply to the case at hand, because a fairly complete case model is available
and the taxonomy of grounds for objection points out legal issues that may well be identified
in the text of the documents in the database. The retrieval mechanism particularly retrieves
judicial decisions on similar cases for which the same grounds for objection are appealed
to. These documents can be used as examples of how a particular ground for objection is
treated in practice and they can be used as arguments to support the objection.

If the objection category is selected and the arguments to support the objection are collected,
the text for the notice of objection can be drafted. Subtask 3.2.1.3, to formulate objections,
was qualified in section 4.2.4 as a synthesis task. In section 5.1.3, the applicable task-support
function for this task was found to be word processing. The screen in the ARMOR system
for the support of formulating objections presents a tabular argument editor similar to the
one that was presented in the previous section, supporting the analysis of an administrative
order. This screen is displayed in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5. 7. ARMOR tabular argument editor, construction of objection arguments
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In the argument editor of this screen, the text for the objections and their supporting
arguments can be entered to develop a structured notice of objection. The argument editor
at the top displays one claim and one supporting argument is presented at the bottom. The
claim is typically an objection position, formulated to counter a disputed element of the
administrative order. Supporting arguments can be formulated with the aid of documents that
are retrieved from the legal databases. In addition, users can also formulate independent
objections and arguments of their own. The system's modules in this screen are arranged in
the same way as in the argument editor for the analysis of the administrative order. Using
the controls of the task graph navigator, different views on the argument structure can be
presented and the task guide gives explanations of writing a well-structured and motivated
notice of objection.

The tabular presentation of argument structures, as was mentioned in the previous
section, provides a good means to view and edit the text of the arguments but is less su ited
to giving an overview of the argument structure. Therefore, in addition to the tabular
argument editor, the ARMOR system provides a graphical argument editor that gives better
insight into the argument relations. The graphical argument editor allows for the graphical
manipulation of the argument structures and can be invoked for both the analysis of an
administrative order and the design of a notice of objection. The screen of the graphical
argument editor is presented in the following figure.
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Figure 5.8. ARMOR graphical argument editor
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Arguments in this screen are indicated by the coloured flag icons and by the unique name
of the argument." The argument relations are indicated by the arcs between these flags. In
the example screen, the top graph represents the argument structure of the administrative
order and the bottom graph represents the argument structure of the notice of objection to
this order. The argument editor allows for the manipulation of arguments and argument
relations by means of graphical operations. Icons and arcs may be selected and dragged to
change argument relations. Also, arguments can be deleted and added through the options
in popup menus that appear when an argument is activated. The window on the right of the
screen is a popup window that appears when an argument is activated and displays the text
of the active argument. In these popup windows, the text of the arguments can be edited.

5.3.4 Transport and formatting support functions
When the user is satisfied with his objection arguments, he can export the arguments to a
word processor. This operation automatically generates a notice of objection from the text
of the arguments and from a library of model clauses. In the word processor, the notice of
objection can be edited further and prepared for the proper administrative agency. The word
processor provides the support functions for task 3.2.1.4, to file the notice of objection,
which was found in section 4.2.4 to be a transport and formatting task. By the document
generation function, ultimately, a notice of objection is produced that meets the formal
requirements prescribed in GALA section 6:5.

5.4 Task-based information retrieval operation

5.4. J Operating the system
Operating the ARMOR system is like following a guided tour in which the system prompts
the user to make decisions and answer questions required to object to an administrative
order. During this tour, the user is supported by navigational aids to control the direction and
the order in h is execution of the task.

The subtasks distinguished in the task model of objecting to an administrative order and
the accompanying task support functions, are presented to the user in a set lineair order. This
order was found in the task analysis to be a logical sequence for performing this task. It is,
however, not a compulsory line dictated by the system. Users are free to navigate the system
and to skip subtasks or to handle them in a different order. It must be noted, however, that
the IR support functions rely on the completeness of the case model to retrieve documents
that apply to the case. Ifsubtasks are skipped, the case model would be incomplete. This
does not mean that information retrieval will fail but it may give less specific results because
the system can derive fewer search terms to include in queries that are generated. Another
limitation to the navigational freedom of the ARMOR system is that some subtasks rely on
the output of other subtasks for their information input. For example, to be able to point out
the disputed elements of an administrative order, these elements first have to be
distinguished. In such cases, the user is notified of the interdependency and given the option

24 The act of putting up a tlag is used as a metaphor for stating a claim. Arguments supporting a claim are
represented on the screen by the same coloured flags.
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to perform the subtask anyway or to track back and complete the preceding subtask first.
With the case data entered in this way, the task-based retrieval system can determine the

information need for each step in the performance of a task and can retrieve the
corresponding documents from the database.

5.4.2 Handling a case
A case is presented when someone is confronted with an administrative order that he does
not agree with. The purpose of the objection procedure is to allow citizens who feel that their
interests are affected, to resolve the contlict in communication with the administrative
agency that has issued the order." The goal of the task, to object to an administrative order,
for citizens is to write a notice of objection convincing the administrative agency to
reconsider the order respecting their interests. The function of the ARMOR system is to
assist citizens in writing a legally correct notice of objection and to provide them with strong
and valid arguments to support their objection position.

The handling of a case using the ARMOR system starts with analysing the written
document by means of which a disputed administrative order is published. Such a document
is available to the user or it can be obtained because administrative orders have to be put in
written documents that are published." The user can copy the first case data from this order
document. This data is required by the system to build the case model the information
retrieval functions rely upon and is required for analysing the characteristics of the order.

When the order characteristics are entered by the user, the system presents the formal
requirements the administrative order has to comply with. The user can check these
requirements and if defects are detected he can use them in his objection to the order. The
system further uses the order characteristics to automatically derive which procedure is
amenable for seeking legal protection. Of the different possible procedures, only the
objection procedure is supported by the ARMOR system. For other procedures, such as
administrative appeal or appeal to the administrative court, the system just retrieves and
presents documents with general information on procedural matters. As for the objection
procedure, the system provides the user with tools and arguments to write a notice of
objection. The document-drafting tools and the argumentation tools of the ARMOR system
are described in section 5.3.3. They offer the user the means to enter and to structure his own
opinions and positions on the case. By using these facilities, the user allows the system to
extend the case model so it can retrieve specific documents from the databases, specifically
relating to the case at hand.

While handling a case with the ARMOR system the user can ask for documents to be
retrieved from a case law database and a database containing judicial decisions. These
documents are meant to give the user instruction on the objection procedure and to provide

25 Refer to the discussion of the objection procedure in section 4.1.4.

26 Administrative orders are defined in GALA section 1:3 as 'written rulings' of administrative authorities.
GALA section 3:40 further states: 'An order shall not take effect until it is published.' Depending on the type
of administrative order, the order document can be, for example, a notice to the persons the order is directed
to or a notification in a newspaper or the minutes of a city council meeting For a discussion of the types
administrative orders refer to section 4.1.3.
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him with the arguments required to motivate his position. The documents the system
retrieves from the case law database regarding the procedure are applicable GALA
provisions and provisions from specific applicable administrative regulations. These
provisions help to find the proper procedure that is to be followed to act against the
administrative order. They also provide objection arguments regarding the general norms of
administrative law that the administrative order can be checked against. For other objection
arguments, the system retrieves substantive regulations on the subject matter of the
administrative order. These documents provide the necessary arguments, particularly for
objections in which is claimed that the administrative order is violating the law. From the
database containing judicial decisions, the system retrieves similar cases that can be used as
examples of how the norms of administrative law are applied in practice. With regard to the
general principles of proper administration, such examples can clarify the practical meaning
of these abstract norms. Judicial decisions on similar cases can also be used as precedent
arguments for claims requesting the present case to be decided correspondingly.

The arguments derived from the documents that are retrieved can be incorporated directly
into the notice of objection. To this end, the system provides document-drafting tools for
formulating the text of the objections and the arguments that are found to motivate them. The
result is a notice of objection that can be sent directly to the administrative agency from
which the disputed order originated.

5.4.3 Task support
The ARMOR system, as it is presented in this chapter, is an automated information system
giving integral support to the task of objecting to an administrative order. All the different
task-support functions that are integrated into this system may seem to pass somewhat
beyond the goal of developing a legal information retrieval system. These additional task-
support functions are, however, necessary to implement the task-based retrieval architecture
in a useful application. An automated information system must motivate the user to enter the
data required for its operation by giving sufficient support in return. The task-based retrieval
system proposed, in addition to its task model, requires much information on the case being
handled to be able to determine the information need for that case. The ARMOR system
provides an integrated set of tools that can be used to object to an administrative order. As
the user operates these tools, the system can register the case data required for its
information retrieval functions. The development of the different task-support functions is
facilitated by the analysis of legal tasks which not only provides insight into the information
requirements for those tasks but also into the possibilities to support them with automated
tools. Furthermore, the hyperindex model of a legal task provides an ideal structure to link
support functions to the subtask they are meant for and to integrate these different automated
tools in a single system.

5.4.4 Information support
Documents retrieved with the ARMOR information retrieval functions give information on
the task being performed and provide the user with strong and valid arguments to support
the position of the case being handled. The information strategy the system operates is based
on the hypothesis that someone's information need is, to a large extent, determined by the
task he performs. In Chapter 4, two different IR strategies were proposed for determining
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an information need on the basis of a task model and for retrieving the corresponding
documents from the database: static linking and dynamic linking. The technical operation
of these two retrieval mechanisms is discussed in Chapter 4. In this section, it is briefly
pointed out how the ]R functions of the ARMOR system, using these mechanisms, can be
operated by the user to handle a particular case.

In the ARMOR system, IR operations are always triggered by the user. While working on
an objection to an administrative decision, the user can ask the system: "What information
have you got on this issue I'm working on." If the user, at that moment, is trying to establish
the type of administrative order he is confronted with, the system will return regulatory
provisions in which the different types of administrative orders are defined. If he is busy
formulating an objection to the order and claiming that the motivation of the order is
defective, he will be presented with regulatory provisions that give the motivational
requirements for an administrative order and with judicial decisions of similar cases in which
motivational defects were an issue.

The optional nature of the information-support functions is all in the spirit of the support
philosophy, advocated in section 3.4.1. No part of the task of objecting to an administrative
order is automatically performed by the system. The user of the system performs the task
himselfand he can ask for information support on his own initiative. Using the information
from the retrieved documents and applying this information to the case at hand is also done
by the user of the system himself.

The two different IR strategies mentioned before serve different purposes. They are meant
to serve different kinds of information needs and are implemented in the ARMOR system
with different functionalities.

Part of the information need can be derived by just looking at the task structure. For this
type of information need, the static linking strategy is used. The task structure is that part of
the domain model comprising the distinction, the typing, and the sequence of subtasks,
which is the same for all tasks of the same type, regardless of subject of a specific case (see
section 3.1.2). In the static linking strategy, documents in the database are referred to by
static links from the subtasks in the task model. These links are appointed at modelling time.
For the task of objecting to an administrative order, the static linking strategy points out
general information requirements such as applicable procedural Jaw and general
administrative law provisions.

In the ARMOR system, static document retrieval is fully integrated with the instructions
of the task guide module. The task guide provides explanations and instructions on the active
task element of a subtask. As the statically linked documents are also connected to subtasks
and to task elements within subtasks, they can be presented to the user in the same module."
The links are adopted within the texts of the task guide as hyperIinks. Furthermore, the texts
of the task guide give explanations on the documents that are retrieved with these links and
provide instructions as to how these documents can be used.

27 Refer to section 5.3.1 for the screen layout of the task guide.
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To determine the need for specific information on the case being handled, the task structure
alone will not suffice and the content of the task must also be considered. This type of
information need is served with the dynamic linking strategy. The dynamic linking strategy
generates queries to retrieve documents in the database at runtime on the basis of the user's
entries regarding a particular case. Using the task structure together with the case model, the
dynamic linking strategy serves specific information requirements and retrieves specific
regulations on the subject of the case and judicial decisions on similar cases.

Dynamic document retrieval in the ARMOR system is realised in a separate module.
With each new entry on the part of the user, the case model is updated and a new database
query is generated, expressing the current information need. This query is presented to the
user in the query field as was shown in the screen example in section 5.3.1. With each
subtask, this query can be executed to retrieve the corresponding documents from the
database.

5.5 Summary and conclusions
This chapter discussed the ARMOR system as an implementation of a task-based
information retrieval system for the domain of objection procedures in administrative law.
ARMOR is used in this research as a prototype to develop and test the interface architecture
presented in Chapter 4. The development of this system addressed the research question
posed in section 1.3.2, regarding how a practical task-based information retrieval system can
be built for a specific application. It was found that, in a system implementing the task-based
information retrieval architecture, the information retrieval functions must be integrated with
other automated task-support functions. These additional task-support functions motivate
the user to enter the case data necessary for the system to determine the information need.
The hyperindex task model provides a suitable structure to develop and integrate different
task support functions.

Apart from being a prototype to test the task-based retrieval architecture, the ARMOR
system is also meant to be a practical and useful system. In the domain of objection
procedures, the ARMOR system provides citizens with the information necessary to write
a legally correct notice of objection and it provides them with sound and valid arguments to
support their positions.

It was also described how the implementation of the ARMOR system follows from the
design specifications given in Chapter 4. The task analysis and the characterisation of
subtasks were mapped into system functions. In addition to the design specifications, other
implementation aspects were also discussed, such as the software used and the design of the
graphical user interface of the system. These implementation aspects are important for they
influence the way the system operates and are considered again in the next chapter together
with the evaluation of applications of the ARMOR system.





Chapter 6

Task-based Information Retrieval Applications

The task-based IR architecture proposed in this book is meant to facilitate access to legal
databases. In this architecture, a hyper index representation of a task model is used as an
interface between the user and the internal operation of the retrieval mechanism in legal
databases. Some parts of the architecture are meant to be applicable in legal domains
specifically and other parts can be applied to IR in general. This chapter is meant to discuss
the possible applications of the task-based information retrieval architecture. The discussion
proceeds broadening the domain of possible applications in a stepwise manner.

The first application discussion is a report on the evaluation of the ARMOR system in
an experimental setting. The ARMOR system is an implementation of the task-based IR
architecture for the specific domain of objection procedures in administrative law. In the
experimental application, this system was used by a group of test subjects to solve an actual
case of objecting to an order of an administrative agency. Conclusions from this experiment
are used as a basis to discuss possible applications of the ARMOR system, or systems like
ARMOR, in the practice of administrative law for electronic communication between
government and citizens. Further widening the application domain, is described how the
task-based JR architecture can be deployed in other legal domains and in non-legal domains.

The chapter is concluded with an onset for a possible system development methodology
for task-based IR systems. Based on the experiences with the development of the ARMOR
system, some guidelines are developed on how to go about developing IR systems, according
to the task-based lR architecture.

6.1 Evaluation and testing of the ARMOR system
Chapter 5 described the development of the ARMOR system, a prototype IR system for the
domain of objection procedures in administrative law. This section reports on the application
of the prototype in an experimental setting. By letting users apply this prototype to solve an
actual case, it can be demonstrated how the task-based IR architecture operates in a practical
application. The experiment further allows for evaluation of the task-based IR architecture
and for testing the IR performance of the ARMOR system. The main purpose of this
evaluation, however, is to show that the theoretical qualities of the task-based IR approach
can indeed be realised in a practical system.

6.1.1 Evaluation standards
One of the reasons for testing the prototype in an experimental setting is to evaluate the task-
based retrieval architecture. An objective assessment of the architecture requires standards
that measure to what extent the goals are attained that we set out to solve with the
architecture. Objective standards would also enable a comparison of the performance of the
ARMOR system as it implements the architecture, with the performance of other systems.

In IR research, the performance of systems is usually evaluated by computation of
precision and recall ratios (see section 2.2.6). These metrics make it possible to objectively
qualify the performance of a system and make the performance of different systems
comparable. However, the establishment of precision and recall ratios depends on the
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assumption of a known information need. IR performance tests are performed with a given
database query and given relevance judgements. In this study, the assumption of a known
information need was rejected. To study user-interaction with an IR system, it was argued
in section 2.2.4 that the information need cannot be considered a given entity. In this
research, the information need is considered to depend on the task performed. Also, the
relevance judgements required for the computation of IR ratios are subjective. Only the user
can determine if some document holds information for him.

With the focus on the performance of tasks, relevance can be operationalised as
usefulness. Documents retrieved by the system are considered to be relevant when they are
useful to the user for the performance of a task. In this operationalisation, relevance is still
a subjective standard. Task performance, on the other hand, can often be measured
objectively. The task supported by the ARMOR system is to object to an administrative
order by writing a notice of objection. Performance of this task is measured on the basis of
the quality of the resulting notice of objection. Therefore, the task performance was taken
as a standard for evaluating the ARMOR system.

There are, however, more factors influencing the quality of a notice of objection. For
example, much of the result depends upon the skills and knowledge of the person
performing the task.

In using the task performance as a standard for the assessment of the task-based retrieval
architecture, there are even more obfuscating factors. Section 5.2 presented a discussion of
the implementation effects in the development of an automated system that, apart from the
design architecture and the design specification, influence the ultimate system and the way
it performs.

To be able to establish what elements of the task performance can be attributed to the
ARMOR system and to the task-based retrieval architecture, the different factors must be
considered that can influence the test results. The results of experimental testing are
interpreted in the context of these factors according to the research method of analytical
generalization, discussed in section 5.1.1. In this research method, context factors are
important for they help to establish the wider range of cases to which the conclusions apply.
For the interpretation and the explanation of the test results, besides the IR architecture and
the domain model we also consider the domain characteristics, the implementation aspects,
the user characteristics, and the characteristics of the case.

Because many of the factors that influence the test results cannot be quantified, this method
of experimenting can only lead to qualitative conclusions. The assessment of the ARMOR
system and the task-based IR architecture upon which the system is based, will therefore be
put in qualitative terms. This qualitative assessment also allows for a comparison of the task-
based IR architecture with other IR models. As a part of an integral task support system, the
IR function in the task-based retrieval model has qualities that are very different from other
IR systems. On the basis of qualitative descriptions of the nature and the characteristics of
these different systems they can nevertheless be compared.

The experiment is meant to check that the task-based retrieval architecture can be used to
build a practical system that displays a number of desired qualitative characteristics:
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The system should be able to operate without requiring the user to formulate database
queries,
it should contain a domain model that expresses a specific legal task and it should allow
for the entry of a case model that represents a specific instance of this task,
it must contain a mechanism to use these two knowledge models to derive the
information need that occurs with this task and retrieve the corresponding documents
from the database, and
it should allow for the integration of different task-support functions.

The experiment in which the ARMOR system is used by test subjects to solve an actual case,
is further meant:

to validate the knowledge models to correctly represent the domain,
to check if the design specification of the knowledge models and the functional system
specification were indeed realised in the implementation, and
to establish if the information retrieved with the system is indeed found to be useful by
the user for the task he is performing.

6.1.2 Experimental design
The ARMOR system is an implementation of the task-based IR principle for the domain of
objection procedures in Dutch administrative law. In an experimental setting, the ARMOR
system was put to the test by letting a group oftest subjects use the system to solve an actual
case. The test subjects were presented with an actual administrative order and were given
the assignment to use the system to object to this order. In the evaluation, the resulting notice
of objection was used as a standard to assess the information-retrieval functions and the
task-support functions of the system. The experiment was designed to record all the different
factors that give insight into the operation of the system and that are of influence to the task
performance and the quality of the ultimate notice of objection. Apart from the notice of
objection itself, also considered were: the characteristics of the example case, the
characteristics of the test subjects, the entry uf the case data, the use of the task support
functions, the documents retrieved, and the user appreciation of the system.

For the assessment of the results recorded in the experiment, was called upon the test
subjects themselves and an expert on administrative law. In the test, to determine whether
the documents retrieved from the database are useful to the task performed can best be
judged by the users. This also goes for the appreciation of the other task support functions
of the system. The solutions the test subjects arrive at must, however, also be checked for
correctness. At several stages in resolving the case, the user must make selections and give
legal qualifications of the case in order to find an appropriate response to the administrative
order. It has to be checked whether the user, assisted by the support functions offered by the
system, succeeds in finding the right solutions. For this assessment, we have relied upon an
expert on the subject of administrative law.

Test participants
We have chosen to use law students as test subjects. The reason for using law students is
given by the nature of the domain and the nature of the support the ARMOR system was
made to provide. Looking at the domain of objection procedures in administrative law, every
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citizen can be confronted with an administrative order. Ideally, the ARMOR system would
also allow laymen to object to an administrative order. It must, however, be noted that the
ARMOR system means to disclose legal databases containing regulations and judicial
decisions. For laymen in the field of law, it is very hard to read these legal documents and
to rightly interpret their meaning for the case at hand. Law students have the required
knowledge and skills to handle and use legal documents without being experienced experts
in administrative law, so the use of the methodical guidance and the legal advice functions
can still be tested. A group of seven law students volunteered to participate in the
experiment. The students differed in their levels of experience and the stage in the
completion of their studies' and the course modules they had taken with relevance to the
subject of administrative law'. They all had some practical experience with the use of
computers for applications relevant to the operation of interface modalities used in the
ARMOR system.' The expert that was asked to assess the task performance results of the
test subjects is an assistant professor of constitutional law and administrative law.

Experiment protocol
The experiment was conducted in individual sessions with each of the participants. In these
sessions, the participants were first given instruction on the purpose and operation of the
ARMOR system. Then, they were presented with a case and were asked to use the ARMOR
system to solve this case. The interaction of the user with the system, as well as the resulting
notice of objection, were recorded by means of an automated logging function. Finally, in
an evaluation, the participants were asked to describe their experiences with the use of the
system.

In the instruction, only the mandatory functions for the operation of the system were
demonstrated, such as starting and closing the program, saving the document of a case, and
the general functions for navigation between the modules of the program. A brief
explanation was given on the purpose of the different modules of the system. It was left to
the users to find out about the task support functions themselves so that the methodical
guidance of the system could be tested.

The case
The case was presented to the test subjects by giving an explanation of the factual setting of
an administrative order and including a copy of the administrative order itself. The
administrative order was taken from the administrative practice of the city of Tilburg, the
Netherlands. The subject of the case is a town and country planning problem. Town and
country planning is a policy area in which many administrative orders are requested from

The group consisted of one 2nd year student, five 3'" year students, and one 4th year student.

2 All the students had taken one or two general administrative law courses, three of them had also taken a
specialised advanced administrative law course.

3 Experience with applications such as word processing, legal databases, and hypertext systems (for example,
the Windows help function or WWW-applicationson the Internet) was noted to be relevant to the operation
of the ARMOR system.
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government agencies. These orders also frequently give rise to objection procedures because
there are almost always citizens in the area concerned who feel their interests affected.

The case concerns an order of the city council of Tilburg denying an exemption to the
zoning plan that was requested to allow for some building activities. In the notice of the
order, the city council points out the legal basis for the order and gives the motivation for
the order. The motivation consists of the arguments: (A 1.1) that an exemption was
requested, (A 1.2) that municipal policy is aimed at conservation of the area, and (A 1.3) that
the zoning plan does not allow for building activities. The details and the structure of the
administrative order are presented in Figure 6.1, which is a graphical presentation of an
argument model that is modelled with the hyperindex representation language (see
Appendix A).

[ c r I The city council has decided not to I
F grant the exemption to the zoning plan]r

/\

sunnorls I All I An exemption to the zoning I
I . plan was requested

sunnorts : A 1.2 ~Municipal polifcyhis aimed at d I
~ conservation 0 t e area conceme 'I

supports IIA 1 2 1 EThe area has a spatial quality function ir
• • E an otherwise busy residential region.

supports i A 1.3 f The zoning plan does not allow for .1
building aclivllies in the area concemedJ
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IIA 1.3.1 E In the zoning plan theareais!
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Figure 6.1. Argument structure of the administrative order of the case

Section 19 (3) of the Town and Country Planning Act provides the statutory basis for the
order attributing the city council with the competence to decide on exemptions to the zoning
plan.

The participants to the experiment were asked to take the position of the person who has
requested an exemption to the zoning plan. Being confronted with the administrative order,
they are given the task to object to this order. In the case description, they were given some
additional data on the factual constellation of the case that could be used in the objection
procedure. The projected building is small and the location is remote from residential areas.
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In the same region, several exemptions to the zoning plan have been granted.
It must be stated that, in this case, the chances of getting objections recognised are small.

The administrative order is legitimate, both with respect to substantive and formal
requirements. The administrative order has a sound statutory basis in which the
administrative agency is given the competence and the discretion to decide on the present
case. The Town and Country Planning Act leaves the city council with much discretionary
power for its own policy and judgement to decide on exemptions to the zoning plan. The
administrative order further complies with the formal requirements that are posed by the
GALA on the preparation and motivation of administrative orders. In the actual case, the
objection procedure did not give cause to revoke the administrative order.

The case is still a good one to be used in the experiment for evaluating the ARMOR
system because, even though the administrative order in this case is sound, it is still possible
to write a good notice of objection against it. The quality of the notice of objection means
that openings for possible objections are identified and that objections are sufficiently
motivated with complete arguments that are backed with sufficient data, bearing on the case.
The ARMOR system is, after all, evaluated on the basis of its capacity to help users find
these objections and to supply them with the information they need to support them.

Registration of the results
In the experiment, the operation of the system by the test subjects was recorded by an
automated logging function to monitor the factors of influence on the resulting notice of
objection. Apart from the notice of objection, the entry of the case data was recorded, as well
as the use of task-support functions, and what documents were retrieved from the legal
databases. This way, the whole task performance could be considered in the assessment of
the system.

In the evaluation of the experiment, the task performance results were put to the expert
to check if the solutions that were found by the test subjects were correct. Whether the
information support given by the system is useful, can only be judged by the users
themselves. Therefore, after completing their notice of objection, the participants to the
experiment were asked to fill out a questionnaire to tell what information support and what
task-support functions, given by the system, they found useful. The questionnaire was also
used to determine the knowledge and experience of the user with administrative law and
with the use of computers, as far as this might be of influence to the use of the system and
to the performance of the objection task.

6.1.3 Task performance results
The electronic recordings of the task performances provided detailed and extensive log-
reports. In this section, a summary and an analysis are given of the recorded task
performance results. The analysis checked whether the test subjects found the right solutions
to the problems in the case and assessed the resulting notice of objection. These judgements
were made by the expert assisting in the experiment. With these task performance results,
it is possible to derive conclusions on the validity of the domain models and on the task-
support functions, as they were implemented in the ARMOR system. The recordings of the
documents retrieved from the legal databases and the conclusions on the IR functions of the
system are discussed separately in the following section.
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Qualification of the order
The first subtask the users are prompted to perform is to qualify the administrative order."
Its purpose is to identify the characteristics of the administrative order that determine what
procedure is open to seeking legal protection. In this case, the administrative order originates
from the city council of Tilburg. The order is a 'decision'." The person whose role the test
subjects are asked to play, has a direct personal interest in the order. There are no specific
procedures that apply to this type of order. After these characteristics have rightly been
identified, the expert system module of the ARMOR system can derive that, to act against
this order, the objection procedure should be started up. To help identify these
characteristics, the task guide of the ARMOR system provides definitions, explanations and
links to applicable documents in the database. All the participants were able to correctly
qualify the administrative order and to determine the objection procedure to be amenable.
From the logging reports and the questionnaires it appeared that the explanations and
instructions provided through the task guide, as the most prominent task support function
for this subtask, were well used and appreciated by the test participants.

Analysis of the administrative order
The subsequent subtask is to analyse the administrative order." In this subtask, the elements
making up the administrative order must be identified for elements that are disputed to be
pointed out. The main position of the order and the different arguments that are put forward
by the administrative agency to support it must at least be identified. In the case used in the
experiment, the elements that are to be identified are the ones that were distinguished in
Figure 6.1 of the previous section. It is, however, not crucial that these same elements and
argument relations are found. The purpose of this subtask is mainly to break down the order
into smaller parts to be able to direct the objections at the specific element that is disputed.
In support of this subtask, the ARMOR system offers the tabular argument editor.
Instructions on how to use the argument editor and how to analyse an administrative order
are presented in the task guide.

Six of the seven participants in the test succeeded in identifying at least four of the
structural elements of the order and in pointing out the argument relations between them.
The other participant identified the main position of the order only. When asked for their
assessment of the task support offered by the tabular argument editor, four of the test
participants found the purpose and the operation of the function clear. Three participants
found it unclear sometimes. In their comments, these three mainly hinted at an unclear
presentation and management of the argument relations. Nevertheless, these participants
were among the group that made a correct analysis of the administrative order.

4 This is subtask 3.1 that was analysed in section 4.4.2. The support functions of the ARMOR system for this
subtask described were described in section 5.3 .2.

5 See section 4.1.3 for a definition of the types of administrative orders.

6 This is subtask 3.2.1.1 that was analysed in section 4.4.2. The support functions of the ARMOR system for
this subtask were described in section 5.3.2.
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Designing the notice of objection
When the component elements of the administrative order are identified, the user can point
out the disputed elements and start to design the notice of objection. 7 For each element of
the order the user wants to object to, he is asked to select an objection category from the
taxonomy of possible grounds for objection presented by the ARMOR system. This way,
the subject of the objection is pointed out to the system that assimilates it into the case model
to allow it to retrieve specific documents that can be used to motivate the objection. To aid
in the selection of an appropriate ground for objection, the task guide provides explanations
of the meaning and the motivational requirements for each objection category. With the
information on the subject of the objection provided by the task guide and by the dynamic
information retrieval mechanism, the user must formulate his objection position and give
arguments to support it. The formulation of objections and arguments in the ARMOR system
is again supported by the tabular argument editor.

Two participants put forward four objections, three participants found three objections,
and two participants made two objections to the administrative order. The objections were
assessed by the expert assisting in the experiment. In his judgement of the case, he found the
objections most likely to be successful: an appeal to the equality principle, the principle of
legal security or the principle of rightful trust. g With a somewhat lesser chance of being
recognised, in his opinion, factual objections could also be put forward. From GALA section
7: 11, it follows that if a notice of objection is admissible, the disputed order must be
reconsidered integrally and all objections must be dealt with. So, putting forward objections,
even if they are unlikely to be successful, can at least do no harm to the case. In the
assessment of the objections of the participants, the expert looked at the selection of the
objection categories for their chance of being recognised and at the motivation of the
objections for their support of the objections.

Six of the seven participants appealed to the violation of the equality principle, four
participants appealed to the violation of trust and two participants objected on factual
grounds. Three participants disputed the motivation of the administrative order which is
possible but unlikely to be successful given the well-motivated order of this case. There was
one who found a good entry for a possible dispute on the preparation of the order. The
preparation of the order did not appear from the case data but such an objection is definitely
possible and may well have a good chance of being recognised. In all, six of the participants
found two good objections and one participant found one good objection.

In the motivation, the user should rightly name the ground for objection and relate it to
the objection position. In the assessment of the results, only motivations of good objections
were considered. Three participants produced two good motivations, three provided one
good motivation and one was not able to give a good motivation.

7 This is subtask 3.2.1.2 that was analysed in section 4.5.2. The support functions of the ARMOR system for
this subtask were described in section 5.3.3.

8 For a discussion of the different possible grounds for objection refer to section 4.5.3.
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Formulating objections
Ultimately, the user has to formulate his objections and write the notice of objection. 9 The
aids provided by the ARMOR system to support this subtask are the tabular argument editor,
also discussed with respect to the previous subtask, and the graphical argument editor. This
last task-support function presents the administrative order and the notice of objection in the
format of an argument graph in which the text of the arguments can be edited and which
allows for graphical manipulation of the argument structures.

Only two of the participants used either of the argument editors to distinguish between
the objection position and the supporting arguments. The others entered both the objection
and the motivation in one field of the editor. This means that they did not use the extra aids
for structuring the objection arguments provided by the argument editors. Participants
especially liked the graphical presentation of the argument structure in the graphical
argument editor. They used it for reference purposes only, however. The graphical
manipulation functions of the editor remained largely unused.

Summary of the task performance results
Based on the expert assessment of the objection categories chosen and the arguments used
for motivation of the objections, six of the seven ultimate notices of objection were found
to be good.

Participant # objections # good # sub- # good Notice of
no. objections arguments motivations objection

I. 4 2 0 I Good

2. 2 1 3 1 Good

3. 3 2 0 2 Good

4. 2 2 0 0 Weak

5. 3 2 1 2 Good

6. 3 2 0 2 Good

7. 4 2 0 I Good
Table 6.1. Task performance results

In the following section, the information retrieval results of the experiment are reported.
Next, in the subsequent section, the conclusions of the experiment are discussed, both with
respect to the task performance and the information retrieval.

9 This is subtask 3.2.1.3 that was analysed in section 4.5.2. The support functions of the ARMOR system for
this subtask were described in section 5.3.3.
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6.1.4 Information retrieval results
The task-based IR architecture was developed as a representation method for modelling legal
tasks and for analysing the information need that occurs with the performance of these tasks.
In the ARMOR system, which implements this architecture, during the performance of a
task, the co-occurring information need is derived and the corresponding documents are
retrieved from the database. In the experiment, the documents presented to the users were
registered. Both the users themselves and the expert assisting with the experiment were
asked for their opinion on the relevance of the documents retrieved. The expert's opinion
was interpreted as an objective assessment of the relation between the documents retrieved
and the subject of the case. In this research, however, relevance is operationalised as the
subjective notion of usefulness, as was discussed in section 2.2.4. Documents are considered
relevant if the user finds the information provided by them useful to the task he is
performing.

The task-based retrieval architecture provides for two information-retrieval strategies:
static and dynamic linking (see section 3.3.5). In the ARMOR system, information retrieval
by means of the static linking strategy is provided through the task guide function of the
system. The dynamic linking strategy is implemented as a separate information-retrieval
function in which a query, that is generated by the system, can be triggered by the user to
retrieve the corresponding documents from the database. The results of the application of
these two information-retrieval functions in the experiment are discussed separately.

The explanations and instructions provided through the task guide were frequently used
by the test participants. All participants consulted the task guide and all looked up
documents that the task guide referred to through the static hyperlinks, three to six times.
The documents that were looked up, were mainly definition provisions of the GALA and
judicial decisions the task guide referred to for examples of possible objections. Two of the
participants found all the documents they looked up to be useful. The others found some of
the documents useful. Reviewing the documents that the participants consulted for this
subtask, the expert found that they all had bearing on the case.

The dynamic linking retrieval function was used by six of the seven participants. Four
of them used it twice and two used it once. In five cases, the same query was executed
repeatedly to retrieve the same document set. Repeated executions of the same query by the
same participant are considered in this analysis as a single consultation. However, when a
participant looks up a document set he has already seen before, this is considered a sign that
the information offered by those documents was found to be useful. Retrieved document sets
holding more than thirty documents were considered not to be useful. If the number of
retrieved documents is larger than thirty, the user loses the overview and the capacity to
make out which documents he wants to consult. This limit of thirty was confirmed by the
usefulness assessments by the participants of the retrieved documents. Of the ten
consultations considered in this analysis, four of the retrieved document sets held more than
thirty documents.
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Participant # dynamic # documents # consultations User Expert
no. retrieval retrieved assessment assessment

actions

1. 2 liS I not useful not relevant

340 I not useful not relevant

2. 2 8 1 useful highly
relevant

48 1 not useful relevant
,., 2 8 2 not useful highly-'.

relevant

29 2 not useful relevant

4. 2 7 2 useful highly
relevant

234 1 not useful not relevant

5. I 9 3 useful highly
relevant

6. 1 12 5 useful highly
relevant

7. 0 - - - -

Table 6.2. Retrieval results

Both search actions by participant no. I resulted in too large a document set. With this
retrieval result it must be noted that the search actions were performed at a very early stage
of the task. So a possible explanation for the poor retrieval result is that the case model had
not yet built up sufficiently to provide enough search terms for a specific database query.
Another document set that was too large was retrieved by participant no. 4. This is the same
participant who produced the one notice of objection in the test that was weak. He failed to
correctly use the task-support functions during the last stage of the task. The database query
concemed was triggered at that stage. In this instance too, a defective case model caused the
retrieval mechanism to fail.

In four instances, the participants found the retrieved documents to be useful. The expert
in his assessment of the same retrieved documents found that in seven of the ten instances
the documents were relevant to the case. Some of the documents that were not found to be
useful by the participants did have great bearing on the case, according to the expert. In their
comments, the participants stated these documents contained data they already knew about.
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The expert, in his assessment of the retrieval results, considered "the search for proving a
violation of the law" as most important to the case. If an administrative order can be proven
to be in violation of the law, this is the strongest point one can make in an objection
procedure. Although the administrative order used in the experiment does not violate the
law, it is still important to establish the statutory basis of the order before filing an objection.
Five of the seven participants were able to use the dynamic retrieval mechanism to find and
consult the applicable statutory provisions for the administrative order.

6. f.5 Evaluation of the test results
The most important conclusion drawn from the experiment with respect to the problem
definition of this book is that the task-based information retrieval architecture can
successfully be realised in a practical system. The legal information system proposed for the
implementation of this architecture is an integrated information retrieval and task-support
system in which the information need of the user is derived from the task he performs. The
design of the task-based retrieval system is mainly accounted for by the theoretical analysis
of legal tasks and legal information handling that were described in chapters 3 and 4. The
experiment with the prototype gives an additional account by displaying the theoretical
qualities of the architecture in an actual system. In the experiment, a prototype of a task-
based retrieval system was tested for the domain of objection procedures in administrative
law. It was shown that, with this system, users were able to perform a complex legal task and
retrieve useful information from the database without having to formulate their information
need in a database query.

Evaluation with respect to the task-based retrieval architecture
In the proposed architecture, a task-based hyperindex was presented as an interface between
the user and the database. To this end, the hyperindex was designed as a knowledge
representation method to allow for the expression of a model of a specific legal task, to
integrate the different automated task-support functions adopted in the system, and to serve
as an interface modality that enabled the user to interact with the system.

Evaluation with respect to the knowledge models
In the experiment, six out of seven participants were able to use the system to write a good
notice of objection to an administrative order that was presented to them. This means that
the selections and the qualifications they had to make to solve the case were correctly
implemented in the domain model. It also indicates the fitness of the task-based hyperindex
as a knowledge representation method for modelling this particular legal domain.

Evaluation with respect to the hyperindex as an interface modality
In the evaluation of the experiment, the participants were asked if the purpose and the
meanings of the task steps and task-support functions were clear to them. All the participants
answered affirmatively. From this result, we conclude that the hyperindex successfully
served as an interface modality that allowed the users to interact with the system and as a
framework to integrate the task-support functions adopted in the system.
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Evaluation with respect to the task-support/unctions
As for the task-support functions themselves: they were generally well used and appreciated.
The task guide in particular was often consulted and the information it provided was valued
greatly. With the expert system module supporting the subtask of qualifying the
administrative order, all participants in the experiment were able to arrive at the correct
conclusion for the case. The tabular argument editor for the support of the subtask of
designing a notice of objection was not used very well. In the subtask of analysing the notice
of objection, this same support function was used and appreciated much better. Therefore,
the failure of the tabular argument editor to support the subtask of designing a notice of
objection cannot be wholly attributed to defects in this task-support function itself.
Apparently, it is more difficult to design an argument structure for one's own objections than
to analyse an existing notice of objection. Also, from the comments of the participants, it
emerged that the tabular argument editor did not provide enough support for the presentation
and management of argument relations. The graphical argument editor, however, was
especially highly valued by the participants because of the clear presentation of argument
relations, although they used it for reference purposes and for editing arguments only. So
the tabular argument editor works best for editing arguments while the graphical argument
editor is better for giving an overview of argument relations.

Evaluation with respect to the in/ormation retrieval/unctions
With the design of the task-based information retrieval architecture, we have argued on
theoretical grounds that someone's information need can be derived from the task he
performs. The experiment has demonstrated that this theoretical quality of the task-based
architecture can be realised in a practical information system. For the evaluation of the
information retrieval results in the experiment, a distinction is made between the static- and
the dynamic information retrieval functions of the system.

The static information retrieval function operates through the task guide. With each
subtask, it provides links to documents that, in the design of the task model, were found to
be of importance to that particular subtask. From the reported results of the static retrieval
function in the experiment, it can be concluded that it succeeds in retrieving documents that
are found useful by the users of the system. If a good model of a specific legal task is
available it proves to be very well possible to tell at what stage during the task performance
which documents are useful. The hyperindex, as implemented in the ARMOR system,
further provides a good framework to present the static retrieval function to the user.

The dynamic information retrieval function of the system uses search terms, derived from
the case data entered by the user, to generate a database query and retrieve the corresponding
documents from the database. This function, as it was implemented in the ARMOR system,
was generally used well. In most cases, it also led to the retrieval of documents that were
either found to useful by the participants in the test or regarded by the expert as bearing on
the case. We have, however, also seen a number of instances in which information retrieval
failed. The information retrieval failures that were reported consisted of retrieving too large
a document set or retrieving documents that were not related to the subject of the case. In
the analysis of the results, these failures could be attributed to defects in the case model. The
conclusion from the reported results is that the dynamic information retrieval function only
works well if the case data is fully and correctly entered. The dynamic information retrieval
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function depends on this case data for deriving the search terms necessary to build a
database query. If insufficient case data are entered or if case data are entered wrongly, the
dynamic information retrieval function fails. Therefore, in a system that implements the task-
based retrieval architecture, a good domain model and good task-support functions are of
vital importance. The task model and the task-support functions guide the user in his
performance of the task. In the experiment, poor use of the tabular argument editor for the
subtask of designing a notice of objection caused defective case data to be added to the case
model and resulted in the dynamic information retrieval function to fail.

In some cases, both the static and the dynamic retrieval function returned documents that
users did not find useful because they contained information they already knew about. The
expert, however, in his assessment found that these documents did have great bearing on the
case. With the task-based retrieval architecture, it is not possible to take into account what
the users already know. This knowledge, nevertheless, greatly influenced the assessment by
the participants of the usefulness of the documents presented to them.

6.2 ARMOR applications
The objection procedure that was taken as an example for the implementation of the task-
based information retrieval architecture, is just one task from the domain of Dutch
administrative law and involves just one party. In the communication between government
and citizens, other tasks can be discerned involving many different parties. Much of the
knowledge modelled in the ARMOR system and much of the information stored in the legal
databases of the system applies to administrative law in general. Therefore, in this section
the possibilities are considered to generalise the findings with the ARMOR system to
parallel applications within the domain of administrative law.

In this analysis, the trajectory of administrative orders is first scanned for other tasks that
may be eligible for the kind of information support offered by the ARMOR system. Then,
it is established which parties in the domain can be expected to benefit most from the use
of ARMOR-like systems. As the availability and accessibility of information are often
factors in the balance of power between communicating parties we further deal with the
strategic implications of using this type of information technology in the communication
between government and citizens. Finally, the possibilities are considered to apply the task-
based information retrieval architecture to the different electronic media that can be used for
the publication of government information.

6.2.1 Task support in administrative law
In administrative law, the task of objecting to an administrative order is naturally preceded
by the issue of this order. Administrative agencies can issue orders of their own accord
following the public task and the authority vested in them or they can do so on the request
of citizens. In either case, an administrative agency will have to prepare an order and, in
accordance with GALA section 3:2, gather the necessary information concerning the
relevant facts and the interests to be weighed. If a public preparatory procedure is followed
also, following GALA section 3: 13, interested parties must be given the opportunity to state
their views on the order. Some important tasks that can be distinguished from the phase
preceding an objection are the request for an order, the preparation of an order, and the
construction of an order. Following an objection, an administrative agency must reconsider
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its decision and the person who has made the objection can appeal to the decision on the
objection.

In the tasks mentioned, both preceding and following the objection, different parties are
involved and to perform those tasks they need information on the norms of administrative
law. Much of the knowledge modelled in the ARMOR system and much of the information
in the documents retrieved by this system concern general norms of administrative law. The
obvious question is what it takes to put the ARMOR system to work for these other tasks as
well. This question is answered by analytical generalization from the theoretical and
experimental findings concerning the ARMOR system."

In the ARMOR system, the task model, in which the objection procedure is broken down
into its composing elements, is specific to the application domain. The subtasks
distinguished in the task model are analysed to determine the information that is required to
perform them and to determine the appropriate task-support functions. As a result, the task
model and the accompanying task-support functions are not simply portable to another
domain. The argument model, however, holds general norms that administrative orders have
to conform to. In the ARMOR system, this argument model can be used by interested parties
to check if a notice of objection violates these norms, thus providing the grounds for a notice
of objection. The argument model is also of importance to other parties and other tasks in
handling administrative orders. For an administrative agency, for example, these norms
provide guidelines for the construction of an order. Appeal authorities, whether they are
another administrative agency or ajudicial authority, will have to use the same norms in their
assessment of a disputed order.

It would be possible to build a task-based information retrieval system supporting
administrative agencies in the construction of administrative orders and use the same
argument model. To build this system, the task of constructing an administrative order would
have to be analysed and represented in a new task model. The subtasks that are distinguished
would have to be analysed to determine what information is required to perform them and
to determine the appropriate task-support functions. As constructing an administrative order
comprises argumentation tasks and document drafting tasks, it is likely that the argument
editors of the ARMOR system can also be reused. In the same way, it is possible to build
task-based information retrieval systems to support appeal authorities in their assessment of
a disputed administrative order. To build such systems, the chiefrequirernent is that a new
analysis is made of the task that is to be supported and a new task model is developed. The
task-based information retrieval architecture provides a representation method for modelling
legal tasks. This hyperindex representation language is based on a general analysis of legal
reasoning and legal information handling so it should be fit for modelling other legal tasks
as well. In this book, the representational qualities of the hyperindex representation language
are demonstrated for a part of the administrative procedural law. Just as the objection
procedure, other administrative procedures can be considered as an exchange of views on
the subject of an administrative order by means of written documents. In the GALA, these

10 Analytical generalization was discussed in section 5.1.1 as a method for determining the scope of the
conclusions from the results of case study research. The conclusions are deemed applicable to domains
adjacent to the cases studied only as far as the similarities between these domains and the cases allow for.
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procedures are prescribed in much the same terms so they can surely be represented in the
hyperindex modelling language too.

In section 6.2.3, the possibilities are discussed for the application of task-based retrieval
systems to different tasks in the domain of administrative law and the effects this may have
on the relations between the different parties involved.

6.2.2 Intended users
The databases which the ARMOR system was made to disclose contain regulations and
judicial decisions. It is also this type of document that the system retrieves and presents to
the user to support the task of objecting to an administrative order. In the practice of
administrative law, every citizen can be affected by an administrative order. Ideally, the
ARMOR system would allow any citizen to object to such an order. The documents
retrieved by the system, however, cannot be easily understood by laymen even though the
instruction of the task guide module goes a long way in helping with the interpretation and
the application of the retrieved documents. For this reason, law students were recruited to
test the system. Advanced law students have the knowledge and skills required for rightly
interpreting legal documents without them being full experts in the field of administrative
law.

In view of the kind of information support the ARMOR system was made to give, if the
system was to be applied in practice it could best be used by legal professionals. The typical
application of the ARMOR system envisaged is in first-line legal aid such as that provided
by law clinics, law firms or at the public counter of a city hall so citizens can use the system
under the supervision of a legal counsellor. The use of the system by laymen is not excluded
altogether. Legal representation in administrative cases is not compulsory and, in the current
practice, many objection procedures are handled by citizens themselves. The support of the
ARMOR system, for laymen also, is still a great deal more than they currently get without
professional legal aid.

To make the system better suited for use by citizens themselves, the information that is
presented by the system would have to be tailored to their limited knowledge and experience
with legal issues. The database, to this end, would have to be filled with documents
explaining the practical meaning of regulations and judicial decisions in laymen's terms.
Such a database does not yet exist, although many of the documents it would have to hold
are readily available. The public counters of administrative agencies, such as ministries,
provinces, and municipalities, put much effort into making brochures that give practical
information on legal and administrative issues in laymen's terms. If a collection of such
documents could be made that sufficiently covers the range of issues that can be the subject
of administrative orders, then a system could also be built that attends to the information
needs of ordinary citizens.

It takes, however, more than just a new database to make the ARMOR system fit this
purpose because the knowledge that is modelled within the system is tailored to some extent
to the databases it is made to disclose. Specifically, the task characterisations in the task-
based hyperindex are selected to recognise subjects in the documents of the database on the
basis of the words used in those documents. Therefore, to make the ARMOR system fit for
operating with a database that holds documents of a different type, these task
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characterisations would have to be adapted. The rest of the knowledge that is modelled in
the system can largely be reused without change.

6.2.3 Publication ofgovernment information
The publication of government information is a government's public duty and is specified
in the Dutch Constitution. In the Constitution and the statutes that implement its rules, the
government is charged with the task of active publication of government regulations,
administrative information and judicial decisions." Government agencies must make this
information available such that every citizen has access to it. This task is generally taken to
include providing an easy and understandable means to consult and use this information. In
practice, however, this duty is fulfilled only to a limited extent. Publication of regulations
and judicial decisions, in practice, is largely left to legal publishers. The price of these
commercial information services and the access mechanisms they provide put up barriers
that are generally too high for citizens. This leads to the conclusion that, at the moment, the
Dutch government does not sufficiently fulfill its constitutional duties concerning the
publication of legal information." There are, however, signs of improvement because the
Dutch government has issued a policy plan for the use of information technology to improve
service in the public sector. [BIOS-3, 1995] This plan contains policy for applying IT for
developing an integrated public service. In other words, to replace the present fragmented
provision of public services by an integrated system. In the programme OL2000 (Public
Counter 2000),13 pilot projects by municipalities are funded to develop the knowledge and
the technology required for the realisation of this government information service. A key
concept of the OL2000 programme is demand orientation. It involves the structuring ofthe
public service by referring to the logic of the customer.

In this research is shown that a person's information need can be derived from the task
he performs. This principle, modelled in the task-based information retrieval architecture,
can be used both to identify and analyse demand patterns of citizens and to design the
information service to respond to these demand patterns. Following a similar line, the task-
based retrieval system could play a role in the realisation of the projected OL2000
government information service. The ARMOR system can be used as a module of the single
government counter to provide citizens with the information and the support they need to
defend themselves against government action. It could be deployed as an electronic counter

11 The Dutch Constitution (Gw.) art. 88, 89, and the Publication Act (Bekendmakingswet) art. 3 prescribe that
statutes and other generally binding regulations by the central government must be published. Regarding
administrative information, the Constitution (Gw.) art. 110 states that government bodies must observe the
right of public access to information in accordance with rules to be prescribed by Act of Parliament. These
rules are put down in the Government Information Act (Wob), of which art. 8 assigns the administration the
duty to publish of its own accord information on its policies and to do so in an understandable format, and
in the GALA, art. 3:40 through 3:45. With respect to judicial decisions, the Constitution (Gw.) art 121
dictates an active publication duty.
For the English translation of the Dutch constitution see: httpv/www.uni-wuerzburg.de/law/

12 This conclusion was also found by Beers. [Beers, 1996)

13 Information on the Public Counter 2000 project can be found on the website of the project. [OL2000, 1997)
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for citizens to operate themselves or it could be used as an advisory system by counter-clerks
to help them respond to citizen's requests. The task-based information retrieval architecture
further provides the means to build similar systems for other phases in the communication
between government and citizens such as the request for an administrative order, citizens'
participation in government decision-making and the announcement of administrative
orders. 14

6. 2.4 Government information on the internet
Internet has rapidly become an important medium for various different parties to
communicate." The versatility hypertext and the multi-media facilities of the popular World
Wide Web in particular make it easy for anyone to present information on Internet in an
attractive format. As a result, the possibilities to publish information, that had been exclusive
to the publishing business, are now available at low cost for anyone interested. In the
previous section, was referred to the duties laid upon the Dutch government by the
Constitution to publish government information, to do so in an understandable format, and
so that everyone has access to it. Internet seems to provide a perfect means for governments
to supplement the existing publication methods and live up to Constitutional demands. At
the moment, however, the publication of regulations and administrative information on the
Internet has just been taken up by the traditional legal publishing businesses. These are paid
information services that are generally too expensive for citizens. The question is whether
it is not the public duty of government to make all government information available on
Intemet without charge, as the technology to do so is readily available. This question is not
addressed here as it is beyond the scope of this book. 16 This discussion is confined to the
technology that can be used to make government information easily accessible on the
Internet.

In the Netherlands, Sdu publishers have taken the lead with the publication of government
information on the Internet. With the OPmaat system, this publisher provides access to the
official publications of the central government through Internet. I? The retrieval system uses
full text indexing and Boolean queries. Documents are supplemented with a limited content
description that can also be searched. In the interface of the system, good use is made of
WWW hypertext facilities to allow for easy navigation and operation of the systems
functions. The documents are delivered directly over Internet in PDF format. The
Wettenbank system run by the same publisher, has a similar design for the publication of

14 In section 6.2.1 some examples of such applications were discussed.

15 The Netherlands Ministry of the Interior reports on 25-11-1997 in the Netherlands there are about 1 mill ion
Internet connections both for business and private purposes (on a population of about 15 million), Kamerstuk
1997-1998,20644, nr. 32; Tweede Kamer.

16 For an analysis that addresses this question refer to Beers [Beers, 1996). See also the discussion in the Dutch
Parliament: Kamerstuk 1997-1998,20644, nr. 33; Tweede Kamer.

17 Information on the OPmaat system can be found on the website: http://opmaat.sdu.nl
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statutes and other regulations by central government." This system also uses hypertext
facilities, allowing for references within and between regulations to be followed
automatically.

In the Netherlands there is presently no systematic service publishing comprehensive
collections of judicial decisions on Internet. 19 The first initiatives to set up such a service by
the judicial authorities were announced for 1999.20 Publication of regulations by
decentralised authorities is also just taking off. All the provinces and many municipalities
are constructing websites to provide information about the organisation of their
administration and to publish their policy plans, budgets and other administrative orders. The
publication of these administrative orders is generally limited to announcements only. If the
text of the orders themselves is published, a limited search facility is provided in some cases
only.

The systems for publishing government information through Internet, as far as they exist in
the Netherlands, provide information retrieval by full text indexing and Boolean queries.
This is the same basic information retrieval principle that was discussed in Chapter 2. The
way Internet technology is applied does not change this principle and just adds to the
distribution range of the publication and to the uniform presentational qualities of the
systems. As regards information retrieval performance, these systems have the same qualities
and the same fallacies as the STAIRS retrieval system that was discussed in section 2.2.6.
As was concluded in that chapter, this means that, in order to be able to find the documents,
you have to know and be able to articulate your information need and you need to be familiar
with the contents and the organisation of the documents in the database and with the
operation of the retrieval mechanism.

The task-based information retrieval architecture proposed in this book, is meant to serve
as an interface between the user and the database system that shields the user from the
operation of the retrieval mechan ism and the internal organ isation of the documents in the
database. The conclusions of this research on the possible applications of the task-based
information retrieval architecture also make it possible to consider the use of the architecture
to provide access to government information on the Internet.

18 Information on the Wettenbank system can be found on the website: http://wettenbank.sdu.nl

19 Kluwer puts announcements of on the Internet of judicial decisions that are to be published through other
publication media. This service, the Case Law Journal (in Dutch: Jurisprudentie Joumaal) can be found at
the Internet address: http://www.kluwer.nl/jurjour/jjmain.html
At this website it is only possible to order the documents that are announced to be published. The documents
are delivered through ordinary mail.

20 In the ELRO project (Electronic counter of the judicial authorities, in Dutch: Elektronisch loket rechterlijke
organisatie) a research is being conducted into the possibilities to publish judicial decisions on the Internet.
This project for the moment is solely aimed at publication of rulings of the Netherlands Supreme Court and
judicial decisions 011 administrative cases now published in the JUSTEX database. Kamerstuk 1997-1998,
20644, nr. 35; Tweede Kamer.
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The retrieval architecture proposed uses a task model to track the performance of a task by
the user, to derive his information need, and to retrieve the corresponding documents from
the database. In the communication between government and citizens, as was discussed in
section 6.2.1, there are several tasks that can be distinguished and modelled which require
administrative information. For these tasks, an information service on Internet would also
be useful. What is further required, is that the information be available in electronic format,
in a database. The government information that is required, is not yet freely available on
Internet. It can, however, be expected, in view of the policy and the priorities of the
government on the publication of government information, that these sources will be
available in the near future. As the government information will be published by the
administrative agencies that produce the information, this information will be published
distributed over many different databases. For the application of the task-based information
retrieval architecture, this is not a problem. In the ARMOR system, the task model was used
to provide access to two different databases, a statute law database and a database with
judicial decisions. Each database that is used only needs a specific task characterisation
model, the other knowledge models are generic and independent of the databases used. Just
as knowledge models can be differentiated to provide access to different databases, they can
be differentiated to support different tasks. This way, one database can be provided with
several knowledge-based interfaces, one for each different task. The task model can be
considered as a user profile or a demand pattern that distinguishes groups of users by
looking at task dimensions. The task-based information retrieval architecture thus provides
the means to use the same database for setting up an information service that can service
multiple demand patterns.

For the application of the task-based information retrieval architecture on Internet, it is
also important to note that the hyperindex representation method can be implemented very
well with the hypertext facilities provided by the WWW-protocol. The possibilities of an
Internet implementation of the task-based information retrieval architecture are discussed
in more detail in section 6.3.3.

6.3 Task-based information retrieval applications in other domains
The task-based information retrieval architecture of this book was developed to provide a
solution for information retrieval problems regarding legal databases. The design of the
architecture is based upon a theoretical analysis of legal reasoning and legal information
handling. The application of the architecture was demonstrated for the domain of objection
procedures in administrative law. In this section, it will be discussed to what extent the
conclusions on the task-based information retrieval architecture from these studies are
applicable to other legal domains and other non-legal domains. Following the method of
analytical generalization, adjacent application domains were analysed for corresponding
characteristics and to determine to what extent the findings could be generalised. Some
elements of the task-based information retrieval architecture are applicable in legal domains
only. Other elements are applicable to information retrieval in non-legal domains or even to
information systems in general. Special attention is paid to the possibilities of task-based
information retrieval applications on the Internet.
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6. 3. J Legal information retrieval
Legal information is chiefly put down in text documents. This certainly goes for the main
sources of legal information such as regulations, legal literature, administrative orders, and
judicial decisions. These sources are largely covered by the large number of legal databases
provided by administrative agencies, legal publishers and scientific institutions." Problems
of information retrieval, as discussed in section 2.2, pertain to all legal tasks in which legal
sources are consulted via legal databases.

The information retrieval architecture proposed in this book to help overcome these
problems uses a task model to determine the information need of the user. The hyperindex
representation language developed as part of this architecture was specifically designed for
representing legal tasks. Therefore, the task-based information retrieval architecture is meant
to be applicable in all legal domains in which legal databases are used and in which a task
can be distinguished, modelled, and analysed to determine the information need of the
person performing that task.

In the example domain of objection procedures in administrative law, the task model
could, to a large extent, be derived from the procedural law as defined in the GALA. To this
end, the procedural law was interpreted as a guideline for handling and exchanging
information between the parties involved. For other parts, the task model was designed by
theoretical task analysis and by invoking expert knowledge to tell the proper way to perform
the particular task. These parts of the task model mainly concerned document drafting and
argumentation activities. The existence of a clear procedural law is not a strict prerequisite
for building a task model because there are many legal tasks that can be analysed in terms
of argumentation and document drafting. In legal interactions there generally is a duty for
the parties to motivate their position and to submit this motivation in a document." Examples
of such argumentative documents in legal interactions are pleadings, warrants, contracts,
judicial decisions, legislation, and administrative orders.

The domain characteristics that enable the construction of a task model are not just
limited to administrative procedural law. This example domain was chosen especially to
represent a class oflegal domains. To indicate the range of possible applications of the task-
based information retrieval architecture, two other examples of legal information systems
are discussed that to some extent rely on task models to provide the user with information:
the LEDA system and the electronic tax return program of the Netherlands Tax Authorities.

LEDA
An example of an integrated legal task support system is the LEDA system." LEDA was
first developed as a research prototype for computer aided legislative drafting. Currently, it
is being implemented to be used for legislative drafting support in several Ministries of the

2 I For a historic overview of the development of legal databases refer to section 1.2.3.

22 For a theoretical backing of this view on legal task analysis refer to section 3.2.1.

23 The LEDA system was also referred to in the discussion of legal knowledge-based systems of section 1.2.2.
See also [Voerrnans, 1997] and [Voermans, 1995].
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Dutch government. LEDA is a knowledge-based authoring system that is based on a model
of the tasks in the legislative drafting process and a model of the component structure of
different types of regulations. These models are used to provide direct links to legislative
information and task-support functions specific to particular drafting decisions. The
legislative information that is retrieved this way comes from a relatively small database that
holds about 350 instructions for legislative drafting." Besides the direct links from task
elements and document components, LEDA dynamically generates links to documents in the
database by scanning the drafted text for words and word combinations that indicate the
subjects these documents hold information about. The task-based information retrieval
architecture proposed in this book is greatly inspired by the research findings of the LEDA
project. The idea to use a task analysis for determining the information need was acquired
from work in this project. This research expands upon this idea to provide access to larger
databases. Whereas the task model is implicit to the design of the LEDA system, the
architecture proposed in this book operates an explicit task model represented in an
extensive task characterisation language. This extensive task characterisation is used to
generate database queries that can retrieve specific information from large legal databases.

Electronic Tax return
The Netherlands Tax Authorities has for several years now provided an electronic service
for filing tax returns regarding income and wealth taxes." Filing tax returns for citizens is
a difficult task for which they require much information support. In exception to the general
rules, in Dutch tax law there are many specific regulations giving special charges and special
facilities or deductions. To make sure no more taxes are paid than is required, citizens need
to find the specific regulations applicable to their case from the large body of tax regulations.
The computer program provided by the tax authorities helps citizens to fill out their tax
assessment by presenting them with steps and decisions they have to take. This stepwise
procedure can be considered a limited task model for filing tax returns.

Depending on their input, citizens are guided to the input fields that apply to their case.
It is also possible for citizens to select the applicable subjects themselves. There are spaces
to fill out specifications and to explain and motivate the reported figures. These can be
considered limited document drafting and argumentation functions. What results is a
completed tax form that can be transmitted electronically or in printed form by ordinary mail.

The computer program, apart from providing for figures to be filled out and computed,
also gives information on tax regulations. For this purpose, there is a limited database with
instructions that are mainly based on general tax regulations. This database can be consulted
by following hyperlinks from the various task steps to applicable instructions. In addition,
the database can also be accessed via an index or by full text search with Boolean queries.

24 Aanwijzingen voor de regelgeving (Directions for regulations), enacted by order of the prime minister,
published in the Netherlands Government Gazette, Stcrt. 18-11-1992,230, and last modified by ministerial
circular, Stcrt. 19-02-1998, 45.

25 Information on the electronic tax return program of the Netherlands Tax Authorities can be found on the
website: http://www.belastingdienst.nl
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The hyperlink retrieval method somewhat resembles the static linking strategy proposed in
the task-based information retrieval architecture.

For complex tax return cases, the general information provided by this program will not
suffice. For such cases, one needs to have a database with tax regulations that cover the
specifics of complex cases. To still be able to get specific information from such a database,
the task-based information retrieval architecture would be useful. In addition, a more
extensive task model would be required that could be made with the hyper index
representation language.

6.3.2 Task-based information retrieval in non-legal domains
The strength of the basic information retrieval principle that was discussed in section 2.1.2,
is that it is generally applicable to all text databases, regardless of the subject domain. The
generic nature of the basic IR principle also holds its major weakness. The IR problems,
discussed in section 2.2, can all be traced back to the lack of subject grasp of the text data
that is handled in the three basic IR functions: indexing, query formulation, and matching.
Research efforts in information retrieval, discussed in section 2.3, are therefore aimed at
finding means to add semantics to one or more of these basic IR functions." In the research
reported this book, which is specifically aimed at IR from legal databases, a hyperindex is
proposed that is enhanced with legal task semantics. In this approach, the index is made to
represent a specific legal task, linking the elements of a particular instance of that task to
documents that hold information on that task. Such a task model is specific to the one
particular legal domain that is modelled. The task-based information retrieval architecture
and the hyperindex representation language are, however, more generic. This section deals
with the possibilities of also applying the task-based retrieval architecture in non-legal
domains.

The hyper index representation language is specifically meant for modelling legal tasks.
The primitives of the representation language are based on a theoretical analysis of legal
information handling in terms of tasks and arguments. In the task primitives, the information
handling activities and the information flows between them are defined and the argument
primitives define the contents of the information handling processes.

The design of the argumentation primitives in section 3.2.3, was inspired by the
argumentation theory of Toulmin." This argumentation theory is not solely aimed at an
analysis of legal reasoning. In his theory, Toulmin also discusses political reasoning,
argumentation in science, and ethical reasoning and he gives examples of practical everyday
reasoning, such as reasoning in business or reasoning about the arts. So the modelling of a
domain in terms of arguments is certainly not restricted to legal applications.

Section 3.2.2 presented the motivation for the modelling perspective in terms of tasks.
For the purpose of characterising tasks in section 4.2.4, a task taxonomy was introduced.
This task taxonomy differentiates types of tasks as to their information handling
characteristics and it is applicable to any information processing task.

26 For an overview of directions in IR research refer to [Salton, 1989].

27 For Toulmin's argumentation theory refer to [Toulmin, 1958] and [Toulmin, 1979].
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In general, the principle of the task-based information retrieval architecture is applicable to
every IR application in which a relation can be established between a task and the
information form the database that is required to perform that task. The hyperindex
representation language developed to model legal tasks is less generic because of the
necessary adoption of a modelling perspective. Information processing tasks are considered
in this perspective as the gathering and weighing of arguments to defend a position and the
concurrent drafting of a document to explore and express the argumentation. The hyperindex
representation language should be applicable to domains that can be characterised through
this perspective. Additionally, knowledge-based techniques always pose restrictive
requirements to the domain of application. To be able to model all the knowledge necessary
to solve a class of problems, the domain of application can best be small, bounded, and
reasonably well-structured. From the task-based modelling perspective, a structured domain
would have identifiable parties, identifiable information sources, and clear information-
handling and communication procedures.

The possibilities of applications in legal domains were discussed in the previous section.
In non-legal domains, examples of possible applications are much harder to find. It would
be possible to consider political debates and business negotiations from the perspective of
an exchange of arguments by means of documents. These domains, however, are generally
too open and too unstructured to allow for a sufficiently complete model to be made.
Examples of applications in more bounded and structured domains are electronic tutoring
systems and group discussion support systems. However, the knowledge to support the tasks
in such domains with information retrieval functions cannot be modelled solely in terms of
argumentation and document drafting. That is why we are inclined to assume that for
applications of the task-based information retrieval architecture outside the legal domain
another modelling perspective would be required and consequently another hyperindex
representation language would have to be made.

The possibilities of applying the task-based information retrieval architecture, can also be
considered from an economical perspective. The basic IR principle is inexpensive as regards
the modelling effort. Once a collection of electronic documents is put together, a full-text
index can be generated automatically and generic IR software can be applied. The task-based
information retrieval architecture is an expensive solution because it takes up much the
software engineers' and domain experts' time to build a domain model. In addition, the
application domain of a task-based information retrieval system is limited to the task it is
designed to support. As regards the benefits gained with such a system, it can save people
time when searching for information and it can improve the quality of their work if they can
find information they otherwise would not have found. A task-based information retrieval
system is most beneficial when it is applied to a domain where expensive professionals have
to spend too much time searching for information or a domain where there is another
important interest in value-added information support. An example of the latter might be
public access to govemment information.

6. 3. 3 Internet applications
Of the various platforms for automated information systems, Intemet is presently in the
centre of attention. This is sufficient cause for investigating the possibilities to use the task-
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based information retrieval architecture for Internet applications. It must first be noted that
information retrieval problems on Internet are generally of a different magnitude than the
problems with traditional text databases. The main characteristic of Internet, in this respect,
is its distributed nature. So rather than looking for documents in one database, lots of
different databases must be searched to find information on Internet. The number of
documents on Internet is very large." Internet is further used to publish information on a
wide variety of subjects. This information is also presented in lots of different languages.
Another complicating characteristic of the Internet is the use of different media types. In
addition to textual information image, sound, and video information are used. Even if just
text documents are considered, information can be stored in a number of file formats that
each needs to be handled differently in automated information retrieval. All these
characteristics cause information retrieval on Internet to be particularly troublesome."
Search engines on Internet apply the basic IR principle using a full text index that can be
searched using Boolean queries. In order to make this principle work for a domain as unruly
as Internet the developers of these search engines have had to overcome many technical
barriers. Indeed, the latest major advances in IR technology have been made with search
engines on the Internet. These search engines use keen robots that continuously scan the
Internet for new and updated documents. They operate efficient indexing algorithms that
process these documents to update the full-text indexes. To handle the enormous amount of
data, they are provided with brute force processing power and huge storage capacities.'?

All these technological advances, however, cannot conceal that the IR problems were found
in section 2.2 arise particularly with search engines on Internet. The requirement, inherent
to the IR principle, that users have to be aware of the organisation of the documents in the
database and the operation of the retrieval mechanism to be able to find the documents they
need, is very hard to fulfil just because of these technological advances. The point in
formulating a database query is to specify the terms that, in the index, distinguish the
document you need from other documents in the database. Word use on the Internet, because
of the multiple languages and the wide variety of subjects covered, is very diverse. With the
different media types and document formats it is also hard to tell how index terms are

28 Giving statistics on the size of the Internet is hardly feasible because the enormous growth rate makes the
counts obsolete the moment they are published. The estimates for just the amount of text information on the
Internet for 1998 range from 100 to 200 Gigabyte. For comparison, 100 Gigabyte equals the storage capacity
of about 1500 CO-ROM's.

29 There are nevertheless a number of search engines that claim to provide a full text index to the entire Internet
that can be searched with Boolean queries. Although the claim of full coverage is sometimes disputed, the
number of documents they cover is impressive. Some major search engines for the Internet are: HotBot, Alta
Vista., Northern Light, Excite, Infoseek and Lycos. For a critical report on Internet statistics and the coverage
of these search engines, refer to [Lawrence, 1998].

30 Alta Vista is also provided with features to deal with the multilingual and multimedia issues of the Internet.
It has an automated translation service which can roughly translate five languages to and from English. In
an, as yet, still experimental function also video documents can be indexed automatically. Refer to the
website: http://www.altavista.com
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assigned. Different search engines each operate their own indexing strategies. Altogether,
it is rather unpredictable what search terms one should use. As for the combination of search
terms and the use of Boolean operators, the Internet practice confmns the query formulation
problems reported in section 2.2.3. The average number of search terms used by people to
search for documents on Internet with Alta Vista was reported to be 1.2. So most people just
use one search term to search for documents on the entire Internet. One search term cannot
possibly be a good expression of a specific information need and it will necessarily result
in the retrieval of a large number of documents on a wide variety of subjects. This
destructive effect on the performance of Internet search engines is nevertheless taken
together with their unabated popularity. Apparently, people like the surprise of what the
search engine comes up with in reply to their vague hint at an information need or they are
at least willing to cope with the limitations of the available technology. Search engines on
the Internet, we must conclude, are generally not used for directed information requests.

Another way to access information on Internet is to use link libraries. These are index
pages on a specific subject, providing references to Internet sources that hold information
on that subject. The references in a link library are collected by domain specialists or they
are collected by letting authors of documents on Internet add their links to the index. Many
private persons and organisations take on the task of building link libraries on the specific
subject of their expertise. Companies, for example, often set up a link library as an Internet
guide to be used by their employees. Such subject-specific link libraries are most often
presented as plain lists that are sometimes divided up into categories. The most
comprehensive link library on Internet is Yahoo!" This link library is organised
hierarchically into categories by subject. The categories and the links can both be browsed
and searched with Boolean queries.

Our task-based information retrieval architecture could be applied as an alternative for the
organisation of link libraries on Internet. Hyperlinked indexes, as was discussed in section
2.4.2, have as a disadvantage that their untyped links are too generic. Browsing in such an
index can result in user disorientation because it is unclear what the links they follow mean.
In the hyperindex representation language proposed, links are given legal semantics and they
are organised to represent a specific legal task. This way, for a specific legal domain, the
links and the nodes in the hyperindex can be related at all times to the particular task a
person is working on. The principle of structuring a hyper index as a task model is, as was
argued in section 2.3.2, also applicable for information retrieval in non-legal subject
domains. Of the two information retrieval mechanisms proposed with the task-based
information retrieval architecture, the static linking strategy is best suited to Internet
applications. The dynamic linking strategy relies on task elements to be characterised by
terms that are subsequently used to build a search query. This mechanism, just like the
search engines on Internet, will suffer from the diversity and unpredictability of word use

31 Yahoo! holds links to about haIfa million sites divided into more than 25,000 categories. Most of these links
are suggested by users and placed in categories by the Yahoo! editors. The Yahoo I link library can be
accessed at the website: http://www.yahoo.com
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on Internet. The static linking strategy is insusceptible to this effect in the same way as
Internet link libraries are.

For the implementation of a task-based information retrieval system, the WWW
technology of the Internet is very well suited. The hyperindex representation language used
to build the knowledge models can be translated easily into HTML, the authoring language
for documents on the World Wide Web. To represent typed links, some extensions may be
required that are, as yet, not covered by the HTML standard definition." For the
implementation of task-support functions for document drafting, the WWW also offers
sufficient facilities. Standard HTML allows for easy specification of a user interface with
buttons, fields and forms. The data entered in such an interface can be processed in various
ways to make the web application deliver the required responses using Javascript", CGJ-
scripts", or the full JAVA programming language".

6.3.4 Task-based information systems
The information retrieval architecture relies on a task model to determine what documents
are retrieved and presented to the user. Task analysis and task modelling are, however, also
of importance to the development of automated information systems in general. In this
section, the possibilities are discussed to apply the task-based architecture to automated
information systems for other functions than information retrieval.

Information retrieval systems built according to the task-based information retrieval
architecture, apart from their information retrieval functions, will have to include other
automated task-support functions. After all, the case data required for the task-based
information retrieval mechanism to derive the information need of the user, can only be

32 For the representation of typed links in HTML, the REL and REV attributes of the HREF element are the
most likely candidates. At present REV and REL are rarely used or supported, and are Level I attributes, but
are of growing interest to automated document environments. The REV and REL relationships and their
semantics were originally proposed to be registered with an HTML authority, which was described at
http://www.w3.org. The entire topic of link relationships is under active discussion and change. Early
examples of relationship names are Uselndex, UseGlossary, Annotation, Reply, Embed, Precedes,
Subdocument, Present, Search, Supersedes, History, Made, Owns, Approves, Supports, Refutes, Includes,
Interested.

33 A scripting language developed by Netscape to enable Web authors to design interactive sites. Although it
shares many of the features and structures of the full Java language, it was developed independently.
JavaScript can interact with HTML source code, so the content of documents on the Internet can be made
adaptive to user requests.

34 CGI is a specification for transferring data between a World Wide Web server and a CGI program. A CGI
program is any program designed to accept and return data that conforms to the CGI specification. CGI
programs are the most common way for Web servers to interact dynamically with users.

35 Java is a general purpose programming language with a number of features that make the language well
suited for use on the World Wide Web. Small Java applications are called Java applets and can be
downloaded from a Web server and run on any computer by a Java-compatible Web browser. such as
Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet Explorer.
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obtained for tasks performed with the computer. To this end, the prototype system, described
in Chapter 5 for the domain of objection procedures in Dutch administrative law, was fitted
out with an expert system module to help determine the proper objection procedure and
included several functions providing document drafting and argumentation support.

These task-support functions were designed on the basis of a task analysis. In the task
analysis described in section 4.2, the subtasks and their relations were identified and
subtasks were characterised according to their information-handling characteristics. The task
analysis is primarily meant to determine what information is required to perform a task and
to design the proper information support functions. Additionally, in section 5.1.3, it was
demonstrated that task characterisations could also be used directly to point out task support
requirements and to design the appropriate task-support functions.

The hyperindex representation language of the task-based architecture also proved to be
a good means for integrating the different task-support functions within a single automated
information system. The hyperindex representation of a task defines the relations between
the subtasks and points out how the task-support functions can be integrated within a
uniform hypertext interface. This way, the task-based architecture can also be used for the
development of automated information systems in general.

In the development of automated information systems, task models are generally used as
tools for analysis and demarcation of the object system and for the design of automated
support functions." In the implementation, however, these task models are no longer used
apart from their implicit adoption in the design of the system.

As was shown with the task-based system architecture, the hyperindex representation of
a task model can also be adopted usefully in the implementation of a system. It explicitly
represents the relations between the different task-support functions and it provides them
with a uniform interface. The uniform functions of the hyperindex for navigation and for
interaction of the user with the system, provide for the integration of different task-support
functions within a single system.

6.4 Towards a system development methodology
Developing an automated information system is often a complex process for which many
different methods have been proposed. The theory of what methods to employ for the
development of automated information systems is a field of study in its own right. A system
development methodology is a practical theory which is meant to support the system
development process and to assist in the management of system development projects." The
development of systems according to the task-based information retrieval architecture, is
also subject to problems of complexity and the choice of methods. In this section, it is
discussed how these problems can be addressed by adopting a system development

36 Compare. for example, the 'actions' in JSD [Jackson, 1983) and the 'activities' in ISAC [Lundeberg, 1981).

37 In this context it is useful to point out the distinction between a method and a methodology. A method is a
set of prescriptions and guidelines to solve practical problems. A methodology is a theory on the design,
selection, and application of methods.
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methodology. We do not intend to construct a system development methodology of our own.
There are several methodologies available that can usefully be adopted to effectively address
the problems that may rise in the development ofa task-based information retrieval system.
However, the experience gained with the design of the task-based information retrieval
architecture and with the development of a prototype provide some additional guidelines for
the development of task-based information retrieval systems.

6.4.1 System development methodologies
System development methodologies are meant to offer instruments and guidelines to help
address the practical problems of software development. Information systems are often
developed in large and complex projects because they require communication between
several parties with differing intentions who have to be made to agree and to cooperate. In
such projects, there are many possible obstacles and practical problems that have to be
overcome to develop a system that actually fits the needs of the users and which is delivered
in time, and within the limits of projected costs. Through research and experience in
software development, several methodologies have been constructed to help address these
practical problems.

A complete system development methodology should provide both methods that support the
software development activities and methods for the management of system development
projects.

An important purpose of development support methods is to enable communication
between the different parties involved. These methods are required to facilitate describing
the different perspectives that can be adopted when developing an automated information
system. Some examples of the types of methods offered for the support of software
development are classification schemes, graph techniques, checklists, and notation
conventions. Such methods also serve to manage the complexity of system development
projects. For this purpose, they are required to allow for demarcating and defining the object
system and to describe it at different levels of abstraction. Thus, a divide and conquer
strategy can be adopted, splitting up a complex problem into subproblems that can be solved
one at a time.

The second main requirement for system development methodologies is to provide
facilities for project management. Project management methods generally consist of
guidelines such as the phasing of the development process, documentation demands, and the
assignment of tasks and responsibilities. For the management of software development
projects, the notion of phasing is especially important. Phasing has the purpose of marking
reference points for the delivery of project portions and for the evaluation and validation of
the results. In software development methodologies, there are numerous proposals for such
divisions of projects into phases. Regarding the purpose, the question of what phasing is
used is less important than the fact that phasing is used. It is also important that the
definition of phases spans the whole software life cycle. The software life cycle starts with
an analysis of whether an automated information system is required and it proceeds after the
completion of the system, including the operation, maintenance and eventually the retirement
of the system.
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The type of system that is to be developed also poses specific demands on the software
development methodology. Important characteristics of the task-based information retrieval
architecture in legal applications are the use of knowledge-based techniques, the specific
nature of the legal application domain, and the modelling perspective focussing on legal
argumentation tasks and the handling of legal information.

Knowledge-based systems automatically apply knowledge, whereas conventional
information systems process data. The difference is that knowledge as opposed to data, also
includes the ability to relate the data to the domain in which they are used. Knowledge
includes the data as well as the actions performed by and on it." These features of
knowledge-based systems put extra demands on the system development method for they
add complexity to the analysis and to modelling efforts. They also give special significance
to the knowledge acquisition effort which is not required, or only in a limited way, in
conventional software development.

A system development methodology which is meant to serve the specific requirements
of developing knowledge-based systems is KADS39 The KADS methodology was also
referred to in sections 3.1.2 and 4.2.1 with regards to methods for the distinction of
knowledge models. KADS is not complete as a system development methodology, in the
sense that it does not cover all the possible phases in software development. There is a
strong emphasis on the analysis of knowledge, prior to the design and the implementation
ofa knowledge-based system. It also provides only limited facilities for project management.

For the development of a task-based information retrieval system, we recommend using
KADS especially for the analysis and design of the knowledge models. However, to also
provide for modelling perspective of legal argumentation tasks and the handling of legal
information, some additional techniques are required. To make the KADS methodology
complete, covering all phases of the software life cycle and also providing for project
management facilities, additional techniques can be found in other system development
methodologies. In the next sections, some of these techniques are discussed in more detail
following the lines of a general system development phasing.

6.4.2 Domain analysis
The system development phase of domain analysis is meant to define and analyse the domain
for which an automated information system is to be developed. In the system definition, it
is determined which part of the domain is to be considered for the development of an
automated information system. Because the system definition is necessarily put in terms of
the concepts of the domain, it requires a conceptualisation is made. In a domain
conceptualisation, it is decided what the form, structure and content of the domain is
considered to be. The conceptualisation is strongly affected by the purpose of the domain

38 For the definition of knowledge in relation to data refer to section 1.2.2. See also [Sowa, 1983]

39 For the KADS theory on knowledge-based system development refer to [Schreiber, 1993]. For a practical
guide on the application ofKADS refer to [Tansley, 1993].
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model." The purpose in the task-based information retrieval architecture is to analyse legal
tasks to determine what information is required to perform them. In the conceptualisation,
the domain is therefore considered in terms of tasks and information-handling procedures.
This requires the system development methodology to provide a modelling technique which
is fit to describe a domain in these concepts. The legal application domain that has the focus
in this research, also influences the conceptualisation. In the theoretical analysis of legal
tasks in section 3.2.1, the perspective on legal tasks was motivated as "the gathering and
weighing of arguments to defend a position and the concurrent drafting of a document to
explore and express the argumentation". So the modelling techniques should also allow for
legal tasks to be expressed in terms of gathering and weighing arguments and the handling
of text-based information. In section 4.2, where a domain analysis was given for the example
domain of objection procedures in administrative law, some techniques were proposed to
model a domain according to this particular perspective.

With the A-graph technique adopted from the ISAC methodology, a domain can be
modelled in terms of information sets or a set of real entities and activities that process these
sets, as was discussed in section 4.2.1. This technique further allows for the hierarchical
decomposition of domain models so a domain can be described at different levels of
abstraction. Compared to more current modelling techniques, such as object-oriented
methods, this technique is considered to be relatively poor for it just describes very few
aspects of a domain. It is very well suited for the analysis of a domain and the definition of
the object system, however, because it captures exactly those aspects that are required for
that purpose.

When it comes to modelling all the domain knowledge that is required for the
development of a task-based information retrieval system, the A-graph technique is much
too limited. Specifically for modelling legal tasks and legal information-handling procedures,
the hyperindex representation language specified in Appendix A was proposed. This is a
representation technique which is tailored to represent legal tasks and legal information
relations for the specification of domain knowledge in a task-based information retrieval
system. In the definition of the primitives of this representation language presented in
sections 4.2 and 4.3, the conceptualisation of the domain is made explicit. The domain is
conceptualised by means of a task taxonomy and an argumentation model that together
define the meaning of the primitives in the representation language. In a system development
methodology, this task taxonomy and argumentation model can be used as methods for
domain analysis in the development of a task-based information retrieval system for legal
applications.

For the domain analysis in the development of a task-based information retrieval system
we recommend adopting a technique to describe a domain in terms of tasks and information-
handling procedures. The A-graph technique of the ISAC methodology serves this purpose
but there are many similar techniques that can be used just as well. To model the knowledge
required by the task-based information retrieval system for legal applications, we offer the
hyperindex representation language and the modelling methods that were developed for this
purpose.

40 This dependency is known as the interaction problem [Bylander, 1987] For a theory addressing the
interaction problem in the context of legal knowledge-based systems refer to [Visser, 1995].
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6.4.3 Knowledge acquisition
In the knowledge acquisition phase of system development, the knowledge that an automated
information system needs in order to perform a task is gathered and structured in such a way
that a computer program can represent and adequately use that knowledge. The KADS
methodology specifically focusses on this phase as it is of special interest to the development
of knowledge-based systems. Knowledge acquisition in KADS is steered by the distinction
of a number of different knowledge models. With the KADS knowledge models, the
knowledge acquisition phase is decomposed to make the complexity manageable. The
distinction of knowledge models also serves to treat different types of knowledge according
to their own specific nature. In section 3.1.2, the KADS knowledge models were discussed
and they were related to the knowledge models used in the task-based retrieval architecture.
Apart from the prescription of these knowledge models, KADS also proposes tools and
techniques to model the different types of knowledge. In the design of the task-based
information retrieval architecture, the KADS knowledge models were considered but for the
acquisition of knowledge different tools and techniques were adopted. These tools and
techniques are tailored to the domain conceptualisation that was discussed in the previous
section.

With the focus on task-based information retrieval applied to legal domains, in addition
to the generic KADS knowledge models, some more specific methods for knowledge
acquisition can be given. These methods consist of tools and techniques for the treatment
of knowledge sources for the construction of specific knowledge models. In section 4.2.1,
these methods were demonstrated for the example domain of objection procedures in
administrative law. The main source of knowledge for establishing the domain model in the
example domain is the procedural law prescribed by the GALA. In the analysis of the
knowledge source, the GALA provisions were scanned for concepts relevant to our
modelling perspective. In the conceptualisation, tasks were considered from an information-
handling perspective while information items and information relations were considered
from an argumentation perspective. As an aid in identifying these concepts in the statute, the
norm frame theory proposed by Van Kralingen was used [Van Kralingen, 1995]. According
to the norm frame modelling technique, the concepts of interest were considered as elements
ofa norm. The norm frames thus served as reminders of the types of knowledge present in
a norm so the concepts of interest (even if they were not explicitly mentioned in the statute)
would not be overlooked.

When modelling legal knowledge, it is generally not possible to use a statute as a single
source. Legal knowledge involves the application of rules to real-life situations, so statutory
provisions have to be interpreted in the context of those situations. This raises legal
questions that cannot be resolved by just looking at statutes. In the case of administrative
law, other important sources of knowledge are specific regulations, judicial decisions and
the general principles of proper administration, as was pointed out in section 4.1.2. To
answer the legal questions that are raised and to make the necessary interpretations when
modelling a legal domain, specialists in the domain of administrative law were called upon.

For knowledge acquisition needed when developing a task-based information retrieval
system, we recommend following the distinction of knowledge models prescribed by the
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KADS methodology. When the task-based retrieval architecture is adopted, this distinction
is, to some extent, taken on automatically because the KADS knowledge models are
assimilated in the task-based retrieval architecture.

lf statute law is used as a source of domain knowledge, we recommend using norm
frames to help identify the concepts that are of interest to the domain model. For the
representation of the domain knowledge we offer the hyperindex representation language
as a tailored modelling technique for the purpose of developing a task-based information
retrieval system for legal domains. This representation language also helps to point out the
legal questions that have to be resolved and the necessary legal interpretations that have to
be made. It is important to call upon legal expert in the domain of interest to address these
modelling problems. In communicating with domain experts, the graphing techniques
proposed can help get a common understanding of the modelling problems and of the
solutions that are brought forward to resolve these problems.

6.4.4 System design
[n system development methodologies, the design phase concerns the description of the
automated information system that is to be developed. Within this phase, one can distinguish
between the functional design, describing what functions the information system must
perform, and the technical design, giving a detailed description of the computer programs
and the storage structures that have to be made. In this section, mainly the functional design
is considered.

For input, the system design phase uses a model of the object system and a definition of
the problems that the projected information system is expected to resolve. The task-based
retrieval architecture is meant to offer information support to a particular legal task. The
design of such a system relies upon the availability of a task model and a database with
documents that hold information necessary to perform that task. For the task-based
information retrieval system to be able to determine the information need of the user and to
retrieve the corresponding documents from the database, it is required that the user provides
the system with the data of the case he is working on. To facilitate the entry of case data, it
was found that the system must be fitted with task-support functions. By linking the retrieval
mechanism to the task the user performs with the computer, the necessary case data can be
collected automatically without requiring additional efforts of the user to enter case data.

The task model that was constructed in the knowledge-modelling phase can also be used
for the design of these task-support functions. The method we propose to support this design
task is based upon the task taxonomy presented in section 4.2.4. This task taxonomy
distinguishes types of tasks according to their information handling characteristics and it
points out the typical automated support functions for these tasks.

In section 5.1.3, this method was demonstrated for the development of a prototype for
the example domain of objection procedures in administrative law. The characterisations that
were made of the subtasks that were distinguished in the task model were used to point out
the applicable types of task-support functions. This way, the task taxonomy can be used as
a method in a system development methodology to develop a functional design specification
for an integrated task-support an information retrieval system.
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6. 4. 5 Implementation
The implementation is the phase in system-development methodologies where the automated
information system is built from the design specification. In section 5.2, the implementation
aspects were discussed for the prototype that was developed for the domain of objection
procedures in administrative law. The issues discussed in that section are also of relevance
to this discussion on implementation support by system development methodologies. The
difference is that Chapter 5 is about the implementation of a prototype that was built with
a research objective. This section gives guidelines for the implementation of automated
information systems that are to be applied in practice.

The prototype was implemented using a prototyping software environment." The graphical
programming facilities of this prototyping environment allowed for easy program
specification so the functional consequences of additions and other changes to the system
could quickly be tested. As a consequence, the prototype implementation does not live up
to the standards of structured programming. It was especially the knowledge representation
that suffered from this method of operation. The task model was programmed graphically,
in a combined representation with the task-support functions. (The other knowledge models,
and particularly the argumentation model and the case model, were properly implemented
in explicit and separate representations.) The KADS methodology emphasises the explicit
and separate implementation of the different knowledge models to allow for easy
maintenance and to leave open the possibility of reusing knowledge models.

In the implementation, choices must also be made regarding the user interface of the
information system." Designing the interaction of the user with the automated information
system is part ofthe functional design phase. The implementation aspects of the interface,
as discussed in this section, only concern the appearance of these functions on screen. The
task-based information retrieval architecture, and especially the hyperindex representation
language, was designed with a hypertext interface modality in mind. The user operates the
system by navigating through the hyperindex representation of a task. The hyperindex also
integrates the functions that support the choices and decisions that have to be made in the
performance of the task. Examples of such functions in the prototype that was developed for
the example domain are an expert system module, checklist functions, argument editors, and
document-drafting support functions.

System development methodologies generally dictate that the users of the system should
be given a large say in the implementation of the interface. Based on the user evaluation of
the prototype, however, we can give some directions specifically aimed at the

41 The prototyping environment used is Toolbook. For a discussion on the selection and the application of this
prototyping environment see section 5.2.3.

42 As was pointed out in section 5.2.2, the term interface in this context just refers to the presentation of the
functions of the system on the screen. This is a much more limited notion of an interface than the task-based
information retrieval architecture that we propose as an interface between the task domain of the user and
the information contents of a legal database.
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implementation of the interface modalities of a task-based IR system. The implementation
of the prototype interface was based on theories and good practices of interface development
as discussed in section 5.2.2. It was further developed incrementally and enhanced by the
comments of those people it was demonstrated to. In the evaluation of the prototype system
discussed in section 6.1.5, it was especially the screen layout and the organisation of the
functions that were much appreciated by the users. For the system development
methodology, all options for interface development are left open and the interface
organisation of the prototype is offered as an example.

Another important issue in the implementation of an automated information system is the
selection of the appropriate software environment. The criteria for this selection were
discussed in section 5.2.3. In the case of the development of the prototype, the need for high-
level implementation support turned the scale in favour ofa 4GL software environment. For
the development of a practical system, this prototyping software is clearly unfit. In terms of
execution time, the performance of the prototype system was poor and the opaque program
structure that resulted from the graphical program specification made the system hard to
maintain.

For the selection of the programming environment, we recommend considering the
selection criteria discussed in section 5.2.3. It must be taken into account that, for the
implementation of the task-based information retrieval architecture, the software
environment must offer facilities for knowledge representation, hypertext functions and
document handling. As there is no 4GL environment that offers this combination of
facilities, the best option is probably a high-level programming language.

The implementation of the legal database for a task-based information retrieval system will
not always be a matter of choice. The task-based information retrieval architecture was
specifically designed to operate as an intelligent interface to existing legal databases. It is
a specific quality of the architecture that it can be tailored to the characteristics of the
databases that are available for the domain of interest. It may, however, also be possible to
build a collection of documents and develop a database specifically for the purpose of
developing a new task-based IR system. In that case, the most important implementation
considerations are: what sources are used to fill the database, how the documents are
organised in the database, and what query language is available to access the database.

The retrieval architecture works best for databases that hold documents on a specific
domain. In a domain-specific document collection, word use is more predictable than in
general document collections. This makes it easier to determine the words that uniquely
identify subjects of interest and that can be adopted in the hyperindex as task
characterisations. In the intelligent interface, these task characterisations are used to generate
database queries. This mechanism applies to any full-text database that can be addressed
with Boolean queries.

Using these task characterisations, the intelligent interface can generate Boolean database
queries to search the database. With this mechanism, it can provide access to any full-text
database that uses Boolean queries. It can also make use of wildcards to allow for searching
on word variations an of document structures to control the range of the search.
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In sum, the most important recommendations for system development regarding the
implementation phase are: to use explicit and separate knowledge representations, to use the
interface organisation adopted in the prototype as a model, to use a high-level programming
language, and to use a domain-specific database.

6.4.6 Operation and maintenance
The operation and maintenance phase does not belong to the system development project but
is part of the daily operations in the organisation using the system. In this phase, the system
can require modifications to fix errors, to implement suggested improvements, or to adapt
the system to changes in the application domain. The maintenance phase in the system
development methodology for a task-based lR system can be used for fine-tuning the IR
characteristics of the system. In the task-based information retrieval architecture, the IR
characteristics are specifically determined by two design parameters, as was discussed in
section 4.6.5. One is the selection of the terms that are used to characterise the nodes in the
hyperindex. The other is the strategy that is adopted to take the characterising terms in the
hyperindex to generate database queries. The particular settings for these parameters
determine the size of the search result, the composition of the search result, and the balance
between the precision and recall ratios. In the design of the system, these parameters are set
on the basis of the domain analysis. In practice, it will, however, be difficult to get all the
settings right in just one go. We therefore recommend organising an evaluation of the first
experiences with the system in the operation and maintenance phase. In this evaluation, the
IR characteristics of the system can be checked against the desired characteristics and the
IR parameters can be fine-tuned.

6.5 Summary and conclusions
The task-based IR architecture proposed in this book is meant to be applicable to IR systems
for legal applications. Some of the research findings are also applicable to IR systems in
other domains. In this chapter, the possible applications of the task-based IR architecture
were discussed.

The first application discussed is the ARMOR system that was developed as a prototype
of a task-based IR system for the domain of objection procedures in administrative law. In
an experimental setting, the prototype was used by a group oftest subjects to solve an actual
case. This experiment demonstrated how the task-based IR architecture can be applied in a
practical system and it allowed for evaluation of the performance of the system. The
participants in the test generally succeeded in solving the case and in retrieving useful
documents from the legal database. The test performance results demonstrated that the task-
based IR architecture can successfully be applied to operate as an intelligent interface
between the users and a legal database. Using these test performance results together with
the theoretical analysis on with the architecture is based, we looked at possibilities to
generalise the findings to applications in other domains.

Within the domain of administrative law, several other tasks were found that can be
supported by systems like the ARMOR system. With some adjustments to the task model,
the system can also be applied to the construction of administrative orders or the assessment
of objections. These applications can serve to realise current government objectives to use
information technology to improve service provided by the public sector.
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The task-based IR architecture was designed to be applied to legallR applications in general.
With the hyperindex representation language, it is possible to model legal tasks in terms of
argumentation and document drafting. In the legal domain, there are many task that can be
described successfully on the basis of this modelling perspective. Two examples of such
applications were discussed. The task-based IR architecture can be applied in non-legal
domains too, where the retrieval of documents from a database can be related to the
performance of a task. The hyperindex representation language was, however, designed
specifically to represent legal tasks. Applications outside the legal domain cannot be
described well in terms of legal tasks. Therefore, non-legal applications of the task-based
IR architecture will require a hyperindex representation language with different semantics.

The general conclusion of this chapter is that describing and analysing a domain in terms
of tasks offers a powerful modelling perspective both for IR and for the development of
integrated task-support systems. As an example, some possibilities were discussed to
organise applications on Internet according to task models. At the end of the chapter, a
number of guidelines were presented for a system development methodology for task-based
information retrieval systems.





Chapter 7

Results and Conclusions

The central problem that was addressed in this book, is the difficulty for legal practitioners
to retrieve documents from legal databases. Due to the limitations of the technology that is
currently used for information retrieval from legal databases, legal practitioners are often not
able to retrieve the documents they need although these documents are included in the
database. The possible solution considered in this book, is the institution of an intelligent
interface that operates as an intermediary between the user and the legal database. To this
end, it was investigated what an intelligent interface is and how it can be used to resolve the
problems of legal information retrieval. Through a theoretical analysis and by practical
design and testing, the conclusion was found that: an intelligent interface that effectively
solves the problems of legal information retrieval can be realised by a task-based
hyperindex. The task-based hyperindex technique proposed in this book combines methods
from information retrieval and knowledge-based systems with insights from legal reasoning
and legal information-handling. Apart from practical recommendations for the development
of legal databases, the research also delivered results and conclusions that are of interest to
these different fields of study.

In this chapter, the results and the conclusions are reported on. In the first section, the
research findings are used to answer the research questions that were posed in Chapter I.
Subsequently, a summary is given of the research results that were found following the
successive research activities that we reported on in this book. These results are interpreted
in section three in a discussion on their meaning for the different fields of study that we
involved in this research. In the fourth section, practical recommendations are presented for
the development of legal databases and for the use of our task-based information retrieval
architecture. The final section summarises the conclusions of this chapter.

7.1 Answers to the research questions
The main problem addressed in the research this book reports on is summarised by the
research question formulated in Chapter I:
• How can an automated intelligent interface facilitate the access to legal databases?

This main research question was operationalised by breaking it down into a number of
subquestions that have guided the research activities. In this section, the research results are
presented and discussed that were found to answer these questions. Together, the answers
to the subquestions make up the motivation for the task-based information retrieval
architecture proposed in this book as a solution for the usability problems of legal databases.

7.1.1 LegallR problems
Any legal practitioner who uses legal databases will agree that it is often difficult to retrieve
the documents that are required to solve a particular legal problem from the database in
which they are stored. Although many legal practitioners may think of themselves as
reasonably good operators of legal databases, the grounds for this confidence are deceptive.
Evaluation studies of legal fR systems show that retrieval performance is much worse than
the legal practitioners operating these systems think. Specifically, the STAIRS evaluation
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in a large law firm by Blair and Maron discussed in section 2.2.6, showed that the lawyers
were able to find 20% of the cases relevant to their problem, whereas they believed they had
found at least 75%. [Blair, 1985] To be able to provide a solution for the information
retrieval problems, it is necessary to pinpoint what causes this defective retrieval
performance, as is summarised in the subquestion:
a. What are the accessibility problems oflegal databases?

In section 2.2, this subquestion was addressed in a study of the basic IR principle and its
underlying assumptions. The IR principle was studied along the lines of the three basic
information-processing functions in IR systems: indexing, query formulation and matching.
These information-processing functions operate theoretical assumptions that cannot be
fulfilled in practice.
• Indexing:

• Query formulation:
• Matching:

The index describes the information contents of documents only
partially
A query is an imperfect description of an information need
The matching function operates rough heuristics and a tight closed
world assumption

These three sets of limitations have a combined effect that makes it hard for users to find the
information they need and which we refer to as the conceptual gap. [Matthijssen, 1995] The
conceptual gap - in short - is the discrepancy between the user's view of the subject matter
of the stored documents in the context of his professional setting and the reduced formal
view of these subjects as presented by information retrieval systems. Because of the
limitations of the IR principle, users have to be aware of the way the documents are stored
and indexed and of the operation of the matching algorithm in orderto effectively retrieve
the required documents from the database. In a legal setting, legal practitioners have to
translate the information need they have in mind in the form oflegal concepts into a query
which must be put in technical database concepts.

7.1.2 Knowledge-based techniques in 1R
In Chapter I, a research hypothesis was formulated stating that knowledge-based techniques
can help to resolve legal IR problems. The use of knowledge-based techniques in IR has
been predicted to have this potential by Salton. [Salton, 1988 (p. 361-366)] Information
retrieval and knowledge-based systems are traditionally different fields of study. The next
subquestion asks if integration ofthe two is indeed possible:
b. Can knowledge-based techniques be applied in legal databases?

The integration of information retrieval and knowledge-based techniques was investigated
in section 2.4 on knowledge-based index organisation. In that section, it was considered that
IR systems to some extent already use knowledge-based techniques. The index can be
considered as a knowledge model, representing the information contents of the documents
in the database. A query can also be considered as a knowledge representation of the
information need of the user. Matching can further be considered as a reasoning mechanism
that operates the two knowledge representations to derive a solution in terms of documents
that answer the information need.
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It is just the defective qualities of the index- and query languages for knowledge
representation and the rough heuristics of the matching function that were found to cause
information retrieval problems. Therefore, knowledge-based techniques can be usefully
applied in information retrieval by enhancing the knowledge representation qualities of the
index- and the query language and by improving the reasoning capacities of the matching
function.

These enhanced knowledge representation capacities are best provided by the hyperindex
technique. In a hyperindex, the index terms that describe the information contents of the
documents in the database are connected by meaningful links. These links represent
substantive relations between the subjects indicated by the index terms. The links are also
supplied with browsing semantics. This allows users to express their information needs by
browsing through the index (query by navigation) rather than having to formulate a Boolean
query. We propose to use the hyper index technique to realise an intelligent interface for legal
databases.

7.i.3 intelligent interfaces for legal databases
To find out how an intelligent interface can be used to facilitate access to legal databases,
the concept of intelligent interfaces must first be clearly defined. This problem is
summarised in the subquestion:
c. What is an intelligent interface?

The theoretical analysis performed to answer this question was presented in section 3.1
which analyses the concept of intelligent interfaces. In the literature on interface technology
and knowledge-based systems on intelligent interfaces, there appeared to be no common
understanding as to what makes an intelligent interface. For that reason, a theoretical
analysis was made of both the terms 'user interface' and 'intelligence' to come to a
functional definition of intelligent interfaces for the application in legal databases.

An intelligent interface is a software module that uses knowledge of both the domain of the
user and the technical operation of the automated system to be able to operate as an
intermediary between them. The user can address the automated system in terms he is
familiar with. These are interpreted by the intelligent interface module, by relating them to
its domain model, and used to give the appropriate commands to operate the automated
system. The following definition enumerates the functional characteristics that were found
an intelligent interface requires to address the usability problems of legal databases.
• The use of knowledge-based techniques is restricted to the user interface of the system; the
automated system is left unaltered for the purpose of flexibility (alternative applicability).
• The user is shielded from the internal storage structures and the operation of the retrieval
mechanism of the database.
• The interface facilitates the user to address the database in his own terms. (Rather than by
means of database queries)
• The user is presented with information rather than with documents.
• The interface provides guidance and advice on the application of information.
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7.1.4 Knowledge representation
Given this functional definition of an intelligent interface for legal databases, the problem
arises as to what knowledge is required to make an intelligent interface perform the
necessary functions. This problem is summarised in the subquestions:
d. What knowledge should an intelligent interface for legal databases be supplied with to

be able to facilitate information retrieval from legal databases? How can this knowledge
be modelled?

In section 3.1, an inventory was made of different types of knowledge and an analogy of a
human mediator was presented to determine the knowledge that is required for an intelligent
interface to derive the information need to a particular problem. It was concluded that this
function requires task knowledge, a type of static domain knowledge that concerns generic
problem-solving methods used for a class of problems. Stated informally, the information
need for a particular legal case can be derived from knowledge of the case itself and
knowledge of the general methods needed to solve that type of case.

With regard to the question as to how this task knowledge can be modelled, it was
considered in section 3.2 that a knowledge model of a domain requires domain
conceptualisation. In a domain conceptualisation, it is decided what the form, structure, and
content of the domain are considered to be. A conceptualisation is also affected by the
purpose of the domain model. The conceptualisation of this study was inspired by the legal
theory that considers law as a mechanism of social interaction and organisation. This theory
is an alternative to the rule-based legal theory that has been the natural basis of legal expert
systems. [Samuel, 1994 (p. 59)] It is also better suited to the type of support philosophy that
we propose: instead of automating legal problem-solving, legal reason ing is left to the legal
practitioners themselves and they are just supported with the information required to solve
the problem. A suitable candidate for modelling legal reasoning from an interaction
perspective was found in argumentation theory. Particularly Toulmin's theory offers good
directions for describing legal decision-making as a process of searching and weighing
arguments that are exchanged between different parties. [Toulmin, 1958]

The purpose of the intelligent interface for legal databases is to analyse legal tasks to
determine what information is required to perform them. Using the Toulmin argument
model, the information required to perform a legal task can be analysed in terms of
arguments that are required to defend a legal position. In its conceptualisation, the domain
is therefore considered in terms of tasks and arguments. To represent this type of knowledge
for the purpose of information retrieval, we propose a task-based hyperindex, a network
representation of an index in which the nodes and links are given the semantics oflegal task
elements and argument structures so as to make them correspond to the task domain of the
legal practitioner. The application of a hyperindex as a knowledge model representing the
task domain of the legal practitioner also means that the modelling perspective ofthe index
is reversed. Rather than representing the information contents of the documents in the
database, the index corresponds to elements of the task domain of the legal practitioner. To
address such an index, legal practitioners can express the problem they are working on in
terms they are familiar with rather than in Boolean queries, as was required by our definition
of an intelligent interface. The hyperindex network as a whole represents the domain model.
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A path through the network represents the case model. The representation of a legal task
domain in a hyperindex was discussed in section 3.3. In Chapter 4, the hyperindex
representation of a legal task domain was demonstrated for the example domain of objection
procedures in administrative law.

7.1.5 Task-based information retrieval
Thus, by using the index as a model of the task domain of the legal practitioner, the
conceptual gap between the legal practitioner and the legal database can be bridged.
However, at the same time, another gap, between the index and the documents in the
database, is widened. Index terms are no longer statically linked to documents. This means
that it is necessary to find another way to link the expression of the information need to
relevant documents in the database. This problem is comprised by the subquestion:
e. How can knowledge-based techniques be integrated into the design of a legal

information retrieval system's architecture?

The starting point for information retrieval is the user's information need. As far as the
information need is generic for each instance of a task, documents can be linked to elements
of the task model statically. These links are appointed to the task model at modelling time.
When, on the other hand, the information need depends on the specifics of a case,
documents are retrieved by interpreting the case data to generate database queries
dynamically. In this case, the documents to be retrieved are determined by the intelligent
interface at run time. This dynamic retrieval strategy operates the terms that are used in the
hyperindex to characterise the nodes that represent task elements and argument elements.
The characterising terms of the nodes making up the path in the hyperindex to represent a
case model are used in the dynamic retrieval strategy to generate a database query. Both the
static and the dynamic JR strategies were discussed in section 3.3.5. In section 4.6.4, the
operation of the retrieval strategies was demonstrated with some retrieval examples.

The subquestion posed at the beginning of th is section also comprises the problem of user-
system interaction. To make his information need known to a task-based hyperindex system,
a legal practitioner has to express the case he is working on by specifying a path in the
hyperindex. This method of user-system interaction differs greatly from the operation of
conventional legal databases. In section 3.4, was investigated how this principle can be
usefully adopted in the design of legal information retrieval systems. This section presents
an architecture for legal information retrieval in an integrated task-support system.

For the task-based information retrieval system to be able to determine the information
need of the user and to retrieve the corresponding documents from the database, it is
required that the user provides the system with the data of the case he is working on. To
facilitate the entry of case data it was found that the system must be fitted with task support
functions. By linking the retrieval mechanism to the task the user performs with the
computer, the necessary case data can be collected automatically without requiring additional
efforts on the part of the user to enter case data. Typical legal tasks that are already
performed with the use of computers concern the drafting of legal documents. Some
examples oflegal tasks which rely on documents for legal validity are pleadings, warrants,
contracts, judicial decisions, legislation and administrative decisions. For this reason, the
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task-based hyperindex can be linked up to document drafting support functions. Drafting a
legal document involves methodical steps, such as putting down claims, making selections,
and giving arguments. In the hyper index representation of a legal task, these steps are made
to correspond to the navigational steps that together make up the representation of the case
at hand. The development of such an integrated task-support system was demonstrated in
Chapter 5 with the ARMOR system in which the information retrieval functions are linked
to the task of drafting a notice of objection.

7.J. 6 A practical intell igenl interface system
The task-based IR architecture proposed, gives a rather abstract system definition. To allow
for building practical legal information retrieval systems, the design architecture must
therefore be supplemented with practical methods and techniques for system development.
This research goal is summarised in the subquestion:
f How can a knowledge-based interface be used in a practical information retrieval

application?

This subquestion was addressed in Chapter 5 in which the development of the ARMOR
system was described. The ARMOR system is a prototype of a task-based information
retrieval system for the example domain of objection procedures in administrative law that
was introduced in Chapter 4. The ARMOR system gives integrated information retrieval and
task support for the task of objecting to an administrative order and writing a notice of
objection. In this research, the prototype was used to demonstrate the task-based retrieval
architecture in a practical system and to evaluate the information retrieval qualities of the
architecture in an experiment.

Chapter 5 discussed the implementation issues that have to be dealt with taking the
design architecture and the domain model to develop a practical task-based IR system. The
evaluation of the system, discussed in section 6.1, showed that it is indeed possible to use
an intelligent interface in a practical legal, IR application. Our experiences with the
development of the ARMOR system also enabled us to give guidelines for the development
of other task-based information retrieval systems. These guidelines were presented in section
6.4.

7.2 Summary of the results
In the course of the reported research, also other valuable results were gained besides
answering the research questions. These results range from theoretical insights into issues
of legal information retrieval to practical products of system development activities. In this
section, these results are summarised and discussed and it is pointed out what they can be
used for.

7.2. J Analysis of legal information retrieval
In the analysis of legal IR systems in Chapter 2, was found that traditionallR systems that
operate an inverted file index and Boolean queries have limitations which lead to the
documents required to solve a particular problem not to be found. These limitations
generally stem from the limited capacity of the index to represent the information contents
of the documents in the database, the limited capacity of Boolean query languages to
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represent the information need of the user, and the rough heuristics operated by the matching
function comparing the query and the index to determine what documents are to be retrieved.
As a result, the users of such systems will have to be aware of the storage structures of the
documents in the database and the operation of the retrieval mechan ism to be able to find
the documents they need. Research in IR is generally aimed at enhancing index
representations, query languages and matching functions to better capture the meaning of
the information being handled.

The representational qualities of the index can be greatly enhanced if it is not just single
terms that are adopted and the relations between these terms are also explicitly modelled.
The access to the index by the user can also be improved by adapting the knowledge
representation in the index to the user's perspective on the information in the database. The
user's perspective on this information is to a large extent determined by the task he needs
the information for. Therefore, in the task-based lR architecture proposed in this research,
an enhanced index representation was developed and was made to correspond to the task
domain of the user.

7.2.2 A definition of intelligent interfaces
In Chapter 3, an analysis of the concept of intelligent interfaces was presented. As the theory
on intelligent interfaces provides equivocal definitions, it was necessary to investigate both
the notions of intelligence and user interfaces to develop an operational definition that could
be adopted in this research. The defin ition reported on in section 3.1.1, gives a functional
specification of intelligent interfaces for legal databases.

In this research, the definition was used for the design of an intelligent interface architecture
for legal databases. The task-based IR architecture proposed as a result of this research is,
however, not the only possible manifestation of intelligent interfaces. It is the intelligent
interface architecture we arrived at by taking into consideration the nature of legal IR
problems and legal information handling. Intelligent interfaces can also be used for other
applications to support the communication between users and automated information
systems. For these other applications, another type of intelligent interface will be required.
The analysis that was made can be performed analogously for other applications to develop
different types of intelligent interfaces. This method first helps to determine what intelligent
support functions are required to make the intelligent interface fulfill its designated purpose
and subsequently helps to determine what types of knowledge are required for the intelligent
interface to perform these functions.

7.2. 3 The task-based IR architecture
The design of an intelligent interface for legal databases in chapters 3 and 4 resulted in the
design for a task-based lR architecture for developing integrated legal task support and lR
systems. Such task-based IR systems provide intelligent support functions for users to access
legal databases without them having to formulate a database query. The architecture is made
up of several design elements that may also have useful alternative applications. These
design elements comprise, among other things, the modular system architecture in which
different knowledge models are represented separately, the support philosophy that
advocates information support for legal tasks rather than automation of legal tasks, the
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conceptualisation of legal domains in terms of information-handling tasks and arguments,
and the hyperindex representation language that allows for modelling legal knowledge for
the purpose of information retrieval.

The different elements of the task-based IR architecture for legal databases can be used for
several applications ranging from specific legal IR applications to automated information
systems in general, as was discussed in section 6.3.

The hyperindex representation language was developed according to the
conceptualisation of the legal domain in terms of information handling tasks and arguments.
It was demonstrated by modelling the example domain of objection procedures in
administrative law. The domain conceptualisation was based on a study of legal reasoning
and legal information handling in general, with the purpose of constructing an intelligent
interface for legal databases. We therefore think that the task-based IR architecture,
including the hyperindex representation language, can be applied to develop task-based IR
systems for other legal domains. The only specific adjustment that is required is that a new
domain model will have to be constructed.

Some elements of the task-based IR architecture can also be used more generally for
applications in non-legal domains. For applications outside the legal domain, the domain
conceptualisation made no longer applies and the hyperindex representation language that
was based on it will have to be revised. The principle of task-based information retrieval can,
in principle, be applied in every domain for which a relation can be established between a
task and the information required to perform that task. For such applications, the same
modular system architecture and the same support philosophy can be adopted. Applications
outside the legal domain require a new domain conceptualisation and also another
hyperindex representation language. The hyperindex principle may still be used but the
semantics of the hyperindex primitives (the nodes and links) will have to be given semantics
that correspond to the new domain conceptualisation. In section 6.3.3, it was argued that the
task-based retrieval architecture is particularly suitable for the development of Internet
applications.

Further widening the range of possible applications, the idea to use task-based design
architecture can also be applied to automated information systems other than information
retrieval systems. We have demonstrated that the analysis framework that considers the
object system in terms of tasks is excellently suited to the design of task-support functions.
The task taxonomy presented in section 4.2.4 is an especially useful tool to analyse an object
system and to develop the functional specifications for an information system.

7.2.4 Model of the objection procedure in Dutch administrative law
To develop and demonstrate the task-based IR architecture, it was applied to design a task-
based IR system for the example domain of objection procedures in Dutch administrative
law in Chapter 4. The analysis and the model of the objection procedure are also research
results that may have useful alternative applications. In suggesting alternative applications,
we must, however, be restrictive because the domain conceptualisation on which these
research results are based was made with a specific application in mind.
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The analysis and the model are at least useful to study the objection procedure in Dutch
administrative law. The model gives an explicit formal description of the objection
procedure in terms of information handling tasks and arguments. The model is specifically
suited to analyse the information requirements and information-handling characteristics for
the different steps in the procedure, but it may also serve other type of analyses. The
hierarchical decomposition of the objection procedure into tasks and subtasks gives a
particularly good overview of the structure of the domain. The analysis and the model of the
objection procedure can further be used to develop other types of automated information
systems for this domain. For example, the development of a case management system for
administrative agencies also requires a domain model that is expressed in terms of
information-handling tasks and procedures.

7.2.5 The ARMOR system
A very practical result of this research, discussed in Chapter 5, is the ARMOR system that
was developed as a prototype of a task-based IR system. The ARMOR system is a task-
based IR system that supports the task of objecting to an administrative order and of writing
a notice of objection. In the research, the ARMOR system served to demonstrate how the
task-based IR architecture can be realised in a practical system and to evaluate the
information retrieval capacities of the architecture in an experimental setting. However, as
it is an operational system it also has practical value beside application in this research. The
possible alternative applications of the ARMOR system were discussed in section 6.2.

When considering the possibilities for practical application of the ARMOR system, it must
be noted that the system was implemented in a prototyping programming environment. This
prototyping environment was chosen for the graphical programming facilities that allowed
for easy program specification so the functional consequences of additions and other
changes to the system could be tested quickly. As a consequence, however, the prototype
implementation does not meet the standards for software that can be used in practice. The
use of hardware resources is inefficient and, because the graphical programming
environment required us to make concessions regarding the principles of structured
programming, the system does not allow for easy maintenance. Therefore, to make the
ARMOR system fit for application in practice, a new implementation would have to be
made.

As regards its functional and technical design, the system is directly applicable in
practice. The ARMOR system is meant to offer support for objecting to an administrative
order. In the practice of administrative law, every citizen can be affected by an
administrative order. So, ideally, the ARMOR system would allow for every citizen to object
to such an order. The judicial decisions and the statutes retrieved by the system, however,
cannot be easily understood by laymen, even though the instruction of the task guide module
goes a long way in helping with the interpretation and the application of the retrieved
documents.

In view of the kind of information support the ARMOR system was made to give, if the
system was to be applied in practice it could best be used by legal professionals. The typical
application of the ARMOR system we envisage is in first-line legal aid such as provided by
law clinics, law firms or at the public counter of a city hall so citizens can use the system
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under the supervision of a legal counsellor. We do not mean to exclude the use of the system
by laymen altogether. Legal representation in administrative cases is not compulsory and in
the current practice many objection procedures are handled by citizens themselves. The
support of the ARMOR system, also for laymen, is still a great deal more than they currently
get without professional legal aid.

7.3 Contributions to different fields of study
Research concerning the application of information technology in the legal domain
necessarily involves several different fields of study. First, as the legal domain poses specific
conditions on the application of information technology, it is necessary to consider legal
theory. Legal theory provides the insights into legal reasoning, legal information, and legal
information handling that are required to determine the specific needs and constraints for
automated information support functions. Evidently, also the study of information
technology, or computer science must be considered. Computer science studies and develops
the techniques necessary to realise the required automated information support functions.
In this research, the aim is to apply knowledge-based techniques to improve information
retrieval from legal databases. Within computer science, the study of knowledge-based
systems and the study of information retrieval are traditionally different fields of research
that use different methods and different techniques. Finally, the application of information
technology in law is a field of study in its own right. It involves the development of specific
techniques for dealing with legal information and it further deals with the consequences of
applying IT in law.

In this research, knowledge from these traditionally different fields of study was used
and related. Consequently, the research findings are also of interest to these disciplines. This
section points out and discusses the contributions of this research to each of the disciplines
involved. The main contribution, however, is in the integration of the different fields of
study.

7.3.1 Law
Legal sciences study the organisation of society through a system of normative statements
and organisational mechanisms to uphold those norms. In this research, legal systems are
considered from a communication perspective, focussing on the exchange of legal
information by means of regulations and judicial decisions. In a democratic state, the
communication of legal information is crucially instrumental to the operation of the legal
system and public administration.'

The goal in this research is to support the communication of legal information by developing
automated tools that assist the actors in the legal system to retrieve documents form legal
databases. The specific legal theory that was used to study legal tasks in terms of legal
information and legal communication is the theory of argumentation.

For a discussion on the role of legal information and legal communication refer to section 1.2.1.
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The communication perspective on legal information plays another role in this research. In
the system architecture proposed, legal tasks are analysed and modelled to determine what
information is required to perform those tasks. This way, when the user of the automated
system makes the task he is working on known to the system, it can derive the information
need and retrieve the corresponding documents from the database.

The contributions of this research to legal theory mainly consist of giving a new application
to existing legal argumentation and communication theories. In this application, a framework
was developed for analysing legal tasks in terms of information and information hand Iing
procedures. In legal practice, the contributions may extend somewhat further. An
architecture was designed to provide access to legal databases and a system was developed
that can be used to facilitate the communication between government and citizens.

In the legislative system, regulations are promulgated by means of their publication. If
laws are to be observed, they must be made known to the public. The publication of legal
information also ties in with legal education, public awareness and judicial strengthening.
Acceptance and observance of the legal and administrative system depends on public
awareness, which is facilitated by public access to legal information. Also, the provision of
legal information between respective actors in the legal system serves to provide for the
internal transparency of the legal system and thus for effective functioning of legal
procedures. The research results may help to better achieve these goals of the legal and
adm inistrative system.

7.3.2 Information retrieval
Information retrieval is a separate field of study within computer science. It deals with the
development of techniques for automated handling of textual data. Handling textual data,
as opposed to structured data,' poses specific problems to automated processing because the
intended meaning of a text to human readers cannot be fully derived by automated
procedures.

However, to be able to retrieve text documents from an electronic database that
correspond to the information need of the user, it is necessary that the information contents
of the texts can be determined automatically. Therefore, in information retrieval, techniques
are developed to use alternative text characteristics that can be determined automatically, to
approximate the meaning of a text. The basic IR principle was discussed in section 2.1.2.
Research activities in IR generally adopt the same IR principle and are directed at improving
IR performance by developing better techniques for automatic approximation of the meaning
of text documents.

In this research, the IR principle was used as an analysis framework to study the problems
of legal information retrieval. The IR problems that are generally recognised stem from the
failure of the different information retrieval functions to sufficiently capture the meaning of
textual information. The combined effect of these limitations is a problem that we identified
as the conceptual gap. For users to be able to retrieve the documents they need from the

2 For a discussion on the distinction between textual data and structured data refer to section 1.2.2, sub 3.
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database, they have to be aware of the storage structures of the documents in the database
and of the operation of the retrieval mechanism. The conceptual gap is the discrepancy
between the rough heuristical representation of the information contents of the documents
in the database and the users' own view on this information which makes it hard for them
to successfully operate these systems. The aim of this research was to bridge this conceptual
gap by developing an intelligent interface that represents the meaning of the documents in
the database in a way that is adapted to the view and the working methods of the user.

In the task-based IR architecture that was proposed as an intelligent interface, the meaning
of the documents in the database is modelled according to the task domain of the user. This
task model is put in the format of a hyperindex which can be addressed by browsing through
the task elements that are represented, rather than by formulating a Boolean query as is usual
in traditional IR systems. To this end, we have developed a hyperindex representation
language that is specifically meant for the representation of legal tasks in an IR system. In
Chapter 4, such a task model was presented for the domain of objection procedures in
administrative law. The construction of a hyperindex requires that the task to be represented
is analysed to determine what information is needed to perform that task. When the user
points out the task he is working on by browsing through the hyperindex, the system can
retrieve the corresponding documents from the database. In section 4.6.4, the operation of
this retrieval method is demonstrated for the example domain.

These research results are meant to contribute to the line in IR research which improves
upon the basic IR principle. First, the analysis of information retrieval problems and the
identification of the conceptual gap may provide a better understanding of the usability
problems of information retrieval systems. The task-based IR architecture proposed further
provides a practical mechanism to enhance the knowledge representation in the index of a
database. The usability problems that were found are addressed in this architecture by
adapting the representation to the view and the working methods of the user. This way the
conceptual gap can be bridged and the user can address the database in his own familiar
terms. The hyperindex representation language that was developed is specifically meant to
represent legal tasks. It can therefore be used directly to develop task-based IR applications
in the legal domain. The task-based retrieval architecture however, can also be used for IR
applications in other non-legal domains. For such applications, another hyperindex
representation language will have to be developed. Finally, the architecture provides an ideal
mechanism for integrating lR functions with other automated task-support functions.

7.3.3 Knowledge-based systems
Like the study of information retrieval, the study of knowledge-based systems (KBS) is a
specific discipline within computer science. The distinctive characteristic of knowledge-
based systems is their capacity to relate information to the domain in which this information
is used.' Knowledge-based systems must therefore be provided with a model of the domain

3 For a discussion on the relation between knowledge and information in the context of legal information
systems refer to section 1.2.2, sub 5.
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of application and with a reasoning mechanism to relate new information to this domain
model. Knowledge-based techniques are typically applied in building expert systems. Expert
systems use a model of a specific problem domain to perform problem-solving tasks that
wou Id otherwise be performed by a human expert.' Because of inherent limitations to the
completeness of knowledge representations in a computer, a KBS necessarily operates a
closed world assumption that makes it dedicated to a small, specific, and bounded domain.
Research in the field of knowledge-based systems is generally aimed at developing
techniques for representing domain knowledge that enable these systems to perform their
designated task.

In this research, knowledge-based techniques are applied to build an intelligent interface for
legal databases. The functions we demand an intelligent interface for legal databases to
perform are defined in section 3.1.1. An intelligent interface for legal databases is meant to
automatically derive what information a user needs to solve a particular legal problem, to
retrieve the corresponding documents from the database, and to guide the user in the
application of this information to solve the problem. To this end the intelligent interface
module needs to be supplied with knowledge of the type of problem the user has to solve,
knowledge of the information required to solve these problems, and knowledge of the
information contents of the documents in the database.

To represent this knowledge in such a way that it can be used for information retrieval, the
task-based IR architecture was proposed. In this architecture, a specific legal task is
represented in the format of a network model called a hyperindex. A hyperindex
representation language was developed that is specifically tailored to the representation of
legal tasks. A user can make the task he is working on known to the intelligent interface by
browsing and selecting a path through this hyperindex. In the hyperindex, the network as a
whole represents a domain model describing the problem-solving methods for a certain type
of problems. A path through the network represents a case model as a specific instance of
the problem type. The domain model and the case model together comprise the knowledge
required by the intelligent interface to determine the information need for the case at hand
and to derive the corresponding documents from the database.

The contribution of this research to the field of knowledge-based systems is the intelligent
interface architecture that integrates knowledge-based techniques in an information retrieval
system. A functional specification of intelligent interface for legal databases was presented
and it was pointed out what knowledge is required to make the interface perform these
functions. For the representation ofthis knowledge in an IT system, we have presented the
hyperindex representation language. This task-based IR architecture can also be used to
develop intelligent interfaces for databases in other domains. In a wider perspective, the
application of knowledge-based techniques for information retrieval can also be viewed as
a contribution to the field of knowledge-based systems. The support philosophy in which
tasks are supported by providing information to the user differs from the support functions

4 Some expert systems are designed to take the place of human experts, while others are designed to aid them.
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traditionally offered by knowledge-based systems. Knowledge-based systems are
traditionally used to offer support by automation of problem-solving task. In the support
philosophy we propose, knowledge-based techniques are used to offer information support
and the problem-solving itself is left to the user.

7.3.4 Legal information technology
The study of legal information technology is a discipline that concerns the application of
information technology in the legal practice. The reason for existence of this specific field
of study besides the computer sciences is that the legal domain poses specific conditions to
the application of information technology. These conditions are posed, amongst other things,
by the normative character of legal information and by the open textured nature of legal
reasoning. These characteristics call for specific types of automated support functions and
for specific technologies to provide these functions. The study of legal information
technology further considers the effects of applying information technology in the legal
domain. Existing procedures and relations within the legal system are, to a large extent,
determined by the (uneven) distribution of knowledge and information over the parties
involved. Any instrument that changes these relations will also have an effect on the legal
system.

In this research, a technique was developed to facilitate access to legal databases. The legal
documents stored in these databases, such as regulations and judicial decisions, are
important sources of law for any type of legal decision-making. The access to these
databases provided by traditional IR systems is defective, with the effect that information
required to solve a legal problem may not be found. The intelligent interface architecture
proposed in this research uses knowledge-based techniques to facilitate access to legal
databases. An important part of the research was devoted to developing techniques to
represent the legal knowledge required for the intelligent interface to perform this function.

This knowledge was found by analysing and modelling the aspects of the legal domain that
determine the information need. To this end, a domain conceptualisation was made in terms
of information-handling tasks and arguments. For knowledge representation according to
this conceptualisation, we propose a hyperindex representation language. The format of a
hyperindex is tailored to model the required knowledge for the purpose of application in an
intelligent interface for legal databases.

The task-based IR architecture proposed in this research makes several contributions to the
field of legal information technology. Based on a study of legal information and legal
information handling, a legal domain conceptualisation was proposed in terms of
information handling tasks and arguments. The analysis framework this conceptualisation
offers on legal domains gives insight into the information handling characteristics of legal
tasks. Therefore, it can be used to develop all types of automated legal information systems.
The task-based lR architecture itself can be used in different legal domains to build task-
based JR systems. The architecture also provides a framework for integrating different types
of automated task support functions within a single information system.

Section 6.2, was concerned with the influences of the application of this type of
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technology in the legal practice with special attention for applications in administrative law.
An important characteristic of administrative law is that citizens, in their relation with
administrative agencies, are the weaker party and they need to be protected against wrongful
government actions. Task-based [R systems can be deployed to provide citizens with better
access to the knowledge and the information they need to defend themselves. Administrative
law also demands from administrative agencies to provide information and a sufficient level
of service to the public. The duty to publish government information explicitly concerns
government regulations, administrative information and judicial decisions. The technology
developed in this research provides instruments to tailor the publication of information to
specific demand patterns. It can therefore be used by administrative agencies to tailor their
information services to the demands of the public.

7.4 Practical recommendations
Apart from the scientific results of this research, which were discussed in the previous
sections, we have aimed to provide practical techniques and guidelines for information
system development. In this research, the focus is on legal IR systems, but since the
technology involved also ranges over other types of information systems the
recommendations have a wider scope. In this section, some practical recommendations for
the development of different types of automated information systems are presented.

7.4. J Legal databases
The analysis of information retrieval problems in Chapter 2 resulted in the identification of
a number of limitations of the basic information retrieval principle. An inverted file index
is a very limited representation of the information contents of the documents in the database
and a Boolean database query gives a very limited representation of the information need of
the user. The matching function that relies on these representations further operates rough
heuristic methods. The combined effect of these limitations is that users have to be aware
of the storage structures of the documents in the database and the operation of the retrieva I
mechanism to be able to find the documents they need.

In the analysis, we also looked into the specific characteristics of information retrieval
from legal databases. Generic legal databases characteristically contain documents on very
different subjects. Although they generally hold just one type of document, such as statutes
or judicial decisions, the subject of these documents may be any regulated aspect of society.
There are, however, also thematic legal databases that hold different types of documents on
a specific legal subject area. The diversity of subjects covered in a document collection also
determines the distribution of word use in the database, which is an important datum for the
operation of the retrieval mechanism. To be able to retrieve useful documents from the
database, users have to pick search terms that distinguish those documents from the rest of
the document collection. In general, word use in legal texts is relatively concentrated.
[Noortwijk, 1995]

Another characteristic oflegal databases is that legal documents are generally stored with
a very limited document structure. These marked structural elements of documents can be
used in a database query to limit the scope of the search. In legal databases, the documents
are only marked with a few of such structural elements.
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These research results can be of interest to both users and developers of legal databases. For
users, it is important to be aware of the limitations of the IR principle and of the
characteristics of the specific legal database they are working with. These factors are of great
influence on the behaviour of tl- ~ retrieval system in response to queries by the user. The
most frequently adopted search strategy is to type in the first single search term that users
themselves find the best description of their subject of interest. It would be better if users
would think first of the characteristics of the document collection in the database and try to
establish the outstanding characteristics of the documents that they want to retrieve.
Additionally, especially in large databases it is generally required to use more than one
search term to retrieve a sufficiently small and specific document set.

For developers of legal databases, the results can be used to minimise the negative effects
caused by the limitations of the basic IR principle. To this end, there are generally two
strategies that can be adopted in the development of legal databases. Either the storage
structures and the transparency of the document collection itself or the representational
qualities of the techniques used to disclose the document collection can be enhanced. The
latter of these two is the strategy that was adopted in this research. An architecture for an
intelligent interface was developed that uses a task model to present the user with a view of
the system that corresponds to the task he is working on and to retrieve the documents from
the database that are required to perform that task.

The results of the legal information retrieval analysis can, however, also be used to
pursue the first strategy. To make a document collection more transparent to the user it is
recommended to keep the database small and collect documents of the same type and on the
same subject only. In such a database, it is least difficult for users to determine what search
terms they have to use to distinguish the documents they need from the rest of the document
collection. The storage structure in the database can be enhanced by a more detailed marking
of document structures. Legal documents have a strict structure that relates strongly to the
contents of the documents.' The strong relation between meaning and structure in legal
documents can be exploited in the formulation of database queries to give a more detailed
specification of the documents that are to be retrieved.

7.4.2 Legal knowledge-based systems
Knowledge-based techniques in this research were applied to build an intelligent interface
for legal databases. The purpose of an intelligent interface in this application is to determine
what information a user needs to solve an particular legal problem and to retrieve the
corresponding documents from the database. Applications of knowledge-based systems in
the legal domain are traditionally deployed to automatically perform the problem-solving
task itself. These applications are, by necessity, restricted to relatively limited and bounded
domains. Other limitations on this type of application have to do with acceptance of the type
of support they give the legal practice. The solutions presented by these knowledge-based
systems are not always trusted and the justifications they give for their solutions are often
found to be insufficient. The justification given by knowledge-based systems consists of a

5 Voennans has made an analysis of Dutch statutes and found that, depending on the type of statute. up to 54
substantive structural elements could be distinguished. [Voermans, 1995a]
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single reasoning path constructed from the application of a limited set of rules, whereas legal
justifications in practice generally consist of multiple reasoning paths with elaborate
motivations. In the application we propose, the legal problem solving task is left to the legal
practitioners and knowledge-based techniques are applied only to provide them with the
information they need to perform this task. This type of support does not suffer from the
objections to traditional applications of knowledge-based systems and it may be more easily
accepted in the legal practice.

To realise this kind of support function, the automated system is supplied with
knowledge of the information-handling characteristics of the legal task it is designed to
support. A legal domain in this support philosophy is conceptualised in terms of
information-handling tasks and arguments. In argumentation theory, legal decision making
is analysed as a process of searching and weighing arguments to defend a position. In our
conceptualisation, the information that is to be retrieved from the database must provide the
necessary arguments to defend a position. For the development of legal knowledge-based
systems, we recommend argumentation theory both as a natural analysis framework to study
legal reasoning and as a representation scheme for modelling legal knowledge.

In the conceptualisation used, the notion of a task also plays an important role. Tasks in
this view are considered for their information-handling characteristics. By analysing the
information-handling characteristics of a task the typical support functions for this task can
also be determined. For this purpose, a task taxonomy was presented in section 4.2.4. This
task taxonomy can be used as an analysis framework in the development of any kind of
automated information system to analyse the object system and to design the appropriate
automated support functions. Task analysis gives the possibility to tailor the support
functions of an automated system to the needs of a group of users that can be identified by
the tasks they perform. If, for example, an information system is meant to serve different
types of information requests, rather than providing a generic interface with no specific
support functions, the system can be provided with multiple specific interfaces
corresponding to identifiable demand patterns so as to offer more specific support functions.

7. 4. 3 Applications of IT in law
Information technology has the capacity to automatically store, transmit and process large
quantities of information. The body of legal information that legal practitioners have to
consider in their work is large and is likely to expand much more in the future," Another
development is that an increasing portion of the legal information sources is becoming
available in electronic format. In the Netherlands, only a fragment of all judicial decisions
is published at present. There is, however, no technical barrier to putting all judicial
decisions on Internet.' In view of these developments, IT applications in law can play an
important role. For legal practitioners to manage these extensive legal information sources

6 In section 1.2.1 some indicative counts of legal information sources were presented and some possible causes
for the expansion of legal information sources were discussed.

7 De Mulder has estimated the total text production of Dutch courts to be less than 10 Gigabytes a year.
[DeMulder, 1996]
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and to find the information they need to solve a case, better access mechanisms for legal
databases are required. In this research, we have proposed an IR architecture that offers
some improvements over the basic IR principle.

For citizens it also is important to have access to legal information. Public involvement
in democratic decision-making and the acceptance of judicial decisions depend on this
information to be generally available. In section 6.2.3, we discussed the government's duty
to publish government regulations, administrative information, and judicial decisions and
to do so in an accessible and understandable format. In a policy plan, the Dutch government
has put down intentions for the application of IT to improve the service of the public sector
to the citizens. [BIOS-3, 1995] Among other things, this plan contains policy for developing
a nation-wide network of desks, to be consulted by citizens and by trade and industry for
information and public products and services, without referral. In the Public Counter 2000
programme (OL2000), pilot projects by municipalities are funded to develop the knowledge
and the technology required for the realisation of this government information service.
[OL2000, 1997] A central goal in the OL2000 programme is to tailor government
information services to demand patterns of citizens rather than, as now often is the case, to
the internal organization of the administration. A demand pattern in this view, is defined as
a complex of questions and wishes which the citizen regards as being interrelated. In this
research, it has been shown that a persons information need can be derived from the task he
performs. This principle, which is the foundation of the task-based information retrieval
architecture can be used both to identify and analyse demand patterns of citizens and to
design the information service to respond to these demand patterns. Following this line, the
task-based retrieval architecture could play a role in the realisation of the projected
government information service.

7.4.4 System development
For practical instruments and guidelines in system development projects, it is possible to use
a system development methodology. The purpose and the organisation of system
development methodologies were discussed in section 6.4.1. For the development of task-
based IR systems it is also possible to seek the support of a system development
methodology. Even though this is a new type of information system, it is possible to use the
practical development support of existing system development methodologies.

In this research, a prototype was developed to demonstrate the task-based JR architecture
in a practical system and to test the IR performance. In the course of developing this
prototype, we have gained experiences that enable us to provide additional guidelines for the
development of task-based IR systems. These guidelines were discussed in section 6.4.

In selecting a system development methodology, it is important to consider that task-based
IR systems use knowledge-based techniques. Knowledge-based systems differ from
conventional information systems chiefly in their capacity to relate information to the
domain in which this information is used. The development of knowledge-based systems is
consequently characterised by more complex analysis and modelling efforts. Special
attention is also required for knowledge acquisition which is generally not necessary in
conventional software development.
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A system development methodology that specifically caters for developing knowledge-based
systems is KADS. [Schreiber, 1993] In the KADS methodology special attention is paid to
the analysis of knowledge prior to the design and the implementation of a knowledge-based
system. For the development of task-based information retrieval systems, we therefore
recommend following KADS, especially for the analysis and design of the knowledge
models. The KADS methodology is, however, not complete as it does not cover all the
possible phases in software development. Regarding project management, for example, the
facilities are rather limited. So, in order to get complete system development support, some
additional techniques will be required. These can be found by contracting techniques from
other system development methodologies.

Based upon the experiences with the development of the prototype task-based IR system we
can also give some guidelines for the development of information systems in general.
Specifically, the technique of task analysis proposed in this research is portable to the
development of other types of applications. In the analysis of the legal domain, tasks were
considered according to their information-handling characteristics. The purpose of this
analysis was to determine for each task what information is required to perform them. The
information-handling characteristics, however, also allowed for a determination of the types
of other automated support functions that could be developed to support those tasks. For this
purpose, a task taxonomy was developed that was presented in section 4.2.4. This task
taxonomy can be used as an analysis framework in the development of any kind of
automated information system to analyse the object system and to design the appropriate
automated support functions.

7.4.5 Internet applications
The technology that is currently considered to have the best potential of becom ing the most
important medium for the electronic communication of information is Internet. Since the
progenitor oflnternet, the ARPANET, was founded in 1966 as a military research network
of the US Department of Defence, Internet has developed into a true people's medium.
Today's Internet has a global reach and has penetrated into all walks of society. Internet
access is available for anyone at low cost through telephone- and TV cable networks. The
popularity of Internet can further be attributed to the WWW technology which provides
versatile facilities for attractive presentation of information, and which can be used with any
type of computer and operating system by a single browsing program that is easy to operate.
If the acceptance of Internet among citizens continues to grow at the same pace, these
qualities could make Internet the ultimate tool for democracy. The open and accessible
nature of the Internet make it excellently suited for electronic communication between
government and citizens. At the moment, the initiatives to publish legal and administrative
information on the Internet are just taking off.

As a legal information retrieval system, there are, however, serious inherent drawbacks
to Internet. The body of information provided on Internet is very large and it is stored
distributed across a large number of different computers." The information further deals with

8 Refer to section 6.3.3 for some indicative figures on the size oflntemet.
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a large number of different subjects and is put in different media types. Even if just textual
documents are considered, the information is presented in many different languages and
stored in different file formats. These characteristics make information retrieval on the
Internet particularly difficult.

In section 6.3.3, two different types of IR facilities were discussed that provide access
to the information on the Internet: search engines and link libraries. Internet search engines
use robots that continuously scan the Internet for new or updated documents to build a full
text index that can be searched with Boolean queries. As search engines operate the basic
IR principle discussed in Chapter 2, they also suffer from the same IR problems; only in the
Internet context these problems are magnified many times. To retrieve documents, users
have to specify the terms that distinguish the documents they need from the other documents
in the collection. In the large and diverse document collection of the Internet, word use is
very unpredictable which makes it very hard to choose the right search terms.

The other way to get access to the information on Internet is provided by link libraries.
Link libraries use the hypertext facilities of the WWW-technology of Internet to provide an
organised collection of references to documents on a specific subject. However, as was
discussed in section 2.4.2, generic hypertext technology has some inherent drawbacks that
also complicate its application for information retrieval. Hyperlinks are generic indicators
of a relation between two documents. Because the substantive nature of the relation is not
expressed, it is often unclear what hyperlinks mean. Users can easily get lost while
navigating through a network of untyped hyperlinks.

The task-based IR architecture proposed in this book provides a solution for the navigational
problems of generic hypertext technology. In the architecture, the nodes and the links in a
hypertext network are typed according to a conceptualisation of the subject domain. This
way, the navigational steps in a hypertext are provided with a specific meaning that can be
made to correspond to the user perception of the domain. In conceptualisation that was
made, the subject domain is modelled in terms of tasks. For legal domains it was
demonstrated that there is a strong correspondence between tasks and the information that
is required to perform those tasks. For information retrieval on Internet, we therefore
propose to use link libraries that are organised according to task models. In section 6.3.3, it
was discussed how the WWW-technology of Internet can be used to implement task-based
IR systems.

The general recommendation for the organisation of information on Internet is to
consider what the information is meant to be used for and by whom. We propose the task-
based approach as a possible organisation scheme that can be used both as an analysis
framework and as a representation method.

7.5 Summary of the conclusions
In this chapter, the research results were reported and used to draw conclusions and to
answer the research questions. With respect to the main research question, we have
concluded that knowledge-based techniques can effectively be applied to build an intelligent
interface that resolves some important usability problems associated with legal databases.
The basic IR principle has some inherent shortcomings that have the combined effect that
users have to be aware of the storage structures of the documents in the database and the
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operation of the retrieval mechanism to be able to find the documents they need. We have
shown that an intelligent interface can be used to bridge the conceptual gap between the
technical view on the information in the database and the user perspective on this
information. An intelligent interface presents the user with a view on the information in the
database that corresponds to the domain in which this information is used. To this end, the
intelligent interface is provided with a knowledge model of the domain in which the
information from the database is used. We have conceptualised the application domain of
legal information in terms of tasks. In our analysis, we found a strong relation between a
legal tasks and the information that is required to perform those tasks. For the integration of
legal task models in IR systems, we presented the task-based IR architecture. In this
architecture, legal tasks are represented in a hyper index model. This hyperindex consists of
nodes and links that are made to correspond to elements that we found to make up legal
tasks. A user can make the task he is working on known to the system by browsing through
the hyperindex rather than by formulating a query, as in traditional IR systems. The path
through the hyperindex is interpreted by the system to derive the information need of the
user and to retrieve the corresponding documents from the database.

The task-based IR architecture we propose is primarily motivated by the theoretical
analysis of legal information and legal information handling. in addition to the theoretical
motivation, we demonstrated the task-based IR architecture for the example domain of
objection procedures in Dutch administrative law. The architecture was used to build a
practical system for this domain that served as an example and that was tested in an
experimental setting. The ARMOR system is an integrated information retrieval and task-
support system for objecting to an administrative order and writing a notice of objection.

The type of solution proposed is not a general solution for all legal information retrieval
problems. Because of the nature of the knowledge-based techniques that were applied, a
system that is built according to our architecture will always be domain specific. Because
of the large modelling effort that is required, such a system will also be expensive to build.
Basic IR systems are much cheaper because the technology they use is much more generic
and standard software can be used. We therefore think a task-based IR system can be built
best for domains in which the benefits of value-added information support outweigh the cost
of building such a system.

The reported research results are primarily meant to contribute to the theory of legal
information technology and the development of legal information systems. In the course of
the research, however, we also used and built upon the theories of legal sciences and the
theories of information retrieval and knowledge-based systems of computer science. In this
chapter, we discussed the research results for their meaning for these fields of study.

Finally, we interpreted the results and gave practical recommendations for the
development of information systems. We found that task models have a strong potential both
as an analysis framework and as a representation technique to tailor information systems to
the needs of the people that use them.

We hope that the conclusions and the reported results of this research will contribute to the
development of useful legal information systems.
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4GL
ADW

AI
ARMOR
ARPANET

ASI
BGA
BPR
CELEX

CGI

CLARIT

CREDOC

EC
EDI
ELRO

FLITE

GALA
Gw
HTML
IR
ISAC

ISO
IT
JB
JSD
JUSTEX

KADS

KBS
Klvl
LEDA

Abbreviations

Fourth generation programming language
General database for statutes and regulations (in Dutch: Algemene Databank
Wet- en regelgeving)
Artificial Intelligence
Argument Model based Retrieval system
Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (Computer network of the US
Department of Defense)
a NGI en Klvl association
Betting and Gaming Act (in Dutch: Wet op de kansspelen)
Business process redesign
Communitatis Europaeae Lex (The database of the European Community
containing Community law and European parliament files.)
Common Gateway Interface (A specification for program scripts providing
a common way for Web servers to interact dynamically with users.)
IR system developed at the Laboratory for Computational Linguistics at
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, using statistical techniques and
limited natural language processing.
Centre de Recherche Documentaire (Belgian documentation centre for legal
information)
European Community
Electronic Data Interchange
Electronic counter of the Netherlands judicial authorities (in Dutch:
Electronisch Loket Rechterlijke Organisatie)
Federal Legal Information Thru Electronics (Renaming of the LITE database
when it was adopted for use by the US federal government.)
General Administrative Law Act (in Dutch: Algemene Wet Bestuursrecht)
the Dutch Constitution (in Dutch: Grondwet)
Hypertext Markup Language
Information Retrieval
Information Systems work and Analysis of Change, a system development
methodology
International Organization for Standardization
Information Technology
(in Dutch: Juridische Bibliotheek)
Jackson Structured Development
Database of the Netherlands Judicial authorities with a selection of judicial
dec ions on administrative law cases.
KADS (KBS Analysis and Design Support) is a systems development
methodology
Knowledge Based System
Dutch Royal Institute for engineers
Legislative Design- and Advisory system
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LITE

NGI

NLP
ODA
0L2000

PDF

SCISOR

SMART

STAIRS
STATUS
Stcrt
Stb
TOPIC
TREC
VNW

Wob
WWW
YAHOO!

ABBREYIA TIONS

Legal Information Thru Electronics (First legal database developed for the US
Office of the Staff Judge Advocate at the Air Force Accounting and Finance
Center.)
Dutch Computer Society (in Dutch: Nederlands Genootschap voor
Informatica)
Natural language processing
Open Document Architecture
Public Counter 2000, a government programme for enhancing government
services to the public by using information technology (in Dutch:
Overheidsloket 2000)
Portable Document Format (exchange standard for formatted documents by
Adobe)
System for Conceptual Information Summarization, Organization, and
Retrieval (an advanced interpretative indexing system)
System for the Mechanical Analysis and Retrieval of Text (lR system by G.
Salton)
Storage and Information Retrieval System (lR system by IBM)
Text document retrieval system developed by Harwell Computer Power Ltd.
the Netherlands Government Gazette (in Dutch: Staatscourant)
Bulletin of Acts, Orders, and Decrees (in Dutch: Staatsblad)
Information retrieval system developed by Verity, Inc.
Text Retrieval Conference
Statute law database by Vermande publishers (in Dutch: Vennande
Nederlandse Wetgeving)
Government Information Act (In Dutch: Wet openbaarheid van bestuur)
World Wide Web
Yet another hierarchically ordered oracle! (an Internet link library service)



Task model,

Task nodes,

Task node elements,
Task node type,

Task node name,
Task node subject,
Task node characterisation,
Characterisation expression,

Task links,

Task link elements,
Task link type,

Task link name,
Task link source,
Task link destination,
Task link contents,

Argument model,

Argument nodes,

Appendix A

Hyperindex representation language

T = {NT, LT}

NT = {nt., nt2, ... nt.}
(x: I ...a)

nt.: (type, name, subject, characterisation)
ntx.type E NT,ypc
Nt.ypc= {analysis, synthesis, modification, computation,

transport, storage, formatting}
nix.name : text string
nix.subject = NA" NAx c NA
nt..characterisation = r,
r, E R

LT= {It I> Itb Itb}

(y: I b)
I~ : (type, name, source, destination, contents)
I~.type E LT,ypc
Lt.ypc= {generic, optional, compulsory, consecutive, logical

consequence}
I~..name : text string
IS..source E NT
I~..destination E NT
I~.contents = NAv, NAy c NA

A = {NA, LA}

NA = {na., na2, ... na.}
(v: I ...c)

nCly:(type, name, expression, characterisation)
na.type E N~pc
NA,vpc= {claim,argument}

Argument node name, na..name : text string
Argument node expression, nCly.expression : text string
Argument node characterisation, na.charactisation = r,
Characterisation expression, r, E R

Argument node elements,
Argument node type,

Argument links,

Argument link elements,
Argument link type,

Argument link name,
Argument link source,
Argument link destination,

LA = {la., la2, •.. lad}
(w: I ... d)

111": (type, name, source, destination)
la,v·type E L~1'"
La,ypc= {support, reject, oppose}
la.v.name : text string
la",.source E NA
la".destination E NA
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Characterisation language,
Characterisation language
grammar,

ApPENDIX A

R = {sentence., sentence., ... sentence.}
sentence ~ sentence and sentence.
sentence ~ sentence or sentence.
sentence ~ not sentence.
sentence ~ term.



Appendix B

Specification of a domain model and a case model in the hyperindex
representation language

Specification of a domain model in the hyperindex representation language

Domain model,
Task model,
Task nodes,
Task links,
Argument model,
Argument nodes,
Argument links,

= {P, Ad}
= {NTd, LP}
= {nt., n~, nt.}
= {lt., I~, Itm}

= {NAd, LAd}
= {na.itype.name, n~.type.name, ... narype.name}
= {la., I~, ... lap}

Specification of a case model in the hyperindex representation language

Case model,
Task model,
Task path,
Argument model,
Argument nodes,

Argument links,

C = {TC
, A"}

T" = {LT"}
u- = {Itl' I~, ... Itq}, L T" c LP
A" = {NA",LA"}
Na" = {na.iexpression.characterisation,

n~.expression.characterisation, ...
na.expression.characterisation}

Lac = {la., I~, ... las}, LA" cLAd





Appendix C

Hyperindex representation of the object system 'Objecting to an
administrative order'

The model was originally constructed in the Dutch language for Dutch legal databases.
Specifically the selection of terms for the characterisation of nodes in the model contains
knowledge of the use of words in Dutch legal texts. The model here is presented in English
and also the terms for the characterisation of legal tasks are translated. We realise that in the
translation the knowledge of word-use in legal texts contained in these characterisations is
lost.

Domain model 'Objecting to an administrative order'
Dr= {T" Ar}

Task model T, = {NT" LTr}

Task nodes nt., ntz, ... nt., E NTr

(3.1 )1
nt, : (analysis, "Check administrative authority", {n~, na.}, "administrative authority")
nt, : (analysis, "Check 'order?', {na., na.}, order and administration)
nt, : (analysis, "Determine interest", {naIZ,naK, na.;}, "interested party")
nt, : (analysis, "Check specific procedure", {nail> naJO},objection or appeal)
nt, : (analysis, "Check excepted 'orders'", {nalz, nail}, (order and exception) or "no

objection" or "no appeal")
(3.2.1.1)

nt, : (analysis, "Identify main position", {naI2, nail}, argument or motivation)
nt, : (analysis, "Assess preparation", {na; nal4}, preparation)
nt, : (analysis, "Establish administrative competence", {naIZ' nal), naIS}, competence or

authority or can)
nt, : (analysis, "Find statutory basis", {nail, nal;, na!6}' order and (give or issue»

(3.2.1.2)
nt., : (analysis, "Analyse argument structure", {nllt), naJ7}, order and (motivation or reasons

or conclusion or grounds or consideration»
nt., : (synthesis, "Design main positions of objection", {nal), nal7, naZI}, objection and

(reasons or grounds»
nt., : (synthesis, "Criticise argumentation ofthe 'order'", n~K' order and (object or disagree

or "not agree" or dispute or oppose)
ntll : (synthesis, "Draw up independent arguments", n~I' objection and (views or opinion»
nt., : (synthesis, "Draw up objection argumentation", {n~o, naZK,na27, nan}, objection and

(motivation or reasons or grounds))
ntis : (synthesis, "Draw up alternative demands", {n~), naZ4},(objection or appeal) and

(demand or request or ask»

The numbers between brackets in the right column refer to the activity diagrams presented in Chapter 4 in
which the subtasks of this model are analysed.
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(3.2.1 )
ntl<\ : (synthesis, "Formulate objections", {naZ]' na24}, "notice of objection" and (write or

draft or state))
nt., : (transport, "File notice of objection", n~4' (file or submit or send) and (objection or

appeal)

Task links Itl, Itz, ... Itzi E LT,
(3. I)

ItI : {consecutive, "Act administrative authority", nt., ntz, {na4, na., naK})
Itz : (consecutive, "Administrative 'order"', nt2, nt., {na., nal2• naH})
It] : (consecutive, '''Order' for interested party", nt], nt4, {naI2, na.})
It4 : (consecutive, "'Order' normal procedure", nt., nts, nalz)
Its : (logical consequence, '''Order' (to objection)", nt., nt., nalz)

(3.2.1.1)
It<\ : (compulsory, "'Order' (to competence)", nt;, ntH'nad
It7 : (compulsory, '''Order' (to preparation)", nt., nt7, nalz)
Itx : (generic, "Main position of the order" nlo, ntH,nail)
It9 : (generic, "Competence for order", n~, nt9, {nail' naI5})
Itlo : (compulsory, "Argument model of the order for analysis", n~, nt,o, {nail' na'5' naI6})
ItII : (generic, "Argument model of the order for design", nt, ntll, {nal]' nal5, naI6})
Itl2 : (generic, "Objections to preparation", nt., nt'4' nan)

(3.2.1.2)
ItIl
Itl4
lt.,
lt.,
Itl7
It"
Itl9

(3.2.1)
Itzo
Itzl

: (consecutive, "Analysis argument structure", ntl{),ntlz, {na.; naI7})
: (optional, "Main positions objection", ntll, ntll, nazo)
: (consecutive, "Main positions objection", ntll, ntl4, nazo)
: (consecutive, "Objections to argumentation of the 'order:", ntlz, ntl4, naZK)
: (consecutive, "Independent arguments", ntl], ntl4, nazI)
: (optional, "Concept objection argument model", ntl4, ntl5, {nazo, naZl' na24})

: (consecutive. "Alternative demands", ntiS' ntl4, na22)

: (consecutive, "Argument model of objections", ntl4, ntl<\,{nazo, na13, na24})

: (consecutive, "Notice of objection", ntl6, ntl7, na44)

Argument model A, = {NA" LA,}
Argument nodes {nal, na2, ... na42} E NA,

The argument node attributes "expression" and "characterisation" are not
filled out in the domain model because they are part of the case model
definition.

na,..expr,.char, (x : 1 ... 42) E NN
(3.1)

nal : (claim, "Objection procedure", exprl, chari)
na2 : (argument, "Administrative 'order' qualification", expr2, char2)

na3 : (argument, "Administrative authority qualification", expr3, char3)

na4 : (argument, "Administrative act", expr4, char4)
na; : (argument, "Interest qualification", expr5, char5)
na6 : (argument, "Procedure check", expr6, char6)

na7 : (argument, "Exception check", expr7' char7)
nag : (argument, "Legal person", exprg, charg)
n~ : (argument, "Interest characteristics", expr9, char9)

nalo : (argument, "Specific regulations", exprlO' charlo)
nail: (argument, "Exception list GALA", exprll, char II)
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(3.2.1.1)
na., : (claim, "Administrative order", exprl2' char.j)
nalJ : (argument, "Main position of the order", exprl3' char13)

na., : (argument, "Careful preparation", exprl4, charl4)
nalS : (argument, "Administrative competence", expr; char.j)
na., : (argument, "Statutory basis", exprl6' char.j)
na., : (argument, "Motivation of the order", exprl7' charl7)
na., : (argument, "Relevant facts", exprlR' char.j)
na., : (argument, "Interests to be weighed", expr.s, charl9)

(3.2.1.2)
na20 : (argument, "Main position objection", expr20, char20)
na21 : (argument, "Views interested party", expr.], char21)
nan: (argument, "Alternative demands", expr22' charn)
na23 : (argument, "Factual objections", expr2), char23)

naN: (argument, "Legal objections", expr24' char24)
na25 : (argument, "Formal defects", expr25' char25)
na26 : (argument, "Substantive defects", expr26, char26)
na27 : (argument, "Defects in completion and preparation", expr27' char27)

na2K: (argument, "Defects in motivation and construction", expr2R,char2R)
na29 : (argument, "No careful preparation", expr29, char29)
na30 : (argument, "Violation of Fair play principle", expr30, char30)
na31 : (argument, "Abuse of procedures", expr.}, char31)
na32 : (argument, "No bearing motivation", expr32, char32)

na33 : (argument, "No clear formulation", expr33, char33)

na., : (argument, "Competence violation", expr34, char34)
na]5 : (argument, "Violation principles of proper administration", expr35, char3s)
na36 : (argument, "Failing statutory basis", expr36, char36)
na,7 : (argument, "Breach of the law", expr37, char..)
na3K: (argument, "Arbitrariness", expr3R,char3R)
na3y : (argument, "Abuse of competence", expr39, char]y)
na40 : (argument, "No substantive carefulness", expr40, char4o)
na41 : (argument, "Violation of substantive legal security", expr41, char41)
na42 : (argument, "Violation of rightful trust", expr42, char42)
na., : (argument, "Violation equality principle", expr43, char43)

(3.2.1 )
na44 : (claim, "Objection to administrative decision", expr44, char44)

Argument links {la., lab ... la3o}E LA,
(3.1 )

la, : (support, "Objection to order", na2, nal)
la2 : (support, "Order of administrative authority", n~, na2)
la, : (support, "Interest with order", na;, nal)
la4 : (reject, "Prescription of a specific procedure", n~, nal)
la5 : (reject, "Order excepted from objection", na7, nal)
I~ : (support, "Interest legal person", nag, nas)
la7 : (support, "Interest is characterised", naq, na;)
laK : (support, "Specific procedure prescribed", nalO,n~)
laq : (support, "Excepted administrative act", n~, na7)
lalO : (support, "Check exception list", nail, na7)
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(3.2.1 I)
la, I : (support, "Administrative authority identification", na, nal2)
la., : (support, "Main position identification", nal3, nal2)
laJ3 : (support, "Preparation of the order", nal4, nal2)
la., : (support, "Competence for order", nal5, naJ3)
la., : (support, "Statutory basis for order", nal6, nal3)
la., : (support, "Motivation for main position", nal7, nal3)
la., : (support, "Factual motivation", nalK, nal7)
lalK : (support, "Weighing of interests", nal9, nai7)

(3.2.1.2)
la., : (oppose, "Counter position", na211,naI3)

la20 : (support, "Objection position statement", na211,na44)
la21 : (support, "Argument from own views", n~1> na20)
la22 : (support, "Alternative objection demands", nan, na44)
Ian : (support, "Factual arguments", na23, na20)
la24 : (reject, "Factual dispute", na2l, nal,)
la25 : (support, "Legal arguments", n~4' na20)
la26 : (support, "Formal objections", na25, na24)

la., : (support, "Substantive objections", na26, na24)

la2, : (support, "Objection to completion and preparation", na27, na25)
la29 : (support, "Objection to motivation and construction", na2K,na25)
la)1I : (support, "Argument of uncareful preparation", n~9' na27)
la31 : (oppose, "Dispute on preparation", na29, nal4)
Ian : (support, "Argument of no Fair play", n~o, na27)
la]J : (support, "Argument of abuse of procedures", n~I' na27)
la34 : (support, "Argument of motivational defects", n~Z, na2,)
la., : (reject, "Dispute on motivation", nan, nal7)
la36 : (support, "Argument of unclear formulation", n~), na2K)
la37 : (support, "Objection of competence violation", nal4, na26)
lalK : (oppose, "Dispute on competence", na34, nal5)
la39 : (support, "Objection of principles of proper administration", na35, na26)
la40 : (support, "Argument of failing statutory basis", n~6, na34)
la41 : (oppose, "Dispute on statutory basis", na36, nal6)
la42 : (support, "Argument of breach of the law", n~7' na34)
la43 : (support, "Argument of arbitrariness", na3K,na34)
la44 : (support, "Argument of abuse of competence", n~9' na34)
la45 : (support, "Argument of failing substantive carefulness", n<\to,na35)
la46 : (support, "Argument of violation of legal security", n<\tl, na35)
la47 : (support, "Argument of violation of rightful trust", n<\t2,na35)
la4K : (support, "Argument of violation of equality principle", 11<\t3'nalS)

(3.2.1)
la49 : (oppose, "Objection to order", na44, nal2)
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Hyperindex representation of the example case 'Building permit'

Case model 'Building permit'
C:= {~A,~

Task model T:= {LT,}
Task path L~b= {It~,Itf, ... It;,}

Argument model A;>={NA,'; LA,~
Argument nodes na], nai', ... na;o E NA,b
(3.1 )

na~ : ("With this notice of objection J object to your decision to refuse my building permit",
("notice of objection" and decision) or (permit and refuse»

nai' : ("The refusal of the building permit by the Mayor and Aldermen qualifies as an
administrative order", (refuse and permit) or ("Mayor and Aldermen" and
"administrative order"»

na\' : ("The administrative order is issued by the Mayor and Aldermen","Mayor and
Aldermen")

nal' : (,The administrative order is an administrative decision", "administrative decision")
na; : (,The interested party is a natural person with a direct personal interest", "interested

party")
nak : ("No specific procedure is prescribed", "specific procedure")
nai' : ('The administrative order is not excepted from the objection procedure",

"administrative order" and exeception and "objection procedure")
n~ : ("Natural person", "natural person")
nal' : ("Direct personal interest", interest)
na~o : ("No specific procedural regulations", "specific procedure")
na~, : ("GALA, excepted administrative orders", "administrative order" and exception)

(3.2.1.1)
na~2 : (,The Mayor and Aldermen have decided on the request for the building permit",

"Mayor and Aldermen" and permit)
na~3 : ("The building permit is refused", refuse and permit)
na~4 : ("In the preparation the relevant facts and interests have been considered", preparation

and interest)
na~5 : ('Town and Country Planning Act", 'Town and Country Planning Act")
na~6 : ("Town and Country Planning Act", "Town and Country Planning Act")
na~7 : ("The decision is motivated with an appeal to the zoning plan", (decision and

motivation) or (appeal and "zoning plan"»
na~8 : (,The facts considered are the intended business activities of Mrs. Jansen and the zoning

plan for the villa-park", "zoning plan")
na~9 : ("The interests weighed are those of the interested party and of the neighbourhood",

interest or "interested party")
(3.2.1.2)

nai'o : ("The building permit for the art studio must be granted", "building permit")
nai', : ("I hold the view that there is no matter of business activities", view)
nai'2 : ("If the activities conducted in the art studio do qualify as a business, you can just order

to stop these activities. There is no need to refuse the building permit", refuse and
permit)

nai'3 : ("! do not intend to run a business from the art studio", )
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nai'4 : ("Legal objections to the order", "legal objections")
nai'; : ("The order has formal defects", "formal defects")
nai'7 : ("The completion and preparation of the order to refuse the building permit are

defective", completion and preparation)
nai'K: ("The motivation and construction of the order to refuse the building permit are

defective", motivation and construction)
nai'9 : ("The order is not prepared with proper care", "proper care")
naj'2 : ("The order lacks a bearing motivation", "bearing motivation")

(3.2.1)
na.l'4: ("I oppose to the decision of the Mayor and Aldermen to refuse the building permit",

oppose and decision)
(additional arguments)

na.l'; : ("I make sculptures without the intent of making profits", ~
na.l'6: ("A business has the intent to make profits", ~
na.l'7: ("Only a few sculptures are being sold and without making a profit", ~
na.l'H: ("When preparing an order an administrative authority must gather the necessary

information concerning the relevant facts and the interests to be weighed (GALA
section 3:2)", ~

na.l'9: ("The Mayor and Aldermen have not sent for someone to objectively establish the
situation", ~

na,\'o: ("The order is based on incorrect data", _)

Argument links la, la2, ... la., to LA,.b
(3. I)

la~ : (support, "Objection to order", nai', na~
la~ : (support, "Order of administrative authority", naf, n~~
Iaj' : (support, "Interest with order", na,\',n~~
Ia.l' : (reject, "Prescription of a specific procedure", nai:, na~
Ia:' : (reject, "Order excepted from objection", n~, na~
lak : (support, "Interest legal person", nllt\',na;~
I~ : (support, "Interest is characterised", naS, na;~
Ia:' : (support, "Specific procedure prescribed", n",bo,na,;~
laS : (support, "Excepted administrative act, na.l',n~~
la~o : (support, "Check exception list", n~bl' n~~

(3.2.1.1 )
la~1 : (support, "Administrative authority identification", naf, na~2)
la~2 : (support, "Main position identification", na~3'na~2)
la~J : (support, "Preparation of the order", n~4' n~2)
la~4 : (support, "Competence for order", n~;, na~J)
la~; : (support, "Statutory basis for order", n~6' na~J)
J~b6 : (support, "Motivation for main position", n",\ nlitb3)
la~7 : (support, "Factual motivation", n~H' na~7)
la~K : (support, "Weighing of interests", n",b9,na~7)

(3.2.1.2)
Ilitb9 : (oppose, "Counter position", nai'o,na~J)
lai'o : (support, "Objection position statement", nai'o,na.l'4)
lai'l : (support, "Argument from own views", n<fl' nai'o)
1ai'2 : (support, "Alternative objection demands", nafz, na.l'4)
1ai'3 : (support, "Factual arguments", nai'3,nai'o)
1ai'4 : (reject, "Factual dispute", nai'3,na~8)
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lat : (support, "Legal arguments", nal'4' nai'o)
la~h : (support, "Formal objections", nai's, nai'4)
1ai'7 : (support, "Objection to completion and preparation", nai'7' nai's)
lai', : (support, "Objection to motivation and construction", nai'" nai'5)
lai'" : (support, "Argument of uncareful preparation", nal'y, nai'7)
lafo : (oppose, "Dispute on preparation", nai'", naf4)
lafJ : (support, "Argument of motivational defects", n<tz, nai',)
laf4 : (reject, "Dispute on motivation", n<tz, naf7)

(3.2.1 )
la.\', : (oppose, "Objection to order", na.\'4'nafz)

(additional argument links)
Ia.\'" : (support, 'The nature of the art studio", na.\'s, nai'J)
Ial'o : (support, "The nature of business activities", na.\'6'nai'J)
1al'1 : (support, "Profitability of the art studio", na.\'7'na.\'s)
Ial'z : (support, "Information gathering requirement", na.\'" nai'9)
1a\'3 : (support, "Information gathering by Mayor and Aldermen", n~9' nai'9)
1a\'4 : (support, "Motivational defects", nal'o, naf2)
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Summary

Interfacing between Lawyers and Computers
An Architecture for Knowledge-based Interfaces to Legal Databases

Legal practrtioners often have problems with retrieving information from legal text
databases. To a large extent, these problems can be attributed to the limitations of the
traditional Boolean query mechanism used in text databases which is difficult for users to
operate. As a possible solution for these problems in this book an architecture is proposed
for an intelligent interface to legal databases. An intelligent interface uses knowledge of the
task domain of legal practitioners to operate as an intelligent intermediary between the user
and the database.

This research addresses the most pressing issues that need to be resolved to allow for the
development of advanced 4th generation legal databases. It involves a study into the nature
of legal information handling and the representation of legal knowledge. In addition to the
theoretical study, it is demonstrated, with the development of a prototype, how the
architecture can be used for the development of practical legal information systems.

Chapter 1. Introduction

Legal practitioners in their work have to consider ever more information. Despite efforts to
deregulate, the volume of statutes and treaties is still growing. Also the body of recent case
law is expanding because society asks for legal decisions more often. As legal information is
both the source and the result of all legal tasks, legal practitioners are crucially dependent on
good access to legal information. The field of study that addresses the problem of accessing
large collections of electronically stored documents is called Information Retrieval (IR).

Text databases can traditionally be accessed through an index which can be browsed (as
in books) or queried (a specific database functionality). As database indexes are based on
the contents of the database, users have to be familiar with the content and the storage
structures of the database and the operation of the retrieval mechanism to be able to find the
information they need. There is much evidence from IR performance studies that users lack
the necessary insight into these technical database terms with the effect that they can not find
the information they need. For this reason, the operation of databases is often performed by
human mediators (e.g. librarians and database operators). These mediators are able to relate
a description of a problem in a specific domain to the storage structures of a database so that
the documents with the information relevant to the problem are retrieved.

This book considers the possibility to use knowledge-based techniques for building an
automated intelligent intermediary. An interesting concept in this respect that has recently
been developed in informatics is the concept of the intelligent interface. An intelligent
interface, in short, is an automated intermediary between the user and an automated
information system that uses knowledge of the domain of the user to help him operate the
system.

The central research question of this study is: How can an intelligent facilitate access to
legal databases? To answer this question, it is investigated what an intelligent interface is
and how it can be used to resolve the problems of legal information retrieval. This research
involves a study of legal information handling, legal knowledge representation and the
development of legal knowledge based systems.
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Chapter 2. Legal Information Retrieval

Nowadays, the most important sources of legal information (legislation, judicial decisions,
literature) are available electronically in legal databases. From the IR literature a common
theoretical framework is derived to study the problems of legal information retrieval. In this
framework, an IR system is considered to consist of three basic IR functions. The indexing
function takes the documents in the database to build up a list of terms that characterise the
contents of the documents. In the querying function, the user of the database has to specify
a database query using terms and Boolean operators to express his information need. The
matching function compares query terms with index terms and retrieves the matching
documents.

A legal practitioner searching for information on some specific legal problem has to specify
terms that distinguish the documents that are relevant to his information need from the other
documents in the database. For legal practitioners this task is all but straightforward and it
poses problems which stand in the way of finding the relevant documents. At the root of
these problems there are three limitations of the basic text retrieval model that relate to the
three IR functions: the index describes the information contents of documents only partially,
a query is an imperfect description of an information need, and the matching function
operates rough heuristics and a tight closed world assumption.

To these three sets of limitations, we can add a fourth category which spans the
information retrieval functions and which we refer to as the conceptual gap. The conceptual
gap is the discrepancy between the user's view of the subject matter of the stored documents
in the context of his professional setting and the reduced formal view on these subjects as
presented by information retrieval systems. Because of the limitations of the IR principle,
users have to be aware of the way the documents are stored and indexed and of the operation
of the matching algorithm in order to effectively retrieve the required documents from the
database. In a legal setting: legal practitioners have to translate their information need, which
they have in mind in the form of legal concepts, into a query which must be put in technical
database concepts.

Current research efforts and extensions of the basic IR paradigm are aimed at reducing
the effect of these theoretical limitations. The subject of this research can also be put in this
perspective. The aim is to bridge the conceptual gap for users of legal databases. To this end,
a method for index organisation is proposed which complies with the way legal problems
are solved.

Chapter 3. A Task-based Hyperindex

The solution considered in this study to resolve the usability problems of legal database is
the institution of an intelligent interface that operates as an intermediary between legal
databases and the people that use them. To be able to perform this function, the interface
needs to be provided with knowledge of the task domain of the user. The combination of IR
and knowledge representation techniques is obvious if it is considered that the index of even
the simplest IR system to some extent represents knowledge. An index can be considered
to represent, however poorly, knowledge of the information that is stored in the database.
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For an index to be an effective help in IR, there has to be a common understanding between
user and indexer of how terms relate to concepts in the subject domain of the documents.
The quality of the index, to relate the information contents of the documents to the domain
in which this information is used, can be enhanced if this domain knowledge is explicitly
modelled. As a consequence, to be able to represent this additional knowledge correctly, it
requires more extensive index languages. The application of domain knowledge in IR is
commonly referred to as conceptual information retrieval.

An index organisation method of growing importance is the hyperindex, in which the
index is organised as a hypertext. In a hyperindex, related terms are connected through links
which can be followed to browse through the subjects of the documents in the database, thus
effectively resolving the query formulation problem. The purely generic associative links of
a hyperindex, however, lack semantics and that is why following these links most often does
not correspond to users' intentions, resulting in disorientation.

The approach taken in this study is to make the index terms and the organisational links
in the hyperindex correspond to the legal domain in which the information is applied. This
way, the representational focus of the index is reversed: instead of modelling the contents
of the database the index represents the domain of the legal practitioner.

From an analysis of legal information and legal information handling in this study, it appears
that the information need of a legal practitioner can be related to the task he performs. The
hyperindex must therefore be made to represent a legal task, making it a task-based
hyperindex. To specify such a hyperindex, in this study, a hyperindex representation
language was developed.

The primitives of the hyperindex representation language are based on a
conceptualisation of legal tasks. In this conceptualisation, legal tasks are considered in terms
of task elements and arguments. Specifically, the Toulmin argument model was used to
identify argumentation steps and argument components. To demonstrate how the hyperindex
representation language can be used to represent a legal task and to build an information
retrieval system, it was applied for an example domain.

Chapter 4. An Argumentation Model for Legal Tasks

The architecture of the task-based hyperindex for information retrieval was demonstrated
in this study for the example domain of the objection procedure in Dutch administrative law.
Administrative law governs the relation between the government and its citizens. In the
Netherlands this field of law is governed by the General Administrative Law Act (GALA).
The GALA is a general law specifying the procedural framework and constraints for specific
administrative laws. It comprehends procedures for decision making by administrative
agencies and procedures for citizens to file objections if they do not agree with an
administrative order. Interested parties who do not agree with an administrative order first
have file a notice of objection with the administrative agency which has made the order. The
legal task that was chosen to demonstrate the task-based hyperindex architecture for is the
objection procedure of the GALA. It is in many respects typical of legal tasks for which
information from legal databases is required and which can be characterised as a complex
argumentation process. The party filing the objection must present arguments to convince
the administrative agency, and it must counter the arguments of the administration's order.
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In this domain, the Toulmin argument scheme applies in two ways: firstly, to analyse the
administrative order and secondly, to construct a letter of objection countering this order.
For the purpose of specifying the task model, these two main tasks were broken down
further into their constituent subtasks and specified with input/output and precedence
relations. The subtasks in the resulting detailed procedural task model were related to
relevant documents by means of argumentation relations.

In the hyperindex representation language, nodes are defined so as to correspond to task
elements and to arguments that are used in the subject domain of a task. The links are
defined to represent methodical steps and relations between arguments in a task. As a whole,
the hyperindex represents the task domain; a path through the network filled out with the text
of arguments represents a specific case. The task elements together with the arguments used
make it possible to determine what information is required to perform a given task.

Just as the hyperindex can be interpreted in terms of the task domain, it can be
interpreted in terms of lR operations that retrieve documents from a legal database. To be
able to address a database, the node primitives in the hyperindex are characterised with terms
that can be used to build database queries. These terms are combined into database queries
by interpreting the links that represent the way they are related, for retrieval operations.

The hyperindex model of the example domain is meant as a knowledge specification for an
intelligent interface for legal databases. Using the hyperindex representation language, a
model of the objection procedure was constructed. By means of an example case about a
building permit, it was also demonstrated how a case is expressed in the hyperindex. For this
case, it was demonstrated how the information need is determined and how documents are
retrieved from the legal database. To demonstrate how a hyperindex model can be used in
practical information retrieval system it was implemented in a prototype system for
information support in objection procedures.

Chapter 5. A Task-based IR system: ARMORed Information Retrieval

In the research project this book reports on, a prototype of an information system using a
task-based hyperindex was developed for a specific legal task. This prototype is called
ARMOR which is an abbreviation for ARgument MOdel based Retrieval system. The
ARMOR system provides citizens with the information necessary to write a legally correct
notice of objection and it provides them with sound and valid arguments to support their
positions. With this system, citizens are ARMORed against unjust government action.

To build a useful task-based lR system, in this study, it was found that the information
retrieval functions must be integrated with other automated task-support functions. These
additional task-support functions motivate the user to enter the case data necessary for the
system to determine the information need. The hyperindex task model provides a suitable
structure to develop and integrate different task support functions.
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The development of this prototype served to demonstrate how the task-based retrieval
architecture can be used to build a practical information retrieval system. The ARMOR
system implements the hyper index model that was made of the domain of the objection
procedure. The task analysis and the characterisation of subtasks were mapped into system
functions. In addition to the knowledge specification provided by this model, there are many
other implementation factors that determine the resulting information system, such as the
software used and the design of the graphical user interface of the system. These
implementation considerations are all reported to motivate what results in the ultimate
system can be attributed to the design architecture. The conclusions from the development
activities also served as basis to propose a system development methodology for building
other task-based IR systems.

Chapter 6. Task-based Information Retrieval Applications

Some parts of the task-based IR architecture are meant to be applicable in legal domains
specifically and other parts can be applied to IR in general. Through analytical generalisation
it is studied to what extent the task-based IR architecture can also be applied in other
domains. These applications are discussed broadening the domain of possible applications
in a stepwise manner.

The first application discussion is the evaluation of the ARMOR system. In an
experiment, this system was used by a group of test subjects to solve an actual case of
objecting to an order of an administrative agency. The participants in the test generally
succeeded in solving the case and in retrieving useful documents from the legal database.
The test performance results demonstrated that the task-based lR architecture can
successfully be applied to operate as an intelligent interface between the users and a legal
database. Using these test performance results together with the theoretical analysis on with
the architecture is based, the possibilities were considered to generalise the findings to
applications in other domains.

Within the domain of administrative law, several other tasks were found that can be
supported by systems like the ARMOR system. With some adjustments to the task model,
the system can also be applied to the construction of administrative orders or the assessment
of objections by an administrative agency. These applications can serve to realise current
objectives of the Dutch government to use information technology to improve service
provided by the public sector.

The task-based IR architecture was designed to be applied to legallR applications in general.
With the hyperindex representation language, it is possible to model legal tasks in terms of
task elements and arguments. In the legal domain, there are many task that can be described
successfully on the basis ofthis modelling perspective. Two examples of such applications
were discussed. The task-based IR architecture can be applied in non-legal domains too,
where the retrieval of documents from a database can be related to the performance of a task.
The hyperindex representation language was, however, designed specifically to represent
legal tasks. Applications outside the legal domain cannot be described well in terms of legal
tasks. Therefore, non-legal applications of the task-based IR architecture will require a
hyperindex representation language with different semantics.
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The general conclusion of this chapter is that describing and analysing a domain in terms of
tasks offers a powerful modelling perspective both for IR and for the development of
integrated task-support systems. As an example, some possibilities were discussed to
organise applications on Internet according to task models.

Based on the experiences with the development of the ARMOR system an onset is given
for a possible system development methodology for task-based IR systems.

Chapter 7. Results and Conclusions

Due to the limitations of the technology that is currently used for information retrieval from
legal databases, legal practitioners are often not able to retrieve the documents they need. In
this book, the possible solution that was considered to resolve this problem is the institution
of an intelligent interface that operates as an intermediary between the user and the legal
database, as was formulated in the central research question: How can an intelligent interface
facilitate access to legal databases?

To answer this question, the problems of information retrieval were identified and it was
investigated what an intelligent interface is and how it can be used to resolve these problems.
Through a theoretical analysis and by practical design and testing, the conclusion was found
that: an intelligent interface that effectively solves the problems oflegal information retrieval
can be realised by a task-based hyperindex.

Besides answers to the research questions, this research also delivered other valuable
results. In the theoretical analysis a functional definition of intelligent interfaces was
developed. To realise these functions, the knowledge representation capacities of traditional
indexes were extended and developed into the task-based IR architecture. For the
representation of the necessary knowledge the hyperindex representation language was
designed. The design architecture and the representation language were demonstrated for the
example domain of objection procedures in administrative law. The task model developed
for this example domain was implemented in the ARMOR system. This is a practical legal
information system that gives information support for the task of objecting to an
administrative order. The experiences with the development of the ARMOR system were
used to give an onset for a system development methodology for other task-based lR
systems.

The conceptual gap that users experience using text retrieval systems stems from the generic
nature of the applied technology. Therefore generic extensions and adaptions of the basic
retrieval mechanism do not really bridge the conceptual gap. Only through the inclusion of
domain knowledge in information retrieval systems, the conceptual gap towards the user can
really be bridged. We found that the task-based hyperindex has a strong potential both as an
analysis framework and as a representation technique to tailor IR systems to the needs of the
people that use them. As the use of generic text database technology is widespread and the
user-problems that it brings about are commonly recognised, this approach can also be useful
in other domains.
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Samenvatting

Bemiddelen tussen Juristen en Computers
Een Architectuur voor Kennisgebaseerde Interfaces naar Juridische Databanken

Voor juristen is het vaak moeilijk om in juridische databanken de informatie te vinden die
ze nodig hebben. De problemen bij het gebruik van deze databanken zijn voor een groot
gedeelte te herleiden tot de beperkingen van traditionele zoekvraagmethoden die voor
gebruikers vaak moeilijk te begrijpen zijn. Een mogelijke oplossing voor deze problemen
die in dit boek bekeken wordt, is de constructie van een intelligente interface naar juridische
databanken. Een intelligente interface is een software-module die is voorzien van een
kennismodel van het domein van de gebruiker en die daarmee kan optreden als een
intelligente intermediair tussen de gebruiker en de databank.

In dit onderzoek komen de meest dringende onderwerpen aan de orde die een oplossing
behoeven om de ontwikkeling van meer gebruiksvriendelijke juridische databanken mogelijk
te maken. Zo wordt, onder andere, bestudeerd hoe juristen met informatie omgaan en hoe
juridische kennis in een geautomatiseerd systeem kan worden ondergebracht. Naast deze
theoretische studie wordt, met de ontwikkeling van een prototype, gedemonstreerd hoe een
intelligente interface op een succesvolle manier kan worden gerealiseerd in een praktisch
juridisch informatiesysteem.

Hoofdstuk 1. Inleiding

Juristen ondervinden in hun werk dat ze een toenemende hoeveelheid informatie moeten
verwerken. Ondanks dereguleringsinspanningen neemt het aantal geldende wettelijke
regelingen nog steeds toe. Ook de hoeveelheid recente jurisprudentie neemt toe omdat de
maatschappij steeds vaker vraagt om rechterlijke uitspraken. Aangezien informatie zowel
de bron als het product van bijna al het juridisch werk is, zijn juristen in grote mate
afhankelijk van goede toegang tot deze bronnen van juridische informatie. Het
onderzoeksgebied dat zich bezighoudt met de toegankelijkheid van grote elektronische
informatieverzamelingen heet informatie-ontsluiting.

De toegang tot geautomatiseerde tekst-databanken verloopt doorgaans via een index
waarin door middel van een aantal termen de inhoud van de databank wordt
gekarakteriseerd. Zo'n index kan worden doorgebladerd (zoals de index van een boek) of
worden doorzocht door middel van zoekvragen (een specifieke databank functionaliteit).
Omdat de index een afbeelding vormt van de documenten die in databank zijn opgeslagen,
is voor het gebruik daarvan kennis vereist van de inhoud en de opslagstructuur van de
databank en van de werking van het zoekmechanisme om de benodigde informatie te kunnen
vinden. Uit onderzoeken naar de effectiviteit van informatie-ontsluitingssystemen blijkt dat
de meeste gebruikers het vereiste inzicht in de technische werking van databanken missen
met als resultaat dat ze benodigde informatie niet kunnen vinden. Dit is ook de reden dat de
bediening van databanken vaak wordt overgelaten aan gespecialiseerde tussenpersonen
(zoals bijvoorbeeld bibliothecarissen of informatiespecialisten). Deze tussenpersonen
kunnen een probleembeschrijving van een gebruiker interpreteren en omzetten naar een
juiste zoekvraag voor de databank om de benodigde informatie te vinden.
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In dit boek wordt de mogelijkheid onderzocht om de rol van tussenpersoon te laten vervullen
door een kennisgebaseerde software-module. Een interessant concept in dit verband dat
recentelijk is ontwikkeld, is de intelligente interface. Een intelligente interface is - kort
gezegd - een geautomatiseerde interrnediair tussen een gebruiker en een geautomatiseerd
systeem die, door gebruik te maken van kennis van het domein van de gebruiker, hulp kan
bieden bij het raadplegen van het systeem.

De centrale onderzoeksvraag is: Hoe kan een intelligente interface hulp bieden bij het
toegankelijk maken van juridische inforrnatie? Om deze vraag te beantwoorden, is
onderzocht wat een intelligente interface is en hoe deze kan worden toegepast om een
oplossing te bieden voor de problemen die juristen ondervinden bij het gebruik van
juridische databanken. Daarbij is studie verricht naar de behandeling van juridische
informatie, de representatie van juridische kennis in een geautomatiseerd systeem en de
ontwikkeling van juridische kennissystemen.

Hoofdstuk 2. Juridische lnformatie-ontsluiting

De belangrijkste bronnen vanjuridische inforrnatie (wetgeving, jurisprudentie en literatuur)
zijn tegenwoordig elektronisch beschikbaar in databanken. Vanuit de literatuur over
informatie-ontsluiting kan een theoretisch raamwerk worden afgeleid om de problemen bij
het raadplegen van databanken te bestuderen. Binnen dit raamwerk worden inforrnatie-
onsluitingssystemen beschreven door middel van drie informatieverwerkingsfuncties. De
indexeerfunctie maakt op basis van de documenten in de databank een lijst met indextermen
die de inhoud van de documenten karakteriseren. In de zoekvraagfunctie geeft de gebruiker
een specificatie van zijn informatiebehoefte met behulp van zoekterrnen en logische
operatoren. In de vergelijkingsfunctie worden de zoektermen en de indextermen vervolgens
met elkaar vergeleken en worden de bijbehorende documenten uit de databank opgehaald.

Van een jurist die op zoek is naar informatie over een bepaald onderwerp wordt dus
gevraagd om de juiste zoektermen op te geven die de documenten die hij nodig heeft,
onderscheiden van de andere documenten in de databank. Dit is een moeilijke opgave en het
levert problemen op die ervoor zorgen dat de benodigde informatie niet wordt gevonden.

Oeze problemen worden veroorzaakt door een aantal beperkingen van het informatie-
ontsluitingsprincipe die samenhangen met de werking van de drie informatie-
ontsluitingsfuncties: de index geeft maar een beperkte afbeelding van de inhoud van de
documenten in de databank, een zoekvraag is een onvolkomen beschrijving van een
informatiebehoefte en de vergelijkingsfunctie is gebaseerd op ruwe vuistregels.

We kunnen daamaast een vierde beperking onderscheiden die het resultaat is van het
gecombineerde effect van de drie andere beperkingen en die we de conceptuele kloof
noemen. De conceptuele kloof is de discrepantie die bestaat tussen het idee dat gebruiker
heeft van de onderwerpen waarover in de databank documenten zijn opgeslagen en de
beperkte forme Ie afbeelding die in de index van deze onderwerpen gegeven wordt. Vanwege
deze beperking moeten gebruikers op de hoogte zijn van de manier waarop documenten zijn
opgeslagen en gemdexeerd en van de werking van het ontsluitingsmechanisme om de
documenten te kunnen vinden die ze nodig hebben. Juristen moeten de informatiebehoefte,
zoals ze die verstaan in juridische concepten, vertalen in technische database concepten.
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De huidige onderzoeksinspanningen op het gebied van informatie-ontsluiting zijn gericht
op het terugdringen van de effecten van de eerste drie beperkingen van het informatie-
onsluitingsprincipe. Het doel van dit onderzoek betreft de vierde beperking en is gericht op
het overbruggen van de conceptuele kloof. Daartoe wordt een methode voorgesteld om de
inrichting van de index aan te passen en in overeenstemming te brengen met de manier
waarop juristen met informatie omgaan.

Hoofdstuk 3. Een Taakgebaseerde Hyperindex

De oplossing die in deze studie wordt voorgesteld om de toegankelijkheidsproblemen van
juridische databanken op te lossen is het realiseren van een intelligente interface die als
intermediair optreedt tussen juridische databanken en de gebruikers daarvan. Om deze
functie te kunnen vervullen moet de interface worden voorzien van kennis over het domein
van de gebruiker. De combinatie van informatie-ontsluiting en kennisgebaseerde technieken
ligt voor de hand als we nagaan dat de index van iedere databank tot op zekere hoogte kennis
bevat. Een index kan worden opgevat als een (zeer beperkte) representatie van kennis over
de informatie die in de databank is opgeslagen.

Om effectief hulp te kunnen bieden bij informatie-ontsluiting is vereist dat er
overeenstemming bestaat tussen de gebruiker en de indexeerder over de manier waarop
indextermen verwijzen naar concepten in het domein dat het onderwerp is van de
documenten in de databank. De kwaliteit van de index om een verband te leggen tussen de
informatie inhoud van de documenten in de databanken en het domein waarin deze
informatie wordt gebruikt en toegepast, kan worden verbeterd door deze domeinkennis
expliciet in de index te modelleren. Om deze aanvullende kennis op een juiste manier te
kunnen modelleren is een uitgebreidere index-representatietaal vereist. De toepassing van
kennisgebaseerde technieken voor informatie-ontsluiting wordt ook wei conceptuele
informatie-ontsluiting genoemd.

Een belangrijke uitgebreide index-representatietaal in dit verband is de hyperindcx,
waarbij de index wordt gerepresenteerd in de vorm van een hypertekst. In een hyperindex
zijn indextermen die met elkaar verband houden gedefinieerd als knooppunten die onderling
zijn verbonden door middel van automatische verwijzingen. Door de automatische
verwijzingen tussen knooppunten te volgen kunnen de onderwerpen van de documenten in
de databank gemakkelijk worden doorgebladerd. Een hyperindex is een effectieve oplossing
voor de problem en met de zoekvraagfunctie. Aan de uitsluitend generieke betekenis van de
automatische verwijzingen in een hyperindex kan echter moeilijk een duidelijke betekenis
worden verbonden waardoor het volgen van deze verwijzingen vaak niet overeenstemt met
de bedoeling van de gebruiker die zodoende gedesorienteerd raakt,

In dit onderzoek wordt de hyper index techniek uitgebreid om de indextermen en
automatische verwijzingen daartussen in overeenstemming te brengen met het juridische
domein waarin de informatie uit de databank wordt gebruikt en toegepast. Op deze manier
wordt de representatie-orientatie van de index omgedraaid: in plaats van de informatie-
inhoud van de databank representeert de index het informatietoepassingsdomein van de
juridische gebruiker.
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Naar aanleiding van een analyse vanjuridische informatie en de manier waarop juristen met
informatie omgaan kon de relatie worden beschreven die bestaat tussen de
informatiebehoefte van juristen en de juridische taken waarbij deze informatie wordt
toegepast. De hyperindex wordt daarom gebruikt om juridische taken te modelleren. We
noemen dit een taak-gebaseerde hyperindex. Om een zodanige hyperindex te kunnen
bouwen is in deze studie tevens een hyperindex-specificatietaal ontwikkeld. De primitieven
waaruit de hyperindex-specificatietaal is opgebouwd, zijn gebaseerd op een
conceptualisering van juridische taken. In deze conceptualisering worden juridische taken
beschouwd in termen van taak-elementen en argumenten. Daarbij is voor de identificatie van
argumentatiestappen en de bestanddelen van argumenten gebruik gemaakt van het
argumentatiemodel van Toulmin. Om aan te tonen hoe de hyperindex-specificatietaal kan
worden gebruikt om een juridisch taak te modelleren ten behoeve van een juridisch
informatie-ontsluitingssysteem, is deze toegepast in een voorbeelddomein.

Hoofdstuk 4. Een Argumentatiemodel voor Juridische Taken

De architectuur voor een taakgebaseerde hyperindex ten behoeve van juridische informatie-
ontsluiting is in dit onderzoek toegepast op het dome in van de bezwaarschriftenprocedure
volgens de Algemene wet bestuursrecht (Awb). Het bestuursrecht betreft de relatie tussen
overheid en burger. De Awb geeft algemene regels procedures voor besluiten van
bestuursorganen en procedures voor burgers om bezwaar te maken als ze het met een
bestuursbesluit oneens zijn. Volgens de Awb kunnen belanghebbenden bij een
bestuursbesluit tegen het besluit bezwaar maken door een bezwaarschrift in te dienen bij het
bestuursorgaan waarvan het besluit van atkomstig is. De bezwaarschriftenprocedure is in
veel opzichten representatief voor juridische taken en die gekarakteriseerd kunnen worden
als en complex argumentatieproces waarbij informatie uitjuridische databanken vereist is.
De belanghebbende partij die bezwaar maakt, moet argumenten aanvoeren om het
bestuursorgaan te overtuigen en om de argumenten in het bestuursbesluit te weerleggen.

In dit domein is kan het Toulmin argumentatiemodel op twee manieren worden
toegepast: ten eerste moet de argumentatie het bestuursbesluit worden geanalyseerd en ten
tweede moet een argumentatie voor de onderbouwing van het bezwaarschrift worden
gegeven. Voor de constructie van een taakmodel zijn deze twee taken verder onderverdeeld
in subtaken en zijn de informatie- en precedentierelaties tussen de subtaken gespecificeerd.
In het resulterende gedetailleerde taakmodel zijn deze subtaken in verband gebracht met de
bijbehorende documenten uit de databank door middel van argumentatierelaties.

In de hyperindex-specificatietaal komen de knooppunten overeen met subtaken en met
argumenten in het gemodelleerde taakdomein. De automatische verwijzingen tussen de
knooppunten corresponderen met methodische stappen en argumentatiereiaties die bij de
uitvoering van een taak gevoigd worden. Het hyperindex-netwerk als geheel is een model
van een taakdomein; een pad dat in dit netwerk wordt gevolgd door een gebruiker
representeert een specifieke casus. De taak-elementen tezarnen met de argumenten die in een
casusmodel zijn gebruikt, maken het mogelijk om af te leiden welke informatie bij het
oplossen van de casus is vereist. Om de representatie van een casusmodel te demonstreren
is de hyperindex van het voorbeelddomein ingevuld met een besluit en een bezwaarschrift
met ais onderwerp de wei gering van een bouwvergunning.
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Zoals het hyper index model van eenjuridische taak geinterpreteerd kan worden in concepten
van het taakdomein, kan het ook gemterpreteerd worden in de vorm van infonnatie-
ontsluitingsoperaties waannee documenten uit de databank kunnen worden opgehaald. Om
de koppeling met de databank tot stand te brengen, worden de tennen waannee de
knooppunten in de hyperindex zijn gekarakteriseerd, gebruikt voor het opbouwen van
zoekvragen. Deze termen worden een zoekvraag gecombineerd door de automatische
verwijzingen die ze in de hyperindex verbinden, te interpreteren als infonnatie-
ontsluitingsoperaties. Aan de hand van de voorbeeldcasus over de bouwvergunning zijn
enkele infonnatie-ontsluitingsoperaties gedemonstreerd.

Het hyperindexmodel van het voorbeelddomein is bedoeld als kennisspecificatie voor
een intelligente interface naar juridische databanken. Om aan te tonen hoe dit
hyperindexmodel gebruikt kan worden in een praktisch infonnatie-ontsluitingssysteem is een
implementatie gemaakt in een prototype systeem dat informatiehulp biedt bij het schijven
van bezwaarschriften.

Hoofstuk 5. ARMOR: Een Taakgebaseerd Juridisch Informatie-ontsluitingssysteem

Het prototype infonnatie-ontsluitingssysteem dat was ontwikkeld in dit onderzoek heet
ARMOR, wat staat voor ARgument MOdel based Retrieval system (infonnatie-
ontsluitingssysteem gebaseerd op een argumentatiemodel). Het ARMOR systeem is bedoeld
als taakgebaseerd informatie-ontsluitingssysteem om burgers te voorzien van informatie,
benodigd voor het schrijven van een juridisch correct bezwaarschrift en om ze te voorzien
van deugdelijke en gegronde argumenten om het bezwaar te motiveren. Met dit systeem zijn
burgers bewapend (ARMORed) tegen onrechtmatig overheidsoptreden.

In een praktisch taakgebaseerd infonnatie-ontsluitingssysteem moeten de informatie-
ontsluitingsfuncties worden geintegreerd met andere taakondersteuningsfuncties. Deze
toegevoegde geautomatiseerde ondesteuningsfuncties zijn vereist om de gebruiker te
motiveren de benodigde casusgegevens aan het geautomatiseerde systeem bekend te maken.
Zo is biedt het ARMOR systeem, naast infonnatieondersteuning, ook instrumenten om
grafisch argumenten te manipuleren en tekstverwerkingsfuncties om een bezwaarschrift te
schrijven. De hypertekst faciliteiten van het hyperindex taakmodel bieden ideale
mogelijkheden am deze verschillende taakondersteuningsfuncties in een geautomatiseerd
systeem te integreren.

Met de ontwikkeling van dit prototype kon worden aangetoond hoe de taakgebaseerde
informatie-ontsluitingsarchitectuur gebruikt kan worden voor het ontwikkelen van een
praktisch juridische infonnatiesysteem. Het ARMOR systeem is een implementatie van het
hyperindexmodel dat gemaakt is van de Awb bezwaarschriftenprocedure. Op basis van de
taakanalyse en de karakterisering van de onderscheiden subtaken konden de verschillende
taakondersteuningsfuncties worden ontworpen. Naast de kennisspecificatie van het
taakmodel zijn echter nog andere factoren van invloed geweest op het uiteindelijk
resulterende infonnatiesysteem, zoals bijvoorbeeld, de gebruikte programmeertaal en
ontwerpkeuzes bij de bouw van de grafische gebruikersinterface. Bij de presentatie van het
systeem zijn al deze implementatiefactoren expliciet gerapporteerd om te kunnen aangeven
in hoeverre de resultaten met het uiteindelijke systeem kunnen worden toegerekend aan de
ontwerparchitectuur. De resultaten van het implementatietraject zijn verder gebruikt om een
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aanzet te geven voor een systeemontwikkelingsmethodiek voor het bouwen van andere
taakgebaseerde informatie-ontsluitingssystemen.

Hoofdstuk 6. Toepassingen van Taakgebaseerde Informatie-ontsluiting

Sommige onderdelen van de taakgebaseerde inforrnatie-ontsluitingsarchitectuur zijn
specifiek bedoeld voor uitsluitend juridische toepassingen en andere onderdelen kunnen ook
worden gebruikt voor informatie-ontsluitingstoepassingen in het algemeen. Door middel van
analytisch generaliseren is in dit onderzoek nagegaan in hoeverre de taakgebaseerde
inforrnatie-ontsluitingsarchitectuur ook in andere domeinen kan worden toegepast. Deze
toepassingen zijn beschouwd door het domein van mogelijke toepassingen stapsgewijs uit
te breiden.

De eerst besproken toepassing is de evaluatie van het ARMOR systeem. In een
experiment is het systeem door een beperkte groep rechtenstudenten gebruikt om als
belanghebbende een bezwaarschrift te schijven tegen een bestuursbesluit uit de praktijk van
het bestuursrecht. De proefpersonen slaagden er over het algemeen in een goed
bezwaarschrift te schrijven en daarbij nuttige informatie uit de databank te raadplegen. Met
deze proef is aangetoond dat de taakgebaseerde informatie-ontsluitingsarchitectuur op een
succesvolle manier kan worden toegepast voor het realiseren van een intelligente interface
tussen een juridische databank en de gebruikers. De resultaten van de proef tezamen met de
theoretische studie waarop de architectuur gebaseerd is, zijn vervolgens gebruikt om de
bevindingen te generaliseren naar toepassingen in andere domeinen.

Binnen het dome in van het bestuursrecht zijn verschillende andere taken te onderscheiden
die goed met system en als ARMOR ondersteund kunnen worden. Met aanpassing van het
taakmodel kan het systeem ook worden gebruikt om informatie-ondersteuning te bieden bij
het opstellen van bestuursbesluiten of voor het beoordelen van bezwaarschriften door een
bestuursorgaan. Dit soort toepassingen sluiten goed aan bij het de beleidprogramma's van de
Nederlandse overheid waarbij de rnogelijkheden worden onderzocht om met behulp van
informatietechnologie de dienstverlening van de overheid te verbeteren.

De taakgebaseerde informatie-ontsluitingsarchitectuur is bedoeld voor de ondersteuning van
juridische taken in het algemeen. Met de hyperindex-specificatietaal is het modelijk om
juridische taken te modelleren in termen van taak-elernenten en argumenten. In hetjuridische
domein zijn vele taken te onderscheiden die goed met dit modelleringsperspectief
beschreven kunnen worden. Bij wijze van voorbeeld zijn twee van zulke toepassingen
besproken. Daamaast kan de taakgebaseerde informatie-ontsluitingsarchitectuur ook in niet-
juridische domeinen worden toegepast, vermits de informatie in de documenten van een
databank maar gerelateerd kan worden aan een duidelijk te onderscheiden taak. De
hyperindex specificatietaal is echter specifiek ontwikkeld om juridische taken te modelleren.
Daarom zal voor niet-juridische toepassingen van de ontwerparchitectuur weI een nieuwe
hyperindex-specificatietaal met een andere semantiek moeten worden ontwikkeld.
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De analyse en de modellering van een domein in termen van taken is in ieder geval een
krachtig modelleringsperspectief voor kennisgebaseerde informatie-ontsluiting en voor de
ontwikkeling van gemtegreerde taak-ondersteuningssystemen. Bij het onderzoek zijn
tenslotte ook enkele mogelijkheden besproken om Internet toepassingen op te zetten volgens
het principe van taakmodellen.

Hoofdstuk 7. ResuItaten en Conc1usies

Vanwege de beperkingen van de technologie die momenteel gebruikt wordt voor de
ontsluiting van informatie in juridische databanken, is het voor juristen vaak moeilijk om in
deze databanken de informatie te vinden die ze nodig hebben. In dit onderzoek is de
mogelijkheid nagegaan om dit probleem op te lossen met een intelligente interface die als
intermediair optreedt tussen de databank en de gebruiker, zoals was geformuleerd in de
centrale onderzoeksvraag: Hoe kan een intelligente interface hulp bieden bij het toegankelijk
maken van juridische informatie?

Om deze vraag te beantwoorden, is onderzocht wat de problem en van informatie-
ontsluiting zijn en wat een intelligente interface is. Op basis van een theoretische analyse en
door middel van een praktisch ontwerp en het testen daarvan is vastgesteld dat: een
intelligente interface die een effectieve oplossing biedt voor de getdentificeerde informatie-
ontsluitingsproblemen kan worden gerealiseerd met een taak-gebaseerde hyperindex.

Behalve de beantwoording van de onderzoeksvragen heeft dit onderzoek ook andere
waardevolle resultaten opgeleverd. In de theoretisch analyse is een functionele definitie van
intelligente interfaces opgesteld. Om deze intelligente functies te realiseren, is een
gecombineerde index en kennisrepresentatie-architectuur ontwikkeld in de vorm van een
taak-gebaseerde hyperindex. Voor het representeren van de benodigde kennis is bovendien
een hyperindex-specificatietaal ontwikkeld. De ontwerparchitectuur en de hyperindex-
specificatietaal zijn toegepast op het domein van de bezwaarschriftenprocedure volgens de
Aigemene wet bestuursrecht. Het kennismodel dat voor dit dome in is opgesteld is vervolgens
ge"implementeerd in het ARMOR systeem. Dit is een praktisch juridisch informatie-
ontsluitingssysteem dat informatie-ondersteuning biedt bij het maken van bezwaar tegen een
bestuursbesluit. De resultaten van die implementatietraject zijn gebruikt om een aanzet te
geven voor een systeemontwikkelingsmethodiek die toegepast kan worden voor de
ontwikkeling van andere taakgebaseerde informatie-ontsluitingssystemen.

De conceptuele kloof die gebruikers ervaren bij het raadplegen van databanken IS 10

hoofdzaak gelegen in het generieke karakter van de toegepaste technologie. Generieke
aanpassingen en uitbreidingen van het informatie-ontsluitingsprincipe zullen daarom de
conceptuele kloofniet kunnen overbruggen. Aileen door het opnemen van domeinkennis in
informatie-ontsluitingssystemen kan de conceptuele kloof tussen het domein van de
gebruiker en de databank effectief worden overbrugd. De taakgebaseerde informatie-
ontsluitingsarchitectuur die in die onderzoek is voorgesteld, biedt een sterk instrument voor
de analyse en modellering van de kennis die benodigd is om informatie-ontsluitingssystemen
aan te passen aan de specifieke behoeften van de gebruikers van deze systemen. Aangezien
generieke informatie-ontsluitingstechnieken nog algemeen in databanken worden toegepast
en de gebruiksproblemen die deze technieken met zich meebrengen algemeen ervaren en
erkend worden, kunnen van kennisgebaseerde benaderingen, zoals de architectuur die in dit
onderzoek is voorgesteld, nog veel verbeteringen worden verwacht.









Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift
Interfacing between Lawyers and Computers

van Luuk Matthijssen

De conceptuele kloof die bij juridische databanken bestaat tussen de infonnatiebehoefte
van de gebruiker en de infonnatie zoals die is opgeslagen in de databank, is een direct
gevolg van de beperkingen van de Booleaanse zoekvraagmethoden die daarin worden
toegepast.

II Infonnatie-ontsluiting (of information retrieval) is een term die veelal ten onrechte wordt
gebruikt voor iets dat niet meer is dan docurnent-ontsluiting (of document retrieval).

III De ontwikkeling van gebruiksvriendelijke juridische inronuatie-ontsluitingssystemen is
aileen mogelijk als deze system en worden voorzien van kennis van het domein van de
gebruiker.

IV De toepassing van kennisgebaseerde technieken voor infonnatie-ontsluiting kan beter
worden gericht op de interface van de databank dan op de opslagstructuur van de
gegevens in de databank.

V De hyperindex-techniek levert een effectieve oplossing voor het zoekvraagformulerings-
probleem bij het raadplegen van databanken en biedt goede mogelijkheden om juridische
kennis te modelleren in de interface van juridische databanken.

VI De populariteit van het Internet is eerder te verklaren uit de primitieve aantrekkingskracht
van de aldaar heersende anarchie dan uit de kwaliteit van infonnatie-ontsluiting die er
geboden wordt.

VII Uit het oogpunt van de relatieve geschiktheid van modellen voor het verklaren van
relevante verschijnselen kunnen we er in het dagelijkse verkeer beter van uitgaan dat de
zon om de aarde draait.

VIII Eigen ervaring is een inefficiente en ineffectieve manier van kennisacquisitie.

IX Veel meer dan de grootte en de representativiteit van de steekproef is bij empirisch
maatschappij-wetenschappelijk onderzoek de keuze van de maatstafbepalend voor de
uitkomst.

X Het idee dat reele organisaties door de toepassing van infonnatietechnologie virtueel
zouden worden, is irreeel.

XI De grondwettelijke overheidsplicht tot openbaarheid van rechtspraak moet, in het licht van
de mogelijkheden van thans beschikbare infonnatietechnologie, worden gemterpreteerd
als een plicht om aile rechterlijke uitspraken gratis op Internet beschikbaar te stellen.

XII Met het oog op zowel de arbeidsvreugde als de kwaliteit van de besluitvorrning zijn
maandag-ochtendvergaderingen af te raden.
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Luuk Matthijssen

As information is both the source and the product of all legal work, legal practitioners
are crucially dependent on good access to legal information. The legal databases that
are currently available to store and retrieve statutes, judicial decisions, and legal litera-
ture, however, often pose problems to the users with the effect that they cannot find
the information they need. To a large extent, these problems can be attributed to the
limitations of the traditional Boolean query mechanism used in text databases which is
difficult for users to operate. As a possible solution for these problems, in this book an
architecture is proposed for an intelligent interface to legal databases. An intelligent
interface uses knowledge of the task domain of legal practitioners to operate as an
intelligent intermediary between the user and the database.

Interfacing between Lawyers and Computers addresses the most pressing issues that
need to be resolved to allow for the development of advanced user-friendly legal data-
bases. It involves a study into the nature of legal information-handling and the repre-
sentation of legal knowledge. In addition to the theoretical study, it is demonstrated,
with the development of a prototype, how the architecture can be used for the develop-
ment of practical legal information retrieval systems. The results of these studies are
interpreted to discuss a number of possible applications for the intelligent interface
architecture, including the publication of government information and the organisation
of legal information on the Internet.

Luuk Matthijssen, who studied business informatics, worked at the law faculty of
Tilburg University and the computer science department of Eindhoven University of
Technology. The author considers the problems of legal information retrieval from the
perspective of an information analyst.
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